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ABSTRACT
Current problems in the operation of water and wastewater pumping 
stations include adverse vortex activity and sediment deposition on 
the floor of the wet well. It has been shown that the practice of 
designing water and wastewater pumping stations to prevent vortex 
activity is well advanced, and if conventional design procedures are 
followed, the system will operate without vortex activity. However, 
there is wide spread disagreement in designing floor slope, sump 
geometry and inlet conditions in order to minimize deposition of 
sediments within the wet well. As a consequence, often the pump(s) 
must be stopped, the wet well drained, and the sediments and other
settled debris removed manually.
This study proposes the use of a compressed air diffuser system in 
the sump to provide an auxiliary circulation to assist in scouring 
deposited sediments from the floor. With this scheme, the manual 
removal of the debris would be eliminated.
A numerical model has been formulated to simulate a wide variety
of sump geometry and air diffuser operating schemes. The model
couples a drift flux formulation to describe the plume performance 
with the conservation of linear and angular momentum to describe the 
overall sump flow. A physical sump model, 1576 mm long, 684 mm wide
and 1140 mm deep, was used to obtain velocity profiles, plume width 
measurements, observe the general performance of the diffuser and to
optimize, calibrate and investigate the sensitivity of the numerical
model. Refinements to the numerical model were made which allowed for
v
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large scale simulations. Significant restrictions have been noted and 
a thorough discussion of these limitations has been provided.
Design curves are presented which allow for the investigation of a 
variety of air flow and sump geometries. In all cases, operating
variables are chosen so that the system is kept vortex free.
The numerical model has been shown to be a useful tool for
estimating the air flowrate required to scour sediments from the wet 
well floor and to size the air diffuser equipment. Full-scale testing 
is required to assess scale effects and for site specific calibration. 
The model conforms to accepted geometric sump standards so that
implementation of the model is not further complicated.
vi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preamble
The pumping stations represent a significant fraction of the 
cost of any water or wastewater treatment scheme. Proper design 
procedures must be developed to minimize energy and maintenance 
requirements. This design must also minimize vortex activity, sump 
volume and sediment deposition.
The slope of the wet well floor determines the ease with which 
solids and fluids are moved through the pumping station; however, 
there is little agreement in the literature as to acceptable floor 
configurations. Some of the commonly used recommendations are quoted 
below:
"Although it is generally agreed that proper pump suction 
conditions should be maintained and that the deposition 
of solids in the wet well should be minimized, opinions 
vary greatly on how to accomplish these ends. Probably 
the most controversial point in the design of wet wells 
is the bottom slope needed to minimize deposition of 
solids. A relatively large number of state regulatory 
agencies call for a minimum bottom slope of 1:1 to the 
pump inlet". (WPCF, 1981)
"Wet wells and suction channels should be designed so 
that dead areas where solids and scum may accumulate 
are avoided. The bottom should be sloped as steeply as 
possible in the direction of flow so that deposits and 
scum accumulations are carried to the pump suctions by 
the scouring action of the high velocities at low 
operating levels". (ASCE, 1977(b)).
"A sump which handles solid matter in suspension needs 
special care. The slope of the benching is usually 
not critical between 30° and 60°, but it is important 
to avoid the sewer discharging directly into a pool of 
water because a free falling jet would result in air 
entrainment". (Prosser, 1977).
1
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2"The floor of the wet well should sloped at 1 in 1, or 
steeper, to a sump at the pump suctions. Many 
engineers prefer a slope of about 1.75 vertical to 1 
horizontal, but on the other hand these steeper slopes 
are inconvenient for maintenance". (Bartlett, 1974).
Uncertainties and contradiction abound in the literature. "Rules
of Thumb" design methods have been in use for the last 30 years, often
resulting in severe siltation problems.
No extensive review of sedimentation in sumps has been
undertaken. Scattered short discussions and test results are provided
in different journals over a period extending back to the 1890's.
Most of these articles were concerned with the layout of the pumping
equipment. No evidence exists as to tests specifically performed to
determine optimum floor slope conditions.
Prior to any experimental work, an extensive literature review of
wet well design was carried out and is presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 presents a literature review of significant factors
which must be considered when dealing with the initiation of particle
motion on the wet well floor.
The formulation of the numerical model is given in Chapter 4. A
detailed description of the drift flux formulation to describe the
diffuser plume, and the linear and angular momentum approach to
describe the main sump flow are presented.
Chapter 5 deals with a description of the physical model employed
for calibration purposes, and gives a qualitative description of
sources of errors.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3Chapter 6 presents and discusses the significance of the physical 
model experiments. Numerical model calibration and sensitivity is 
given in Chapter 7. A detailed design example and application is also 
given in Chapter 7.
Conclusions and recommendations for additional research are given 
in Chapters 8 and 9, respectively.
The Structured WATFIV program listing, sample input, output and 
program nomenclature are given in Appendix 1.
1.2 Objective and Scope
The objectives of this dissertation were:
(i) to identify the factors which affect the behaviour of 
solids on the floor of the wet well,
(ii) to investigate the use of a compressed air diffuser as an 
auxiliary power source to aid in scouring the particles,
(iii) to develop a numerical model to describe the circulation 
pattern within the sump under various air diffuser and 
pump operating conditions,
(iv) to validate and calibrate the numerical model via physical 
modelling, and
(v) to investigate the validity of the numerical model under 
large scale conditions.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
WET WELL DESIGN
2.1 General
A comprehensive review of pumping station wet well design has 
been provided previously by Machina (1983) and Machina and Bewtra 
(1983). Significant developments in sump design are reviewed herein 
to present the factors which are important in proper wet well design.
In the design of wet wells, the bell-mouth submergence and 
spacing are of primary importance. Richardson (1941) pointed out that 
the following considerations should be given when laying out the 
location of suction bells:
(i) distance between the suction bell and the bottom of the wet 
well,
(ii) distance between the suction bell and any obstruction,
(iii) the minimum submergence of the suction bell for maximum flow.
Richardson stated that the flow in the region of the suction bell 
should be free of vortices. Any change in the direction of flow will 
tend to form vortices, and it is important that ample space between 
any obstruction, such as columns, other suction bells, walls, etc., be 
provided to permit dissipation of the vortex before reaching the 
suction bell entrance. Richardson recommended minimum values of D/2, 
D and 2D for the bottom clearance, wall clearance and distance between 
suction bells, respectively, where D is the suction bell diameter. He 
specified a minimum submergence of D/2 and recommended that this value
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5be increased if strainers were used over the bell-mouth entry.
Richardson's guidelines appear to be the earliest specifications for 
suction bell clearances and submergence.
Brkich (1953) further studied wet well design and made additional 
recommendations and refinements. A bottom clearance of D/3 as the
minimum and D/2 as the maximum was recommended. Rear wall clearance 
was changed from D, proposed by Richardson, to 0.75D. It was 
recommended to insert triangular blocking, measuring D/2 on each side, 
into the corner between the side and rear walls of the wet well to 
prevent the formation of vortices in corners. Brkich also stated that 
the approach channel should produce an even distribution of water just 
upstream of the pump intakes. A plane of 0.75D upstream from the 
bell-mouth centre line was proposed for reference.
For pumps arranged in a single row in one long channel, Brkich
gave the minimum channel width as being 
[2.1] W - D + D2 (4 + 8N)/3H
where W = channel width, N = number of pumps downstream of the pump
under consideration, and H =» water depth. It was stressed that, if
possible, putting a number of pumps in one long channel should be
avoided in order to prevent mutual interference. If a long channel Is
used, the velocity in the channel should be the same as for 
single-pump installations. All attempts should be made to eliminate 
turbulence in the flow as it may pass from one pump to the next.
The work of D.F. Denny and his colleagues at the British 
Hydromechanics Research Association has been instrumental in advancing 
the work on x*et well design.
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6Denny (1956) stated two aspects of problems with respect to 
vortex formation in wet wells. Firstly, swirl in the sump leads to 
rotation of the water in the suction pipe, which may impair the 
performance of the pump. Secondly, severe swirl sometimes leads to a 
fully developed vortex having a hollow core through which air is drawn 
into the suction inlet. Apart from the effect of the air Itself, 
which tends to lower the delivery of the pump, such vortices are
unstable and give rise to unsteady swirl flows in the pipe, and to 
fluctuating loads on the pump bearings. Denny and Young (1957) 
observed that the air carried into the intake may easily reach 5% of 
the water flow, whereas it was known that 1% of air was capable of 
reducing the efficiency of a centrifugal pump by as much as 15%. The 
origin of the problem of persistent rotational flow lies in the
relation between the position of the intake and the direction of the 
approaching flow. If, in the oncoming flow there is a resultant 
angular momentum about a vertical axis at the intake, then rotational 
flow will result which may develop into an air-entraining vortex. 
Denny and Young pointed out that it would be erroneous to suppose that 
such vortices originated at the intake it-self, which merely acted as a 
sink to withdraw water from a particular place at a particular rate. 
It was determined that even the shape and direction In which the 
intake faced were very minor factors in this phenomenon because the 
tail of the vortex could turn through large angles with ease.
Rotation in the approaching flow can arise from a number of
causes, and the two most frequently encountered are:
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7(i) asymmetry of the intake with respect to the boundaries of the 
approaching flow, and
(ii) change in the direction of the boundaries immediately upsteam of 
the intake.
Denny and Young observed that it was not always possible to avoid 
serious rotation in the flow approaching the intake, but fortunately 
other factors such as depth of water, velocity through the intake, 
etc., which were usually under the control of the designer, also had a 
large influence on the formation of vortices and on the swirl at the 
intake. They developed a curve relating the water depth to the 
suction pipe velocity for a given set of boundary conditions and
approaching flow pattern as shown in Fig. 2.1. It was observed that
the boundary between vortex-forming and vortex-free conditions was not 
very precise. The criterion used was whether, after a reasonable time 
at steady conditions of depth and flow, any air from the free water 
surface entered the intake, either continuously or intermittently. 
The shape of the boundary curve varied with the circumstances but in 
general the curves had one limb tending to become asymptotic to a 
constant velocity and another limb tending to become asymptotic to a 
constant depth. In other words, there was one region at low intake 
velocities where the submergence was very dependent on the 
velocity through the intake, and another at high intake velocities 
where the submergence was not so dependent on velocity.
Denny and Young also studied varying the degree of angular 
momentum about a vertical axis by varying the width of the sump
through which the water was allowed to enter. Rotational flow was
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9strongest when the water entered through half the width of the sump 
and this condition caused the most severe vortices, requiring a
critical submergence, S, of 15 bell-mouth diameters to prevent
air-entrainment at high velocities, Fig. 2.2. With the water entering
over the whole width of the sump, i.e. a nominal zero resultant
angular momentum, the critical submergence was only 3.5 diameters at 
high velocities. Thus a fourfold change in the critical submergence 
at high velocity was effected merely by varying the angular momentum 
about the intake in the approaching flow. Denny and Young also 
investigated the effects of boundaries on the critical submergence. 
The effects of bottom clearance below a vertical intake pipe with 
upward flow are shown in Fig. 2.3. The tests were conducted with a
102 mm pipe in a 2.44 m square sump and a 22 mm pipe in a 610 mm
square sump with similar entry conditions. The results for the two 
models were precisely similar and demonstrated that as the bell-mouth 
was raised from the floor, the critical submergence decreased, 
although the actual water depth increased considerably. When the 
intake was moved about the sump it was found that the critical
submergence was greater when the intake was nearest the centre of the
sump and least when the intake was close to the walls. The critical 
submergence was smaller for a given size pipe in a smaller sump, and 
also for a larger pipe in a given size sump. Figure 2.4 shows the 
correlation of the results, using both different pipes and different 
sumps in which the rotational flow was nominally the same, and when 
the suction pipe was equidistant from two adjacent walls. The
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critical submergence was independent of wall clearance when this 
exceeded ten pipe diameters and was approximately proportional to wall 
clearance when this was less than five diameters. The results 
for an inlet in the wall were very similar to those for a vertical 
pipe close to the wall. These studies also indicated that the shape 
of the intake had very little effect on vortex formation. Upward and 
downward facing vertical intakes behaved very much alike, but with 
horizontal intakes, the disposition of the intake relative to the 
vortex zone in the sump appeared to be important.
Research on vortex formation, submergence and sump geometry 
continued by many researchers who all built upon and refined the 
fundamental research of Denny and Young. Investigations by Brewer 
(1957), Dornaus (1958), Shahroody and Davis (1964), Hattersley (1965), 
Linford (1965), Berge (1966), Paterson and Campbell (1968), Zanker 
(1968), Bird (1968), Anwar (1968), Gordon (1970), Quick (1970), 
Messina (1971), Reddy and Pickford (1972), Swainston (1974, 1976),
Nakato and Kennedy (1976), and Farell (1976) have all contributed to 
the increased state of knowledge with respect to vortex-free sump 
design.
2.2 Current Practice
2.2.1 General
Prosser (1977) and the Hydraulic Institute (1983) analyzed the 
data and experimental results published in the twenty-year period from 
1957 to 1977 and have set forth the design standards for sump well 
design. Prosser described the desirable flow conditions approaching
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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an intake as being uniform, steady and of single phase:
uniform flow - the velocity, in magnitude and direction, of fluid
particles is the same at all points across the 
section considered
steady flow - the velocity, in magnitude and direction, does not
change with time
single phase flow - there is no entrained air, vapour or other gases. 
He divided a typical pump intake and sump arrangement into four 
sections or zones as follows:
Zone I : The water is channelled into the pumping station as free 
surface flow or as internal flow through an inlet culvert. There may 
be several inlet channels, or the water may be taken from a natural 
stream or river. The final entry into Zone II is often through a 
control structure.
Zone II: This zone contains items such as screens for removing solid
matter from the water and division walls to control the flow into the 
appropriate sump (Zone III).
Zone III: The sump is usually rectangular, and except for sewage
applications, has a flat floor. A sump may serve more than one pump. 
The intake may be a suspended bell-mouth or it may be built, wholly or 
partly, into a wall. The primary purpose of the sump is to provide 
stored volume and to damp out any extremely distorted flow patterns 
arising from Zone II.
Zone IV: This is a short section of pipe between the intake and the
pump impeller. In some cases, this section can be fairly long and 
perhaps contain several bends and changes in cross-section. The flow 
should always fill this pipe section to ensure that there is no free 
surface. With a long inlet pipe, the flow patterns at the pump are 
influenced by the design of the bends and the changes in the pipe 
cross-section are not influenced much by poor conditions at the
intake. Long suction pipes are unusual since they introduce a large 
pressure drop with the consequent possibility of cavitation at the
pump.
2.2.2 Wet Well and Dry Well Pumping Stations
A pump can be installed in a wet or dry well. Figure 2.5
illustrates a vertical suspended pump in a wet well and a similar pump
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in a dry well. In a dry well, the bell-mouth may be directly in the 
wall or turned down through an angle of up to 90° as shown.
The wet well has the great advantage of simplicity, and is widely 
used. However, maintenance can be a problem as it involves 
de-watering the sump or lifting the pump unit out of the well. The 
wet well arrangement is very suitable for intermittent duty such as 
for pumping storm water where the well will be dry for most of the 
time.
The dry well configuration is usually used when reliablity is a 
prime requirement, since the pump can be reached and maintained at all 
times. The "turned-down" bell-mouth of Fig. 2.5(c) is a popular 
arrangement in sewage applications since it allows a lower submergence 
in the sump than a horizontal intake, Fig. 2.5(b), and in general is 
less prone to vortex action at similar submergences.
2.2.3 Bell-mouth Design
The main pupose of a bell-mouth entry to a circular pipe is to 
eliminate the flow separation which occurs with a sharp edged Inlet, 
as shown in Fig. 2.6. This ensures that the flow Is uniform 
throughout the intake cross-section (assuming that the approach flow 
In the sump is reasonably uniform) and that the head losses associated 
with the intake are minimal.
For an Intake in a vertical wall, replacing the sharp edge by a 
radius equal to about one-tenth of the pipe diameter is the minimum 
required. A freely suspended bell-mouth would need a larger radius to 
cater to the flow coming from behind the bell-mouth. In practice,
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most pump manufacturers specify bell-mouth shapes which are usually 
based on a quarter of an ellipse. The bell-mouth diameter D is 
usually in the range of 1.5 to 1.8d, where d is the inlet pipe 
diameter.
2.2.4 Recommended Sump Design
Examples of satisfactory sump design practice, suggested by 
Prosser (1977), are illustrated in Figs. 2.7 to 2.13. The preferred 
designs define the basic parameters of good sump design, but the main 
points to remember when considering the design of the whole sump 
system, Zones I, II and III are:
(i) The flow approaching the pump intake, whether a horizontal or a 
vertical bell-mouth, should be uniform across the width of the 
channel.
(ii) The kinetic energy associated with changes in level, whether 
down a slope, or over a weir, should be dissipated well away
from the final approach to the pump(s).
(iii) Obstructions, such as supporting pillars, should be streamlined 
to eliminate flow separation near the intake section.
(lv) Areas where stagnant water could occur should be filled in.
(v) Average velocities must be kept low: about 0.6 m/s maximum for
flow into the pumping station and 0.3 m/s maximum for the 
approach flow to the bell-mouth if there are no solids in the 
water. For sewage, the mean velocity should be greater than
0.7 m/s at all sections.
(vi) Screens used for trash exclusion also act as flow straightening 
screens. Trashracks and screens must be sited so that they
serve this dual function where possible.
The clearance of the bell-mouth from the floor, C, should be in 
the range of 0.5 to 0.75 times D, the bell-mouth diameter. If C is 
less than 0.25D, the flow area under the lip of the bell is less than 
the flow area into the bell and the resulting deceleration causes
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unsteady flow In the bell-mouth. If C Is greater than D there is a 
tendency for the upward component of flow into the bell-mouth to 
become unstable and promote swirling flow. The proximity of the end 
and side walls to the bell-mouth Inhibits the production of swirling 
flow and vortex formation.
In multiple pump sumps, the pump spacing, B, should be 2 to 2.5D, 
although satisfactory conditions can be obtained up to 4D if the
increased spacing is required for access to the motors. If the flow 
distribution is skewed or from the side, and when less than the 
maximum number of pumps are operating, splitters may be necessary. If 
splitters are to be used, E, the length of the splitters, should not 
be less than AD.
The basic design for a simple rectangular sump suitable for a 
single pump is shown in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. The dimensions are
given in terms of the bell-mouth diameter, D. Tolerances on these
recommended dimensions are not critical to about plus or minus 20
percent (Prosser, 1977).
It may be convenient to make the end wall in the form of a 
circular arc rather than use corner fillets. As long as the principle 
of 0.25D minimum space between the bell-mouth and the wall is 
maintained, the design proves satisfactory. Thus, in Fig. 2.10, (b) 
and (c) are alternatives to the standard shape shown in (a). These 
designs are applicable if there is uniform, steady, single-phase flow 
through the channel cross-section upstream of the bell-mouth. The 
distance of this plane of uniform flow from the bell-mouth centre line
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is about 3D. When significant variations occur in the velocity and 
turbulence distribution at this section, problems begin to occur. For 
mildly non-uniform conditions, which in practice occur in many sumps, 
remedial measures include increasing the submergence and using 
structures such as cones, splitters or crosses underneath the 
bell-mouth.
The designs shown in Fig. 2.12 provide two alternative ways of
installing three pumps in a sump where uniform steady flow occurs just
upstream of the intakes. These designs give the preferred way 
of defining the final part of the sump, Zone III. The wet well 
designs shown in Fig. 2.12 can be easily adapted for dry 
well installation of the pumps. The plan dimensions should 
be the same whether the intake is a turned down bell-mouth or a 
horizontal intake through the end wall. The corner fillets or radii 
need not be used if the intakes are horizontal.
Examples of multiple sump designs which include the approach to
the sump are shown in Fig. 2.13. The problem of providing steady,
uniform flow to a multiple sump is made more difficult because, in the 
majority of cases, the intakes must function satisfactorily with all 
possible combinations of pumps in operation.
The unitized design shown in Fig. 2.13(b) would function 
correctly, since the approach length of each unit, L, can be a 
conservative value based on the single pump design. The open sump 
design shown in Fig. 2.13(a) may require baffles or splitters or a 
grid in order to distribute the flow evenly to all pumps. Since the
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need for these devices and the siting of them depends upon the
specific design under consideration, no basic design details can be 
given. The best way to determine the details is with the aid of
hydraulic models.
The design guidelines published by the Hydraulic Institute (1983)
are given in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15. These figures were developed for
pumps normally operating in the capacity range of 3000 to 300000 USGPM 
(0.19 to 18.93 m"Vs). All of the dimensions in Fig. 2.1A and Fig. 
2.15 are based on the rated capacity of the pump at the design head. 
If the operation at an increased capacity is to be undertaken for 
considerable periods of time, the maximum capacity should be used for 
the design value in obtaining sump dimensions.
2.2.5 Minimum Submergence Requirements
The choice of the minimum submergence of a pump is usually a 
critical design decision. The minimum water level, MWL, in a pumping 
station is often defined by external conditions, such as the level of 
an incoming pipe or culvert, or the net positive suction head
requirements of the pump. Thus, the sump floor level, SFL, is defined
as
[2.2] SFL = MWL - (C + S)
As noted earlier, the optimum clearance, C, between the
bell-mouth and the sump floor is about 0.5D. Therefore, the
submergence, C, should be kept as small as possible to reduce the cost 
of the structure.
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The minimum submergence, or critical submergence, S^, is
usually defined as the submergence when air-entraining vortices form. 
The critical submergence was found to depend on the mean velocity in 
the bell-mouth, Vg, and the bell-mouth size, D. The general trend 
was that S^/D increased as increased and that for a given
VB , S^/D was slightly less for larger intakes than for smaller 
intakes (Prosser, 1977). Satisfactory values of S^ , may be 
obtained from Fig. 2.15 once the pump capacity is known. For a given 
flowrate, Q, or the corresponding velocity, the critical
submergence can be calculated from the water depth, H, and the bottom 
clearance, C, as
[2.3] Sc » H - C
Prosser (1977) reported that for most practical applications the 
range of 3^,/D was from 1 to 10 and that was usually similar
for all fixed speed pumps, so that the value of S = 1.5D, as shown in
Figs. 2.7, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12, represented a reasonable design
value. For variable delivery pumps, where V„ was smaller thanO
normal for some operating conditions, S^ , could be less than 1.5D.
In general, the submergence of an intake should be large enough 
to reduce the possible occurrence of air-entraining vortices, swirling 
flow and the effects of any surface waves which may arise. Therefore, 
there is a conflict in that a conservative design with a deeply
submerged intake costs more than a design in which the minimum
submergence is only just adequate. The minimum submergence value of 
1.5D is based on the assumption that the approach flow to the
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bell-mouth is ideal. Slight departures from this ideal condition can 
be offset by increasing the minimum submergence, but obviously it 
would be very expensive to compensate in this way for very poor 
approach conditions.
2.3 Basic Concepts of Vortex Formation
Prior to the research of Fraser (1953) and Iversen (1953) little 
consideration had been given to the formation and modelling of 
vortices in pump intakes.
Fraser studied the flow impinging on the back wall of the sump. 
He noted that a portion of the incoming flow continued until it struck
the back wall of the sump, and owing to this impact, the water level
built up and the flow was reversed back toward the pump. The level 
immediately downstream from the pump was lowered by the wake caused by 
the diversion of flow around the pump body in addition to the drawdown 
caused by the reduction in pressure at the pump suction. The
difference between levels at the back wall and the wake of the pump 
may cause severe turbulence which may create or destroy vortices.
As the flow between the pump column and the back wall was highly 
turbulent, Fraser noted that any quantitative analysis of these 
conditions was uncertain. An indication of the magnitude of these
disturbances may be approximated by determining the impact of water 
against the upstream side of the pump column and against the back 
wall. The column and the back wall were stagnation points and the 
force at these points was proportional to the time rate of change of 
momentum of that portion of the flow affected. The mass of water,
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m^, affected in one second is
[2.4] m f  - Pf A v m
where = fluid density, A ** area normal to the flow and vm
=* mean velocity. Since momentum is mass times velocity, the impact 
force for the rear wall, F^, can be expressed as
[2.5] F± = pfAvm2
A drag coefficient, comparable to the drag coefficient
used in aerodynamic studies can be applied with averages of 0.6 to 0.8 
for the pump column, and a value close to 2.0 for the back wall (Fox 
and McDonald, 1973). The Reynolds number encountered in suction 
intakes usually exceeds 10^ and thus the boundary layer flow is 
always turbulent with constant values of C^. It follows then, 
that the greater the value of the impact force on the pump column 
given by
[2.6] F± = 0.5 Cd pfAvm2
the more severe will be the turbulence in the vicinity of the pump and
the greater will be the forces on the pump column.
Iversen (1953) also considered the mechanisms responsible for 
vortex formation. Iversen classified vortices as being either a 
’’local vortex" or a "column vortex". The local vortex contained a 
rotating region of liquid with the free surface being drawn down in a
localized area. An air core was present which may be pulled into the
pump suction if the vortex strength and inflow velocity are 
sufficient. In a column vortex, the liquid swirled around the pump 
column with the drawdown around the periphery of the column.
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Iversen reasoned Chat vortices were initiated from an eddy in the 
sump. When the eddy reached the higher velocity regions of flow near 
the suction intake, the lower portion of the eddy was constricted and 
drawn into the intake. Rotational velocities in the lower portion of 
the eddy were increased, pressures were decreased, and an air core was 
established. Hence any configuration of sump boundaries, such as 
sharp corners or piers, or irregular velocity distributions, at which 
eddies form, were potential sources of a vortex.
Iversen also considered the prerotation of the fluid entering the 
suction bell due to impeller action as a predominating influence on 
vortex formation. While the effect undoubtedly was present, 
prerotation was only a minor cause of vortex formation because in some 
sumps a vortex was initiated far from the suction bell where any 
prerotation in the region of the suction bell could not have 
conceivably been the cause.
Iversen noticed two other effects, in addition to air entering 
the pump. If the vortex was unstable, i.e. formed, broke and then 
reformed, the periodic air flow produced velocity fluctuations with a 
corresponding fluctuation in the impeller thrust, which led to 
"bouncing" of the impeller and shaft assembly and serious effects on 
the bearings and supports. The disturbances also affected the pump 
hydraulic efficiency. If the vortex was stable, the bouncing may not 
have been evident, but the hydraulic efficiency may still have been 
affected.
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Denny (1956) provided a more detailed description of the vortex 
formation phenomenon than that of Iversen. Denny noticed five 
distinct stages in the development of an air-entraining vortex as 
shown in Fig. 2.16. When the suction inlet was well covered with 
water, the vortex appeared first as a small dimple in the free 
surface, Fig. 2.16(a), which gradually deepened to form a cone-shaped 
hole; air bubbles broke away from time to time and were swept into the 
bell-mouth, Fig. 2.16(d). With steady flows, this condition appeared 
to be quite stable and often persisted for long periods. At high 
velocities, the air-core lengthened and allowed a continuous passage 
of air up the pipe, Fig. 2.16(e). Such a vortex was located some 
distance from the pipe; it was very stable and soon reformed if 
disturbed; its core rotated at great speed and the internal free 
surface was corrugated by small waves. Flow of air through the core 
was inaudible except with very high water velocities.
When the mouth of the pipe was less deeply submerged the vortex
formed much closer to the pipe and tended to be less stable. It
rarely remained in the same position for long, usually revolving 
slowly around the pipe and then disappearing; during this time another 
vortex would have formed at the original point and that one would
begin to entrain air as soon as the previous one had disappeared.
Only rarely did two vortices entrain air simultaneously.
2•A Causes and Effects of Swirl Formation
Denny (1955(b)) and Bonnington and Denny (1956) during 
experimental work on vortices in sumps observed that the water in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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suction pipe appeared to flow along a spiral path, although 
centrifugal and axial-flow pumps are designed on the assumption that 
the flow approaches the impeller in an axial direction. They 
subsequently performed a series of tests to determine the effects of a 
number of variables on the severity of the swirling flow in the 
intake.
Pitot-tube traverses across the pipe indicated that the 
direction of flow was not always steady, due to turbulence and minor 
changes in the flow pattern in the sump. It was observed that the 
distribution of the tangential component of velocity across the pipe 
inlet approximated a free vortex, wherein velocity was inversely 
proportional to radius, as in the sump itself, while further along the 
pipe the swirl corresponded to a solid body rotation, wherein velocity 
was proportional to radius. Denny and Bonnington also measured the 
swirl using a vane which was allowed to rotate about the pipe axis. 
Both the Pitot-tubes and the vanes were located four diameters 
downstream of the intake.
Swirl angles in the pipe were found to be independent of the 
flow, but were considerably affected by the depth of water in the 
sump, as can be seen in Fig. 2.17, where the swirl is expressed 
non-dimensionally both as the pitch of the spiral, and as the 
equivalent angle of flow at the pipe wall. In sumps which were nearly 
symmetrical, the swirl increased abruptly as the water was lowered 
beyond a particular level, corresponding to a sudden change in the 
flow pattern in the sump, Fig. 2.17(b). Boundary walls in close
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proximity to the intake improved the flow conditions, and had much the 
same influence on swirl as on air-entrainment.
Hattersley (1965) also studied swirling flow in pump intakes. It 
was noticed that in order to control swirl adequately at the 
bell-mouth entrance, the angular momentum, given by the product of 
mass, velocity and radius, produced from extraneous sources must be 
neutralized. The water approaching the bell-mouth arrived by various 
curved paths, as shown in Fig. 2.18, and the objective was to design 
an approach channel in which the positive and negative components of 
angular momentum would have a zero resultant at the entrance to the 
bell-mouth.
Hattersley reasoned that if the approach channel walls were built 
with reasonable continuity and if they were sufficiently long, a 
boundary layer would be established in the flow past the walls. 
Within the limits of the boundary layer a continuous exchange of 
momentum occurred, whereas close to the walls, loss of momentum in the 
water occurred under the action of drag. The distribution of 
vorticity generated in the boundary layer was illustrated by 
considering a suction pipe which was placed off centre in a channel in 
which the depth was greater than the width. As the flow approached 
the suction pipe, the part of the flow on the near side closest to the 
suction pipe converged directly to the pipe entrance. The part on the 
off-side of the channel passed by the suction pipe, lost its forward 
momentum in the backwater, and was finally drawn downwards towards the 
suction pipe entrance. In passing the pump column, a boundary layer
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was developed; the part of the flow contained in this boundary layer
had vorticity of opposite sign to that against the off-side wall and
so it tended to neutralize the vorticity in the off-side wall boundary 
layer. It was also observed that the downward motion was generally
unsteady and was associated with unstable vortices in the backwater
region.
Thus, the purpose of Hattersley's research was to investigate the 
effects of wall drag on vorticity generation and swirl in the intake. 
Hattersley measured the swirl in the suction pipe using a series of 
freely pivoted meridional vanes known as a vortometer, as was done by 
Denny, Bonnington and Young. Swirl measurements depended on the size 
of the suction pipe itself and upon the revolving speed of the vanes. 
The following general expression for swirl was found in the terms of 
the tangent of the angle of indicated swirl measured at the inner wall 
of the suction pipe
[2.7] tan a = irnd/v,a
where a = angle of indicated swirl, n *= revolutions per second of 
the vortometer vanes, d = suction pipe diameter and v^ » average 
suction pipe axial velocity. The term irnd denotes the tangential 
linear velocity of the tip of the vortometer vane.
Hattersley found that the swirl readings were sensitive to 
changes in viscosity and accounted for these variations with the 
following parameters
[2.8] NRf0’5 = 8°*5 U*de/v
U . 9 ] l V V m = (f/8 )°* 5
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and
[2.10] ND = V d /vL J R m e'
where = Reynolds number, f «* Darcy-Weisbach friction factor,
U* ** friction velocity, dg ** equivalent diameter of the
channel cross-section obtained by multiplying the hydraulic radius by
four, v = kinematic viscosity of the fluid and V = mean channelm
velocity.
Hattersley conducted all the experiments at Reynolds numbers less
than 10^ and the channels had practically smooth walls so that the
/
friction factor could be calculated from the Blasius equation
[2.11] f = 0.316/No0,25
Figure 2.19 shows the results of experiments conducted in a
straight walled channel in which the suction pipe was centered at one
quarter of the width from the wall. The direction of rotation viewed
in plan was observed to be clockwise. When the suction pipe was
placed in the middle of the channel, the swirl had zero average
rotation and when the pipe was placed on the opposite quarter of the
channel width, the direction of the rotation of the swirl was
reversed, while the magnitude remained virtually unaltered.
Hattersley recognized three distinct phases in his experimental
plots of N^f^* vs. imd/v^. In the initial phase,
0 5N^f * below about 2000, the swirl values were irregular and
random at low Reynolds numbers. In this phase, extraneous influences 
such as vanes and air movement over the surface of the water upstream 
of the suction pipe were noted to have a distinctive but transient
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influence on the magnitude of the swirl readings. Beyond the initial 
phase, the plot was a straight line, indicating that tana is 
proportional to log Hattersley termed this
proportional phase as the "secondary phase". In the secondary phase, 
the influence of the boundary layer was the predominant cause of 
swirl. The secondary phase terminated as the swirl parameter reached 
a minimum value, called the "tertiary phase". This phase corresponded 
to the formation of a concentric vortex about the suction pipe axis.
If the critical value of exceeded, the flow is
in the secondary phase, and the drag on the channel walls fully
control the swirl at the suction pipe entrance. If a hydraulic model
is operated above the critical N-f®*'* value, the approach
K
channel and sump should be shaped by trial to obtain zero swirl at the 
suction inlet, as measured by the vortometer. Hattersely found good 
agreement between prototype and model pump inlets when designed using 
the and irnd/v^ parameters and keeping the values
in the secondary phase.
Haradasa and Cox (1980) investigated the use of baffles to 
prevent swirl in pump inlets. The sump and baffle geometries used are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.20. Haradasa and Cox observed a large reduction 
in the swirl with the use of baffles. Baffle configuration C was 
found to give the highest reduction in swirl. All four baffles 
produced swirl counts of less than 30 rpm which was a reduction of
more than 70% from that swirl produced in a bare sump. In the
rectangular sump, the difference in swirl among baffles was minimal
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with baffles C and D resulting in marginally less swirl than baffles A 
and B. The arched sump was found to give the lowest swirl values of 
all of the sump configurations tested. The difference between the 
rectangular and circular sumps were minimal with only a marginally 
higher swirl for the circular sump.
2.5 Growth of the Boundary Layer and the Effects of Boundary Shear on
Vorticity Generation
Chang (1979, 1980) reported that when the flow in the main body 
of fluid was irrotational, the basic mechanism responsible for the 
generation of vorticity was boundary shear, either at a solid-liquid 
boundary or between two fluid layers. These shear layers gave rise to 
velocity gradients within the fluid, often with high local values, and 
the resulting vorticity if sufficiently organized, caused a vortex to 
appear. This process was further aided by amplification of vorticity 
which occurred when a vortex filament was stretched, as in the case of 
fluid drawn down into the intake. This had the effect of 
concentrating vorticity which initially had diffused into a relatively 
small core. The two major sources of boundary layer growth were the 
walls and the floor of the sump, and the cylindrical surface of the 
suction pipe.
The flow along the sump boundaries can be approximated to 
that past a flat plate which is placed parallel to the direction of 
the main flow. The boundary layer thickness increases as fluid 
progresses along the plate due to diffusion of vorticity away from the 
solid boundary. Fox and McDonald (1973) showed that, at a Reynolds
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number of approximately 120000, a transition from a laminar to a 
turbulent boundary layer occurred, and the thickness of the boundary 
layer was given by
l2-12! V a t e /Xb - 0-37/Nr x 0 '20
where ^pia te “ thickness of the boundary layer, *
distance along the plate and =» Reynolds number at the distance
V
The Reynolds number is given by
[2-131 nrx - W v
The transition to a turbulent boundary layer occurred earlier if the 
approach flow was unsteady or disturbed by surface roughness.
The flow past the suction pipe was also a source of vorticity, 
and was similar to steady flow past a cylinder or pipe. In this case, 
a laminar boundary layer developed starting from the upstream 
stagnation point and gradually thickened until it was separated from 
the cylinder and produced vortices downstream of the Intake. Assuming 
a steady flow outside the boundary layer, the laminar boundary layer 
thickness was expressed as
t2'14] W /de*t. * 2-26/NRd0 -50
where = external diameter of the suction pipe, and =*
the suction pipe Reynolds number. The suction pipe Reynolds number is 
given by
[2*15] NRd * Vmd/V
The transition to a turbulent boundary layer occurred for 
greater than 500000, but the corresponding value of ^pj_pe was
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discrete cells along the length of the cylinder, the length of each
cell was called the "correlation length". Gerlach and Dodge (1970)
reported that the correlation length was 2d to 3d for 150 < N , <
Rd
10^ and dropped to 0.5d for N._, > 10^.
Ru
Since the velocity at any solid boundary must be zero because of
viscosity, velocity gradients are present in the boundary layer which
are a source of vorticity, ? ((xi), Quick (1970) showed that a
boundary layer of thickness 5 gave rise to a mean distributed
vorticity, over the entire boundary layer as
[2.16] C.-v/fiA. m
The equations to describe the vorticity generated by the suction pipe 
and the walls (plate) can be obtained by substitution of Eqs. [2.16],
[2.15] and [2.13] into Eqs. [2.14] and [2.12] to yield
t 2 - 17'  W "  0 - 442 ^ ' ^ ^ 0 - 5
[2.18] Opiate(turbulent) «* vm ^*^/(0.37X^®*® v®*^)
The boundary layer thickness for laminar flow over a flat plate is
given by
l2'191 5plate7Xb " 5-83/N^0 '5
Therefore
[2.20] Opiate d aminar) = vm**"V(5.83(vX^)^*^)
As illustrated in Fig. 2.21, a comparison between the laminar boundary 
layer on the pump column, and the laminar and turbulent boundary 
layers on a flat plate was made to identify the major source of 
vorticity. The figure indicates that for a given pipe size and sump
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geometry the dominant contribution to vorticity arose from the suction 
pipe column. The contribution from the sidewalls was in the opposite 
direction and had a relatively small destabilizing effect. Thus, an 
obvious solution to the vortex problem would be to remove the suction 
pipe completely and extract the flow through the floor or wall of the 
sump.
2.6 Model Studies of Vortices and Sumps
The similitude requirements that must be met in a specific model 
investigation depend on the flow phenomena that are of primary 
importance. Complete similarity between model and prototype requires 
geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity; however, it is 
practically impossible to achieve dynamic similarity of all forces
involved. Therefore, it becomes necessary to determine which forces
are dominant in the flow under consideration and to ensure that 
dynamic similarity is achieved among them.
2.6.1 Geometric Similarity
Geometric similarity requires that the ratios of all
corresponding dimensions in the model and prototype be equal. In an
vindistorted model, the length ratio, L , is given byK •
[2.21] Lr  = Lp/Lm
where = prototype length and = model length.
2.6.2 Similarity of Gravity Forces
In most free surface flows it is important that the prototype 
ratio of gravity forces to inertial forces be preserved. This is 
achieved by keeping the same Froude number, Np, for the model and
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the prototype, that is
[2.22] Nf r  * Nf /Np = 1
p m
where Np,R = Froude number ratio, NF = prototype Froude number,
P
Np, = model Froude number, and 
m
[2.23] NF = vm /(gL)°-5
where v ** characteristic mean velocity, g = acceleration due to 
m
gravity and L = representative length.
2.6.3 Similarity of Viscous Forces
The ratio of viscous forces to inertial forces in the model and 
the prototype will be equal if the Reynolds number, N , is the same 
in both the model and the prototype, where
[2.24] N = v L/v
rt m
Nakato and Kennedy (1976) report that it is impossible to preserve the 
similarity of both gravity and viscous forces in an undistorted model 
built to a practical scale using ordinary fluids. However, for
turbulent flows it is not necessary that the ratio of Reynolds numbers 
for the model and prototype be unity. It generally suffices to insure 
that the flow is turbulent, both in the model and the prototype. This 
is the case if the Reynolds number is equal to or greater than
approximately 1400.
2.6.4 Scaling of Surface Tension Forces
Surface tension forces are correctly reduced in the model if the
Weber numbers, N^, in the model and prototype are equal.
[2.25] Nw  - PfLvm 2 /ff
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where and a  are the mass density and surface tension of the
fluid, respectively. The Weber numbers in most civil engineering 
structures are generally sufficiently large to insure that the surface
tension forces are small compared to the gravitational and/or viscous
forces.
2.6.5 Boundary Roughness Similarity
For fully turbulent flow regime, such that the Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor is independent of the Reynolds number, the friction 
factor ratio will be unity in an undistorted model if the boundary 
roughness is scaled according to the same ratio as the model
dimensions. If the Manning's formula is used for the resistance 
relationship, it can be shown that the Manning roughness ratio, 
is given by
[2.26] = Lr1/6
For an undistorted Froude model, shear stresses and boundary tractive 
stresses scale in the same ratio as lengths.
2.6.6 Additional Modelling Considerations
Due to the complex flow patterns associated with vortices, and 
the crucial influence of the boundary geometry on flow circulation, 
model studies are often conducted to ensure satisfactory performance. 
Since sump and vortex models involve a free surface, Froude similarity 
is used and the effects of other forces are assumed insignificant and 
are labelled "scale effects". Scale effects are discussed further in 
Section 2.7.
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For better comparison of vortex activities between the model and
the prototype, Durgin and Hecker (1978) refined the vortex
classification system of Iversen (1953) and Denny (1956). They
recognized six vortex types as listed below:
Type 1 - Coherent surface swirl 
Type 2 - Surface depression 
Type 3 - Coherent dye core
Type 4 - Suction of slightly buoyant particles
Type 5 - Air bubbles pulled into intake
Type 6 - Full air core to intake
Since each vortex type is likely to be intermittent, the duration 
of each type of vortex may be as important as the vortex type itself. 
Durgin and Hecker developed a curve relating vortex type to the 
percent time vortices weaker than a given type occurred, as shown in 
Fig. 2.22. However, they pointed out that it might be more relevant 
to consider the worst vortex type, and characterize the flow and sump 
design by this vortex type irrespective of its frequency of 
occurrence.
Figure 2.23 illustrates a typical plot of vortex type versus the 
length of the vortex air core relative to the total depth of fluid, 
Z/H. Durgin and Hecker showed that the length of the air core was 
related to the maximum tangential velocity, v , by
[2.27] Z = (vt2)/g
It follows that the relative core length is given by
[2.28] Z/H - v 2/gH - F 2t t
where F is a Froude number based on the maximum tangential 
velocity and total water depth. The vortex type curve versus F 
Is also plotted in Fig. 2.23. For vortices up to Type 4, the vortex
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type increases almost linearly with and thus the square root of 
the rotational energy. Alternatively, the rotational energy increases 
as the square of the vortex type, indicating a larger energy 
difference between, for example, Types 3 and 4 than between 1 and 2.
2.7 Scale Effects in Modelling Sump and Vortical Flows
Despite decades of work on sumps and vortices, the present state 
of knowledge is such that reduced scale hydraulic models are required 
for each case where it is important that no vortices occur. 
Although the predominant inertial and gravitational forces are 
reduced similarly in the Froude-scaled models, viscous and surface 
tension forces cannot be reduced simultaneously as much, and the extra 
influence of these forces are called "scale-effects".
Hecker (1981) reviewed the literature on scale effects in
modelling vortices and found considerable disagreement among
investigators. As with other flow phenomenon subject to viscous scale 
effects, it is important that the model Reynolds number be 
sufficiently high. Anwar, et al. (1978) and Daggett and Keulegan 
(1974) recommended a minimum Reynolds number of 3 x 10^, based on 
inlet flow and submergence, or intake diameter, respectively. A 
recent study by Dhillon (1979) indicated good model-prototype 
agreement in vortex strength for a 1:20 scale model satisfying the 
Reynolds number criteria operated at Froude-scaled flows.
Testing models at higher than Froude-scaled intake velocities, up
to prototype intake velocities, to overcome scale effects in modelling
air core vortices has been proposed by many investigators including
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Haindl (1959), Jain, eit al. (1978), Denny (1956), Iversen (1953), 
Dicmas (1967, 1978), Zajdlik (1977) and Chang (1979b). Their results 
showed that the required increase in the flow above Froude-scaled 
value was based on the sump geometry and relative submergence. 
However, for some scale ratios, Linford (1965), and Dhillon (1979) 
found that the use of the equal intake velocity concept seriously 
undermined the primary Froude-scaling criterion used to achieve proper 
approach flow patterns and the resulting circulation at the intake. 
Studies indicated that the use of prototype velocities in models 
produced highly exaggerated vortices which were incompatible with 
prototype observations. In some circumstances, increased wave action 
and turbulence at flow rates considerably higher than dictated by 
Froude scaling were found to dissipate rather than increase vorticity.
Hecker (1981) noted that the concept proposed by Jain, e^ t al. 
(1978) of correcting the critical submergence predicted by the model 
to a relatively higher prototype value, had the inherent difficulty 
that the ambient circulation may change with geometric differences at 
higher elevations. In addition, the studies of Hattersley (1965) and 
Quick (1970) had shown that the required correction was a function of 
the basic geometry involved and of the mechanisms which generated 
vorticity, in particular, the influence of vorticity generated in the 
approach flow boundary layer. This mechanism was paramount in cases 
In which no boundary discontinuities existed.
Daggett and Keulegan (1974) and Jain, e£ al. (1978) used fluids 
with various degrees of surface tension but constant viscosity in
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order to investigate the effects of a change in the Weber number on 
the vortex air core characteristics. Daggett and Keulegan indicated 
that the flow characteristics varied little for a threefold variation 
in surface tension, and Jain, et_ al. , showed that the critical 
submergence for incipient air entrainment was essentially constant 
when the surface tension was reduced by about 50% for any given value 
of intake velocity, outlet diameter, and circulation. However, 
Yildirlm and Jain (1981) concluded that the effect of surface tension 
on the free-vortex surface profile became significant at low values of
circulation and may give rise to some scale effects in model studies
on vortex formation.
Irrespective of the relative influence of surface tension and 
viscous forces on the air core, Hecker concluded that vortices with 
air cores extending to or into the inlet were more subject to scale 
effects than surface dimples. Hecker also concluded that the 
following factors accounted for differences between model and 
prototype vortices:
(i) A natural tendency for the observer to be impressed with the
size and intensity of the prototype vortex. A belief may 
develop that it is more severe than that predicted by the
hydraulic model. This belief is partly due to the increased
levels of surface turbulence and noise, which undoubtedly do 
not scale directly.
(ii) The difference in time scale makes it appear that the prototype
vortex is more persistent. However, the prototype may be 
viewed for a relatively shorter time period compared with the 
model.
(iii) It is usually difficult to distinguish between various
strengths of vortices in the field and the depth of the air 
core cannot usually be determined.
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Civ) Insufficient attention to approach topography and boundary
roughness in the model. Vorticity approaching the inlet has a 
first order effect on the resulting vortex strength.
(v) Viscous scale effects on modelling appurtenant flow devices
such as screens, baffles and vortex suppressors.
(vi) Wind induced currents, and 
(vii) Ambient density stratification.
Projection of model vortex severity to the prototype, assuming 
that only inertial and viscous forces dominate, implies that the 
Reynolds number must be increased without changing the Froude number. 
Durgln and Hecker (1978) changed the Reynolds number but held the 
Froude number constant by varying the water temperature, and hence, 
its viscosity. Additional data points were generated by operating the 
model at different flow rates, both above and below those Indicated by
Froude scaling. This technique resulted in a Froude ratio versus
Reynolds number graph, as shown in Fig. 2.24. Each solid line 
represents the changes produced in Froude number ratio and Reynolds 
number ratio when the model flow rate is increased at a given water 
temperature. At any given operating point, the parameters related to 
vortex intensity are recorded and lines of constant vortex severity 
may be superimposed on this graph. The prototype performance is 
predicted by noting the vortex severity Indicated at the corresponding 
Reynolds number and properly scaled Froude number, when the Froude 
number ratio is equal to unity.
2.8 Dimensional Analysis Considerations
In the analysis of vortices, several investigators used a 
dimensional analysis procedure In an attempt to define the
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inter-relationships between the significant variables.
Anwar (1983) studied the parameters relevant to vortex formation 
in intakes and expressed the relationships by
[2.29] f(rrQ/Q, Q/vS, rQ/S, Nw , In, S/d, C/d, X/d) = 0
where T = circulation, r *» radius of vortex at the free
o
surface, Q = discharge rate, v = kinematic viscosity of the fluid, S
«* intake submergence, =* Weber number, I =* intake
efficiency or coefficient of discharge, d =* inlet pipe diameter, C = 
height of inlet above sump floor, and X » rear and side wall 
clearance. The Weber number and intake efficiency are defined as:
[2.30] Nw = Q2Spf/A± a, and
[2.31] I n = (Q/Ai)(2gS)0*5
where A^ = cross-sectional area of the intake, and a  =* surface
tension.
Anwar's analysis was based on the assumptions that the steady 
flow was axisymmetric, the fluid was incompressible, the vortex flow 
was affected by the viscosity of the fluid alone, and that surface
tension acted only when there was a surface depression or an air core.
Other researchers, Donaldson and Sullivan (1960), Einstein and Li 
(1955), Granger (1966), Lewellen (1962), Stevens and Kolf (1957) and 
Turner (1966), obtained non-dimensional parameters similar to Anwar 
using the Navier-Stokes equations under laminar flow conditions. The 
first term in the brackets of Eq. [2.29] describes the circulation, 
given by
[2.32] T - V Qr
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where Vg * tangential velocity component, and r ■ radius 
measured from vortex axis. Hecker (1981), Durgin, Neale and Churchill 
(1977), Einstein and Li (1955), Granger (1966), Turner (1966) and 
Weller (1975) proved that without the circulation, r, a vortex could 
not form. Anwar found that the depth of the surface depression and
the size of the air core increased as the tangential velocity
component increased. Levi (1972) found that a local pressure drop
could also produce a circulation, and hence, a vortex.
From Eq. [2.29], it can be seen that the first four 
non-dimensional parameters indicate geometric and dynamic similarity 
of vortices. The parameters contain viscous forces and surface 
tension and together with the last three parameters are considered as 
independent parameters in vortex phenomenon. The variation of all of 
the parameters will affect the intake efficiency as given by 
Eq. [2.31], which is thus a dependent parameter.
Based on extensive testing of intakes, Anwar found that the 
circulation was a function of the vortex radius, submergence, intake 
pipe diameter, total water depth, and bottom clearance, i.e.
[2.33] T - 0.86 (g/H)1/2 rQ2 , and
[2.34] rQ - 0.06S + 0.143 (C/d) +  0.89
The units of Eqs. [2.33] and [2.34] are in metres and the experimental 
constants were obtained for vertical intakes.
Anwar plotted the circulation parameter, r^/Q, against 
"radial Reynolds number", Q/vS. The results showed that the 
circulation number rapidly decreased with an increase in the radial
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Reynolds number. These changes became slower when radial Reynolds
A
numbers were greater than approximately 3 x 10 , but the 
circulation never became fully independent of the radial Reynolds 
number. Anwar's results confirmed the assumption that if the flow in 
the vortex was laminar, then the vortex was affected by the viscosity. 
The test results also showed that the circulation parameter and radial 
Reynolds number were independent of the intake geometry expressed by 
X/d and C/d. Thus, it was concluded that the circulation number and 
radial Reynolds number determined the onset of free surface vortices 
once the intake geometry had created the necessary circulation.
Anwar also investigated the relationship between the circulation 
and the Weber number and found that the effect of surface tension on
vortices became apparent as soon as a depression occurred at the free
surface. The dimple became less sensitive to the Weber number
4
variation when > 1.5 x 10 , representing the cases in which
the free surface curvature became small. It was observed that the
relationship between the circulation parameter and the Weber number 
was dependent upon S/d and rQ /S. The submergence dependency was 
due to (i) the linear variation of Nw with S, such that an 
increase in S caused a linear increase in and in S/d for a 
given d, and (ii) an increase in rQ and T, as indicated by Eqs.
[2.33] and [2.34] in order to obtain a definite type of vortex. 
Again, the two parameters, rrQ/Q and Nw were found to be 
independent of the intake geometry described by X/d and G/d.
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The effect of the circulation parameter on the dependent 
parameter, 1 ^, the intake efficiency, was also investigated 
by Anwar. It was found that the coefficient I
n
increased with a decrease in circulation parameter and that 
both parameters varied with the submergence parameter S/d and to a 
lesser extent with the intake diameter d. The latter influence was 
also reported by Chang (1979), Denny and Young (1957), Dhillon (1979) 
and Iversen (1953). Anwar's measurements showed that for vertical 
intakes the I value decreased with increasing values of X/d and 
became almost independent of this parameter when X/d > 5. The
coefficient I also varied with the floor clearance, when the 
clearance parameter C/d was less than 2 for vertical intakes. Similar 
results were reported by Chang (1979) and Iversen (1953).
Jain, Raju and Garde (1978) also investigated the effects of 
surface tension and viscosity on the formation of vortices. They used 
circular tanks with a bell-mouth placed centrally in the bottom of 
each tank through which the submergence and flow rate could be 
controlled. Three fluids of different viscosity and surface tension 
were used in their tests. Jain £t^ ail. found that the significant 
Parameters could be expressed non-dimensionally as
[2.35] f(Sc/d, g°*5d1*5/v, rSc/Q, vd/(gd)°*5 , pfvd2d/o) = 0
They plotted the effect of surface tension against submergence 
acd intake velocity. It was found that, within the range of Weber 
cumbers 1.2 x 102 < p^vd2d/a < 3.4 x 10^, the surface tension 
did not affect vortex formation, and accordingly the last term within
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the brackets of Eq. [2.35] was dropped. They also observed that an 
increase in the kinematic viscosity decreased the critical submergence 
for a given inlet pipe velocity. This decrease in critical 
submergence was attributed to the reduction in the strength of the 
circulation in the region of the vortex core when the liquid had a 
higher viscosity.
Equation [2.35] was then reduced to the form
[2.36] f(Sc/d, N v, N r  Np ) - 0
where « viscosity number and Np = circulation number. Jain, 
-gt al. evaluated the relationship given in Eq. [2.36] and found that 
it could be described by
[2.37] K(Sc/d) = 5.6(Np0,84 Np)0*50
where K was designated as the viscous correction factor and found to
be a function of N y, as shown in Fig. 2.25. Plots of Sc/d
versus Np for constant values of Np and different values of
showed that the variation of log (Sc/d) with log (Np) was linear, 
given by
[2.38] K 1(S(,/d) = Np0,50 where
^1 is a function of N^ and Np. A log-log plot of
*■]_ versus N^ revealed that the lines of constant Np
were parallel and that became independent of N^ at
N Av > 5 x 10 for all values of Np. For each
N
T value, the ratio of for any value of N^ to that
for N^ > 5 x io^ was designated as K. It can be seen from 
2.25 that as N increases, the value of K decreases and
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4
becomes unity for > 5 x 10 , Indicating no viscous
4
effects at values of greater than 5 x 10 . The
relationship between KS/d and N_ is shown in Fig.1 r
2.26. Daggett and Keulegan's data (1974) was found to be in general
agreement with that predicted by Eq. [2.37].
Jain et al., subsequently made use of Fig. 2.25 and Eq. [2.37] to 
express the relationship between S /d, Nn and N„. The plots
C  K. r
of N_ versus S /d for various values of N„ showed that for 
r C  K.
each value of Np, there was a limiting NR beyond which viscous 
effects were negligible. This observation was significant because 
previous studies by Anwar (1966) and Amphlett (1976) indicated that 
there was a limit of NR beyond which viscous effects were
negligible. Jain, ejt al. had shown that the limit was different for 
each different value of Np.
Zajdlik (1977) studied the relationship'between the length scale 
ratio, LR , velocity scale ratio, VR , water depth, H, and suction 
bell diameter, D, using five sizes of rectangular sumps and five 
suction bell diameters. Based on his tests, Zajdlik obtained the 
relationship given by
[2.39] VR = f(Lr , H/D)
The results of his experiments are shown in Fig. 2.27 which 
illustrates that the velocity scale for the start of an air-entraining 
vortex increases with increase in the length scale and also with 
decrease in water depth in the sump. When the water depth exceeds 
approximately 4D and when the length scale exceeds approximately 2.7,
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it can be seen that the velocity scale does not change substantially 
and is approximately equal to a constant value of = 1.15.
Zajdlik's curve of versus may be used to check for the 
onset of vortices once a relationship between the inlet velocity and 
H/D is determined for a given size of model. The critical water 
depth, H, can then be computed for a given model scale and intake pipe 
velocity.
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
THE INITIATION OF PARTICLE MOTION
3.1 General
A.A. Kalinske (1947) stated that, in any analysis of movement of 
particles by a moving liquid, there was some minimum fluid force
which would start a particle to move. Since, even for unigranular 
material, all particles did not rest identically, this force varied 
for different particles, especially if the particles were angular.
Another concept suggested was that the force to which a particle 
was subjected was not constant but fluctuated about some mean value. 
This fluctuation was caused by two conditions. Firstly, even though 
the general fluid motion was laminar, after certain critical flow 
conditions around a particle had been reached, small eddies were
generated behind the particle, and these caused the fluctuations in
the drag force acting on the particle. Secondly, usually the main 
fluid stream was turbulent, and this relatively larger scale 
turbulence caused the fluid velocity acting on any individual particle 
to vary considerably with time. The variation in turbulent fluid 
velocity should be known, or estimated, before analyzing any bed-load 
movement.
Einstein (1942) discussed two important considerations with 
respect to initiation of particle motion. First was the difficulty or
71
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impossibility of defining accurately the so-called "critical" values. 
Second was the possibility of correlating bed-load movement with 
local fluctuations in water velocity along the bed. Attempts were 
made to derive an expression for the "initial movement" which was 
governed by certain definable "critical" conditions used as a first 
step toward the solution of the transport problem. In interpreting 
the results of bed-load movement, Einstein concluded that a distinct 
condition for the beginning of transportation did not exist. Einstein 
believed that the description of bed-load movement as set forth by 
Rubey (1938) was a valid approach. A particle on the bed moved when 
the pushing force or lifting force of the water overcame the weight of 
the particle. This push or "lift" was expressed in terms of the 
average flow. The usual concept was that particle transport began 
when the velocity increased enough to overcome the weight. With 
further increase in water velocity, the rate of transportation also 
increased, following a certain empirical law. Einstein suggested that 
it was misleading to describe the force acting on a particle by means 
of the average flow alone. If the velocity of the water was increased 
gradually to a point at which the first particle would just be moving 
the force acting on all other particles of the same kind and size 
Would also move. Therefore, in a uniform bed with particles of the 
same size and shape, all particles would start moving together and 
Would be unable to settle again because at all points the water 
■velocity was just sufficient to start movement. Thus, at velocities 
less than the critical, there would be no transportation, whereas at
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velocities greater than the critical, the rate of transportation would 
be limited only by the number of particles available. This not being 
the case, it was presumed that the rate of bed-load transportation was 
not a function of the average flow. Instead, Einstein and Rubey 
believed that the initiation of bed-load movement should be expressed 
in terms of the fluctuations of the water velocity near the bed.
The two best known and widely accepted investigations on particle 
motion were conducted by Shields (1936) and White (1940). By 
considering the forces to be restricted to shear, each author derived 
an expression for a critical shear stress, which, if exceeded would 
cause motion.
3.2 White/s Analysis of the Equilibrium of Grains on the Bed of a
Stream
White (1940) reasoned that a fluid flowing over a loose granular 
bed tended to move the grains in the direction of the fluid motion. 
Further, the bed exerted a drag upon the fluid, like any solid 
boundary, and the accompanying shear stress was transmitted from 
the bed to the fluid almost wholly by the more prominent grains in the 
uppermost layer. The forces acting on a grain of non-cohesive 
sediment lying in a bed of similar grains over which a fluid is 
flowing are shown in Fig. 3.1.
The forces acting on the sediment were the gravitational forces 
°f weight and buoyancy, hydrodynamic lift normal to the bed, and drag 
parallel to the bed.
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In theoretical analyses of sediment motion, the lift has often
been neglected. However, in determining various experimental
constants, lift was implicitly included because it depended upon the
same variables as the drag. According to White, when particle motion
is impending, the bed shear stress attains the critical value of
Tq , and under these conditions the particle is about to move by
rolling about its point of support. The gravity or weight force is
3
given by Ci (Ys “ dS where Yg and Yf are the
unit weights of the particle and the fluid, respectively,
3
dg is the mean particle diameter and ^ldS
represents the volume of the particle. The critical drag force is
2 2
given by ^2 TCdS where C2ds *,s t*le effective surface 
surface area of the particle exposed to the critical shear stress
TC*
Equating the moments of gravity and drag force about the point
of support yields
O A
[3.1] C^(Yg - Yf)ds a iSin(<|> - 0) ■ C2TCdS a2cos<tl
where 0 is the bed slope and <J> is the angle of repose of the
sediment submerged in the fluid.
When rearranged, Eq. [3.1] yields the critical shear stress as
[3.2] rc « (Cja1/C2a2)(Ys “ Yf)dg sin(<|> - 0)/cos<}>
Equation [3.2] represents a general expression for the critical 
shear stress In either a uniform or non-uniform channel with or
without a horizontal free surface.
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When the distances a^ and a.2 are equal, the forces on the 
grain act through the centre of gravity and the fluid forces are 
caused predominantly by pressure. It can also be seen that the 
critical shear stress on a horizontal bed is greater than on a 
downward sloping bed, but less than on an upward sloping bed.
2
Taking rc approximately equal to ^ c *  which V^c
is the fluid velocity near the bed under critical conditions, and 
further, assuming a horizontal bed, 0 = 0, and substituting these
2
relationships into Eq. [3.2] shows that V^c is proportional to
dg. Cubing both sides results in V^c being proportional to 
3
dg , which is known as the sixth power law after Rubey (19A8) 
and Lelliavslcy (1955). Because the volume or weight of the grain is
3
proportional to dg , the law states that the weight of the 
largest particle that a flow will move is proportional to the 
sixth-power of the velocity in the neighbourhood of the particle. 
Rubey found that this law applied only when dg was large compared 
with the thickness of the laminar sublayer and when the flow about the 
grain was turbulent. The sixth-power law agreed with the findings of 
Shields (1936) and Tison (1953).
White observed that when the particle was subjected to turbulent 
flow, the resultant fluid forces were caused mostly by pressure and 
tended to pass through the centre of gravity. At high velocities and 
with large grains, the tangential drag became relatively unimportant 
compared with the drag due to pressure differences. The pressure 
distribution was not symmetrical but was less over the downstream half
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of the grain, so that when integrated it gave rise to a resultant
force or form drag whose component resisted motion. However, when 
viscous effects were important, the fluid velocity was low and the 
grain size was small, the pressure at the front of the grain did not 
appreciably exceed that at its rear, and the force applied was the 
resultant of viscous stresses acting tangentially. The resultant of 
these forces tended to fall above the centre line of the particle, 
i.e., a2 exceeded a^.
White considered the division line between turbulent flow and
viscous flow to be when
[3.3] ( T/Pf)0,5ds/v > 3.5
where r is the bed shear stress and p^, dg and v are as previously 
described.
White found that the constants ^ \ a- \ / ^ 2 a'2 ^or turbulent
boundary layers were 50 to 65% of that when the flow was 
laminar. He attributed these differences to velocity fluctuations in 
the turbulent flows which in turn caused fluctuations in the bed shear 
stress and on the forces acting on the grains. It is clear that, in 
turbulent flows, the observed mean critical shear stress, x^, 
way not be high enough to entrain the sediment, and that most if not 
all the motion results from pulsating values of the shear stress that 
exceed the mean values of x^. White concluded that the true
critical shear stress required to move a particular grain had a fixed 
value given by the experiments with laminar flow. He obtained the 
equation for the critical shear stress on a horizontal bed under 
laminar flow conditions as
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[3.4] Tc - 0. 18( Yg “ Yf ) d g taiKj)
If it is assumed that the initiation of particle motion is
represented by r_, then is a function of y c » Y c » d » p_ and v«
C C b I  b X
Then dimensional analysis will yield
[3.5] T q / ((Yg - Yf ) d s )  -  fcn(U*cdg/v)
where is the critical shear velocity and is given by
[3.6] U*c » (Tc/pf)0,5
3.3 Shields' and Camp7s Approach to the Initiation of Particle
Motion
Shields (1936) obtained a similar expression to Eq. [3.5]. He 
called the left hand side of Eq. [3.5] as the dimensionless critical 
shear stress and the variable on the right hand side as the critical 
boundary Reynolds number. Figure 3.2 shows the data used by Shields 
to determine the function of Eq. [3.5]. These data were obtained by 
Shields and several other researchers from experiments in flumes with 
fully-developed turbulent flows and artificially flattened beds of 
noncohesive sediments. The curve in Fig. 3.2 is termed as the Shields 
curve, as first proposed by Rouse (1939).
Shields work has been widely accepted although some researchers 
have reported slightly different values for the parameters. 
Egiazaroff (1950), Tlson (1953) and Matsunashi (1957) obtained curves 
Having the same general shape as that shown in Fig. 3.2.
Camp (1946), based on the work of Shields and others, developed 
an equation for the velocity required to initiate sediment motion. 
Camp considered a sheet of sediment of thickness tg in a channel 
under uniform flow conditions, Fig. 3.3. For small angles of the
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channel slope, 0, the intensity of tractive stress, x, on the 
sediment layer is equal to the component of the fluid weight along the 
bed and was expressed as
[3.7] r - YfByLS/LB
where B, y, S and L are the channel width, depth and slope
respectively and L is a unit length of the sediment layer. For large
angles of 0, sin0 should be substituted for S in Eq. [3.7]. As
0 approaches zero, sin0 approaches S. In wide channels, it is 
usually assumed that the depth, y, approaches the hydraulic
radius, R^. According to the Darcy-Weisbach formula for uniform
flow in open channels, the slope can be expressed as
[3.8] S » fv^2/(8gR^)
where is the mean channel flow velocity. Substituting [3.8] into
[3.7] and assuming a wide channel yields
[3.9] x - Yffvm2/(8g)
Based on the Shields curve, Camp proposed that for the initiation 
of bed-load movement,
[3.10] x = 0(YS - Yf)ds
in which 3 is a constant and a function of dg/6, where 5 is 
the thickness of the laminar film adjacent to the boundary. Combining 
Eqs [3.9] and [3.10] yields the mean channel velocity required for the 
initiation of particle motion as 
[3.U] vm • (8g0ds(Ss - l)/f)0*5
where Sg is the specific gravity of the particles. Table 3.1 
gives the range of 0 under various sediment conditions.
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Table 3.1 Range of Shield-Camp 0 Values
0 Application Reference
0.04 initiating the scour of relatively clean 
grit and unigranular particles
Fair, Geyer and Okun (1966)
0.06 for non-uniform, sticky and interlocking 
grit particles
Shields (1936)
0.08 for full removal of sticky grit Fair, Geyer and Okun (1966)
0.10 - 0.25 sand grains Camp (1946)
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Fair and Geyer (1958) also developed Eq. [3.11] by evaluating the 
forces acting on a sediment layer on a horizontal channel bottom. In
1966, Fair, Geyer and Okun again developed Eq. [3.11]. However, in
doing so, they assumed the channel bed slope and the angle of repose
of the sediments to be equal, which may not always hold true.
Simons and Senturk (1977) divided the Shields' diagram into three 
regions. The first region was identified as
[3.12] U^dg/v < 3.63 ~ 5.0
In this region, dg was less than 36 and the boundary was
• •
considered hydraulically smooth. Simons and Senturk
reported the limit as 3.63 but it has often been replaced with 3.5,
3.3 or 2.0. The original curve given by Shields ended at around 
U^dg/v equal to 1.0. Other researchers have provided the data for 
U*dg/\> < 1.0. According to Shields when
[3.13] ” Yf^dS^ 2 0,:L * then
[3.14] U*ds/v s 1.0
The second region of the Shields' diagram was identified by
[3.15] 3.63 ~ 5.0 < U*ds/v < 68.0 ~ 70.0
In this region the boundary was considered to be in a transitional
state and
[3.16] 6/3 < ds < 65
The minimum value of the dimensionless shear stress, in this region, 
was approximately 0.032 ~ 0.033, and the corresponding value of the 
Reynolds number was about 10.0 which corresponded to 5 ~ dg and
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dg =* 0.0006 m. The limiting value of dg has been reported by many
authors to range from 0.5 to 0.6 mm.
Region 3 was identified by
[3.17] U*dg/v > 70 ~ 500
In this region the boundary was completely rough and the critical 
shear stress was independent of the critical Reynolds number. The 
upper limit in Region 3 has been subject to discussion and some 
researchers have given values as high as 1000. The value of the 
dimensionless shear stress, in this region, is 0.06. However, 
Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) suggested a value of 0.047 instead of 
0.06, but 0.06 is still most generally accepted.
The auxiliary scale on Fig. 3.2 is used to obtain the critical 
shear stress when the particle and fluid properties are known. The 
value (dg/v)(0.1(ys/Yj - l)gdg)^*^ originates from the fact that 
the Shields diagram was somewhat inconvenient to use because the 
dependent variables, critical shear stress and grain diameter, appear 
in both the ordinate and abscissa parameters. Entering the main 
diagram and following the correct parallel line one can determine its 
intersection with the curve and the corresponding value of the 
dimensionless shear stress.
3*4 Other Significant Works on the Initiation of Sediment Transport
Stelczer (1981) reviewed the literature on bed-load 
transportation and particle motion and tabulated the significant 
equations. Tables for the critical bottom velocity, critical mean
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velocity in a cross-section and critical shear stress are given in
Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. In these tables, the value
^bcmln corresponds to the initial stage of the critical condition
corresponding to the displacement of individual particles, whereas
^bcmax corresponds to the initiation of "total bed-load movement".
Thus the critical bottom velocity, is obviously the mean
value of the velocity range given by the minimum and maximum
velocities, V and V.bcmin bcmax
Figure 3.4 illustrates the range of versus particle
diameter based on the work listed In Table 3.2. Figure 3.5
illustrates the range of v , v . and v as given in Table 3.3.m ’ mml n mmax
Figure 3.6 Illustrates the range of critical tractive shear stress 
for a given particle diameter.
Graf and Acaroglu (1968a, 1968b) developed two parameters to
describe the total sediment transport in a conveyance system. Based 
on the assumptions that (i) the channel has a constant cross-sectional 
area, (ii) the flow is in a steady and turbulent state, (lil) the 
particles are coheslonless and have a uniform size distribution and 
(iv) saltation and suspension are the primary means of transport, they 
derived a shear Intensity parameter and a transport parameter given by
[3.18] t|» - (Sg - l)ds/SRh , and
[3.191 +GA - CCsvmRh)/C(Ss - l)gds3)0-5 
where
^ = the shear intensity parameter
<J>GA = transport parameter, and
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Table 3.2 Critical Bottom Velocities (after Stelczer, 1981)
Author and Year of Publication Formula Range of Validity
(A) From Laboratory Data
Velikhanov, e_t al^ . (1931)
V  = 37 ds°'5
d > 0.5 cm
b
Mavis, et^  al. (1935)
V  = 53'77 d S ° M
d > 0.03 cm
b
Mavis and Laushey (1949) VL = 57.88 dc0*41 
be S
not specified
Kalmar (1952) Vu = 25.18 d.0,1 be S
0.01 < d < 0.1 cm 
b
Kalmar (1952) V = 53.83 d 0,43 
be 5
0.1 < d < 1.0 cm
b
(B) From Field Data
Sainjon (1871) V u  =  70.7 d_°‘5 
be S
not specified
Hjulstrom (1935) V = 26.54 d °*712 
be S
not specified
Ilelley (1969)
Vbc = 15-5 ds°-5
S.F. = 1.0, 0 = 0 °
Helley (1969)
Vbc = 30-° ds°-5
S.F. = 1.0, 9 = 25°
Helley (1969) Vbc = 33.0 ds°'5 S.F. = 0.25, 0 = 0 °
Helley (1969)
Vbc - ds°'5 S.F. = 0.25, 0 = 25°
Stelczer (1978) v, = VL . + 14.0 
be bemin
d > 0.5 cm
Q A
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Table 3.2 Critical Bottom Velocities (after. Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year of Publication Formula Range of Validity
(G) From Laboratory and Field Data 
Rossinskiy, at al. (1968)
Vbc = 1 7 A  dS
0.5
d_/dQ = 0.30
b 90
(D) ^jCin;£n ^rom Laboratory Data
Bogardi and Yen (1938) V, . = 51.57 d.0,38 d >0.03 cm
bcmm S S
“  (E) V, from Laboratory Data
bcmax
Mirtshulava (1967) 
Stelczer (1978)
V, = 1.41 V, ,
bcmax bcmin
V, = V, . + 28.0
bcmax bcmin
not specified
d >0.5 cm 
80
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Table 3.3 Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section (after Stelczer, 1981)
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of Validity
coco
(A) From Laboratory Data
Velikhanov, et_ a l . (1931) 
Velikhanov, et_ al. (1931) 
Mavis, et^  al^ (1935) 
Kalmar (1952)
Kalmar (1952)
Ivicsics (1959) 
Novak-Nalluri (1972)
Novak-Nalluri (1974) 
Novak-Nalluri (1974) 
Ghvelisiani (1950)
n -7-7 0.5v = 0.77g 
m
v = 9.9(140d + 5.8) 
m d
0.5
v = 76.77d 
m b
0.44
v = 45.55d 
m b
0.14
v = 97.4d 
m b
0.47
0.33
0.38
0.24
v = 73.85d_ 
m S
v - 61.62d_ 
m S
v = 37.95d 
m b
v = 29.70d 0,16 
m S
v = 34d 0,5 log(A)/log(B)
m u
where: A = 8.8h/d_
B " (12dSM x + dS)/dS
0.001 < d < 0.01 cm 
0.01 < d < 0.5 cm
J
dc > 0.1 cm
d
0.01 < d < 0.1 cm
u
0.1 < d < 1.0 cm
O
not specified 
0.01 < d < 1.0 cm 
rectangular flume 
circular flume 
non-uniform sized sediments
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Table 3.3 Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of Validity
co
VO
Levi (1948) 
Levi (1948) 
Levi (1948) 
Levi (1948) 
Levi (1948) 
Levi (1957) 
Levi (1957) 
Zamarin (1951) 
Zamarin (1951) 
Zamarin (1951) 
Zamarin (1951) 
Zamarin (1951) 
Zamarin (1951)
v = 
m
v = 
m
v =
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
-,0.2 0.3 
56.3h dg
43.84dg°,5jln(h/7ds)
43.84d °*5(1 + £n(h/7d )°*5)
D b
43.84ds0 -5£n(h/7ds)(dsmax/ds)1/7 
43.84ds°-5U  + *n(h/7ds)°-5)(dsinax/ds)1/7 
43.84ds°-5log(12Eh/dSnax)
40.7dg0 ’5(0.8 + 0.6671og(10Rh/dgniax)
95(0. O H ^ 1^ 2 + °*01V 
105 (0.0^ ) 1/(2 + °-0lRh)
115(0. O^ ) 1^ 2 + °*01V 
140(0.01Rh)1^ 2'5 + °*01V 
175(0. OIR^ 1^ 2*5 + °*01V
200(0. OlRj^ )1^ 2,5 + °*01V
d < 0.1 cm (sand)
u
h/d > 60 (uniform size)
b
10 < h/d < 60 (uniform size)
b
h/dg > 60 (mixed size)
10 < h/dg < 60 (mixed size)
Rh/dgmax > ^0 (mixed size)
10 < < 60 (mixed size)
dg < 0.5 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm 
0.5 < dg < 1 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm
1.0 < dg < 1.5 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm
1.5 < dg < 5.0 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm
5.0 < dg < 10.0 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm
10.0 < dg < 15.0 cm; 50 < R^ < 200 cm
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Table 3.3 Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of Validity
Kumine (1955) 
Sundborg (1956) 
Herbeulidze (1958)
v = m
v = 
m
v =■ 
m
,,0.2 0.3 
39.2h d
b
123.8ds° * 5log(0.0302h/dg)
54(10d + 0.05)
70
0.27
0.0l \
x
not specified 
not specified
vO
o
Knoroz (1959)
Knoroz (1959)
Knoroz (1959) 
Latishenkov (1960) 
Orlov, et_ al_. (1960) 
Garbrecbt (1963) 
Studenitshnikov (1964) 
Neill (1967a)
x = 0.45/(10d + 0.35)
70
0.05
0.1
0.25,0.5
vm = (2.56dg )/(0.0008+0.006/Rh )
v = 
m
v = 
ra
v = 
m
v = 
m
v = 
m
v - 
m
v = 
m
25ds°,3log(3.6Rh/ds1*6)
40.7 l o s m . l ^ 0 - 7 5 )*',0 '5
.,0.2, 0.3 
50.lh d
b
/Q Q, 0.17, 0.33 
48.8b d
b
44.5b°*17((0.Old +0.8)/d 0*17)
b b
,t,0.25, 0.25 
lo.Dh dg
7,0.1, 0.4 
63.7h dg
hydraulically smooth bed 
transition range 
hydraulically rough bed 
not specified 
not specified 
not specified 
not specified 
not specified
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Table 3.3 Critical Mean Velocity In the Cross-Section (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of Validity
Bodrayashkin as 
mentioned by 
Muller (1973)
... „ 0.17, 0.33 
v = 50.Oh d- 
m S
not specified
Hanko (1968)
,, .., 0.294 , 0.059.,,,0.5 
v = 56.315v d_ /(f) 
m o
d < 0.000145 m
u
Ilanko (1968) v = 15.13d 0-5/(f)0-5
m b 
where:
d > 0.000145 m
u
Bogardi (1971)
l/(f)0,5 = -21og[0.0676(ds/h)(1+0.30967 d g)]
n It 2/3 "1/3,,1.8v = 0.00138h S (h/d_) (dc/(v g )) 
m b b
h < 23.5 cm 
dg < 0.5 cm
(B) Lowest Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section (from Laboratory Data)
Meyer-Peter, 
et al. (1934)
_ 0.375 
v . = 10.87d„ 
mmm. S
not specified
Bogardi and 
Yen (1938)
R1 0.44 
v = 81.8d„ 
mmin. S
d > 0.03 cm
u
Bogardi and 
Yen (1938)
- 0.45 
v . = 84.55d„ 
mmm. S
dg > 0.03 cm
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Table 3.3 Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of Validity
Czechoslovakian 
Standard 
Specification 
mentioned by 
Ivicsics (1959)
v . = 155.2h°,2(0.01d_+0.0014)° ‘3(d0/d. )°*2 
mmxn. b b 5 ^
v . = 30.41d ° * 5log(8.8h/d ) 
mmm. b qa
-,-,0.33.0.17 
v . - 26.5d_ h 
mmm. S
0.01 < d < 0.15 cm
D
0.15 < d < 2.0 cm
b
dg > 2.0 cm
(C) Highest Critical Mean Velocity in the Cross-Section
Kharaushev (1977) 
from Levi's 
formula
v = 100.0£n(h/7d )d 0,5 
mmax. S S
h/d > 60
b
Kharaushev (1977) 
from Samov's 
formula
v = 28.44h0*17((0.01/0.457dc° ’17)+1.08d£,0’33) 
mmax. S b
not specified
Kharaushev (1977) 
from Gontsharov's 
formula
v = 270.7h°*2(0.0165d +0.0023)0,3(d/d )0,2 
mmax. S S Smax
not specified
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Table 3.4 Equations for Critical Shear (after Stelczer, 1981)
Author and Year 
of Publication
Formula Range of 
Validity
(A) Laboratory Data for Hydraulically Smooth Beds
Schoklitsch (1934) TC = 0.18(Tg -  T^dg1- 5 ds < 0.02 cm
Kalinske (1947) t c = 0.1M4(ps -  Pf)dg ds < 0.02 cm
Laursen (1958) T(, -  0.0388(ys -  YjJdg d8 < 0.02 cm
Nagy-Karadi (1960) Tc = 0.0036(ys -  Yf )ds° ’ 4 ds < 0.1 cm
Bog&rdi (1962) TC = 0.0011(ys -  Yf )ds° - 118 d8 $ 0.0145 cm
(B) Laboratory Data for Hydraulically Smooth and Transition Region
Bogardi (1968) t c = 620.00(h/ds) " 2(Ys- f f )ds(ds/v 2/3g"1/3) ' 2' 75 d8 < 1.0 cm
Bogdrdi (1968) t c = 57.8 S0- 66(Ys' r £)ds(ds/v 2 /V 1/3) - ° - 89 h < 20 cm
Bogdrdi (1975)
/ >1.181f , ,  lA , 2/3 -1/3,0.639 t c 4.437 x 10 (h/dg) <Ys^Yf )dg(dg/v g ) not specified
Bogdrdi. (1975)
_ 1.096, . , . 2/3 -1/3,-0.888 
TC 42,788 S ^ s ^ f  S S g *
Table 3.4 Equations for Critical Shear (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year of Publication Formula Range of Validity
(C) Laboratory Data for the Transition Region
Mavis-Liu-Soucek (1936) t ,^ = 0.028(yg - Yjp)dg dg < 0.5 cm
1 49
Nagy-Karadi (1960) = 0.04(yg - Yj)dg * 0.1 < dg < 1.0 cm
(D) Laboratory Data for Transition Region and Hydraulically Rough Bed
Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948) t_  = 0.047(yo “ Y «)<*., >0*02 c m
L  b  X o d
Bog&rdi (1962) = 0.0469(yg -  Yj)dg dg >0.0145 cm
(E) Laboratory and Field Data for Transition Region and Hydraulically Rough Bed
Gessler (1965) t = 0.047(y - Y ^ H  d >0.6 cm
0 b I u u
(F) Laboratory Data for Hydraulically Rough Bed
Shields (1936) t - 0.06(y - y p)d d >1.0 cm
L b I b b
Lane (1937) r = 0.0485(y - Y {:) d  d  >0.5 cm
Vi b X by^ b
Nagy-Karadi (1960) t = 0.055(y - yr)d d >1.0 cm
L 5 I b  o
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Table 3.4 Equations for Critical Shear (after Stelczer, 1981) continued
Author and Year of Publication Formula Range of Validity
(G) Field Data for Hydraulically Rough Bed
Ramette and Heuzel (1962) Tc = 0.02(Ys - Yf)ds^ d > 1.0 cm
O
Stelczer (1978) t = 0.01(y - y f)d
b r bg0
d > 1.0 cm
u
vO
Ui
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Cg = average volumetric concentration of transported particles 
Using both laboratory and field data from closed conduits, flumes 
and rivers, Graf and Acaroglu determined the relationship between tj» 
and <j>GA to be
[3.20] *GA = 10.39t|T2'52 » or
[3.21] <CsvmRh )/((Ss ” l)gds3)0,5 - 10.39((SS - l)dg/SRh)"2*52 
Hence, Eq. [3.21] gives information on the average liquid-solid
mixture velocity and the volumetric concentration of the total load 
passing through a cross-section of a particular conveyance system for 
a given value of the shear intensity parameter, i{/. The value of 
ranged from 0.1 to 100, whereas <{>GA ranged from 0.01 to 1000.
For particles of diameter 0.091 mm < dg < 2.78 mm, Graf and
Acaroglu were able to relate the shear intensity parameter to the
particle settling velocity and shear velocity by
[3.22] U*/vs - (3Cd/4)0,5 iT0,5 
where is the shear velocity given by
[3.23] U* = (gRhS)0*5 , and
Vg is the terminal settling velocity of the particle, given by
[3.24] vs - (4gds(Ss - l)/3Cd)0*5
where Cd is the particle drag coefficient. Liu (1957) defined the 
ratio of U*/vg as the "movability number". The relationship 
given in Eq. [3.22] delineates the beginning of ripple formation on 
the bed of the conveyance channel. Figure 3.7 illustrates the 
relationship between the shear intensity parameter and particle 
Reynolds number and may be used to determine the critical condition at 
which motion is initiated.
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Neill (1967b, 1968) studied the velocity required to displace 
particles in a steady, straight, uniform, two-dimensional, wide 
channel with a fully developed velocity profile. His equation was for 
uniform-sized material of specific gravity 2.65 and ranging in 
diameter from 6 to 30 mm. The ratio of flow depth to grain size was 
between 2 and 100.
Neill's equation can be expressed as
[3.25] vm 2 = (2.0 Ysds(ds/h)"°*33)/pf
This equation was found to be in good agreement with the results 
of Mavis and Laushey (1949), Lane (1955) and Sundborg (1956).
Novak and Nalluri (1975, 1978, 1984) studied sediment transport 
over smooth, fixed bed channels. For rectangular channels, they 
expressed the Shields dimensionless shear intensity and particle 
Reynolds number as
[3.26] Crc/pfgds(Ss - l))2 = 0.065 (U^dgv"1*0 )"0*52 
for particle Reynolds number between 10 and 1000, and
[3.27] < V pf8dS(SS “ 0 ) 2  = °*°60 <u*dSv~1*0)’’0’61
for circular cross-sections.
Novak and Nalluri also proposed equations for the velocity
required for incipient motion and the critical shear stress as
[3.28] V. - 0.17 (Sc - l)°*5dc0*24 * for octangular channels,
D C  O  b
and
[3.29] V, = 0.16 (So — l^*"*d 0.16 o . . , .be v S 1 ' as for circular channels,
whereas the critical shear stress was expressed as
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[3.30] xc = 0.128 (Sg - l)dg^*^ , for rectangular channels,
and
[3.31] rc = 0.104 (Sg - l)dg°*^ , for circular channels,
2
where x is in N/m and d_ is in mm.
C  o
For both rectangular and circular cross-sections, Novak and 
Nalluri expressed Vbc in terms of the relative roughness, 
ds/Rh , as
[3.32] Vbc - 0.61(SS - l)0-5(dg/Rh r 0*27(gds)0-5 
Equation [3.32] is applicable over the range 0.01 < dg/R^ < 1.
Knight (1981) determined the relationship for bed and wall shear 
in rectangular channels as a function of the percentage of shear force 
on the walls using artificial strip roughness for the bed and walls.
The equations for the mean wall and bed shear stresses are
[3.33] - pgSf(%SFw /100)(B/h) , and
[3.34] xb - (pghSf)(1 - 0.1 %SFW )
where
T y = wall shear stress
xb » bed shear stress
Sf = energy slope
B channel width
h = channel depth, and
%SFW - the percentage of shear force on the walls and is given by
[3.35] %SF^ s e a[tanh (ir0) - 0.5 (tanh (ttP) - 0)2]
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where
a = -3.264 log(B/h + 3) + 6.211 
8 = 1 -  y/5 , and
Y  »  l o g ( k s b / k s„ )
where kgb and kgw are the mean diameters of the grains making
up the roughness of the bed and walls, respectively. The validity
ranges for Knight's equations are 1.5 < B/h <15, 1 < kgb/kSw
< 104 , 2.1 x 104 < 4v R,/v < 3.7 x 105 and 0.23 < v /(gh)0,5 < 0.57.m IV m
3.5 The Effects of Lift and Drag on Particle Motion
Lift forces may arise for at least two reasons. Firstly, if the
particle is resting on the bottom where the velocity gradients are
steepest, a pressure difference is set up which results in lifting the 
particle. Secondly, the same particle might experience lift because 
of the upward velocity components adjacent to the bed as a result of 
turbulence. If the magnitude of the lift becomes equal to the weight, 
then the smallest drag force would cause an initiation of motion. 
Therefore, the value of the lift force must be investigated and 
compared in magnitude to the drag force and the particle's submerged 
weight. Graf (1971) expressed the lift force as
[3.36] Fl = CL k ds2 Pf vb2/2 
where
F^ = the lift force
CL = the lift coefficient
k = particle shape factor, and
v^ * fluid velocity near the bottom of the channel
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The only quantitative observations of lift on sediments on a bed 
were made by Einstein and El-Samni (1949) and Apperley (1968). 
Einstein and El-Samni measured the difference in mean static pressure 
on sediment beds at the bottom level of the top layer of sediments and
at the wall of the channel at the top level of the top layer of
sediments. The measurements yielded a pressure difference or lift 
pressure on the grains of
[3.37] Ap = 0.178 p v2/2
where v is the velocity at a distance of O.SSdg^ above the
theoretical bed and dg-j«j t*ie size of the grains for which
35% by weight of the bed material is finer. The theoretical bed was 
defined as the position of the origin of y for which the measured
velocity profiles conformed to
[3.38] v/U* - 8.5 +  5.75 log(y/kg)
where v is the velocity at a distance y above the bed. Equation
[3.38] describes the velocity profile for a two-dimensional, 
free-surface flow over a flat sediment bed. Einstein and El-Samni 
found that, for gravel beds, the theoretical bed was 0.2dgg^ below the 
tops of the uppermost grains.
The experimental results reported by Einstein and El-Samni were 
used by Vanoni (1966) to calculate the ratio Ap/r. This 
calculation gave values of about 2.5, giving a strong indication that 
lift forces were of considerable importance in the initial-motion 
mechanism. However, once a particle was displaced, lift forces tended 
to diminish and drag forces tended to increase, as pointed out by 
Chepil (1961).
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Apperley (1968) measured the lift and drag forces on a sphere 1/4 
inch in diameter in a bed of well-rounded 1/4 inch gravel in a flow 
9.25 inches deep with a mean velocity of 3.40 feet per second. When 
the sphere was in the bed of gravel, the ratio of lift/drag was 0.50. 
When the sphere was raised a distance equal to 1/4 of its diameter the 
ratio of lift/drag was 0.78. When the sphere was raised further, the 
drag continued to increase and the lift decreased sharply and became 
negative at a distance of 1.5 grain diameters above the bed. The mean 
drag force with the sphere imbedded with the other particles was
nearly equal to the product of the bed shear stress and the
cross-sectional area of the sphere. The distribution of the
instantaneous lift force observed by Apperley indicated that there was 
a predominance of negative values, but there were infrequent bursts of 
large positive lift forces which were apparently responsible for the 
cntrainment of the particles.
Simons and Senturk (1977) included the lift force in the 
following equation which is similar to Eq. [3.1] proposed by White
(1940).
[3.39] CjCYg - Yf)ds3 sin(<}> - 0) - a 1CJjC3d s2ofvb2sin<t>/2 
" a 1^2TCdS2<:os^
w here is the coefficient related to the effective surface area
°f the particle in the direction of the lift force. When rearranged,
[3.39] yields the critical tractive shear stress as
[3.40] Xc = (C1/C9 )(y s - Yf)dg sin(<{> - 0)/cos«j>
- 0.5(C3/C2 )CL pfvb2tan<|>
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Coleman (1967) was able to predict the incipient motion of 
non-cohesive spherical bed particles subjected to certain drag and 
lift. It was observed that the lift coefficient took on negative
values for Reynolds numbers less than about 100, where the Reynolds
number was defined as
[3.41] Nr  - vQ ds/v
where v q is the flow velocity at the particle center-line.
Coleman also found that the lift coefficient was zero when 
dg/6' was unity and that the lift coefficient was negative
for ^g/*^ less than unity, where 6' is the thickness 
of the laminar sublayer. Coleman's results indicated that 
downward-acting "lift" forces existed when the particle was completely 
enclosed in the layer of laminar flow, so that particle motion was 
restrained. The equation for the "lift-factor" was given as
[3.42] = 1 - (2.1169 CdNR2pfv2)/((Yg - Y f)(dg3 ))
The lift on the particle can be computed from
[3.43] Fl = (7r/6)( (Ys - Yf)ds3 - 2.1169 CdNR2pfv2)
Coleman's results for the lift factor and drag-coefficient are 
shown in Fig. 3.8. These equations and figures were shown to apply to 
quartz spheres ranging in diameter from 0.6 to 20 mm. The kinematic 
viscosity ranged between 9.3 x 10  ^ and 3.7 x 10 ^
2 -I
® s and the specific gravity varied between 1.28 and 7.10.
It can be noted in Fig. 3.8 that the Cd data tends to group 
around the drag coefficient curve for a sphere in free fall. This 
finding is significant because it verifies Egiazaroff's assumption
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(1957, 1965) that a particle which is near the state of incipient
motion experiences drag forces similar to that of a particle in free 
fall.
Aksoy (1973) also studied fluid forces acting on a sphere near a 
solid boundary. Aksoy described the formation of lift with the aid of 
Fig. 3.9. In Fig. 3.9a, the solid boundary was far from the sphere
and the velocity distribution was uniform. For low Reynolds numbers,
the pressure forces were negligible and the stream-lines came together 
behind the sphere. When the Reynolds number was increased, the 
boundary layer separated symmetrically along the surface, and eddies 
were formed which rotated in opposite directions. In this case, the 
fluid force was composed of friction and pressure forces. For high 
Reynolds numbers, the eddies elongated, became unstable and 
oscillation of the wake could be observed. This produced alternating 
longitudinal and lateral fluid forces which caused a forced vibration 
of the sphere.
If, however, the sphere was located near a solid boundary, the 
upstream velocity was not distributed uniformly but increased with 
distance from the boundary. The shape of the velocity profile
depended upon the character of the flow and the boundary surface. As 
shown in Fig. 3.9b, the flow did not separate symmetrically. The 
Position of the separation moved to the upper surface and this
separation not only produced drag, but also lift. In addition to 
these two forces, a moment acted on the centre of the sphere. The 
fluid forces were not constant, but fluctuated about the mean value.
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The fluctuations arose due to large scale turbulence of the flow and 
secondly by the wakes which were generated behind the sphere.
Aksoy used transducers mounted on the channel bed to measure
instantaneous drag and lift forces and subsequently calculated the 
drag and lift coefficients. Figure 3.10 shows the drag and lift 
coefficients over a range of Reynolds numbers from 2700 to 6600. The 
drag coefficients agree well in the range of measurements with the 
curve for a sphere rolling down an inclined smooth boundary which was 
developed by Garde and Sethuraman (1969). Aksoy found that, at a 
Reynolds number of 6600, the maximum instantaneous lift force was 
nearly three times the mean lift force.
Garde and Sethuraman (1969) investigated the effects of the
boundary on the particle drag coefficient. They considered both 
smooth and rough surfaces. Garde and Sethuraman, like Carty (1957), 
assumed that rolling resistance was negligible for smooth boundaries. 
Equating the drag force to the mass component parallel to the bed
•9
yielded
[3.44] Cd « (4dgg)sin0(pg - pf)/(3pfvQ2)
Garde and Sethuraman studied particle diameters ranging from 9.22 mm
to 25.33 mm. The kinematic viscosity ranged from 10 ^ to 7.15 x 
—4 2 “ 110 m s  . Glass, steel and plastic spheres were used in 
this investigation. The results for smooth and rough boundaries are 
shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 respectively. For smooth boundaries, it 
was found that, for Reynolds numbers up to 20, the relationship
between and obeyed a straight line variation of the form:
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[3.45] Cd = 420/Nr 1,07
For rough boundaries, depended on the relative roughness 
of the bed, defined by dg/k, where k is the diameter of the 
spheres making up the bed roughness elements and dg is the 
diameter of the sphere under consideration. The mean curve for all 
dg/k values is shown in Fig. 3.12. For Reynolds numbers less than 
one, the correlation was
[3.46] Cd - 82.5/Nr 1,3
The results of Garde and Sethuraman indicated that the drag 
coefficient for a sphere moving on a smooth or rough boundary was 
significantly different from the drag coefficient of a sphere in an 
infinite fluid. In their experiments, the fluid was stationary and 
the slope of the bed was Increased until the particle began to roll. 
The sphere was moving through a fluid that had neither ambient 
turbulence nor a velocity gradient normal to the boundary and, as 
Coleman (1972) pointed out, the drag coefficients were higher than 
those for a sphere moving in an infinite fluid.
As an extension of earlier work, Coleman (1972) studied the drag 
coefficient of a stationary sphere on a horizontal bed of closely 
Packed identical spheres subjected to a flow that displayed both the 
ambient turbulence and a velocity gradient normal to the boundary. 
The purpose was to compare the Cd value for rolling spheres in 
stationary fluids to the Cd of a stationary sphere in moving 
fluid. Both Coleman's and Garde and Sethuraman's results are 
summarized in Fig. 3.13. Coleman's results are for kinematic
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—5 —5 2 —1viscosities from 1 x 10 to 40 x 10 ft s , and for Reynolds
numbers between 50 and 9400.
In the absence of detailed studies on the local flow patterns 
around the spheres on rough boundaries, Coleman speculated that the 
marked differences between drag coefficient functions for a rolling 
sphere and a stationary sphere were a result of the additional 
circulation induced around the rolling sphere. He also noted that in 
view of the inherent asymmetry of the flow around a stationary sphere 
on a boundary, the close correspondence between the drag coefficient 
function for a sphere in free fall and a stationary sphere was 
remarkable.
3.6 The Effects of Steep Slopes on Particle Motion
Host of the research conducted on the incipient motion of 
particles has been concerned with relatively low-sloped channels and 
flumes. Scheuerlein (1973), Mohanty (1962), Kharrufa (1962), Pe 
(1975), Ashida and Bayazit (1973), Bathurst, Graf and Cao (1982), and 
Smart (1984), have shown that the initiation of motion of sediment 
grains on the bed of steep channels occurs at very shallow depths, 
corresponding to large values of relative roughness.
In the literature, the effect of relative roughness on the 
initiation of motion is usually not considered, and some authors, 
Yalin (1972), are of the opinion that this effect can be neglected. 
Ashida and Bayazit (1973) subsequently Investigated the effect of 
relative roughness, d<,/h, on the critical Shields' parameter 
defined by
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[3.47] SgC = tc /((y s “
Assuming that the sediments moved by sliding, Ashida and Bayazit 
developed a modified critical Shields parameter for steep slopes
[3.48] Ssc » tc /((y s ” Yf)ds (cos0tan<|> - (Sg/(Sg - l))sin0))
For small slopes, 0 ~ 0°, it can be seen that Eq. [3.48] 
becomes the critical Shields parameter divided by tan (J>. The range 
of variables used by Ashida and Bayazit were 
6.4 mm < dg <22.5 mm 
2.49 < Ss < 2.66 
0.01 < S < 0.20
1.15 cm < h < 9.75 cm, and 
1.0 < tanejj < 1.3
Graphically, the relationship between dg/h an<* SSC»
obtained by Ashida and Bayazit, is presented in Fig. 3.14. The figure
shows that the critical Shields parameter increases considerably as
the flow becomes shallower. For dg = 1.5h , Ashida and Bayazit
found that Sg^ was about 2.5 times larger than its value for
milder slopes. Ashida and Bayazit attributed the increase in the
Shields parameter for steep slopes to the following factors:
1* As the depth of water is reduced for a constant value of the bed 
shear stress, energy dissipation in the separation zones
downstream of the grains becomes more significant. This results in 
a reduction of the velocity at a given distance above the bed, and 
hence the drag force diminishes for a constant shear stress with 
the increase of the slope. Thus, larger shear stresses are
required to start the motion at lower depths.
2. Drag and lift coefficients of a grain may vary as a function of 
the relative roughness, and
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3. The turbulence characteristics of the flow may be expected to 
change.
Pe (1975) defined flows of large roughness and high slopes as 
"torrential flows". Pe studied the resistance due to cubical elements 
as well as the incipient motion of these elements, and was able to 
relate the dimensionless shear stress to the dimensionless Reynolds 
number for the cubical resistance elements. For a 16% areal
concentration of roughness elements, which has been shown by Rouse 
(1965) to result in the maximum resistance, Pe found the functional 
relationship
[3.49] (YfRhS)(Ss -l)l*17/(Ys - Yf)k - 5*6 x 10"U (lc(gRh S)0 *5/v2*30
in which k is the height of the roughness elements.
Pe confined his research to a maximum slope of 0.095 (5.4
degrees), and the Reynolds numbers of the cubes, denoted by 
k( t/ Pf)^* "Vv, ranged from 6435 to 14438. Values of the 
dimensionless shear stress, x/(k(Yg - Yf))> ranged from 0.020 to 
0.092. Particle specific gravities ranged from 1.04 to 6.903.
Based on the research of Sayre and Albertson (1961), Mirajgaoker 
and Charlu (1963), Herbich and Shulits (1964), Powell(3), Mohanty 
(1962), and Kharrufa (1962), Scheuerlein (1973) determined that the 
resistance law for flows in steep channels with high relative 
roughness was given by
[3.501 C/(g)0 *5 - (8/f)°*5 = -2.30 log(kB/Rh )/K
where C is the Chezy friction coefficient, k  is the von Karman
turbulence coefficient, and the coefficient B is given by
[3.51] B = (0.44 + 3Sk/L)(1 - 1.3S + 0.08R,/k)
n
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in which L is the longitudinal spacing of the roughness elements.
Scheuerlein found that the von Karman coefficient ranged from 0.25 
to 0.32.
Since the flow along a rough boundary is not uniform for large
roughness elements, it is necessary to select a bed level as a
reference datum so that uniform flow approximations can be applied.
Schlichting (1936) introduced the concept of geometric bed level,
which was the level that would arise if all the roughness were melted
to form a smooth surface. By using this level as the reference datum,
the weight of fluid was distributed evenly along the flow direction to
produce an average bed shear stress.
Bayazit (1982) reviewed the literature for different types of .
roughness elements. Table 3.5 gives the distance of the theoretical
bed level below the tops of the roughness elements, expressed as
(A)(k), where k is the roughness element height.
In addition to estimating the theoretical bed level, a
determination of the equivalent sand roughness, k , that will
s
produce the observed energy loss when inserted into the equation for
rough open channels is required. Nikuradse (1933) is credited with
having defined the term of equivalent sand roughness and he made use
of it in the logarithmic velocity equation
[3.52] (8/f)°*5 - (1/k ) £n(h/k ) + 6s
Bayazit (1982) reported that tc usually was assumed to be equal 
to 0.40. k was not a measure of the physical roughness height 
but rather the effect of the roughness on the flow, determined
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Table 3.5 Distance of Theoretical Bed Level Below the Tops of 
Roughness Elements (after Bayazit, 1982)
Author Year Roughness Element Shape A
Schlichting 1936 Sphere 0.16
Einstein and El-Samni 1949 Hemisphere 0.20
O'Laughlin and MacDonald 1964 Sand 0.27
Goma and Gelhar 1968 Sphere 0.23
Blinco and Parthenaides 1971 Irregular Particles 0.27
Grass 1971 Gravel 0.18
Cheng and Clyde 1972 Sphere 0.15
Kamphuis 1974 Gravel 0.30
Bayazit 1976
(
Sphere 0.35
Denker 1980 Cylinder 0.35
Denker 1980 Triangular 0.35
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experimentally. For large roughness elements, k depended on thes
size, shape and spacing of roughness elements as well as the relative
roughness. Table 3.6 summarizes the work of several researchers in
determining the various k values. The equivalent sand roughness
is expressed as a multiple of a particular particle size.
Bathurst, Graf and Cao (1982) pointed out the errors in using the
Shields approach for slopes . greater than 0.005. Firstly, for
S 0.005, and for small ratios of depth to sediment size, hCR/djQ <
10, where hCR is the critical flow depth at incipient motion, the
critical Shields' factor, tc /((p s - pf )gd5O(cos0 tan<f> - sin 0)), 
increased as decreased. Hizuyama (1977) and Bathurst,
et al. (1979) found similar trends. The critical Shields' parameter 
was also affected by the armouring or paving effects of the surface 
layer of the bed material where the bed had a non-uniform size 
distribution; Egiazaroff (1965), Gessler (1971), Andrews (1981) and 
Parker and Klingman (1982). Bathurst, et al. reported that neither
of these processes were adequately catered for in the Shields'
approach.
Secondly, the Shields' factor varied essentially with
hcR/dsQ for most natural flows, and the shear Reynolds number
0 5
varied as (hCRS) * ^50* so that plotting the critical
shear parameter against the shear Reynolds number, or any other flow 
parameter based on depth, did not provide a useful guide to the 
critical conditions for initiation of motion; Gessler (1971)
and Simons and Senturk (1977).
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Table 3.6 Equivalent Sand Roughness for Various Boundaries (after Bayazit, 1982)
Author Year Roughness Element ks
Leopold, Wolman and Miller 1964 Gravel
3‘5 d84
Limerinos 1970 Gravel
3 d84
Kamphuis 1974 Gravel
2 d90
Bayazit 1976 Closely Packed Spheres 2.5 ^
Charlton, et^  al. 1978 Gravel
3*5 d90
Hey 1979 Gravel
t 3*5 d84
Thompson and Campbell 1979 Gravel ^*5 d90
Gladki 1979 Gravel
2,5 d80
Denker 1980 Closely Packed Cylinders 2 d s
Bray 1980
t
Gravel 3.5 d84; 3.1 d9Q
Griffiths 1981 Gravel
5 d50
Denker 1981 Triangular 8.5 k
dgg indicates that 90% of the sediment sample has a diameter smaller than the specified size
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Bathurst, eit al. developed a new approach based on the
Schoklitsch criterion in order to overcome the above mentioned 
deficiencies. Using the assumption of Flammer, et al. (1970), that 
the drag and lift coefficients for steep flows and small values of 
^Cr/^50 var*ed with particle Reynolds number, the flow Froude number 
and Bathurst, et al. developed a dimensionless discharge
*
factor q^, given by
[3.53] q^ , a (VbC hCR)/[((d503/^ 2 )(g(Ss - l)(cos0 tan({> - sine))1^2]
where,
[3.54] q* = fen. {NR , S, k± , dg4/d50, BPF)
in which ^ 8 4 ^ 5 0  represented the effect of particle size
distribution, k^ represented the particle shape and BPF was a bed 
packing factor. The above function is similar to the Schoklitsch 
(1962) equation for the critical unit flow discharge for gravel-bed 
rivers.
Using bed slopes between 3 and 9%, and specific gravities of
approximately 2.6, Bathurst, et al. plotted their data for steep 
slopes, as well as other available data for steep slopes, on the
traditional Shields diagram.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.15, the data for each bed material
fell into a pattern of parallel lines and not along the traditional
Shields curve. Bathurst, et al. used Fig. 3.16 to explain the
differences between the observed and traditional curves. From Fig.
3.16 it can be noted that the ordinate varies as ^cp/^50
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whereas the abscissa varies essentially as ^cR^^d50* and that 
all points of equal channel slope lie on a single line. The lines are 
not linear and free from discontinuity. Bathurst, et al. attributed 
the discontinuities to the effect of bed packing and other minor 
effects which were not included in the analysis. As can be .seen_ from .. 
the figure, the lower the channel slope, the lower is the gradient of 
the lines and less is the change in S^-for a given value of 
^CR^d50* Thus for flows with S < 1%, the gradients of these
lines are so small that S^ , varies only very gradually and is 
restricted to the traditional Shields range of 0.04 to 0.06. 
Apparently, earlier studies concerned with evaluating involved only 
small channel slopes and large values of hQp/dgQ so that the 
variations of S^ , with the flow and other channel parameters were too 
small to be commented on. Thus, the Shields diagram does not apply 
to steep flows.
Before applying their Schoklitsch-type approach, Bathurst, et al. 
investigated the functional relationship on the right hand side of Eq.
[3.54]. For their data, the critical Reynolds number ranged from 
1 x 10^ to 2.5 x 10^, which Flammer, et al. (1970) found had only 
a secondary effect on the drag coefficient. The bed size distribution 
was also fairly uniform so that the effect of dg^/d^Q was 
minimal. They also concluded that the bed material shape had a 
secondary effect since the bed materials were all natural, 
cohesionless gravels. Thus, only the bed packing factor was likely to 
have a significant effect on the critical flow conditions. As
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mentioned earlier, Bathurst, et al. believed that the effect of bed 
packing was reflected in the discontinuities in the curves of Fig.
3.16. Thus, in Eq. [3.54], qc varies primarily with the channel slope.
Analyzing the data of several researchers, Bathurst, et al. 
found that for channel slopes between 0.02 and 0.10, the relationship 
between the slope and the dimensionless discharge factor was given by
[3.55] q* - 0.114 S ~ l m 2
In all cases, Eq. [3.55] applied only for hCR/dtjo < 6.
The most recent and extensive study of sediment transport on
steep slopes was that of Smart (1984). Smart developed the 
following equation to predict the transport capacity of a channel with 
grain sizes greater than 0.4 mm on slopes ranging from 0.04 to 20%
(0.023 to 11.3°)
[3.56] <|,-4 {(d_ /do )0,2 S0*6 C 90*5 (0 - 0 )} , where
90 S30 3 5
[3.57] <j> = qb/(g(Ss - l)dsJ)u,;> >
[3.58] C = vm/(gHS)0*5 ,
[3.59] 0 = HS/((Sg - l)ds) ,
[3.60] 0Cr = 9QCr cosa(l - tana/tanfj)
where S is the channel slope, v^ is the mean channel velocity, H
is the flow depth, q^ is the volumetric sediment discharge per
unit channel width, ®QCr = critical Shields' parameter from
Shields' diagram, a is the channel slope in degrees and 0 is the
angle of repose of the submerged bed material. The minimum value of
dc /do is 8.5.
90 30
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3.7 Similitude Principles of Sediment Transport
The problem of scale up of sediment transport has been discussed 
thoroughly in the literature. Yet, there are various theories as to 
how best extrapolate flume and river data to other operating 
conditions. In most cases, the proposed equations to predict sediment 
motion contain dimensionless variables involving shear stress, 
submerged weight, shape effect, bed slope and channel geometry. A few 
of the many attempts at unifying sediment transport data are 
illustrated below. These examples are in no way exhaustive but 
provide an overview of the variety of techniques currently employed.
Liu and Hwang (1959) considered steady, two-dimensional, uniform 
flow within a straight alluvial channel and using standard dimensional 
analysis techniques expressed the significant variables as follows
[3.61] fen[H, q, S, pf, y, g, d5Q, ag, Ayg, q] = 0
where q is the unit discharge of the flow, ag is the standard
deviation in the bed material size, Ayg is the difference in
specific weight between the bed material and the fluid and n is the
shape factor of the sediment. Since q = Hv_, where v is the
r  ^ m m
average velocity and because the settling velocity of the particles, 
v g, is a function of ^50» an<* 71 *
Liu and Hwang reduced Eq. [3.61] to
[3.62] fcn[H, S, v^, p£, y, g, d^Q, og, Ayg, vg] “ ®
By selecting H, v^ an(j as the repeating variables, one obtains 
seven dimensionless parameters; S, v^/CgH)^*^, v^H/v', d50/H, as/H,
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2
v Pji/(AYch ) an^ v /vc. Liu and Hwang then introduced the friction in jt o m o
velocity, u^, the bed shear stress, r, and the hydraulic radius 
of the channel, R^, and eliminated the a/H parameter because it
had a secondary effect on the flow depth. Their final dimensionless
groupings were
[3.63] fcn[vm/u*, S, u^d^Q/v, ^^q /R^, "r/^Ygd^Q)* V S^50^V -I = ^ 
Simons and Richardson (1960) considered the following variables
to be of significance in alluvial channel flows
[3.64] fcn[H, b, Pf* ^*^A’ ^f* ^50’ ^S*
= 0
where b is the channel width, and are shape factors
for the channel cross-section and channel reach respectively,
is the difference in specific weights between air and water, 
and is the concentration of fine material. Using the same
repeating variables as used by Liu and Hwang, Eq. [3.64] was expressed 
as
[3.65] fen[b/H, Sj q , ^m^SO^f^^** ^f* ^50^^’
VS/vm» a’ v m 2 / i A y A l i / p f ^  vn2/CAYsH/Pf)] = 0 
Assuming that (i) the shape factors could be eliminated because the 
channel bed was completely alluvial,., (ii) the cross-section was 
uniformly rectangular except for variation due to bed roughness, (iii) 
the channel was straight, (iv) b/H was of secondary importance for 
wide channels, and (v) a  was of secondary importance, Eq. [3.65] was 
reduced to
[3.66] fcn[S, Np, C£, d^Q/H, vg/vjjj> = ®
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where
[3.67] Nr  = vmd50pf/p
[3.68] Np = vm /(gH)0 '5 ,
assuming that Ay^/p^ is approximately equal to g, and
[3.69] CD = d50AYs/(pfvs2)
Willis and Coleman (1969) were able to develop four similitude
coefficients by transforming the terms of the Reynolds
equations and the continuity equation. The coefficients were;
2
( Ps “ Pf )/pf> qs/q, §H/Vm and uf/(pfHvm) where 9g is the 
volumetric sediment discharge. They also introduced a particle
diameter similitude number given by
r, .t 0.667 0.333 , -0.667[3.70] N = p.. g d „  yD r S5Q
Combining the first two-dimensionless parameters yielded, what they 
termed as the sediment load similitude number, given by
[3.71] Na  = (ps - pf)qs/(pfq)
Willis and Coleman attempted to correlate N^, and the
2
Reynolds and Froude numbers, 1Jf/(pf^vm ) and ° ^ vm ant* 
found that was dependent on the Froude number and only,
and not upon the Reynolds number. Their results are shown in 
Fig. 3.17. The probable reason that the Reynolds number showed no 
significant effect on was that the gravity forces were dominant 
and that any viscous effects were adequately accounted for by the 
particle diameter similitude number, N^.
Ackers and White (1973) studied sediment transport and developed 
three-dimensional parameters which described the initiation and
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transport of sediment grains with diameters in excess of 0.04 mm. The 
sediment mobility number, dimensionless grain diameter and transport 
parameter are given respectively as
[3.72] Fgr = (U*n/(gds(Ss - l)°-5)(vm/(320,5 log (ah/ds ))1-n
[3.73] Dgr = ds((g(Ss - l)/(v2))"0*333 , and
[3*741 Ggr = (<Xbh)/Cssdg))(U*/vm )n
where
Fgr = sediment mobility number 
Dgr = dimensionless grain diameter 
Ggr =» transport parameter
^  = sediment transport on the bed, mass flux per unit mass
flow rate, and
n, and a are experimental constants.
Ackers and White found the correlation between the three
parameters as
[3.75] G = C(F /A - l)mgr gr' 7
where C, A and m are experimental constants. The value of A
represents the value of the sediment mobility number, Fgr> at
which sediment motion is initiated. Ackers and White found that their
data could be arranged into two groups, 1.0 < D <60, and
gr
D > 60. The constants obtained for the group 1.0 < D < 6 0  were gr gr
[3.76a] n = 1.00 - 0.56 log Dgr
[3.76b] log C - 2.86 log D - (log D )2 - 3.53
8
[3.76c] a = 10.0
[3.76d] A = 0.23/(Dgr)0,5 + 0.14 , and
[3.76e] m = 9.66/D +  1.34 ,gr
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whereas for D _ > 6 0
gr
[3.77a] n = 0.00
[3.77b] C = 0.025
[3.77c] a - 10.0
[3.77d] A » 0.17 , and
[3.77e] m - 1.50
Making use of Eqs. [3.72] to [3.77e],' the mass of sediment
transport, the velocity at which motion would initiate and the mean
fluid velocity required to maintain a given sediment in supsension may
be calculated. The relationship between F , D and G _
gr’ gr gr
is shown in Fig. 3.18. Subsequent publications in the area of 
sediment transport seem to indicate a general acceptance for the 
dimensionless parameters proposed by Ackers and White.
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CHAPTER 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
4.1 General
A cross-sectional view of the wet well considered for numerical 
analyses is shown in Fig. 4.1. The general layout of the pump intake 
is in accordance with the recommended sump design as outlined in 
Chapter 2.2.4. Three parallel intake pipes were used in the system. 
The diameter of the bell-mouth inlet is denoted as D. The bottom 
clearance of each bell-mouth was 0.5D; the distance from the 
centre line of the intakes to the first upstream transition in the 
floor slope was 3D. The centre-to-centre spacing between intake pipes 
was 2D. The spacing between the side walls and the centre line of the 
two outside intakes was D; thus the width of the sump was 6D. The 
clearance to the back wall of the sump from the intake centre line was 
3.5D. The pump discharge was assumed to be uniformly withdrawn from 
all three intakes; similarily, the Inflow to the sump was assumed to 
be uniform across the entire width of the inlet section. The origin 
for the X-Y coordinates was in the lower left-hand corner of the sump. 
The length of the inclined portion of the wet well floor has been 
denoted as L^. The total length of the sump considered was 12.6D, 
i.e. (6.5D + L^cosO), where 0 was the angle of inclination of 
the sloping portion of the wet well floor; this length was established 
based on the restrictions due to physical modelling of the sump. The 
length of the approach channel, L^cos0, was found to be long 
enough, in the model, so that no abnormal flow conditions occurred
136
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anywhere within the sump; i.e. the requirements of Chapter 2.2.4 had 
also been met in the physical model. The maximum flow depth, H, was 
limited to 8D, which provides for a bell-mouth submergence far greater 
than that required for vortex free operating conditions.
4.2 Conceptual Overview
The purpose of the numerical model is to establish the 
sensitivity of the fluid velocities and/or-shear stresses along the 
horizontal and sloping portions of the sump floor to the operating 
variables. The resultant fluid shear stresses should scour the 
sediment from the sump floor or prevent deposition of sediment on the 
sump floor. Manual removal of this sediment, or other debris, would 
thereby be eliminated.
In order to increase the shear stresses adjacent to the floor, it 
was decided to use diffused air to increase the fluid velocities 
within thei sump. The air diffuser used was a line source across 
the entire width of the sump, as shown in Fig. 4.1, and was placed at 
coordinates (0,0).
As the air leaves the diffuser ports, entrainment and 
acceleration of the ambient fluid occurs which results in fluid 
velocities within the sump in excess of that which would otherwise be 
generated by inflow/outflow alone. The objective of studying the 
diffused air system was to determine which operating conditions and 
which diffuser/sump configuration maximized the shear stresses along 
the sump boundaries. The development of the numerical model is 
presented in three phases, (i) the development of the equations
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describing the diffused air plume, (ii) the general formulation of the 
governing equations for the entire system and (iii) detailed 
developments of significant forces within the system.
In the proposed model formulation, steady state conditions apply, 
i.e. the pumping rate is equal to the inflow to the sump, resulting in 
a constant free surface elevation. The effects of a drawdown 
condition can be modelled by running the numerical model at various 
depths. The numerical model can be executed with a zero pumping rate; 
however, some minimum air flow Is required to generate a solution.
4.3 The Diffuser Plume Model
Consider an air diffuser placed at the bottom of the sump of 
depth H, as shown In Fig. 4.2. The vertical distance above the 
diffuser, y, is measured with respect to the outlet ports of the 
diffuser and Is assumed to be at coordinates (0,0) with respect to 
the global coordinate system as shown in Fig. 4.1. At some elevation 
y above the diffuser there is an element of depth dy, width B and 
thickness W. In this case, W represents the total sump width, hence, 
[4.1] W = 6D
The formulation of the plume model was based on a "Drift-flux" 
theory (Wallis, 1969). In this model, the focus of attention was on 
the relative motion between the air and water phases rather than on 
the motion of the individual phases alone. In the homogeneous flow 
theory, suitable average properties for the multiphase flow are 
determined and the mixture is subsequently treated as a pseudofluid 
which obeys the usual fluid mechanics of single-component flows. The
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drift-flux theory, on the other hand, assumes each phase can have 
different properties. Wallis (1969) provided a thorough discussion of 
the drift-flux theory, and indicated that this theory had wide spread 
application in bubbly and slug, gas-liquid flow regimes. The bubbly 
flow regime, as in this case, is a pattern characterized by a 
suspension of discrete bubbles in a continuous liquid. Significant 
forces in this flow regime are due to surface tension, viscosity, 
inertia and buoyancy. The resultant forces produce a variety of
effects evidenced by different bubble shapes and trajectories. Again, 
Wallis (1969) provided a detailed description of various equations for 
bubbly flow.
Consider the fluid element of volume BdyW or Bdy6D, wherein it is 
assumed that the water velocity and the air are uniformly distributed 
across the entire element and the ambient velocity, V^, is 
vertical. The fluid is entrained from one side of the plume only
since the plume is bound on one side by an impervious wall. One
obtains the rate of change of water flowrate with depth as
dQw
[*-2J djr - «fe<vW " VA><">
where Qw is the water flowrate, is the entrainment
coefficient, is the mean water velocity within the plume,
is the ambient water velocity and W = 6D is the width over
which entrainment occurs. The entrainment represents the
flow which crosses the interface between the plume and
main body of flow and is dependent on the differential velocity across
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the interface. Hence, if both the ambient and plume water velocities 
were equal, no entrainment would occur.
The momentum flux of the fluid element is given by
[4.31 d " Pf Qw V„
where is the fluid density and
[4.4] Qw = VW (B(1 - a)W)
where a represents the fraction of area occupied by the air. Thus 
Eq. [4.3] can be written as
[4.5] M =* pf B Vw2 (1 - a)(W)
The rate of change of momentum of the fluid element, dM/dy is 
given by
[4.6] dM/dy - dF/dy - t (W)
where t is the shear stress between the fluid element and the 
confining boundary, and F, is termed the "mutual drag force".
Wallis (1969) derived the mutual drag force per unit volume by 
expressing the momentum equation for both the air and water phases 
separately. Assuming that (i) there was no wall shear on the fluid 
element and that the body force was balanced by the pressure gradient 
and the forces between the phases, (ii). the flow in the vertical 
direction was in steady state, and (iii) the fluid element behaved as 
a perfect fluid, cs 0, Wallis showed that the mutual drag force 
per unit volume, F, was given by
[4.7] F = g(pf - P^jR )cc(l - a)
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Thus, in the absence of wall effects, the mutual drag force per unit
volume is a function of the phase densities and the void fraction.
The incremental change in the mutual force within the element is then 
given by
[4.8] dF = Ba(l - a)g(pf -
The shear stress term in Eq. [4.6] is derived from the Darcy-Weisbach
formula for pipe flow, and the equation for the tractive shear stress 
in open channels. The head loss along a length of pipe L is given by
[4.9] hL - f L Vw 2/(2Dg)
and the tractive shear stress in an open channel is
[4.10] t  =  y f  Rh  S
Several techniques for evaluating the two phase friction factor 
have been proposed. For turbulent flows, Wallis (1969) suggests 
three common alternatives; (i) use a constant value for all two phase 
flow systems, f = 0.005, (ii) use a friction factor calculated from 
some equivalent single phase flow or (iii) obtain a ’’virtual 
viscosity" for the two phase system from which a modified Reynolds 
number can be obtained, and then use single phase friction factor 
charts. A friction factor of 0.005 is for high-velocity annular-raist 
flows. McAdams (1942), Cicchitti (1960) and Duckler (1964) have 
developed expressions for the virtual viscosity of gas-liquid flows, 
however, they were only valid at concentrations below 5% for which the 
change in viscosity was small. In the case of pipe flows, the 
friction factor has been expressed as a function of the ratio of the 
pressure drop in a two phase system to the equivalent value for
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single phase flow of one of the phases alone. The resulting ratio has
been termed as a "two phase multiplier". Martinelli and Nelson (1948)
developed a "separate cylinders" model to estimate the frictional 
pressure drop in a horizontal pipe in which a two phase flow is
moving. The method assumes that the two phases flow without
interaction in two horizontal separate cylinders and that the areas of
the cross-sections add up to the cross-sectional area of the actual
pipe. The pressure drop in each of the imagined cylinders is the same
as in the actual flow, and is due to frictional effects only, and is
calculated from single phase flow theory. To the author's knowledge,
no correction factors for two phase friction have been developed for
vertically discharging plumes bound on one side or both.
For a pipe flowing full, the hydraulic radius is
[4.11] Rh = D/4
Knowing that the slope, S, is the head loss per unit length, h^/L, 
one obtains from Eqs. [4.9], [4.10] and [4.11]
[4.12] T = pf f Vw2/8
Equation [4.6] can now be rewritten as
[4.13] (d/dy){pfBVw 2(l - a)(W)}
-  Bct(l -  a)g( pf  -  PAIR) ( W) “ PffVtf2(W )/8
In terms of the unknown variables, V^, B and a, Eq. [4.13] can 
be differentiated and expanded to yield
[4.14] (dB/dy){pfVw2(l - a)} + (dVw/dy){2BVw pf(l - a)}
- (da/dy) {pfBVw } - Ba(l - a)g(pf - pAIR)
+ pffVW2/8 = 0
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Equation [4.14] is one of the differential equations required to 
describe the performance of the plume. Two additional equations will
be required to solve for the three unknown parameters.
For the fluid element, in Fig. 4.2, the water discharge is given
by
[4.15] Qw = BVW (1 - ot)(W)
Differentiation of Eq. [4.15] with respect to and subsequently 
equating this to Eq. [4.2] yields
[4.16] et (Vw - VA )(W) = BVW (1 - cc)(W)
Assuming VA to be constant, the total derivative of Eq. [4.16] 
with respect to B > VW and o yields
[4.17] (dB/dy){vw - vwa} + (dVw/dy){B - Bot}
- (do/dy){BVw } = «C(VH - VA )
In order to obtain the third differential equation for the 
system, it is necessary to examine the general drift flux theory. The 
water flux and air flux are given respectively as
[4.18] j f = QW /(WB) , and
[4.19] JAIR = Qa i r /(MB)
If a represents the fraction of the discontinuous phase, i.e., the 
air, the phase fluxes can be related to the air fraction and component 
velocities as follows
[4.20] jf = (1 - a)Vw , and
[4.21] jAIR = aVAIR
The total local flux, j, is simply the sum of the individual phase 
fluxes, that is
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[4.22] j = jf + jAIR
The total local flux is then interpreted as being the average velocity 
of the two phase system. The drift flux of either phase is the 
volumetric flux of that phase relative to some surface or plane of 
reference which is moving at the average velocity j. Therefore,
[4-231 jAIR,f - a(VAIR - ^  ■ and
'4'24> Jf.AXR " - “><VW "
Now, the substitution of Eqs. [4.21] and [4.22] into Eq. [4.23] 
yields
[4.25] ^AIR,f = AIr/ 1 “ a) “ a
Similarily from Eqs. [4.20], [4.22] and [4.24] one obtains
[4’261 j f,AIR = 3f“ " (1 -“)3AIR ■ or
[4.271 Xf.AIR = - JAIR,f
For small wall shear stresses, and uniform concentration and
velocity profiles, Wallis suggested that the drift flux could be
expressed in terms of the air fraction and the terminal rise velocity 
of the bubbles, i.e.
[4.28] jAIR>f = vb o(l - a)n
The exponent n is a function of the bubble rise velocity and a bubble 
Reynolds number as shown in Table 4.1.
When the bubble size exceeded 2(a/gp£)^*^j the range of 
applicability for Region 5, Wallis reported that three-dimensional 
effects became important and there was a significant entrainment of 
bubbles in each other's wake. At 20°C, this corresponds to a 
bubble radius of 0.55 cm. At this size of bubble, or larger, there
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Table 4.1 Terminal Velocities of Single Gas Bubbles in Liquids 
(after Peebles and Garber, 1953)
Region Terminal Velocity Range of Applicability* n
1
vb = 2Rb P^f " pAIR^g^ 9,Jf^
R , < 2 
eb
2
2 vb = 0.33g°-76(pf/yf)°-52Rb1^ 8 2 < R < 4.02G “0#214 
eb 1
1.75
3 vb = 1.35(0/(p^Rh))0,50 , 4.02G ~0*214 < R < 3.10G "°*25 
1 eb 1
or
16.32G10,144 < G2 < 5.75
-
4 vb = 1.53(ga/pf)°*25 3.10G "°*25 < R , ' 
1 eb
•
and
5.75 < G2
1.5
5 vb - (gRb)0-5 Rh 5 2(a/gpf)°*5 -
*R = 
eb 2 Pf Vb ; G1 = SMf4/<Pfo3) ; G2 =
D 4 4 3 . 3  
g R b vb pf /a
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was an increase in the relative velocity with an increase in the 
number of bubbles present and the index n, in Table 4.1 becomes less
than unity. This flow regime has been termed 11 churn-turbulent" by
Zuber and Hench (1962), which is characterized by an agitated,
unsteady flow regime. Churn-turbulent flow regime is a transition
between the "ideal bubbly flow" regime in which the bubbles rise 
uniformly and steadily and the "slug flow" regime in which the entire 
cross-section is filled with bubbles which flow entirely in each 
other's wake. Coalescence is significant in this flow regime since 
bubbles flowing in the wake of another tend to rise faster than their 
predecessor. Zuber and Hench give the drift flux for this regime as
t 4 , 2 9 )  3A I R , f  *  U 5 3  a < ° 8 < 0 f  "  PA I R ) / p f 2 ) ° ' 25
in which the value of the exponent n, in Eq. [4.28] is reported to be
zero. For simplicity, throughout the remainder of the numerical 
derivation, a drift flux parameter, will be used, where
[4.30] ^  - 1.53(og(pf - PAIR)/Pf2)0*25
hence,
[ A - 311 3A I R , f  =  V
Assuming the validity of Eq. [4.31], Eq. [4.25] gives
[4.32] if^ a = jAIR(l - a) - ajf
Combining Eqs. [4.15] and [4.18] gives another equation for the fluid
flux as
[4.33] jf = vw (l - a)
Substituting Eqs. [4.33] and [4.19] into [4.32] yields an equation in 
terms of the unknowns ex, B and Vy as
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[4.34] = (1 - <x)Qa i r /(WB) - aVw (l - a)
The total derivative of Eq. [4.34] with respect to y yields
[4.35] ( d o / d y ) ^  + Qair/WB + Vw - 2aVw }
+ (dB/dy){- «QAIR/(WB2) + QAIR/(WB2)}
+ (dQAIR/dy){a/WB - 1/WB} + (dVw/dy){a - a2} = 0 
In the process of differentiating Eq. [4.34] a fourth derivative, 
dQAiR/dy, is introduced. Application of -the universal gas law 
and continuity, and assuming isothermal conditions, leads to an 
expression for this derivative as
tA*363 Po Qa i r  “ Pa i r  ^a i r
O
where pQ is the air pressure at the diffuser, QA jR
o
air flowrate at the diffuser and PAjR and O^IR rePresent the 
air pressure and flowrate at some elevation, y, above the diffuser. 
The pressure at the diffuser is given by
[4.37] pQ = zd + Patm/yf
where is the diffuser submergence and Patm is the atmospheric
pressure at the free surface. The pressure at an elevation y is given 
by
[4.38] PAIR = Zd " y + patm/Yf
Substitution of Eqs. [4.37] and [4.38] into [4.36] yields
[4-391 QAIR - W  l<zd + P a t m ^ f > « zd - y  + Patm^f>l
o
from which one obtains,
[4.4°] dQAIR/dy = Qa i r {(Zd + Patm/Yf)/(Zd - y + Patm/Yf)2}
o
Equations [4.40], [4.35], [4.17] and [4.14] can be solved 
simultaneously to estimate the plume width, B, plume mean water
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velocity, V  and air fraction, a, at any depth, y, above the diffuser 
once the following are specified:
(i) fluid density
(ii) gas density
(iii) confining wall friction factor
(iv) entrainment coefficient
(v) ambient water velocity
(vi) width of cross-section over which the air is diffused
(vii) air flowrate at the exit ports of the diffuser
(viii) diffuser submergence, and
(ix) unit weight of the fluid.
The four governing equations can be rearranged into a form more
suitable for programming. Table 4.2 gives the rearranged form of 
these equations.
4.4 General Sump Model
The general sump model is a two-dimensional model based upon the
conservation of angular momentum. The assumed centre of rotation is
shown in Fig. 4.1. As the flow within the plume is accelerated, it
approaches the free surface and turns through 90° and proceeds
upstream, (in the positive x direction). The diffuser induced
circulation is met by the sump inflow which travels in the negative x
direction. The two flows impact and are driven downward towards the
floor of the sump. The streamlines from the pump suction assist in
drawing the flow toward the sump floor and also assist in setting up
the clockwise circulation pattern (Fig. 4.1).
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Table 4.2 Summary of Governing Equations for the
Diffuser Plume Model
dlW dy "  <*AIR <Zd + patm/Yf >/(Zd "  y + Patm/Yf )2
o
dB/dy - {AA - BB + {CC(DD) - EE}{FF}}/GG 
da/dy = HH + II - JJ 
dVw /dy = KK + LL - MM 
where:
AA. - (dQAIR/dy)/W
BB = aac(Vw - VA)/(1 - a)
CC = 2/{ (1 - < x ) V ^
DD = fVy/16 + ac (Vw  - VA)
EE = Bag(pf - p A X R ^ ^ P f )
FF = * b + qa ir / ( wb) + V 1 " a)
GG = + 2Qa i r /(WB) + Vw (l - 2a)
HH = (dB/dy){(l - a)/B)
II = (1 - a)ag(pf - PAIR ^ ^ Vw 2pf^
JJ = (2/VwB){fVw /16 + ac(Vw - VA)}
KK = ac (Vw - Va )/{B(1 - a)>
LL = (da/dy){V /(1 - a)}
w
MM = (dB/dy)(Vw /B)
151
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In its fundamental form, the conservation of angular momentum 
about the centre of rotation is given by
[4.41] = 3/3t/ Pf£xvd¥ + / (pfrxv)(v • dA)
CV ud
where r is a position vector from the centre of rotation to a point on
the line of action of the external force The right hand side of
Eq. [4.41] represents the time rate of change of the moment of
momentum within the control volume plus the net efflux of moment of 
momentum through the control surface boundary. The term p^dV 
represents an incremental mass of fluid within the control volume, and 
PjV^  • dA represents an incremental mass flowrate through the control
surface where dV and dA are incremental volumes and areas,
r v
respectively. For steady state conditions, the first term on the
right hand side of Eq. [4.41] becomes equal to zero. Thus,
[4.42] &tfeXt " / * d£>
Vj d
It can be seen in Fig. 4.1 that the following external forces
create torques about the centre of rotation:
(i) shear on the inclined portion of the wet well floor, x^ 
(ii) shear on the horizontal portion of the wet well floor, x^ 
(iii) shear on the vertical wall adjacent to the diffuser plume
T
V
(iv) drag on the pump columns, F^
(v) side wall shear (on two sides of the sump), Tgy
(vi) a force, AF, required to redirect the flow approaching 
the inlet and balance linear momentum within the system
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(vii) a force, AP2» resulting from an increase in the
hydrostatic force along the wall adjacent to the
diffuser, as a result of a rise in the free surface due
to the momentum of the diffuser air plume
(viii) the mutual hydrodynamic bubble force within the diffuser 
air plume, F^
(ix) a force, Am, due to the mass of fluid above the static 
water surface in the region where the diffused air plume 
meets with the free surface, and
(x) a force, APg, resulting fronTa pressure imbalance on
the wet well floor in the area centred underneath the
diffuser air plume. This force is due to the change in
effective weight of the column of water which comprises 
the diffused air plume.
The angular momentum flux, or inertia torques due to fluid crossing
the control surface boundary is due to:
(i) flow being extracted by the pump intakes, and
(ii) flow entering the wet well at the upstream end.
The control surface boundary constitutes all of the wetted surfaces of
the sump as well as the free surface. In order to extract the flow
from the sump, and allow for the flow of angular momentum through the
bell-mouths, it is necessary to assume a "hole" in control surface at
the plane of the bell-mouths.
The forces t .^, rh , t , F^, tsw, AF, Am and APg all create
resistance to circulation, whereas APg and F^ are the driving
torques. Using the right hand rule, resisting torques are positive
(counter-clockwise), and the driving torques are negative (clockwise).
The solution to Eq. [4.42] is achieved when the net torques supplied
by the inflows and outflows, and the bubble forces, are balanced by
shear along the boundaries. The next subsection provides a
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formulation for each of the torques and momentum fluxes discussed 
previously.
4.5 Formulation of System Elements
For a given depth of fluid in the wet well, H, and a given
inclined floor slope, 0, there is a unique geometric (centroidal) 
centre for the cross-section. It is assumed that the geometric centre 
of the cross-section and the centre of rotation of the flow in the
sump are coincident. In terms of the length dimensions of the sump,
it can be shown that the x and y coordinates with respect to the
coordinate axis shown in Fig. 4.1 are respectively
[4.43] X = {3H(6.5D + I^cosS)2 - (L^cosOsinO)(19.5D + 2LiCos6)}/
r\
{6H(6.5D + L^cosQ) - 3L^ cos0sin0} , and
[4.44] Y = {3H2 (6.5D +  I^cos©) - Li3sin20cos0}/
{6H(6.5D + L^cos0) — 3L^2cos0sin0}
The moment arm of all externally applied forces passes through (X, Y).
In this formulation of the sump model, the X coordinate is
maintained to the right of the pump columns, i.e. upstream of the pump 
columns. It is shown later that if the centre of rotation is to the 
left of the pump columns, air from the diffuser can be drawn into the 
pump intakes resulting in a decrease in pumping capacity and an
increased risk of cavitation.
4.5.1 Shear Stress on the Inclined Portion of the Wet Well Floor 
Regardless of the slope of the incline, including, 0 = 0, the
inclined floor is considered to extend upstream from a point which is
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6.5D from the origin. The shear stress acting on the inclined floor 
is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire area of the 
incline and is given by
[4.45] T± = Pf f V±2/8
where is a representative mean velocity adjacent to the
inclined boundary. No attempt has been made to correct this velocity 
for boundary effects. In order to estimate this velocity, it is
necessary to assume some form for the velocity distribution, Fig. 4.3, 
within the wet well. The flow, produced by the diffused air, is
assumed to undergo a solid body rotation wherein the velocity 
increases linearly from zero at the centre to a maximum at the 
boundary. The flow entering the wet well at the upstream end is
assumed to flow in a plug flow distribution wherein the velocity is
uniform across the flow section. Assuming the flow undergoing solid
body rotation with a constant angular velocity, a), one can integrate 
the profile to obtain the discharge through the cross-section as 
follows
[4.46] Qyp = Wu o /r° rdr
where represents the total flow of fluid circulating as a
result of air diffusion only, and must be greater than or equal to 
Qw as given by Eq. [4.15], i.e. the circulating flow must at least 
satisfy the flow which is entrained by the plume.
Integration of Eq. [4.46] yields
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[A.47] Qyjj = 0iro2(W)/2
At the interface between the solid body flow and the plug flow the 
velocity is given by
[4.48] v - ourt oo
Combining Eqs. [4.48] and [4.47] yields the tangential velocity at the 
interface as
[4.49] v c = ( ^/(Wr /2)
o
The pump discharge is given by
[4.50] Q - v (r2 - r )(W)
H o
where r2 is measured from the centre of rotation to the centre of
the inclined floor. Combining Eqs. [4.50] and [4.49] gives a ratio 
for the separation point between the solid body and plug flow regimes 
as
r0 /r2 - l/lQp/Caq^,) +  1}
The pumping rate is generally known, and the circulating flow,
QWq , must be estimated from a velocity traverse extending
vertically from the centre of rotation. is one parameter
which will be determined experimentally. Once the circulating flow is
estimated, rQ can be determined from Eq. [4.51] and for a known
pumping rate, v can be obtained from Eq. [4.50]. This
o
tangential velocity must be resolved into a velocity parallel to the 
inclined floor, V.^ , in order to evaluate the shear stress in
Eq. [4.45]. This shear stress is then multiplied by the area of the 
inclined floor, L^(W), to estimate the shear force. The shear
force, when multiplied by the perpendicular distance between the line
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of action of this force and the centre of rotation, i.e. the cross 
product, gives the resisting torque.
4.5.2 Shear Stress on the Horizontal Portion of the Wet Well 
Floor
Similar to estimating the shear stress produced on the inclined 
portion of the wet well floor, it is possible to estimate t ^,
the horizontal shear stress. Again, this shear stress is assumed to 
be uniformly distributed over the entire area of the horizontal floor, 
(6.5D)(W). For calculating the associated torque, it can be resolved 
into a force which acts at the centre of the horizontal floor.
4.5.3 Shear Stress on the Vertical Wall Adjacent to the Diffuser 
Plume
For calculating the shear stress on the wall adjacent to the
diffuser air plume, the total depth, H, is divided into ten
subsections and the shear stress in each subsection, t v  , is
calculated as follows
[4.52] T - p f V 2/8
i i
where Vy represents the water velocity adjacent to the wall 
and is obtained from the drift flux analysis for the plume. Figure
4.4 illustrates the discretization of the plume. During the 
calculations for the drift flux analysis, the increment in depth, dy, 
is held constant and equal to 1 mm. Associated with each dy is a
dVM .• The value used in Eq. [4.52] is the average of the
i i
velocities obtained over the distance H/10. The torque, or moment 
of momentum, associated with each of the ten subsections is given by
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[4.53] rixTi = (pffVy 2/8)(W)(H/10)(X)
where (W)(H/10) is the wall area of each subsection over which the
shear stress acts and X is the associated moment arm. The total
resisting torque is simply the summation of the torques associated 
with each subsection.
4.5.4 The Mutual Hydrodynamic Bubble Force
From Eq. [A.8], it is possible to obtain the increment in the 
mutual force within an element of volume (W)Bdy as
[4.54] dF/dy = Bog(l - a) ( p f  -  PA IR X W)
Similar to the shear stress along the vertical wall, the mutual
hydrodynamic force has also been calculated and summed up over
subsections of depth equal to H/10. The additional force added to the 
system over a distance dy is given by 
[4.551 = Fi - F±_ t
where
[4.56] F± « F±_1 + (dF/dy)(AH)
For each subsection of depth AH = H/10, it is assumed that the
total force added to the system by that subsection is the force
associated with the mid-point element, of the subsection. Remember,
that associated with each subsection of depth H/10, there is a number
of elements of depth dy. The torque associated with each of the 
subsections is simply the product of the incremental force added over 
the subsection and the perpendicular distance from the centre of the 
subsection to the centre of rotation. From Fig. 4.A, it can be seen
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that the perpendicular distance is equal to X - 0.5 B^, where is the 
width of the plume and is also a function of the distance above the 
diffuser.
4.5.5 Drag Force on the Pump Columns
For calculating the drag forces on the pump columns, the columns
were divided into four sections as shown in Fig. 4.5. A horizontal
line was projected from the centre of rotation to divide the columns
into an upper and lower half. Each half was then evenly divided into
two smaller components. Associated with each of the four pump column
components is a tangential velocity, v , v etc., which acts at the
tl 2
centre of each. The estimates for the tangential velocities at the
pump columns are based on the tangential velocities at the boundaries
of the sump along the same line of action. The tangential velocity
is assumed to vary linearly along this line. The velocities are
denoted as V , V etc., Fig. 4.5. It has been observed, that the 
C1 2
tangential velocities V and V can act on either a
C1 4
vertical or horizontal boundary depending on the location of the 
centre of rotation. Figure 4.6 indicates possible points of
application of V and . If X is close to the pump columns then
C1 4
V and are projected onto the floor of the sump, and
1 4
the free surface, respectively; whereas, if X is farther from the 
pump columns, V
t. and Vt are projected onto the rearwall of the sump.
4
Vj. and V,. were found to always project onto the vertical wall of the
2 3
sump. The tangential velocities at the boundaries are different 
depending on whether or not the velocity vector is affected by the
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plume, the floor, or the velocity along the free surface. If the 
tangential velocity at the boundary is affected by the
floor, as is possible for V when X is close to the pump columns,
C1
then V is estimated assuming that the velocity profile along 
tl
the line has both solid body and plug flow components, similar to the
analysis for the tangential velocity along the inclined floor. The
tangential velocity, V , is then calculated by substitution
1
of appropriate quantities in Eqs. [4.51] and [4.50]. Equation [4.50]
would yield V for a specific sump configuration, i.e. X, Y, depth, 
C1
air flowrate, pumping rate and floor slope.
If V maps onto the vertical wall, where it Is affected 
1
by the plume, then is calculated from the plume water
1
velocity V^, after applying a cosine correction. The cosine
correction is necessary because VW is vertical, whereas
, and similarly V,. and V.. , are at right angles to the line of 
1 2 3
action from the centre of rotation through the centre of the pump
column subsections.
In the case of V , the tangential velocity can be estimated from
4
the plume water velocity, when X is far from the pump columns. 
Otherwise, it can be estimated from physical velocity measurements of 
the horizontal velocity extending out from the rear wall after the
Plume flow is turned through 90°. The later case applied when X 
was close to the pump columns. An estimate of the horizontal surface 
velocity may be obtained by assuming that the plume water velocity at
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the surface is approximately equal to the horizontal velocity near the
plume. It is reasonable to assume a slight reduction in velocity to
account for the fact that the flow is turned essentially through
90° at the’ free surface. Once estimates for the tangential
velocities at the boundaries have been made, the tangential velocities
at the pump columns can be estimated by assuming that the tangential
velocity varies linearly along the line connecting the centre of
rotation, the pump column, and the boundary. For example
[4.57] v = Vt (RC4/R4)
4 4
where RC4 is the distance from the centre of rotation to the pump 
column, and R4 is the distance from the centre of rotation to the 
sump boundary. Figure 4.5 illustrates the locations of RC4 and
The drag force acting on each of the pump column subsections is
dependent on the velocity which impacts at right angles to it. As
such, each of the tangential velocities at the pump column must be
resolved into a horizontal velocity. The drag force on each 
subsection is then calculated as 
14.58] = 0.5 pf CD v^ 2
where is the pump column drag coefficient, v^ is the resolved
tangential velocity and A is the projected area of the suction
pi
Pipes.
The value of the drag coefficient for the pump columns can be
estimated by assuming the pump columns to behave as circular
flinders. The drag coefficient then becomes a function of the pump
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column Reynolds number denoted by
[4.59] NR = v d/v
P
where d = pipe diameter and v^ denotes the average impact velocity
and is estimated from the average of the v. values. Standard
i
hydraulics and fluid mechanics texts (Fox and McDonald (1973)) give
curves for the determination of C^. Table 4.3 gives the range of
Cq values for various NR values. The mid-point CD values are used
P
herein to calculate the drag force.
The impact velocities, v. , are corrected by a multiplier
i
which accounts for the fact that the actual velocity experienced by 
the pump column is higher due to the acceleration of the flow through
the contracted area between the pump columns, and the pump columns and
the side wall. For a strip width of dy, the gross flow area is
(W)(dy). The net area is the gross area minus the area occupied by
the three suction pipes, (W - 3d)dy. For continuity to be satisfied
[4.60] vc^C =
where vc is the velocity through the contracted area; is
the contracted area; v is the uncontracted velocity and A is the 
uncontracted area. Substitution of appropriate areas into Eq. [4.60] 
yields the contracted velocity as
[4.61] vc = (v)(W)/(W - 3d)
The torque created by the pump column drag forces is the cross 
product of the force on each subsection and the distance from the 
centre of rotation to the point of action of the force. For a 
specific sump geometry, all the distances are known.
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Table 4.3 Pump Column Reynolds Numbers and 
Corresponding Drag Coefficients 
(after Fox and McDonald, 1973)
NR
Midpoint C
1.0 10.0
10.0 2.7
100.0 1.5
1000.0 1.0
10000.0 1.3
100000.0 1.5
6.35
2.10
1.25
1.15
1.40
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4.5.6 Side Wall Shear Stress
In order to evaluate the effect of side wall shear stress on the 
circulation, the cross-sectional area of the sump is divided into five 
sections and each section is further subdivided into three parts. The 
general scheme is shown in Fig. 4.7. From the centre of rotation, a 
line is drawn to each of the five corners of the wet well boundary, 
creating five major divisions within the area. Along the boundary 
within each of these areas, the three equal divisions are formed and 
rays extending back to the centre of rotation are constructed. Each 
ray further subdivides the major area into three smaller subareas. As 
a result of the selected method of dividing up the cross-section, 
there results different areas for each subarea; however, the division 
is simplified due to known coordinate locations along the boundaries.
A small element of the side wall, as shown in Fig. 4.8, is 
considered to develop the formulation of the torque due to side wall 
shear. The total torque produced by shear stress r ^  acting 
over a small element dA is
[4.62] T = rxTsw(rdrd0)
Simply stated, the torque produced is equal to the shear stress 
multiplied by the area over which this stress acts, multiplied by the 
perpendicular distance between the centre of rotation and the line of 
action of the resultant shear force. Again, as shown in Fig. 4.8, the 
velocity profile is made up of a plug flow region and a solid body 
region. The summation of the contributions of all the de's through
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Fig. 4.8 An Element used to Calculate Side Wall Shear
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one revolution will yield the total resisting torque due to shear. 
For a finite discretization, A9 replaces d0, as shown in Section 
301 of Fig. 4.7. The resultant shear torques are summed over the 15 
subareas. The total torque due to side wall shear, acting at the 
centre of rotation is
[4.63] T = £ 2A0 {g/r l rxTgwrdr + r f T2 rxtg^rdr}
The total torque is multiplied by two since there are two side walls 
under consideration. The side wall shear stress can be estimated from 
the velocity profile and is given by
[4.64] Tgw = Pf f v2/8
In the region from the centre of rotation to a distance r^, the
tangential velocity, V, is given by
[4.65] v = vtr (r/rp
and in the plug flow region
[4.66] V = V
trl
Substitution of Eqs. [4.66], [4.65] and [4.64] into [4.63] and
evaluation of the integrals gives the total torque as
[4.67] T = E{(A6 Pf f V 2(r23/3 - C2/15)rx3))/4}
where the summation is carried out over those elements in which the
assumptions of plug flow and solid body rotation apply. This two flow
regime is assumed for areas 201, 202, 203, 301, 302, 303, 401, 402 and 
403 as shown in Fig. 4.7. In areas 101, 102, 103, 501, 502, and 503, 
It is assumed that only solid body rotation applies. In these cases, 
and r2 are equal and the solution of Eq. [4.63] yields
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[4.68] T = 1 { A Q  pf f Vtr^2 r^/20}
In both Eqs. [4.68] and [4.67], corresponds to the distance
away from the centre of rotation. Beyond this distance, the solid
body rotation assumption no longer applies. V corresponds
1
to the tangential velocity at this point.
In Sections 101, 102, and 103, the circulating flow and the 
incoming flow are impacting on each other and it can be assumed that 
there is a reduction in the tangential velocities within these 
subsections. If it is assumed that only 50 percent of the incoming 
flow contributes to the tangential velocity, and using the assumption 
of solid body rotation, continuity dictates that the discharge through 
any cross-section should be equal to the area of the velocity triangle 
multiplied by the width of the flow section, i.e.
[4.69] ((*WD + °*5 V  = <W ><0-5>r l vtr
where (Qyp + 0.5 Qp) represents the discharge through Sections 101, 
102 and 103, (0.5 r^ VCr ) represents the area of the velocity
Profile and W is the width over which the discharge is passing. 
Equation [4.69] can be rearranged to yield the tangential velocity 
at the boundary as
[4.7°] _ (Qwd + o.5 qp )/(3D rx)
4.5.7 Linear Momentum Balance
If one applies a linear momentum balance to the system in the 
horizontal direction, it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the 
force required to redirect the flow as it impinges on the wall at the 
inlet section. Figure 4.9 illustrates the forces which must be
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considered. The control volume for the linear momentum balance
includes all of the fluid to the right of the centre of rotation. For
steady state conditions, the conservation of linear momentum for 
steady flow states
[4*71I £ e Xt - / Pf • dA)
where is the summation of all external forces acting on the
control volume and the right hand side of Eq. [4.71] represents the 
net efflux of momentum through the system boundaries.
From Fig. 4.9, it can be seen that the solution of Eq. [4.71] is 
given by
[4.72] AF - +  M 2 - M3 + Ffh + Ff± cos0
where , M2 and M^ are the momentum fluxes crossing the control 
boundary above the centre of rotation, below the centre of rotation 
and at the inlet respectively, F ^  is the total friction force on
the horizontal floor, F ^  is the total friction force on the 
Inclined floor and AF may be considered as the net pressure force 
required to redirect the flow. It has been assumed that, except for 
AF, the hydrostatic forces at the left and right hand sides of the 
control volume cancel each other. In case there is no pumping or
inflow, is equal to zero.
With pumping, the momentum fluxes are as follows
14.73] ^  = Pf Qw d  Bi V i
[4.74] « PjCQyu + Qp)&2 v2 ’ an<^
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[4.75] Mg — p£ Qp gg Vg
With the pumps off and no inflow
[4.76] = Pf QwD 01 V1
[4.77] M2 = pf 02 v2 , and
[4.78] Mg = 0.0
g^, g2 and gg are the momentum correction factors and v^, 
v2 and Vg are the mean velocities.
To determine the line of action of the AF force, it is 
necessary to apply the conservation of angular momentum about the 
centre of rotation. For steady state conditions, Eq. [4.42] gives the 
formulation for angular momentum. When Eq. [4.42] is applied to the 
control volume in Fig. 4.9, the vertical distance between the centre 
of rotation and the line of action of the AF force, y^p, is given by
[4.79] y = (Pf{Q2r2v 2 + Q4r4v4 " Q lrlv l “ Q3r3v3l
- Y(Ffh + F f± cosQ))/AF 
where Qg and are the flows entering above and below the
centre of rotation and are obtained by proportioning the total inflow 
over the area above and below the centre of rotation. When the pumps 
are in operation
[4.80] Q x - , and
[4.81] Q2 = Qwd + Qp
and when the pumps are not in operation and there is no inflow
[4.82] Ql = Q2 = Qivd , and
[4.83] Qg = Q4 = 0.0
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The distances r^, r2> £3 and in Eq. [4.79] are measured
from the centre of rotation to the centre of the flow areas.
The torque created by the AF force is obtained by multiplying 
the force by the perpendicular distance between its line of action and 
the centre of rotation, y ^ *  Attention must be paid to the
direction of action of AF, and to its line of action, in order to 
determine the proper sign for the torque i.e. positive or negative 
torque.
4.5.8 The APp Force
In order to estimate the magnitude and point of application of 
- the force due to an increase in hydrostatic pressure, it is necessary 
to estimate the rise in the free surface due to the momentum of the 
diffused air plume. Consider the volume of fluid above the static 
water level in Fig. 4.10. The linear momentum equation for this fluid 
volume, in the vertical direction, under steady state conditions
yields
[4.84] » A(pfQVw )y
where A represents the rate of change of momentum between the bottom 
°f the fluid control element, which is coincident with the static 
water level, and the top of the fluid element which is AH above the 
static water level. Equation [4.84] can be expressed in terras of the 
element properties as
[4.85] - Yf(1 _ a)(AH)(BT )(W) - 0 - pf(l - o)Vw (BT )(W)Vw
where B^ , is the width of the plume at the static water level. The
left hand side of Eq. [4.85] represents the force due to the effective
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mass of fluid, whereas on the right hand side of the equation, the 
zero term represents the momentum leaving the top of the element, and 
the second term gives the momentum entering at the static water level. 
Rearranging Eq. [4.85] gives the rise in the free surface, AH, as
[4.86] AH = Vw 2/g
where can be assumed to be the water velocity obtained for the 
upper most dy element from the drift flux analysis.
If it is assumed that the increase in the hydrostatic pressure
follows the triangular distribution as shown in Fig. 4.10, wherein the 
effect of the rise in the water level is negligible at the bed; then
the total force applied is the volume of the shaded wedge given by
[4.87] AP2 = 0.5 yf H(AH)CW) -
The line of action of the force is horizontal and passes through the
centroid of the wedge. It can be shown that the distance from the
floor of the wet well to the line of action, yAP , is given by
2
1 yap " (2H + & l')/3
2
The torque associated with the AP2 force is given by the product
°f AP2 and y p . Again, the sign of the torque is deoendent on the
2
relative location between the line of action of the force and the
centre of rotation.
4*5.9 The Force Due to the Mass of Fluid Above the Static Water 
Level
In addition to creating an increase in the hydrostatic pressure 
along the wall of the wet well, the volume of fluid above the free 
surface also creates a vertical force in the -y direction. This force
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is due to the mass of the fluid. In Fig. 4.10, the volume of fluid 
above the free surface is 
[4.89] V = (AH)(W)(Bt )(1 - a)
The force of the fluid is the volume multiplied by the unit weight of
the fluid, and the torque is the product of the force and the 
perpendicular distance between the line of action and the centre of 
rotation. Assuming that the force acts through the centre of the
volume of fluid above the static water level, the torque due to this
mass, T ^ ,  in Fig. 4.10 is given by
[4*9°] = (X - Bt /2)(W)(AH)(1 - a)(yf)(BT)
4.5.10 The Pressure Imbalance Force, AP-g
Consider the plume as shown in Fig. 4.11. As the air-water 
mixture is accelerated and approaches the free surface, a part of this 
air is released to the atmosphere above the plume. The remaining air 
is carried by momentum and turned through 90° and proceeds 
horizontally away from the plume. As a result of the air remaining in 
the flow that moves horizontally, there is a net reduction in the 
pressure on the bed. It is assumed that the effect of this pressure 
reduction takes place over a distance equal to the top width of the 
plume, B^, and further, that the depth of the air-water layer is 
also equal to the top width. An air bubble which enters this zone 
will travel horizontally at a velocity of V^, assuming that the 
water velocity in this zone is equal to the water velocity at the top 
of the plume. In the vertical direction, the bubble velocity will be 
aPproximately equal to its rise velocity, v^.
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Fig. 4.11 Calculation of the Pressure Imbalance
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In the absence of air, the bed pressure would be the normal
hydrostatic pressure, y^H. Due to the presence of air, the bed
pressure is given as
[4.91] pB - yf(H - Bt) + Yf(BT )(l - ct)
The imbalance in the bed pressure is the difference between the 
bed pressure in the presence of air and the normal hydrostatic bed 
pressure, i.e.
[4.92] ApB = yf(H - Bt) + Yf(BT )(l - a) - Y f(H) 
or
[4.93] ApB = - (BTa)yf
which is acting vertically downward.
Due to the trajectory of the bubble, it can be reasoned that the 
entire area denoted by (B^XB^) is not filled uniformly with
air, and therefore, only part of this volume contributes to a 
reduction in the bed pressure. A bubble which enters the zone with a 
horizontal velocity V^, and vertical velocity v^, over a
horizontal distance B^ , will rise to a point B2 below the free 
surface. From similar triangles one obtains
[4.94] <Bt - B2)/Bt = vb/V„ 
from which
[4.95] B2 = Bt (1 - vb/Vw )
If it is assumed that the distance B2 is effective in 
creating the pressure imbalance, then B2 can be substituted for 
B^ in Eq. [4.93] to yield the estimated pressure imbalance as
[4.96] ApB = YfaBT (l - vb/Vy )
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Assuming this pressure to act over the top width of the plume and 
along the entire width of the wet well, the force in the vertically 
downward direction is given by
[4.97] APb = YfctBT2(W)(l - vb/Vw )
where a can be taken as the air fraction of the upper most dy element 
of the plume. It is assumed that the line of action of this force is 
at the mid-point of the plume top width. Thus, the associated moment
arm is (X - BT/2).
An estimate of the rise velocity of the bubbles, v^, may be
obtained from Fig. 4.12, in which the rise velocity is shown to be a
function of the bubble radius.
4.5.11 Angular Momentum Crossing the System Boundary
Subsections 4.5.1 to 4.5.10 have presented the detailed
formulation of the torques due to the external forces included in the 
summation of terras on the left hand side of Eq. [4.42], In this
subsection, the formulation of the right hand side of Eq. [4.42] is
presented. As mentioned, the right hand side of Eq. [4.42] represents
the net efflux of the moment of momentum through the control volume
boundary. The integral, / (p*rxv)(v • dA), is evaluated with the aid
CS f~ ~ ~
of Fig. 4.13.
If a horizontal line is extended from the centre of rotation to 
the inlet zone, it can be observed that flow enters both above and
below this line, resulting in a cancellation of torque. If Y is 
below the top of the sloping portion of the floor, i.e. Y < sin0,
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then all the flow entering the system supplies torque of the same 
sign. For the general case shown in Fig. 4.13, the moment of momentum 
crossing the boundary is
[4*98] L (pf—)(~ # ^  = MQJI(£aXV
where, r , r 0 and r, are the radius arms from the centre of~<i
rotation to the upper, lower and outlet zone respectively, and v ,
and are the average velocities through the cross-sectional
areas A^, and Ap respectively. For a known pumping rate,
or inflow, and a known geometry, Q and Q0 are proportioned
U  J6
according to the flow areas above and below the line extending 
horizontally from the centre of rotation.
4.6 A Note on the Selection of Friction Factors
During the calculation of the shear stresses on the horizontal 
floor, inclined floor, rear wall and side walls, t^, xi, 
\ T and Tg^, the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f, is of 
first order importance. The value of f used in this calculation 
should be obtained from a relationship between the actual boundary 
shear stresses developed and the velocity profile which produces the 
boundary shear stress. During the calibration phase, the actual 
friction factor was estimated. Prior to calibration, an estimate for 
f was obtained from the Moody diagram once a suitably defined Reynolds 
number and relative roughness were computed. The numerical model was
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found to yield stable solutions for friction factors ranging from 0.02 
to 0.05.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
5.1 Description of the Physical Model
The plan view and cross-section of the physical model are shown 
in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The overall length, width and depth 
of the actual sump section are 1576, 684 and 1140 mm. The entire sump 
was constructed out of 19 mm thick acrylic sheet, with aluminum 
reinforcing angles at all corners. The sump was bolted to a 13 mm
thick steel base. Three pump intake pipes of 75 mm inside diameter
and 114 mm bell-mouths were used. As stated in Chapter 4, the entire 
sump configuration, in terms of wall and floor clearances, as well as 
clearance between the intakes, conformed to both the Hydraulic
Institute Standards (1983) and the British Hydromechanics Research 
Association Standards, Prosser (1977).
The bell-mouth intakes were machined from a solid block of 
acrylic and were joined to the copper suction pipes with epoxy. After 
examining the shapes of bell-mouths, as reported in literature by 
Markland and Pope (1956), Denny (1956), Denny and Young (1957), Berge 
(1966) and after consulting the catalogues of several pump
manufacturers, elliptical shaped bell-mouths were adopted. Figure 5.3 
shows the form and equation used for the bell-mouth inlet.
Separate gate valves were provided on each intake to adjust the 
flowrate. The three suction pipes were joined into a single 102 mm 
diameter pipe which was connected to the suction side of the pump. 
The pump was a single stage, horizontal, centrifugal pump with a
187
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3 Parallel Pump Suction Intakes 
with 114 nun Suction Bell Diameter 
and 75 mm Suction Pipe I.D.
76 mm dia. Discharge 
Diffuser with 80-15 mm 
holes evenly spaced 
around perimeterInlet Baffle with
19 mm diameter holes 
@ 51 mm c/c
(min19 mm diameter ^  
Centre-fed Air . 
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row of 3.2 mm 
holes @ 25 mm c/c
D = 114 mm
76 mm dia. 
Centre-fed 
Return Pipe
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Fig. 5.1 Plan of Model Wet Well
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Gate Valve on Each Intake
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Laboratory Air 
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a  <t
Variable Floor Angle
Air Diffuser These holes 
blocked off
Fig. 5.2 Cross-Section of Model Wet Well
D = 1.5d
(x ~ x^)/a^ + (y - y^)/b^ = 1.00 ; a — 27.37 mm ; b = 17.33 mm
Fig. 5.3 Profile of the Bell-Mouth
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maximum rated capacity of 250 USGPM at 20 feet head (0.0158 
3 — 1m s  @ 6.1 m head) at 1750 rpm. The discharge pipe was 76 mm 
in diameter and was connected to the discharge diffuser at the inlet 
zone of the sump. The flow was completely recirculated during the 
entire period of pump operation. The total discharge of the pump was
measured using an ultrasonic flow meter connected to the discharge
side of the pump. The specifications 'for all flow measurement 
instruments are given in Table 5.1.
Behind the pump columns, a "vee-shaped" movable reaction baffle 
was inserted in order to vary the width of the diffuser section. This 
baffle was built in sections, one bell-mouth diameter in height, to 
vary bottom clearances, baffle heights and top clearances. The air 
supply to the diffuser was provided with a regulator, rotometer and
pressure gauge, Fig. 5.2. The details of these instruments are also
given in Table 5.1.
The portion of the sump floor with variable slope was constructed 
from acrylic sheet and had a tapered base so as to provide a smooth 
transition for the flow between the inclined and horizontal portions. 
The inclined plane was connected via two small diameter cables to a 
crank mechanism which was used to adjust the angle. The angle of 
incline was measured to an accuracy of 1°. As the floor angle 
changed, the length of the inclined floor was adjusted by adding or 
removing bolt on portions of the floor, so that the upstream end 
always came into contact with the inlet reaction baffle. Holes in the 
inlet baffle, below the inclined floor, were blocked off so that the 
entire flow entering the sump was forced through the upper part of the
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Table 5.1 Specifications of Experimental Equipment
Description Use Specifications*
DET 72L Ultrasonic Flow 
Meter
Discharge Pipe Velocity 0 to 10 ft/s in 0.10 ft/s divisions 
accuracy ± 1% of full scale
S.K. Instruments 
Safeguard Rotometer
Air Flowrate 0 to 25 ft /rain @ 70°F and 14.7 psi 
accuracy ± 1% of full scale
Moore Products Co. 
Pressure Gauge
Air Pressure 0 to 200 inches of water in 5 inch 
increments
Webster Air Equipment 
Pressure Regulator
Pressure Regulation 0 to 200 psi in 2 psi divisions
Chaevitz Pressure 
Transducer Model P3061
Interfaced with pitot-tube, 
A/D converter and micro­
computer to obtain velocity 
measurements
0 to 5 inches of water column, S/N = 5761 
accuracy ± 0.5% of full scale
1
Fisher Mercury 
Thermometer 14-983-10B
Fluid Temperature 
Measurement
-20 to 110°C in 1°C increments
Chesterman Tempered 
Stainless Steel Rule 
No. CF967F
Measurement of fluid levels 
in inclined manometer
0 to 12 inches in 0.01 inch divisions
All units converted to metric equivalent prior to processing of data.
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Table 5.1 Specifications of Experimental Equipment continued
Description Use Specification
Harsh, McBirney 
Electromagnetic Current 
Meter Model 201D
Velocity Measurements 0 to 20 ft/sec in 0.01 ft/sec increments 
accuracy ± 2% of reading, S/N = 40330
Inclined U-tube 
Manometer (Laboratory 
made)
Pressure Drop across 
Pitot-tube
0 to 6 inches of fluid with specific 
gravity = 1.75
smallest division =0.10 inch
United Sensor 
Pitot-tube PAD-24-KL
Velocity Measurement 24 inch long probe with 3/16 inch outside 
tube diameter
Kent Lea Miniflow Low 
Speed Propeller Meter, 
Probe 265-3
Velocity Measurement 0 to 150 cm/s
accuracy 2% of full scale
Lufkin Ultralok Tape 
Measure Model Y38CME
Velocity Probe Positioning 8 m in 1 mm divisions,all measurements to 
within 1 mm
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inlet section. No flow could short-circuit underneath the inclined
floor. The inlet baffle was totally effective in producing a uniform 
approach flow in the sump.
Velocities in the sump were measured using four techniques as 
follows:
(1) pitot-tube with pressure transducer 
(ii) pitot-tube with inclined manometer
(iii) magnetic current meter, and
(iv) miniature propeller meter
The specifications of each of these are also given in Table 5.1.
The highest reliability for velocity measurements was placed on
the pitot-static probe-pressure transducer - A/D converter system.
The transducer was a variable-resistance type transducer and was used
to measure the differential pressure between the dynamic and static
Pressure ports on the pitot-static probe. The transducer was D.C,
exited and produced a 0 to 5 volt output signal which was converted
into digital signals via a 12 bit A/D converter and subsequently
interfaced to an Apple II micro-computer for storage and processing.
For each probe location, 1000 pressure measurements were recorded and
averaged to make a single estimate of the flow velocity. The sample
time for 1000 readings was approximately 76.5 seconds.
^ Errors, Calibration and Operational Procedures
Inherent to any experimental observation are three errors; (i) 
Personal error in reading, interpreting and recording an experimental 
value, (ii) reliability, accuracy and repeatability of the
experimental apparatus, and (iii) calibration error. In this
subsection, an attempt is made to illustrate, on a descriptive basis,
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where experimental errors may have been introduced. Table 5.1, 
indicates that the instrument errors in all the measurements are on 
the order of one to two percent. The description of errors are dealt 
with in three divisions; (i) length measurement, (ii) air flowrate 
measurements, and (iii) velocity measurements.
5.2.1 Errors in Length Measurement
The positioning of all probes, pitot-static, magnetic velocity 
meter and propeller meter, was measured to an accuracy of ± 1 mm. 
The greatest source of error in length measurement was introduced when 
the probe was placed adjacent to a solid boundary and the velocity was 
measured to estimate the boundary shear stress. The distance above 
the bed at which the velocity is measured must be known precisely so 
that accurate estimates of the velocity gradient can be made. In all 
cases, except when the probes contacted the bed, the positions of the 
Probes were measured to an accuracy of ± 1 mm. When the probe made 
contact with the bed, the position of the probe above the bed was 
simply one half the probe diameter.
In measuring the difference in the inclined manometer fluid 
levels, as well as for estimating the slope of the manometer, a 
stainless steel ruler accurate to 0.01 inch (0.254 mm) was used. In 
order to determine the slope of the manometer, a distance of 
aPproximately 150 mm along the slope was used. For a manometer with 
an angle of inclination 0 and manometer fluid of specific gravity 
Q> the velocity corresponding to a differential manometer reading 
X, measured along the slope, is given by
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[5.1] vm = (2gXsin0(So/S - l))0*5
where S is the specific gravity of the fluid moving past the tip of 
the pitot-tube. The inclined manometer was used in conjunction with 
the pitot-static probe in order to measure the velocity profiles which 
generated the initiation of particle motion on the bed of a flume.
From these velocity profiles, the critical particle Reynolds number 
and Shields entrainment function values were determined.
5.2.2 Errors in Air Flowrate Measurement
The errors in measurement of the air flowrate, other than 
calibration errors, are due to; (i) error in reading the flow meter,
(ii) error in reading the pressure gauge and (iii) fluctuation in the 
delivery pressure to the flow meter.
Air flow readings, Qr , at an operating temperature Tq and
operating pressure P , were converted to "standard temperature and
pressure", STP, as follows
[5.2] QSTp = Qr(pcTSTp/TCPS T P ^ PoTc/ToPC^
where P^ , and T^ are the pressure and temperature at which the
flow meter was calibrated and PSTP an<* TSTP are t*le standard
pressure and temperature, respectively. The standard pressure and 
temperature used for this study are 101.3 kPa and 20°C
respectively. It was observed that, in all cases, the adjustment
required on the air flowrate was less than 10%. The major part of the 
adjustment was due to the submergence of the diffuser which altered
the operating pressure. In Eq. [5.2], the temperature adjustment was
less than 0.61%. A small error in reading the pressure gauge or
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rotometer would obviously result in an error of far less than the 10% 
maximum pressure adjustment.
5.2.3 Errors in Velocity Measurement
Of all of the measurements taken in this study, the velocity 
values probably had the highest errors.
The DET 72L ultrasonic flow meter was used to measure the pump 
discharge. The effects of small air bubbles, which may have been 
entrained by the pump, on the velocity readings are not known. 
Therefore, an attempt was made to prevent air from entering the piping 
system. In addition, the transducers were located at least 10 pipe 
diameters from any obstruction or bend. The total flow was calculated 
by multiplying the flow velocity by the cross-sectional area of the 
discharge pipe. The pipe diameter was measured'to an accuracy of 0.01 
mm. The velocity in the pipe during operation was steady and the 
meter always indicated a strong reading. In order to verify the meter 
calibration, the discharge pipe was disconnected from the return 
discharge header and the sump was pumped down. The drawdown in sump 
volume per unit time was compared to the discharge calculation based 
on the meter reading. No significant difference was found between the 
two values. This procedure was carried out several times during this 
study.
In using the pitot-static probe/transducer set up to estimate 
velocities, the following errors may have been introduced:
(i) during calibration of the transducer when the output 
voltage was recorded for a measured water column height
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(il) small air bubbles may have been trapped in the high and 
low pressure lines leading from the pitot-tube to the 
transducer
(iii) the pitot-tube may not have been aligned parallel to the 
flow resulting in an underestimation of the dynamic 
pressure
(iv) using discrete data rather than continuous data to predict 
the velocity may have resulted in missing high or low 
pressure transients being recorded
(v) errors due to the levelling of the transducer base, which 
would result in some initial pressure drop across the 
transducer
(vi) errors due to a gradient on the pitot-tube between the 
dynamic and static pressure ports as a result of 
curvilinear flow, free surface gradient or a bubble 
gradient adjacent to the probe, and
(vii) response frequency of the transducer.
The transducer set up was used to measure the velocity profiles 
in the sump under steady conditions. During calibration, the water 
column height was measured to an accuracy of 1/64 of an inch (0.40 
mm). The equation relating the head to voltage was regressed linearly 
and the resulting correlation coefficient was 0.99979. The 
calibration of the transducer was checked periodically throughout the 
tests and the equation relating head and output voltage was 
recalculated if the transducer was found to drift. The calibrated 
Equation was incorporated into the data aquisition program directly. 
The velocity associated with a differential head Ah is given by
[5.3] vm - (2gAh)0*5
Proper attention was paid to purge any small air bubbles from the 
lines and to properly align the probe. The probe was rigidly fixed to 
a support frame so that any deflection due to the cantilevering of the
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probe head was minimized. By rigidly supporting the probe, flow 
induced vibrations and resulting phase and amplitude errors, when the 
frequency of the measured pressure wave approached the natural 
frequency of the transducer, were minimized. The response frequencies 
of the transducer and the A/D converter were 5 Hz and 50 kHz 
respectively. Using hot-film anemometry, Giratalla (1977) found that 
for flows over a ripple bed, the range of macro-scale turbulence was 
between 19 and 44 Hz. His measurements were recorded in a similar 
sized flume and were confined to a depth of 3 to 114 mm above the bed. 
The low response frequency of the transducer would tend to smooth out 
the data for any turbulence with a frequency of greater than 5 Hz. 
However, since only the average velocity was recorded in these tests, 
response frequency introduced no additional errors in the velocity 
measurements.
The high and low pressure lines were kept as short as possible. 
Using 1000 samples of discrete data provided a representative value 
with a high degree of reliability. In addition, several checks were 
made to ensure the repeatability of transducer data. No problems were 
encountered in reproducing the velocity estimate for any operating 
scheme.
The Marsh, McBirney electromagnetic current meter was used to 
measure the plume water velocities, and to check the pitot-tube 
measurements. It was found that the probe was affected by the steel 
base plate supporting the entire sump model. When the probe was 
within 5 probe diameters away from the steel plate (191 mm), the meter 
Save an unsteady, rapidly fluctuating output. In these cases, little
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confidence was placed on the velocity measurements. In addition to 
any error due the closeness of metal objects, errors may have been 
introduced due to the presence of air bubbles streaming around the tip 
of the probe. In the presence of air alone, the probe read -20.00 
ft.s indicating that the air reduced the velocity reading. 
Perhaps the presence of air bubbles introduced errors which were 
related to the percentage of air passing the probe, that is
[5*4] vC0RRECT = VREADING (1 + air fraction at P*°be C±P>
No attempt was made to correct the plume velocity measurements for the
presence of air because the correction would be purely speculative due
to the problem of reliably estimating the local air fraction.
For some velocity measurements, the miniature propeller meter was 
used. This meter gave the rotational speed of the propeller in Hz. A 
calibration curve was provided by the manufacturer which gave the flow 
velocity in cm.s-  ^ for a given propeller speed. No calibration 
device was available on the equipment. Under low velocity conditions, 
< 30 cm.s the probe readings were very steady; however, at
higher velocities, the turbulence in the flow greatly affected the 
speed of the propeller, and provided sporadic readings with occasional 
zero readings even when there was obviously some non-zero mean 
velocity. At times, it was found that the minimum and maximum 
velocities were up to 50% below or above the observed mean velocity. 
The meter readings were observed for a period of at least 2 minutes 
before an average value was estimated.
In order to check the reliability of the pitot-tube, propeller 
and ultrasonic meters, all three were subjected to the same flow in a
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small recirculating flume. The probes were positioned along the 
centre line of a 150 mm wide flume and 100 mm from the bottom. The
flow depth was held constant at 250 mm. Under steady state
conditions, the maximum difference between all three methods was 4.6% 
when the mean flow velocity was 0.51 m.s As the probes were
lowered toward the bed, the difference in readings increased as
expected. The highest reliability of velo’city measurements near the 
bed must obviously be placed on the smallest diameter probe. The 
minimum distance above the bed at which a velocity reading could be 
obtained for the pitot-tube, propeller meter and ultrasonic meter were 
2.4 mm, 7.9 mm and 19.1 mm, respectively.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
6.1 General
This chapter outlines the experimental investigations performed 
on the physical model and discusses the significant trends observed. 
For the purpose of brevity, only typical data from each test are 
shown. The remaining experimental data are available in a separately 
bound copy deposited in the Department of Civil Engineering at the
University of Windsor, but, not forming part of this dissertation. 
Chapter 7 deals with the application of experimental data in the
calibration and sensitivity of the numerical model. During the 
experimental phase, five pumping schemes were adopted as outlined in 
Table 6.1. It was assumed that the head losses in each of the suction 
pipes were equal, and therefore, the total pump discharge was. equally 
distributed among the operating suction pipes. A slight error in 
estimating the discharge through each intake may have occurred when 
Pumping Scheme 4 was used. Under these conditions, there was an 
asymmetry in the approach flow resulting in a depression of the free 
surface near the pump column which was closest to the side wall. This 
change in head would have resulted in a slight difference in the
flowrates carried by different intakes. Generally, in a sump where 
there are three intakes, only two would be in operation at any one 
time and the third would be for emergency use or would be alternated 
with the other two to provide even wear on the pumping equipment. 
Thus, Pumping Scheme 5 can be considered to be a condition which would
202
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Table 6.1 Pumping Schemes for Model Study
Pumping Scheme Number Pump(s) in Operation
to
oLO
PSI
PS 2
Centre pump in operation only
One outside pump in operation
PS3 Both outside pumps in operation
PSA The centre and one outside pump in operation
PS5 All three pumps in operation
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seldom occur. Pumping Schemes 1, 3 and 5 resulted in symmetrical flow 
conditions whereas Pumping Schemes 2 and 4 resulted in a skewed flow 
distribution.
6.2 Test Series No. 1, Critical Submergence
The purpose of this test series was to investigate and determine 
the critical submergence, S, of the bell-mouth. The critical 
submergence is defined as the water depth from the free surface to the 
edge of the bell-mouths at which vortex activity, indicated by the 
onset of surface swirl near the suction pipe, would just begin. The 
range of test values for Test Series 1 is given in Table 6.2. For 
this test series, the Mvee" shaped reaction baffle downstream of the 
intakes extended from the floor to the free surface. The location of 
the baffle relative to the intake pipes is shown in Fig. 5.1. Figure 
6.1 shows typical test results for PSI, with the centre pump in 
operation. It illustrates that as the inlet Froude number increases, 
the submergence required to prevent the onset of vortex activity also 
increases. It also indicates that the submergence is dependent on the 
floor slope. For a given inlet Froude number, the submergence 
required first decreases as the angle of the floor slope increases, 
with the minimum submergence occurring at a floor slope of 
approximately 10 degrees from the horizontal. As the floor slope is 
further increased, the submergence required to prevent vortex 
formation increases. This dependency is due to the fact that the 
velocity distribution in the region of the bell-mouths is affected by 
the proximity of the change in floor slope of the approach section of
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Table 6.2 Range of Values for Test Series 1
Variable Range
Pumping Schemes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Floor Angle 0, 5, 10, 15, 22.5, 45 degrees from the horizontal
Fluid Depth, H 200 to 600 mm
Suction Pipe Velocity 0.219 to 3.577 m/s 
1
Inlet Froude No., N
Fi
0.185 to 1.789
Inlet Reynolds No., Nn
R .
l
4.20 x 103 to 2.29 x 10*
NFt Vd/(gS) 5 NRi = Vi Hi^ vf
5.0
Q
C/3
QJ
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C
QJto
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CO
cn
co
QJ
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o•H
03
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QJa•H
o
4.5
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0.5
0
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X
Fig. 6.1 Critical Submergence for Test PS1
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the sump. A composite plot of the inlet Froude number versus the 
dimensionless submergence is shown in Fig. 6.2. This plot represents 
the average of all pumping schemes, and encompasses the data of 102 
observations. The overall trend, as discussed for Fig. 6.1, also
applies to the composite data. It can be deduced from Fig. 6.2 that 
the distance from the centre line of the pump column to the transition 
in the floor slope should be greater than 3D, as proposed by several 
researchers, in order to completely eliminate the effect of approach 
channel floor slope on critical intake submergence.
Figure 6.3 shows the envelope of experimental results obtained 
for all pumping schemes and for all floor slopes. The Froude number 
in this figure is expressed as a function of the bell-mouth diameter, 
and not submergence as in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. In the literature, both 
forms of the Froude number are common. The disadvantage in using the 
submergence in the Froude number is that the estimation of the 
submergence then becomes a trial and error process. The lowest of the 
three lines in Fig. 6.3 represents the submergence below which vortex 
activity will occur for a given inlet Froude number, irrespective of 
pumping scheme or floor slope. The uppermost curve represents the 
minimum recommended submergence for design purposes. The centre curve 
is simply an average of all data obtained.
In Fig. 6.4, the three curves obtained in Fig. 6.3 have been
Plotted along with the data of ten other researchers.
In Fig. 6.4, two distinct groups of data exist. The lower group
°f data, which includes the author's results, indicates that the
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minimum submergence is independent of the Froude number at Froude
numbers N„ > 4 ,  whereas the upper group of data indicates that the 
i
minimum submergence increases exponentially with the Froude number. 
The wide variations in results are due to (a) some points represent 
model, while others represent prototype data, (b) different sump 
configurations and number of suction pipes used in determining the 
minimum submergence, and (c) different criteria used to define 
critical submergence. Obviously model studies should be conducted 
when there is a doubt about the performance of a proposed wet well 
configuration and operating sequence. The data obtained in this study 
fit well within the limits of existing design criteria.
6.3 Test Series 2, Baffle Bottom Clearance
The purpose of the second series of tests was to investigate the 
effect of baffle bottom clearance, d-g, on the critical 
submergence. The test variables are shown in Fig. 6.5. For this test 
series, the baffle top clearance, d^, was equal to zero, i.e. no 
flow could pass over the top of the baffle. The purpose of this test 
was to determine (i) the effect of allowing fluid from the area behind 
the baffle to supply part of the intake flow and thereby influence the 
velocity distribution, (ii) the interaction between flow and baffle 
and (iii) the critical submergence. No air was diffused into the 
system at this point in the experimental program; however, the goal 
was to optimize the entire reaction baffle and air diffuser system. 
Table 6.3 gives the range of test variables for this test series. 
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 represent composite plots of the three
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Table 6.3 Range of Test Values for Test Series 2
Variable Range
Pumping Schemes 1, 3, 5
Floor Angle 0, 15, 45 degrees from the horizontal
Fluid Depth, H 150 to 500 mm
Bottom Clearance Ratio, d /D
D
0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.75, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, »
Inlet Froude No., v./CgD)^*"*
a
0.186 to 3.010
Sugmergence Ratio, S/D 0.815 to 3.885
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pumping schemes used for 0°, 15° and 45° floor slopes,
respectively. In each case, the data for dg/D = 0 was
taken from Test Series 1. The following general trends are observed: 
(a) the critical submergence increases with increasing inlet Froude 
number, (b) the d^/D ratio affects the critical submergence, but 
the trend is random as the floor angle changes, and , (c) the effect 
of dg/D equal to infinity, or zero, is not significantly different 
from the effects of dg/D ranging from 0.25 to 2.0.
It was also observed that with some baffle bottom clearance, the
effect of floor slope, as observed in Test Series 1, was diminished.
This was due to the fact that even with a small baffle bottom
clearance, the flow distribution around the bell-mouths was affected
more by the flow moving in and out of the backwater region behind the
baffle, than by the flow disturbed by the transition in the approach
channel floor. For subsequent test series, d._/D = 1.0 was selected foro
the following reasons:
(a) a finite bottom clearance was required to supply the
necessary discharge required for entrainment by the diffuser
plume,
(b) a large bottom clearance would increase the risk of the pump 
entraining the air bubbles from the diffuser, resulting in 
decreased pump performance. It was observed that the
influence of the pump suction streamlines extended fully 
into the diffuser region with dg/D > 1.5, and
(c) dg/D = 1.0 falls within extreme trends observed in
Fig. 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8.
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6.4 Test Series 3, Top Baffle Clearance
The purpose of this series of tests was to determine the effect 
of the top baffle clearance, d^, Fig. 6.5, on the critical 
submergence and to investigate the flow patterns introduced by the air 
diffuser. The range of variables used is given in Table 6.4. Test 
Series 1 and 2 indicated that the most severe case of vortex 
formation occurred when the flow was asymmetric and the highest degree 
of asymmetry occurred with Pumping Scheme 2. Therefore, Pumping Scheme 
2 was selected for analysis in this test series.
It was observed that, as the diffuser plume rose to the free 
surface and the flow passed over the top of the baffle and spread 
horizontally, vortices were shed intermittently from the pump columns 
and from the side wall of the sump between the wall and the outside 
two pump columns. The vortices generated from the side wall moved 
upstream, towards the inlet section, as far as 5 to 6 suction pipe 
diameters. The wave action on the free surface or the oscillatory 
nature of the flow then broke apart the vortices.
At high air flow numbers, Q AXT1 greater than 0.5,
AIKO
it was observed that a strong roller formed in the 
area behind the baffle where the diffuser was located. This roller 
kept small air bubbles in suspension. At high pump intake velocities, 
these small bubbles were "sucked" both over and under the baffle and 
into the pump. When this occurred, a small floor vortex developed 
underneath the operating intake.
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Table 6.4 Range of Variables for Test Series 3 
Variable Range
Pumping Scheme 
Floor Angle
Fluid Depth Ratio, H/D
Top Baffle Clearance Ratio, d^/D
Inlet Froude No., v,/(gD)^*^
d
Air Flow No., Q^IR /(g°,5D2,5)
o
2
0, 45 degrees from the horizontal 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2*0, no baffle 
0.186 to 3.290 
0.030 to 0.940
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In order to determine the critical pump intake velocity for a 
given top baffle clearance and air flowrate through the diffuser, the 
air flowrate and top baffle clearance were set to the desired test 
value and then the pump discharge, and hence the suction pipe 
velocity, was increased until a small surface swirl was formed. This 
surface swirl indicated the onset of vortex formation, and this 
condition was recorded as being the critical submergence condition. 
Typical test results, as shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, indicate that 
the critical submergence increases with (a) increasing inlet Froude 
numbers, and (b) increasing air flow numbers. It was also observed
that the effect of d^/D on the submergence, was minimal.
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the air diffuser in 
forcing a circulation in the sump, point velocities were measured near 
the sump floor. The location of the velocity probe is shown in Fig. 
6.5. It was centred between the outermost and the middle pump columns 
at a point D/4 above the floor and 2D upstream of the edge of the 
bell-mouths. Such velocity measurements indicate the effectiveness of 
the plume in providing additional shear stress on the particles at 
test on the wet well floor. For this part of the test, the pump was 
not operating so that only the effect of the air induced circulation
was studied. Typical results of this investigation are shown in Figs.
6.11 and 6.12. Three trends were noticed in these figures:
(i) the ratio of the velocity along the floor to the air flow 
rate increases with decreasing air flowrates,
(ii) a maximum velocity for a given air flowrate exists with
d^/D in the range of 0.25 to 1.0, and
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(iii) at dA/D greater than 1.75, the velocity to air flowrate 
ratio again begins to increase.
The optimum air flowrate, which maximizes the velocity along the
floor, can be determined for a specific d^/D by reading the flow
velocity to air flowrate ratio corresponding to each air flowrate and
calculating the velocity from that ratio. The maximum velocity
corresponds to the optimum air flowrate. .The study of the top baffle
clearance also included the case of no baffle. Under Identical
operating conditions, it was observed that the velocities along the
floor were at least equal to, and often 10 to 50% higher than, the
maximum recorded with any other top baffle clearance.
At this point in the research, it was decided to eliminate the
- reaction baffle for the following reasons:
(a) interaction between the diffuser plume and the baffle, under 
certain operating conditions, produced unfavourable rollers 
in the wet well which entrained air bubbles. These air 
bubbles often were sucked into the pump intake,
(b) under certain operating conditions, the baffle promoted 
rather than hindered vortex formation,
(c) the baffle did not conclusively produce higher shear 
stresses along the sump floor, and
(d) the construction and maintenance costs of the baffle would 
be eliminated.
Development of the numerical model was begun at this stage.
6*5 Test Series 4, Width of Diffuser Zone
In this test series, the location of the diffuser within the 
diffuser zone and the width of the diffuser zone were studied. Four 
different combinations as shown in Fig. 6.13 were tested. The width 
°f the diffuser section was kept at D and 3D. The diffuser itself was
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placed on the floor of the sump, either along the edge of the 
bell-mouths or adjacent to the moveable rear wall. In order to 
determine the effect of the diffuser alone, pumps were not operated. 
The range of other test variables was the same as in Test Series 3. 
The point velocities were measured at the same probe location as 
described previously.
When the diffuser was located adjacent to bell-mouths, two 
circulations, as shown in Fig. 6.14(a) were set up in the wet well. 
This phenomenon occurred in both the wide and narrow width diffuser 
zones. The net effect of the two circulations was a reduction in the 
velocity along the wet well floor. In some cases, the velocity vector 
at the probe location was directed away from the bell-mouths. This in 
effect defeated the purpose of the air diffuser system since it was 
intended to transport particles towards the intakes. - When the 
diffuser was located adjacent to the rear wall, Fig. 6.14(b), only one 
circulation was induced.
The width of the diffuser section seemed to have very little 
effect on the floor velocities. However, when the diffuser was
located adjacent to the bell-mouth, small bubbles were drawn into it.
It is assumed that when the pumps are operating, more air will be
sucked into the intakes. Based on these observations, it was
concluded that the optimum width of the diffuser zone was 3D and the 
best diffuser location was adjacent to the rear wall and at the floor 
°f the sump. All further diffuser studies were carried out with this 
configuration.
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6.6 Test Series 5, Experimental Particle Characteristics
The next investigation was to observe the behaviour of particles 
in the wet well and how the fluid velocities within the wet well 
assisted or retarded their motion. The selection of particle 
characteristics and the techniques employed to obtain these 
characteristics are discussed in this section. The observations of 
particle motion are described in the next subsection.
Six different types of particles were selected to represent a 
wide range of characteristics. The description of each type of 
particle and their significant characteristics are given in Table 6.5. 
The grain size and particle specific gravity were determined using
standard sieve tests and pycnometer tests, respectively. The particle 
diameter shown in Table 6.5 is the arithmetic mean of the sieve size 
on which the particle was retained and the next largest sieve size 
through which the particle passed. The settling velocity was obtained 
by timing a representative group of particles as they fell through a 
distance of 3 feet (0.914) in a 6 inch (152 mm) diameter column of
water at 20°C. The procedure was repeated ten times for each
particle and the average settling velocity was obtained.
The submerged angle of repose of the particles was measured by 
dropping the particles through a funnel into a 390 mm deep tank. As 
the particles hit the bottom of the tank, a cone of sediments began to 
build up. Once a sufficient number of particles had been dropped to 
form a constant slope on the sides of the cone, the angle of repose 
was determined from the physical dimensions of the cone. The
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Table 6.5 Experimental Particle Characteristics
Particle Particle .Specific Settling
Description Diameter Gravity Velocity
(mm) (m/s)
ro
co
o
Submerged 
Angle of Repose 
(degrees)
Smooth Bed Case Rough Bed Case
Tc u*ds
< J >  ^
Tc u*ds
2 “T1 Tc/ ( ( V Yf)ds)(N/ra ) V C S f  S
Very Fine Gravel 2.19 2.54 0.241 41.2 0.514 54.43 0.016 1.483 71.13 0.045
Coarse Sand 0.63 2.54 0.121 3316 0.186 9.43 0.020 0.421 12.58 0.044
Fine Sand
Coarse Grit
0.20
0.63
2.54
2.52
0.040
0.122
30*3
I
34.1
0.055 1.52 0.018
0.176 8.95 0.019
0.330 2.82
0.722 16.88
0.109
0.077
Activated Carbon 2.61 1.59 0.141 43.1 0.198 37.02 0.013 1.668 106.07 0.111
Charcoal 0.72 1.13 0.038 37.1 0.067 5.96 0.073 0.531 16.43 0.579
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particles were stirred in a beaker of water prior to release into the 
tank in order to purge any air which was trapped on, or in, the 
particles. This procedure was repeated three times for each particle 
size and the average values were reported.
In Table 6.5, the critical shear stress, particle Reynolds number 
and Shields entrainment function value are recorded for both smooth 
and rough bed cases. The tests to determine the critical shear stress 
were carried out in a recirculating flume with 2.8 m length, 0.15 m 
width and 0.30 m depth. The flow depth at the test section was kept 
constant at 0.20 m. The shear stress required to initiate particle 
motion was calculated using the Hwang and Laursen formula (1963)
E6.1] T = (PST - Pq )/(16.531{A - (B)(C) + D})
where Pg^ , is the stagnation pressure of the pitot-tube, PQ is the
static pressure and
[6.2] a  - (log(30h/ks))2
[6«3] B = log(30h/kg)
[6*4] c - 0.25(dp/2h)2 + 0.0833(dp/2h)4 + 0.00704(dp/2h)6, and
t6*5] D - 0.25(dp/2h)2 + 0.1146(dp/2h)4 + 0.0586(dp/2h)6
where h is the distance from the centre of the stagnation tube to the
top of the grains, k_ is the sand roughness and d is the inside
D P
diameter of the stagnation tube. Equation [6.1] is based on the 
logarithmic Karman-Prandtl velocity distribution. It also builds on 
fche earlier work of Preston (1954) who interpreted the dynamic 
Pressure reading as a measure of local shear on the wall. The 
equation has correction factors for the channel roughness and for the 
transition regime of the flow.
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In the smooth bed case, a thin layer of grains was levelled along 
the entire length of the galvanized floor of the flume and the 
discharge was gradually increased until the velocity adjacent to the 
grains was just sufficient to initiate rolling. This condition was 
considered to be the critical condition and the velocity profile at 
the test section, 2 m downstream of the inlet section, was recorded. 
The velocity was obtained with the probe resting just on the top of 
the grains and at 20 mm intervals above that, up to the free surface.
The pitot-tube was connected to an inclined manometer to give the 
differential pressure across the probe. The inside diameter of the 
stagnation tube was 1.788 mm. Measurements with the propeller meter, 
ultrasonic meter and pitot-tube indicated that at the test section, 
the influence of the inlet and outlet sections was negligible. For 
the rough bed case, a layer of the particles was glued to.a separate 
galvanized sheet and it was placed in the flume. A second layer of 
loose particles was then levelled on top of the glued particles. The 
flow was then increased until movement of the upper layer began. At 
this point the velocity profiles were recorded. The increase in shear 
stress required to move the grains would be a measure of the effect of 
interlocking of the particles on the bed. For the smooth bed, the 
value of kg was assumed to be 0.0005 inches (0.0127 mm) as 
proposed by Moody (1944) for galvanized iron pipe. For the rough bed, 
the value of kg was assumed to be equal to the diameter of the 
particles under consideration. The results of the critical shear 
stress measurements are shown in Fig. 6.15 along with Shields'
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results. The Shields curve represents the case of a "packed-bed" in 
which several layers of grains would deflect under a given shear 
stress. The lower set of data points represents the smooth bed case 
with low interaction between particles and low interaction between the 
particles and the galvanized sheets. The upper set of data points 
represents the rough bed case with high interaction between particles 
and only the upper layer of particles deflects under a given shear 
stress. The only anomaly in the data appears in the case of the 
charcoal particles resting on a smooth bed. The behaviour of these 
particles was sporadic and the initial motion was both through rolling 
and saltating. Small air bubbles may have been trapped in the porous 
structure and this may have altered the motion of the particle. No 
attempt was made to optimize the kg value used in Eqs. [6.2] and 
[6.3] in order to make the data conform to the Shields' curve. The 
channel slopes, during the determination of the critical shear stress, 
ranged from 0.0019 to 0.0031. No attempt was made to correct the 
critical shear stresses for this very low slope.
6.7 Test Series 6, Particle Deposition in the Wet Well
The purpose of these tests was to observe where particles would 
settle on the wet well floor under various operating schemes. For 
this series of tests, no air was introduced into the system in order 
to represent a normal sump condition. The test variables are given in 
Table 6.6.
A total of 180 observations were made with various particles and 
under different operating schemes. Prior to starting the pump, the
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Table 6.6 Test Variables used in the Observation of Particle Deposition
Variable Range
Particles 6 particles as per Table 6.5
Floor Angle 0, 5, 15, 30, 45 degrees from the horizontal
Water Depth Ratio, H/D 2, 4, 8
Pumping Schemes 1, 2, 3, 4
Inlet Froude No., v,/(gD)^*^
d
0.388 to 3.103
Total Pump Discharge 3.61 to 14.42 Jl/s (47.59 to 190.36 gpm)
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desired floor angle and water depth were set. The entire floor of the 
wet well was then covered with a layer of sediment of thickness 2 to 5 
grain diameters. Care was taken to ensure that the sediment layer was 
as uniform as possible. If the sloping portion of the wet well floor
was at an angle greater than the angle of repose of the particle, the
sheet of sediment was allowed to slump to the base of the slope. The
excess grains were then removed. Once the bed layer was established,
the pump was started and gradually brought to the desired flowrate. 
It was observed that the sediments on the sump floor were scoured and 
entrained by the inflow to the pump. The sediments passed through the 
pump and were discharged into the wet well at the inlet zone. Some of 
the sediments remained permanently suspended in the flow. After a 
steady state sediment pattern was established on the wet well floor, 
usually in 20 minutes, the sediment conditions in the sump were 
recorded. The main observations are summarized below:
(a) A clear zone of approximately 200 to 300 mm in diameter
(1.8D to 2.6D) was observed on the floor of the wet well
under the operating intake. This pattern was observed for 
inlet Froude numbers greater than 1.49. At lower inlet
Froude numbers, the area below the intake was "thinned 
down", but the particles on the floor of the wet well were 
not completely scoured.
(b) For inclined floor slopes of 5° or more, and with inlet
Froude numbers greater than 1.49, the entire sloping portion 
of the wet well floor contained no settled particles.
(c) For a horizontal wet well floor, i.e. floor slope of 0°, 
the particles on the floor adjacent to the inlet zone of the 
sump were completely scoured for a distance of 100 to 400 mm 
(0.9D to 3.5D). As the inlet Froude number increased, the 
completely scoured area also increased.
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(d) "Fillets" of sediments were deposited at the interface 
between the vertical walls and the floor of the sump. The 
height of the fillet ranged from 20 to 50 mm, depending 
on the particle diameter, specific gravity and inlet Froude 
number.
(e) A fillet also developed at the base of the incline. The 
shape of the fillet depended on the streamlines of the flow 
over the transition from the inclined to the horizontal 
portion of the floor.
(f) When sediments were deposited on the horizontal floor, the 
thickness of the sediment layer gradually decreased with the 
decrease in distance to the operating intake.
(g) With low fluid depths and high inlet Froude numbers, and
with the formation of surface swirl or floor vortices, the
sediments were scoured quickly and a larger percentage of 
the total sediment load remained in suspension.
(h) The effect of the "thinning" of the sediment layer was 
barely noticed at inlet Froude numbers less than 0.59.
The major areas for sediment deposition were the horizontal 
portion of the floor and the transitions between the floor and the 
walls. Permanent concrete corner fillets, either triangular or 
curvilinear in shape, would help to improve the flow conditions and 
reduce deposition. The remainder of sediment would have to be scoured 
by the additional shear stresses introduced by the air diffuser. The 
resulting velocities would have to produce shear stresses at least as
large as rc, for the rough condition given in Table 6.5, to
eliminate deposition and to promote resuspension of any solids which 
nay have settled during periods of no pumping.
8 Test Series 7, Circulation Studies
The purpose of these tests were:
(a) to locate the centre of rotation of the circulating flow, and
(b) to estimate the maximum rise in the free surface above the 
diffuser plume.
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The range of test variables is given in Table 6.7.
In order to improve the flow visualization, aluminum oxide powder 
was mixed into the sump fluid. The location of the centre of rotation 
of the flow was measured with respect to the coordinate axis shown in 
Fig. 6.16.
It was observed that the location of the centre of rotation 
correlated with several non-dimensional parameters as well as with the 
calculated geometric centre of the cross-section. The non-dimensional 
parameters used were 
[6.6] Np = Q /(H2*5g0*5)
[ 6 - ? l  HA IR  -  W  / ( H 2 - 5g ° - 5 )
O
[6.8] Nh  = H1*5g0*5/vf, and
[6.9] Ny  - Y/H
The following correlation equations were developed based on 69 
observations
[6.10] (XCR - X)/X = 0.161 - 30.395Np + 4.042NAIR + ...
0.00494(Floor slope in degrees) - 3.619 x 
10~8 (Nh), and
[6.11] (YCR - Y)/Y = -1.568 + 3.056(NY ) - 4.836(NM R ) + ...
5.815(N ) + 7.004 x 10"8(N„)
P H
- 0.00537(Floor slope in degrees)
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Table 6.7 Range of Test Values for Circulation Studies
Variable Range
Water Depth Ratio, H/D 4, 6, 8
Floor Angle 0, 30, 45 degrees from the horizontal
Pumping Scheme 5
Inlet Froude No., v,/(gD)^*^
d
0.000 to 1.034
Air Flowrate 1.57 to 12.25 U s  @ 20°C and 101.3 kPa
as
33 - -
<1
240
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where XCR and YCR are the measured locations of the x and y components
of the centre of rotation and X and Y are the geometric coordinates 
for the same floor slope and depth, H. The correlation coefficients
for Eqs. [6.10] and [6.11] are 0.911 and 0.769 respectively.
At the same time that the location of the centre of rotation was
observed, the maximum rise in the free surface above the plume, AH, 
as shown in Fig. 6.16, was also recorded. The statistical analysis of 
data resulted in the following correlation
[6.12] AH/H - 0.0334 + 7.816(NAIR) + 1.197 x 10”8 (NR) 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.932. The measurements of the
centre of rotation and AH were used in the calibration of the 
numerical model, as discussed in Chapter 7.
6.9 Test Series 8, Plume Velocity Studies
The purpose of this test series was to measure the plume water 
velocities under different air flowrates and water depths. The plume 
water velocities were measured at three locations across the plume for 
a specified distance above the diffuser. The probe locations were:
(a) directly over the holes in the diffuser, (b) at the outer edge of 
the bubble plume, and (c) one probe diameter (38 mm) away from the 
outer edge of the plume. H to D ratios of 4, 6 and 8 were used. The 
plume velocity data were used to verify the drift flux calculations 
and to adjust the entrainment coefficient in the numerical model. 
Typical velocity profiles for H/D = 4 are shown in Fig. 6.17. The 
uPper curve in each pair represents the velocity obtained with a 
diffuser air flowrate of 9.4 L/s, whereas the lower curves represent
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the velocity obtained for an air flowrate of 4.4 L/s. The three data 
points along each curve represent probe locations (a), (b) and (c), as 
mentioned above.
A calibration equation was developed for the ambient water 
velocity at probe location (c), as follows
[6.13] vAr2/QAIR = 4*220 " 7.297(Y/H) + °-214(vWh 2/QAIR >
o ' o
where is the ambient fluid velocity recorded at probe location
(c), Y is the distance above the exit ports of the air diffuser and
Vy is the plume water velocity measured at probe location (a).
The correlation coefficient for Eq. [6.13] was 0.932. The following
limits apply to Eq. [6.13]
[6.14] 0.456 < H < 0.912 (m)
[6.15] 0.01 < VA < 0.25 (m/s)
[6.16] 0.00348 < Qa i r < 0.00984 (m3/s)
o
[6.17] 0.029 < Y < 0.869 (m)
[6.18] 0.07 < Vw < 1.00 (m/s)
The application of Eq. [6.13] in calibration of the numerical 
model is discussed in Chapter 7.
6.10 Test Series 9, Velocity Profiles Through the Centre of Rotation 
The purpose of these tests was to obtain detailed velocity 
Profiles in a vertical section through the observed centre of
rotation. These velocity profiles were used to estimate the shear
stresses along the floor of the sump. The range of test variables is
given in Table 6.8. For a given flow condition, the velocity was 
recorded using the pitot-static probe/pressure transducer set up. The
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Table 6.8 Test Variables used in Determining Vertical Velocity Profiles
Variable Range
Water Depth Ratio, H/D 4, 6, 8
Floor Angle 0, 30, 45 degrees from the horizontal
Air Flowrate 3.76 to 10.10 l / s @ 20°C, 101.3 kPa
Pumping Scheme 5
t
Inlet Froude No., Vj/(gD)^*"* 0 to 1.06
245
velocities were measured with the pitot-tube resting on the bed, 10, 
30 and 50 mm above the bed and then at 50 mm increments, up to the 
free surface. A typical velocity profile is shown in Fig. 6.18. It 
was observed that the shape of the velocity profiles could be 
generalized to the shape shown in Fig. 6.19. The profile consisted of 
a uniform bottom velocity, v^, which extended from the bed to a 
point BB above the bed. The velocity then decreased linearly to zero 
at the centre of rotation. Above the centre of rotation the velocity 
changed direction and increased linearly to a point AA above the bed. 
The maximum velocity, v , occurred at this point. Above AA, the 
velocity decreased slightly to the surface^velocity, vguRFACE*
A dimensional analysis on the significant variables led to the 
formation of ten dimensionless numbers as shown in Table 6.9. The 
repeating variables were H and g. Correlation equations were developed 
to describe the shape of the velocity profile. These equations, as 
well as the correlation coefficient of each equation are also given in 
Table 6.9. These equations were used in the formulation of the 
numerical model.
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Table 6.9 Correlation Equations for Velocity Profiles
NAIR = QAIR /<h2' V * 5> '* Np “ Q / ( H 2-5s°-5) 5 = Hl,5g°’5/vf 5 N - v /(gH)0 ’5 ; Nfa - vb/(gH)0,5 ; N - floor angle, degrees ;
O F F J J
N * v, 
s 'sURFACE/<8U>°'5 ■ %  " BB/“ ! "FOR ' I “aa *
Variable Correlation Equation Correlation
Coefficient
SURFACE
N = -0.2A10 + 13.633N,Tn - 6.323N - 0.00121N + 0.633N„„n + 1.82 x 10_8N„ 
s AIR p 0 YCR H
0.952
N, ** -0.2514 + 14.378N - 7.154N - 0.000767N. + 0.618NW„D + 3.027 x lO 'V
j AIR p 0 YCR H
0.909
Nu = 0.0389 - 4.246N atd + 4.269N + 0.000269N„ - 0.1822NDD + 0.539N. 
b AIR p 0 BB j
0.895
BB N__ = 0.549 - 0.258N - 11.338N + 0.00297No - 1.240 x 10-7N„
oo AIK p a  n
0.827
AA NAA = 0.589 + 0.385N + 1.534N - 0.000945NQ + 0.575Nvnu + 1.372 x 10_8NnAA AIK p 0 YCK li
0.840
CHAPTER 7
NUMERICAL CALIBRATION, SENSITIVITY AND DESIGN APPLICATION
7.1 General
The purpose of this Chapter was to apply the experimental results 
to calibrate the numerical model and to test the sensitivity of the 
model to various calibration and design parameters. Design curves and 
application of the curves are discussed using a comprehensive design 
example. The program flow chart, complete program listing and a 
sample output are given in Appendix 1.
The numerical model was calibrated and tested for sensitivity to
the following parameters: (a) bubble radius, R^, (b) initial
plume width , Bq , ( c )  entrainment coefficient , a c , (d)
friction factors, f, (e) pump column drag coefficient, C^, and (f)
the location of the centre of rotation XCR and YCR. The changes in
the calibration parameters were used to determine the effect of a
change in a given parameter on (a) the total circulating flow within
the sump, (b) the air fractions at the bottom and top of the
diffuser plume, (c) the rate of growth of the plume with depth, and
(d) the shear stress along the horizontal portion of the wet well
floor. The design variables were (a) the fluid depth, H, (b) floor
slope, 0, (c) air flowrate, Q^IR » anc* pumping rate,
o
"p« The range of calibration values are given in Table 7.1. The
sensitivity tests were carried out with the following variables held 
constant:
249
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Table 7.1 Range of Calibration Parameters
Calibration Parameter Values Used in Sensitivity Analysis
Bubble Radius, R^ 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 cm
Initial Plume Width Ratio, Bq/R^ 2.2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 20, 30,, 40, 50
Entrainment Coefficient, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12, 0.13, 0.,14, 0.145
Friction Factors, f 0.02,
1
0.03, 0.04, 0..05
Pump Column Drag Coefficient, C^ 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
251
(a) fluid depth ratio, H/D = 8
(b) floor slope, 0 = 15°
(c) air number, = 0.00402
(d) pumping number, Np = 0.00603
7.2 Sensitivity to Diffuser Plume Parameters
In order to solve the plume equations given in Table 4.2, it is 
necessary to provide initialization values for the plume water 
velocity, plume width, and air fraction adjacent to the diffuser. An 
estimate for the air fraction adjacent to the diffuser can be obtained 
by rearranging Eq. [4.34], The resulting equation is a quadratic 
equation in a, given by
[7.1] a2 +  a(l - ^ / v w - Qa i r  /(WBVw »  + ...
‘’air /<wbV  - 0
o
Solution of the above equation depends on estimating the initial plume 
water velocity and plume width for a given air flowrate. Using the 
results of Test Series 8, it was possible to obtain a correlation 
equation for the plume water velocity
[7.2] Vw/(gH)0 *5 = 0.0438 + 0.3728(Y/H) + 3.4153QAIR /(H2,5g°*5)
3 ° 
where Vw is in m/s, QAIR in m /s, H in m and Y in m.
o
The correlation coefficient was 0.922. The distance above the 
diffuser, Y, where the calculations began was fixed at 0.001 m. In 
order to estimate the initial plume width, it was assumed that the 
plume width was proportional to the bubble radius. Obviously, to 
accommodate a two phase system, it was necessary to assume a plume
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width greater than 2R^. The lowest real positive root between 0.0 
and 1.0 obtained from Eq. [7.1] gave the initial estimate of a. 
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the effect of different bubble radii 
and initial plume widths on the growth of the plume. The ratio AB/H 
was obtained by dividing the predicted change in plume width between 
the diffuser and the surface by the total fluid depth. Positive 
values of AB/H indicate a widening of the plume as it approached the 
free surface, whereas negative AB/H ratios indicate decreasing plume 
widths. Negative values of AB/H are inconsistent with experimental 
observations. Therefore, a maximum bubble radius of 0.009 m can be
established from Fig. 7.1. From Fig. 7.2, it can be deduced that the
initial plume width should not exceed 0.09 m. This results in a plume 
width to bubble radius ratio of 10.0. The effect of the initial plume 
width on the initial estimate of the air fraction near the diffuser, 
and the resultant air fraction at the surface is shown in Fig. 7.3. 
The air fraction at the diffuser is strongly dependent on the plume 
width and decreases with increasing plume widths, i.e. dilution of the 
air. However, the effect of the initial plume width on the surface 
air fraction is minimal, indicating that other factors such as
entrainment or friction controlled the plume characteristics near the 
free surface.
The sensitivity to the entrainment coefficient, o l q , is 
shown in Figs. 7.A and 7.5. From Fig. 7.4, it is seen that AB/H 
increased as the entrainment increased. The plume expands as more
fluid is entrained. The surface air fraction obviously must decrease
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due to the effect of dilution. The reduction in surface air fraction 
with increasing entrainment is shown in Fig. 7.4. The effect of 
increased entrainment on the horizontal boundary shear stress is shown 
in Fig. 7.5. As the entrainment increased, the circulating flow 
decreased due to dilution effects, and hence, there was a reduction in 
boundary shear stress. The discontinuity in the vs. shear 
stress curve is due to a change in the drag coefficient on the pump 
columns as the circulating flow changed. As the entrainment 
increased, the pump column Reynolds number and the of the pump
columns decreased. The resultant decrease in pump column drag must be 
offset by the increase in the boundary shear resistance if equilibrium 
is to be maintained. The pump column can either increase or 
decrease depending on the value of the Reynolds number.
The ratio of the estimated circulating flow to the flow required 
for equilibrium is also plotted as a function of the entrainment 
coefficient on Fig. 7.5. The estimated circulating flow was 
calculated from the velocity profiles obtained in Test Series 9. For a 
specified air flowrate, pumping rate, fluid depth and floor angle, the 
velocity profile through the centre of rotation was defined using the 
equations given in Table 6.9. The bottom, surface and jet velocities 
were adjusted until continuity was satisfied. The flow passing below 
the centre of rotation was the summation of the circulating flow,
^WD> and the pump discharge, Qp, whereas above the centre of 
rotation only the circulating flow, passed through the
vertical section. This constituted the estimated circulating
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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flow. For a given test condition, the estimated circulating flow may 
not balance the conservation of angular momentum. The circulating 
flow required for equilibrium was obtained by increasing or decreasing 
the bottom, surface and jet velocities until a sufficient circulating 
flow was obtained which satisfied the conservation of angular 
momentum. From Fig. 7.5, it can be seen that for large entrainment 
coefficients the estimated flow to equilibrium flow ratio is large. 
Entrainment coefficients in the range of 0.08 to 0.12 appear to give 
reasonable estimates of the circulating flow required for equilibrium 
conditions.
The relationship between the entrainment coefficient, pump column 
drag coefficient and the estimated jet velocity is shown in Fig. 7.6. 
With increasing entrainment, dilution of the diffuser plume results in 
lower circulations, and hence, lower jet velocities. Decreasing jet 
velocities lower the effective pump column Reynolds number, and hence, 
Increase the C^. Figure 7.7 shows that as increases , the
shear stress on the boundary decreases since more resistance is taken 
UP by the pump columns. The boundary resistance must be less to 
maintain equilibrium. Figure 7.7 also shows that boundary shear 
stress increases linearly with the friction factor.
In order to select the entrainment coefficient and initial plume 
width which gave numerical values which coincided with physical 
measurements, it was necessary to estimate the air flux, 
given by Eq. [4.19] as
[7'31 ^AIR " < W < WB>
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For the above calculation, QA jR was taken as the air flowrate at
the diffuser, QAjR • Using the plume velocity data of Test
o
Series 8, it was possible to estimate the growth of the plume, dB/dy, 
by assuming that the plume width at the diffuser was 0.01 m. By using 
measured plume widths at the free surface, a mean plume growth rate, 
dB/dy, was obtained. At any elevation, y, above the diffuser, the 
width B, in Eq. [7.3] was calculated and for a measured air flowrate 
at the diffuser, the air flux was obtained. The air fraction at an 
elevation y above the diffuser was estimated from the more general 
equation for drift flux
[ 7 - 4 )  ^ A IR . f  “  -  « > " C V
where the exponent n was dependent on the bubble Reynolds number and
its terminal velocity, v^. Equation [4.25] gives
?^*5  ^  ^AIR, f " C1 “ AIR ~ a^ f
where and are given by Eqs. [4.19] and [4.18].
Equation [7.4] can then be rearranged to yield an expression for a 
as
[7*63 vb a (l -  a)11' 1 = Qa ir /(WB) -  aVw
The first term on the right hand side of the equation is the air flux. 
The water velocity, V^, was measured and the terminal rise 
Velocity was assumed to be 0.25 m/s. Equation [7.6] was solved for
a Tor n values of 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0. The procedure for the solution 
°T a. was by trial and error in incremental steps of 0.0001 between 
0*0 < ot < 1.0. Only one positive root between 0.0 and 1.0 for a
Was found for each air flux. In addition, the measured water
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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velocity, Vy, was increased by 5% to test the sensitivity of a 
to a given water velocity. The plume water velocity plots in Fig. 
6.17 are not uniform. The measured velocities were increased by 5% to 
account for the non-uniformity. The 5% increase in Vy had a very 
small effect on the calculated a value as given by Eq. [7.6].
A comparison plot of the measured air fraction for various air 
flowrates is given in Fig. 7.8. The numerical results were obtained 
for entrainment coefficients ranging from 0.08 to 0.14 and for a 
Bo^Bb ratio of 2.0. The fluid depth ratios, H/D, were varied 
from 4 to 8. In all cases, it is observed that the measured value was 
less than the value predicted by the numerical model. An entrainment 
coefficient, oc, of 0.12 was selected as the calibration value.
In order to improve the calibration of the model plume
Performance, a series of computer runs was made in which F0/Fb 
was varied, and was held constant at 0.12. The results are 
shown in Fig. 7.9. The distance between the horizontal slash marks 
along each curved line represents the range of measured air fractions 
at a given elevation above the diffuser and for a specified fluid 
depth. Finally, ®0/F-b “ 6.0 was selected as the calibrated
value. The possible error in the estimated a for a given
V Rb and fluid depth, H, is shown in Fig. 7.10. For 
^o^Rb “ 6, the error ranges from +3.5% to -11.5% over the
entire range of test depths. A bubble radius of 0.005 m was selected 
as the calibrated value.
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7.3 Calibration of the Friction Factors, f
In order to estimate the friction factor of the acrylic floor of 
the wet well, the velocity profiles obtained from Test Series 9 were 
used in conjunction with Eq. [6.1]. Since the condition of the bed 
was not known, i.e. whether smooth or rough, calculations for the bed 
shear stress were carried out assuming both smooth and rough bed 
conditions. For the smooth bed case, 30h/k in Eq. [6.1] was 
replaced by 9yU^/v^ which is Prandtl's constant of 
integration for flows over smooth walls. For the rough wall case, or 
quasi-rough wall case, the sand roughness , kg, was replaced by the 
thickness of the laminar boundary sublayer
[7.7] ks = 5 = 11.6 vf/U*
This provided for an upper limit for the estimation of the shear 
stress. The difference between the static and dynamic pressures in 
Eq. [6.1] was replaced with the product of the velocity head and the 
unit weight of the fluid
t7-81 PST - Po “ vb2 V < 2S>
where v^ is the point velocity measured at a distance y above the 
bed. in all cases, the velocity closest to the bed was measured at y 
* 0.003 m. Once the boundary shear stress was obtained from the 
modified form of Eq. [6.1], the friction factor was calculated from
t7*9] f = 8 Tb/pfvb2
The results of the friction factor calculations for the nine velocity 
Profiles measured in Test Series 9 are given in Table 7.2. The 
default calibration value for the friction factor was selected as the
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Table 7.2 Friction Factor Calculations
Bed Condition Mean Value for 
Friction Factor
Standard Deviation Number of Samples
Smooth 0.023 0.0074 9
Quasi-rough 0.035 0.0109 9
Smooth 
and 
Quasi-rough 
Data Combined
0.029 0.0107
1
18
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mean of the quasi-rough and smooth bed conditions, f = 0.029. In the 
model, the bed conditions were considered to be smooth except for the 
case when deposited sediments were on the floor.
Using the Moody friction factor diagram, the minimum Reynolds 
number for fully-turbulent, rough flow, with f a 0.029 is 
approximately 2.7 x 10^. If the Reynolds number is defined as a 
function of the velocity adjacent to the sump floor, v^, and the 
total depth, H, i.e.
[7.10] H/Vf
then no correction for the friction factor is required if the 
prototype Reynolds number exceeds 2.7 x 10^, since f is no longer 
a function of NR. The prototype Reynolds number and relative 
roughness may increase or decrease the friction factor to be used in 
the numerical model.
7.4 Sensitivity of the System Dynamics to the Centre of Rotation
The total angular momentum, and kinetic energy of the system were 
calculated for a specific location of the centre of rotation. In 
order to investigate the sensitivity of the system dynamics to the 
location of the centre of rotation, the coordinates of the centre of
rotation (X, Y), were changed and the kinetic energy and angular 
momentum were recalculated for the same air flowrate, pumping rate, 
depth and floor slope. The change in coordinates were made in steps 
°f 10% of the length x, and 10% of the depth y.
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The angular momentum of the system was calculated from
[7.11] AM =  P f  J £xv dV
where AM is the total angular momentum and
[7.12] rxv = (r)(vt) , and
[7.13] dV = r(d 9)(dr)(W)
where vt is the tangential velocity of the flow at a distance r 
from the centre of rotation. The term r(d0)(dr)(W) represents an 
incremental volume of the fluid at a distance r from the centre of 
rotation. The integration of Eq. [7.11] was carried out over the same 
15 elements that were used for the determination of the side wall 
shear as discussed in Chapter 4.5.6. For volume elements in which 
both plug flow and solid body rotation apply, the integration of Eq.
[7.11] yields
f7-141 “ element * Of W “  *t tr23/3 ' rl3/12l
rl
For elements in which only solid body rotation applies, 
integration of Eq. [7.11] yields
l7-15l “ element = Of W “  vt
rl
The following parameters were held constant during the angular 
momentum and kinetic energy sensitivity calculations
(a) Rb = 0.005 m
(b) H = 0.912 m (H/D
(c) B0/Rb = 6 . 0
(d) ac = 0.12
(e) 9 = 30°
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(f) Qa i r 0 = °«015 m3/s
(g) Qp - 0.010 m^/s, and
(h) f * 0.029
The sensitivity to the angular momentum is shown in Fig. 7.11. 
The numbers are non-dimensionalized by dividing with the angular 
momentum of the reference centre of rotation. The coordinates of the 
reference centre of rotation are given by the calibration Eqs [6.10] 
and [6.11]. The angular momentum increases as the y component of the 
centre of rotation increases, and conversely, decreases as the y
component decreases. There appears to be little change along any line
of constant y component of the centre of rotation.
The kinetic energy of an incremental fluid volume with a uniform 
velocity is given by 
[7.16] KE - ~  m fv2
where KE is the kinetic energy of a mass of fluid, m^, flowing with
a uniform velocity v. For a small element of fluid, Eq. [7.16] can be 
expressed as
[7'171 ^element " °-5 Pf > “  / + vr2>rdr
where r(dr)(A0)W represents an incremental volume and v and
vr are the tangential and radial components of the mean velocity 
v. Integration of Eq. [7.17], similar to the integration of the
angular momentum, will yield equations for the same 15 elements used 
in the calculation of the side wall shear stress. For elements with 
both plug flow and solid body rotation, integration yields
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[7.18] KEelement - j  Pf W  A6(vt 2/(coS<,)2)(r22 - 2 rj2 )
r2
where <J> is the angle between the tangential and mean velocity 
vectors. For elements with solid body rotation only
17’191 ^element - i W 49 vl2 rl2
Figure 7.12 shows the dimensionless kinetic energy ratios 
obtained. As in the case of the angular momentum ratios, the kinetic 
energy increases with distance above the bed. The kinetic energy also 
appears to be more sensitive to the x coordinate of the centre of 
rotation than does the angular momentum. As the x coordinate 
increases, the kinetic energy of the system increases. The 
calculations for the angular momentum and kinetic energy of the system 
were made to investigate if, under given operating conditions, the 
location of the centre of rotation corresponded to the minimum kinetic 
energy and/or angular momentum. It appears from Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 
that it is not true. The angular momentum appears to increase along a 
line from the centre of rotation to the upper left hand corner of the 
sump, whereas minimum kinetic energy appears to be on a line from the 
centre of rotation to the lower left hand corner, near the diffuser. 
Both of the lines along which minimization or maximization occur are 
large radial distances from the centre of rotation, and these large 
radial distances control the solution of Eqs. [7.14], [7.15], [7.18]
and [7.19].
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The variations in the shear stress on the horizontal and inclined 
portions of the wet well floor are shown in Fig. 7.13 and Fig. 7.14, 
respectively. Figure 7.13 shows that at any point of constant y, the 
shear stress on the horizontal plane is constant. This is expected 
since the flow passing below the centre of rotation is constant, and 
the velocity component parallel to the floor varies inversely with the 
radial distance to the centre of the floor.
The variation in the shear stress on the inclined part of the wet 
well floor is not as consistent as the shear stress on the horizontal 
portion of the floor, as shown in Fig. 7.14. Iso-shear stress lines 
indicate
(a) for a constant y, the shear stress increases as the x 
coordinate of the centre of rotation increases, and
(b) for a constant x coordinate, the maximum shear stress 
decreases as the y coordinate increases or decreases with 
respect to the default, measured location of the centre of 
rotation.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 do not illustrate the exact shear stress 
experienced by the wet well floor, because each different location for 
the centre of rotation is the result of a unique air flowrate and 
pumping rate. The data presented are based on a constant air flowrate 
end pumping rate for all of the locations shown. It can be concluded 
from Figs. 7.13 and 7.14 that:
(a) the shear stress exerted on the wet well floor varied with 
location of the centre of rotation
(b) a 10% change in either the Y coordinate or the X coordinate 
had significantly more than 10% effect on the magnitude of 
the shear stress developed, and
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(c) changes in sump geometry or operating conditions showed 
greater effects on the shear stress on the inclined portion 
of the wet well floor than on the horizontal portion.
7.5 Additional Correlation Parameters
After adjusting the diffuser plume variables, R^,
Bo ^ b  anc* °t* was observed that the numerical program
still did not converge in "one-pass1'. Convergence was assumed to be
satisfied when the driving torques and the resisting torques in the
angular momentum equation for the system were within 1% of each other.
After one pass of the numerical program, the applied torques generally
exceeded the resisting torques, i.e. the resisting forces were being
underestimated. All of the terms in the angular momentum equation
were subsequently re-examined to determine where deficiencies in the
approach or assumptions, could have occurred. The following
corrections were subsequently applied:
(a) The friction factor for the rear wall of the sump, adjacent 
to the diffuser, was increased from 0.029 to 0.035 to 
account for higher friction which would be generated between 
the wall and the highly turbulent air/water plume.
(b) The drag coefficient on the upper quarter of the pump 
columns was increased by 20% and the jet velocity, Vj,
was used as an impact velocity over the same area. The jet 
velocity was increased further by dividing with (1 - a) 
where a is the air fraction of the uppermost plume element. 
These corrections account for the higher drag force due to:
(i) surging of the flow near the surface and adjacent to 
the pump columns
(ii) uncertainties due to the effect of the air on C,a
(iii) non-uniformities in the impact velocity profile
(iv) constriction and side wall effects, and 
(v) wave resistance effects.
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(c) The predicted rise in the free surface above the diffuser 
was adjusted by dividing with (1 - a) to account for the 
uncertainties due to air fraction, and air fraction 
distribution, and also to bring the predicted rise in the 
free surface into line with the observed rise. The observed 
rise was correlated to other variables as given below
[7.20] AH - H(0.033 + 7.816QAIR /(H2,5g°*5) + ...
o
1.197 x 10"8 (H1*5g0,5/v))
The correlation coefficient for Eq. [7.20] was 0.940.
(d) The predicted shear stress on the horizontal and inclined 
portions of the wet well floor was increased by 10% to 
account for surface roughness and turbulence effects.
(e) All other corrections were applied to the torque due to the 
weight of the fluid which was displaced above the free 
surface due to the momentum of the plume, as shown in 
Fig. 4.10. The torque, T^m was multiplied with a correction 
factor Cf. The range and use of the Cf correction factor 
factor-are discussed in the next subsection.
 ^  ^ C^ ., Final Calibration
Several uncertainties exist in the theory and these uncertainties 
resulted in calibration error. Assuming that the physical 
measurements introduced no calibration error, a correction factor, 
Cf» was introduced and applied to the term T ^  in the angular 
momentum equation. This parameter accounted for discrepencies due to:
(a) assuming uniform air fraction and water velocity 
distributions within the plume,
(b) uncertainties about the forces generated when the plume 
reached the free surface and turned through a 90° angle to 
spread out horizontally,
(c) the effect of air fraction on the drag force generated by 
the pump columns,
(d) forces generated at the point of interaction between the 
air induced circulating flow and the incoming sump flow,
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( e )  n e g le c tin g  th e  e f f e c t  o f  sediment c o n c e n tra tio n  on f lu id  
v e lo c i t ie s  and f lu id  p r o p e r t ie s ,
( f )  e r ro rs  in  the  assumed h y d ro s ta t ic  fo rc e  d is t r ib u t io n s ,  
p a r t ic u la r ly  on the  re a r  w a ll  a d ja c e n t to  the d i f fu s e r  
plume and on the  f lo o r  o f  the sump d i r e c t ly  below the plume, 
and
(g )  drag on th e  d i f fu s e r .
The above m entioned p o in ts  in d ic a te  th a t  the m ajor u n c e r ta in t ie s  
w ith  resp ec t to  the num erica l model a re  g e n e ra lly  r e la te d  to  the plume 
c h a r a c te r is t ic s .  T h e re fo re , th e  c o rre c t io n  fa c to r  was a p p lie d  
to  th e  term  T Am.
In  o rd er to  e s ta b lis h  the range o f v a lu e s , the num erical 
program was executed 81 tim es under d i f f e r e n t  te s t  c o n d itio n s . The 
r e s u lt in g  va lu e s  th a t  p rov ided  e q u ilib r iu m  between the  d r iv in g  
and r e s is t in g  torques were reco rd ed . The range o f te s t  co n d itio n s  was 
made as la rg e  as p o s s ib le  so th a t  a l l  p o ss ib le  o p e ra t in g . c o n d itio n s  
were a n a ly ze d . Table  7 .3  g ives  the range o f  v a r ia b le s  and constants  
fo r  which va lu e s  were d eterm ined . F ig u re s  7 .1 5 , 7 .1 6  and 7 .1 7  
show the range o f va lu e s  o b ta in ed  fo r  H/D r a t io s  o f 4 , 6 and 8 , 
r e s p e c t iv e ly . Two d is t in c t  tren d s  are  n o tic e d  in  the d a ta :
(a )  the g e n e ra l shape o f  the  curves is  p a ra b o lic , i . e .  as the  
a i r  number in c re a s e s , in c re a s es  to  some maximum, then  
decreases w ith  continued In c re a s e  in  and
(b )  fo r  a s p e c if ic  pumping number, Np, as 9 in c re a s e s , Cf 
decreases to  some minimum C^, then  continues to  in c re a s e .
The fo llo w in g  c o r r e la t io n  eq u a tio n  was developed between and
o th e r v a r ia b le s :
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Table 7.3 Range of Variables for Determination
V aria b le Range
tocoH
Floor Slope (degrees)
A ir  Number, N -  QArR /(H 5 /2 g1 /2 )
o
Pumping Number, N^ = Q / (H ^ ^ g ^ ^ )
Wet W ell Length to Depth R atio , L/H 
Depth R atio , H/D
Bo/Rb
0 , 15, 30, 40, 45 
0.00020 to 0.03411  
0.00 to 0.02274 
1 .580 , 2 .107, 3.160  
4, 6 , ,8  
6.0
a. 0.12
*b
Width R atio , W/L
0.005 m 
0.475
V
al
ue
•  0.0000 
■  0 .0 0 6 8  
0 .0 1 8 2
1 .6 0
1 .5 0
F lo o r  Angle
1 .4 0
1 .3 0
301.20
1.10
1 .00
0 .9 0 k15
30.15
0 .8 0
0 .7 0
24 2816 3212
/< H 2 - 5g ° - 5 -3AIR
F ig . 7 .1 5  V a lue  P re d ic te d  from  N um erica l Model fo r  
L/H  = 3 .1 6 0  and H/D = 4 .0
282
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V
a
l
u
e
4-)
•  0.0000 
■  0 .0 0 2 5
-}- 0 .0 1 2 4
.6 0
F lo o r  Angle
1.40
40
40
.20
■40
30
1.00
'30
0 .8 0
0.0160 .008 0.0(20 .0 0 4
/ / tt2 .5  0 .5 .
A IR  /< H  ® >o
F ig . 7 .1 6  V alue P re d ic te d  from  N um erica l Model fo r  
L /H  = 2 .107  and H /D  = 6 . 0
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0 .0 0 0 0
0.0012
0 .0 060
F lo o r Angle.50
1.30
’45
30
1.10 45
0 .9 0
0 0 .0 0 60.002 0 .0 0 4
. , 2 . 5  0 .5 .
AIR / ( H  *  >o
F ig . 7 .1 7  V alue P re d ic te d  from N um erical Model fo r  
L/H  = 1 .5 8 0  and H/D = 8 . 0
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[7 .2 1 ]  Cf = Cf +  A( 1 +  +  ~  eDlT* +  Ee FU1) • • •
o
( tt3G +  H ) ( tt6I )
where:
cf
o
= 1.705
A = - 1 .4 7 7
B = - 1 1 . 4 0
C = 4 5 0 .0
D = - 0 . 1 8
E = 0 .7 3
F -  0 .04
G = 0 .4 8
H = 0 .28
I = - 0 . 0 8 ,  and
V  *2* ir3 and Ug are dimensionless variables given
[ 7 .2 2 ] iTj = 0, inclined floor angle, degrees
[ 7 .2 3 ]
n 2  = NAIR = QAIR  8  ^ ^
o
[ 7 .2 4 ] *3 = Np = V < h 5 /2 S1 /2 )
[ 7 .2 5 ] tt6 -  L /H
The c o r r e la t io n  c o e f f ic ie n t  fo r  Eq. [7 .2 1 ]  was 0 .8 8 8  and the
observed mean v a lu e  o f  was 1 .2 1 .
7 .7  Comments on th e  M agnitudes o f V a rio u s  Terms in  the A ngular 
Momentum E q u atio n
The r e la t iv e  m agnitudes o f v a rio u s  term s which make up the
balance  in  a n g u la r momentum a re  g iv e n  in  T ab les  7 .4  and 7 .5 .  For the
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Table 7.4 Magnitudes of Angular Momentum Terms
R esisting  Torques Value (Nm) %
Shear Stress on In c lin e d  
P art o f Wet W ell F loor
0.042 0 .21
Shear Stress on H o rizo n ta l 
P art o f  Wet W ell F loor
0.033 0 .16
Shear Stress on Rear W all 0.714 3.60
Pump Column Drag 1.388 7.00
Side W all Shear Stress 0.050 0.25
l
AF 0.146 0.74
15.225 76.84
4Pb ’1
<
1.575 7.95
Angular Momentum Crossing 
System Boundary
0.641 3.24
I  19.814 99.99
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fo llo w in g  te s t  c o n d it io n s , Tab le  7 .4  shows the v a lu e s  o f  th e  r e s is t in g  
to rque  te rm s, whereas T ab le  7 .5  shows the v a lu e s  o f  the  d r iv in g  torque  
te rm s.
H/D = 6 
L /H  = 2 .107  
W/L = 0 .475  
0 = 3 0 °
NAIR = ° * 00248 
Np m 0 .00248
V Rb -  6*°  
=  0 .12
R^ = 0 .0 0 5  m
The h y d ro s ta t ic  to rq u e  due to  th e  w e ig h t o f  w a te r above th e  fre e  
su rface  as a r e s u l t  o f  the momentum o f  the  plum e, ^ m» 
c o n s t itu te s  ap p ro x im ate ly  77% o f  th e  r e s is t in g  to rq u e . The t o t a l  
r e s is t in g  shear from a l l  sump b o u n d arie s , f lo o r ,  s ide  w a l l  and re a r  
w a l l ,  c o n s t itu te s  4 .22% , and pump column d ra g , 7%. H y d ro s ta tic  
fo rc e s , AF, T ^  and APg account fo r  85.53% o f  a l l  the  re s is ta n c e .  
Torque due to  the  n e t f lo w  o f  a n g u la r momentum across the  
system boundaries  is  3.24% . The s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  the  c o r re c t io n  
fa c to r  becomes v e ry  ap p aren t when the c o n tr ib u t io n  o f  each r e s is t in g  
fo rc e  i s  considered  w ith  re sp ec t to  th e  t o t a l  r e s is t in g  to rq u e .
The h y d ro s ta t ic  bubble fo rc e s  c o n s t itu te  ap p ro x im a te ly  92% o f the  
d r iv in g  torque in  th e  system . The o th e r  8% i s  su p p lied  by the  
h y d ro s ta t ic  fo rc e  c re a te d  by the r is e  in  the  fre e  s u rfa c e , AH.
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7.8 Momentum Correction Factors
During the fo rm u la tio n  o f the angu lar momentum e q u a tio n , the  
momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to r  appears in  the l in e a r  momentum ba lance , 
which i s  used to  es tim ate  the fo rc e  re q u ire d  to r e d ire c t  the  
c ir c u la t in g  f lo w , AF. Using the exp erim en ta l v e lo c ity  p r o f i le s  
obtained in  Test S eries  9 , i t  was p o s s ib le  to  es tim ate  momentum 
c o rre c tio n  fa c to rs  fo r  flow s both above and below the cen tre  o f  
r o ta t io n . The g en era l d e f in i t io n  o f the momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to r  is
[7 .2 6 ]  0 = /  v2 dA/V2A
where v is  the v e lo c ity  o f  an elem ent w ith  a flo w  area  o f dA, and V is  
the mean v e lo c ity  passing through the t o t a l  flo w  area A. For d is c re te  
flo w  a re a s , Eq. [7 .2 6 ]  may be expressed as
[7 .2 7 ]  0 =* I  v 2A /V 2A
i - 1
where n is  the number o f d is c re te  f lu id  tubes . The v e lo c ity  p r o f i le s  
were d is c re t iz e d  in to  14, 20 and 21 v e r t ic a l  s t r ip s  fo r  H/D r a t io s  o f  
4, 6 and 8 re s p e c tiv e ly  and used in  Eq. [ 7 .2 7 ] .  C o rre la t io n  equations  
were d e rived  fo r  the flo w  areas above and below the cen tre  o f  
r o ta t io n , using d i f fe r e n t  dim ensionless v a r ia b le s . The equations  
g iven  below re s u lte d  in  the h ighest c o r re la t io n  c o e f f ic ie n ts .  For the 
flow  a rea  above the cen tre  o f  ro ta t io n
[7 .2 8 ] 0TQp -  1 .922 +  6.167N g -  5 .3 4 1 ^  -  0.997NR
fo r  the flo w  area below the cen tre  o f  r o ta t io n
[7 .2 9 ] 0BOT -  1.135 +  15.249Na ir  +  0.000699NQ . . .
-3 .2 0 4 N b -  0.548NBB +  0.461N R +  5 .891 x 10~8Ny
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where the  d im ensionless numbers are  described  in  the  Nom enclature, 
The c o r r e la t io n  c o e f f ic ie n ts  fo r  Eqs. [7 ,2 8 ]  and [7 .2 9 ]  were 0 ,86 7  and 
0 ,9 4 1 - re s p e c t iv e ly . The ranges fo r  BT0P and ^BOT* ob tained  
from Test S e rie s  9 , were
[7 .3 0 ]  1 ,17  < &J0P < 1 *68 , and
[7 .3 1 ]  1 .04  < 0 ^  < 1 .25
Tab le  7 .6  g ives  the  equations fo r  the momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to rs  
fo r  the d e fa u lt  v e lo c ity  p r o f i le s  as shown in  F ig . 6 .1 9 . Both the  
exp erim en ta l and observed momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to rs , as p re d ic te d  by 
Eqs. [ 7 .2 8 ] ,  [7 .2 9 ]  and from Table 7 .6 ,  were c a lc u la te d  in  the
program. The s e n s i t iv i t y  o f  the momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to r  to changes 
in  v a rio u s  design  param eters is  discussed in  S ectio n  7 .9 .
7 .9  C losure on S e n s it iv i ty
The g e n e ra l s e n s it iv i t y  tren d s  a re  summarized in  Table 7 .7 .  
Based upon a l l  o f  the num erical ru n s , the  s e n s i t iv i t y  o f  a param eter 
was judged to  be o f r e la t iv e ly  low  s e n s i t iv i t y ,  medium s e n s i t iv i t y ,  
high s e n s i t iv i t y  o r no e f f e c t .  The changes in  the num erical va lu es  
fo r  the param eter a re  a lso  recorded in  th is  t a b le .  The B-jQp and 
BgoT r a t io s  are  the r a t io s  o f  the momentum c o rre c tio n  
fa c to r  fo r  the d e fa u lt  v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  to  the  momentum 
c o rre c t io n  fa c to r  based on the observed v e lo c ity  p r o f i le s .  F igures  
7 .1 8  and 7 .1 9  show how P-joP and ®B0T were a ffe c te d  by 
changes in  the en tra inm ent c o e f f ic ie n t  and the pump column drag 
c o e f f ic ie n t .  The assumed v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  g e n e ra lly  underestim ated  
the momentum c o rre c tio n  fa c to r  fo r  the flo w  passing above the cen tre
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Table 7.6 Calculation of Momentum Correction Factors
BTOP *  {A +  B +  (C ) (D ) (E )  +  F 2/G }/H
w here:
A = Rx v ^ / 3
B ■ ^SURFACE -  V 2 <R23 -  ~  V ' 1
C "  (v SURFACE -  Vj ) / ( R 2 -  V 2 
D = Vj  R2 VSURFACE R1
« - R22 - « l 2
F — v  R — v  Rj  2 SURFACE 1
G =  R2 -  
H = V2 R2
h .
R, = AA -  H 
R2 = H -  YCR
V = ° * 5 Vj  +  "SURFACE CH '  A A )/{2 (H  -  YCR)}
SBOT = (A +  B> / C
w here:
A = vb 2 R1/3
B "  vb 2 (R2 ~ V
c = v 2 R2
Rx = YCR -  BB 
R2 = YCR
V = v. (BB +  YCR) /  (2YCR) b
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Table 7.7 Overall Sensitivity Trends*'^
Parameter
Variable
Surface
Air
Fraction
AB/li
th Ti VSURFACE VJ B T O P  Ratio « w Rati0
Bubble Radius, V V L L L L L L
deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. incr.
B /R. V V H M M H L 1
o  D
deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. incr.
V V V V V V V V
I
1
deer. lncr. deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. lncr.
1
1
f L N/C V V 11 H L L
lncr. lncr. lncr. deer. <}ecr. deer. lncr.
Pump Column H/C H/C V V V V V V
Drag Coefficient deer. deer. deer. deer. deer. lncr.
*Trend Is specified when the variable In the left hand column Is Increased.
2
U/C denotes no change; L denotes low sensitivity; 11 denotes medium sensitivity; V denotes very sensitive; incr. means parameter 
value increases; deer, means parameter value decreases.
cj
•u
ea)•H
CJ•HH-l
<4-1<U
OO
£50£0J-i
Q
3
S
3•HO
CJ
cu
B
3.
P-i
5 .0 0 .1 5
0 .1 4
4 .5
0 .1 3
0.12
3 .5
0.11
3 .0 0.10
0 .0 9
2 .5
0 .0 8
« 0 .0 0 5  m 
BQ/R b »• 10 
f  = 0 .0 4
2 .0
0 .0 7
1 .5
H/D = 8
1 .0
Natt, = 0 .004 02  AIR
N = 0 .00603
0 .5
CJ
0 .9 4  0 .9 5  0 .9 6  0 .9 7  0 .9 8  0 .9 9  1 .0 0
(BTOP f rom Assumed V e lo c ity  P r o f i l e ) / ( B TOp from  Measured V e lo c ity  P r o f i le )
F ig . 7 .1 8  6TOp R a tio s
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X)
•Uc
a)•H
CJ•H
4^0)
<3
60
to
Q
3t-Ha
a,B3
fU
5 .0
= 0 .0 0 5  m
Bo/R b = 10 
f  = 0 .0 4
4 .5
4 .0 H/D » 8
15
3 .5 Natt, = 0 .00402  AIR
N = 0 .00603
0 .1 6
0 .1 53 .0
0 .1 4
2 .5
0 .1 3
2 .0
0.12
1 .5
0.11
1 .0 0.10
0 .0 9
0 .0 8
0 .8 5  0 .9 0  0 .9 5  1 .0 0  1 .0 5  1 .1 0  1 .1 5  1 .2 0  1 .2 5  1 .3 0
u
(S.BOT from Assumed V e lo c ity  P r o f i l e )  /  (8^,,™ from  Measured V e lo c ity  P r o f i le )BOT
F ig . 7 .19  8B0T R atios
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o f r o ta t io n ,  whereas th e  r a t io  appears to  be u n ifo rm ly
d is t r ib u te d  w ith in  ± 20% o f 1 .0 .  The fo llo w in g  ranges were observed  
fo r  the range o f  te s t  va lu es  g iv e n  in  Tab le  7 .1 .
[7 .3 2 ]  0 .9 4 4  < 3TOp R a tio  < 0 .997
[7 .3 3 ]  0 .871  < pB0T R a tio  < 1.251
The e f f e c t  o f  a change in  the  momentum c o rre c t io n  fa c to r  on the
o v e r a l l  ba lance o f  a n g u la r momentum would be v e ry  s m a ll. The momentum
c o r re c t io n  fa c to r  is  in c lu d ed  in  the AF fo rc e  c a lc u la t io n , and i t ,  
as shown in  Table  7 .4 ,  c o n s t itu te s  o n ly  0.74% o f the t o t a l  r e s is t in g  
to rq u e .
7 .1 0  Range o f Design Param eters
The u lt im a te  g o al o f  the  num erical model was to  prepare a g en e ra l 
fo rm u la tio n  o f  the  a e ra te d  sump model so th a t  a v a r ie ty  o f  design  
s tra te g ie s  could be te s te d  w ith o u t p h y s ic a l m o d e llin g  o f  the  system. 
In  th is  su b sec tio n , graphs are  prepared  to  genera te  a number o f  
d i f f e r e n t  sump o p e ra tin g  c o n d itio n s  which w i l l  produce the necessary  
boundary shear s tres ses  to  scour, resuspend, o r  p reven t the d e p o s itio n  
o f  a s p e c if ie d  p a r t ic le .  A p p lic a t io n  and design  methodology w i l l  be 
discussed in  S ec tio n  7 .1 1 .
Using th e  c a l ib r a t io n  va lu es  discussed in  the  p rev io u s  
su b sectio n s , the num erica l program was used to  determ ine the  shear 
s tres ses  produced on th e  h o r iz o n ta l and in c l in e d  p o rtio n s  o f  the wet 
w e ll  f lo o r  fo r  a g ive n  f lo o r  a n g le , a i r  f lo w r a te , pumping r a te  and 
f lu id  depth . Design va lu e s  were generated  fo r  the range o f  o p e ra tin g  
c o n d itio n s  shown in  T ab le  7 .3 .  R es u lts  a re  p lo t te d  in  terms o f  u s e fu l
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dim ensionless design  param eters , as shown in  F ig u res  7 .2 0 , 7 .2 1 , 7 .2 2 ,  
7 .2 3 , 7 .2 4  and 7 .2 5 . The d im ension less design  param eters a re :
(a )  f lo o r  slope
(b )  a i r  number
(c )  pumping number, and
(d )  le n g th  to  depth  r a t io
When a l l  the above param eters are  s p e c if ie d  or s e le c te d , the  
dim ensionless shear s tre s s  number, t^ , can be o b ta ined  from
[7 .3 4 ]  tn = t/ ( pf gH)
where t is  the shear s tre s s  generated along the h o r iz o n ta l or 
in c l in e d  p o rt io n  o f the f lo o r .
F ig u res  7 .2 0 , 7 .2 1  and 7 .2 2  a re  the p lo ts  fo r  the h o r iz o n ta l  
shear s tre s s  numbers, whereas F ig s . 7 .2 3 , 7 .2 4  and 7 .2 5  are  fo r  the  
in c l in e d  shear s tre s s  numbers. For any design  va lu e s  o f  f lo o r  s lope, 
le n g th  to depth r a t io  o r pumping number, shear s tre s s  numbers can be 
in te rp o la te d  between a p p ro p ria te  graphs.
Once the shear s tre s s  generated under g ive n  o p era tin g  c o n d itio n s  
i s  known, the  behaviour o f  d i f f e r e n t  types o f p a r t ic le s  can be 
in v e s t ig a te d . Using the v s . dg p lo t  o f  S te lc z e r  (1 9 8 1 )
a s shown in  F ig . 7 .2 6 , i t  i s  p o ss ib le  to determ ine the range o f  
p a r t ic le  d iam eters  which w i l l  be scoured fo r  a g iven  shear s tre s s . An 
envelope o f a l l  o f  th e  d a ta  has been superimposed onto S te lc z e r 's  
d a ta . T h is  envelope is  broad, but g ive s  an in d ic a t io n  o f the  
re la t io n s h ip  between tc and dg fo r  a wide v a r ie ty  o f  flume  
and f i e l d  d a ta . The curves r e f le c t  the degree o f  u n c e r ta in ty  in
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c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  d e te rm in a tio n . F o r a s p e c if ie d  c r i t i c a l  shear 
s tre s s , th e re  e x is ts  a range o f  p a r t ic le  s iz e s  which can be scoured. 
C o n verse ly , fo r  a s p e c if ic  p a r t ic le  d ia m e te r , th e re  i s  some minimum 
shear s tre s s  w hich is  re q u ire d  to  i n i t i a t e  m otion  and some upper l i m i t  
beyond which scouring  is  a b s o lu te ly  c e r ta in .  Fo r a g iv e n  p a r t ic le  
d ia m e te r , the upper and lo w er shear s tre s s  l i m i t s  were o b ta in ed  from  
the envelope in  F ig . 7.26. For a known f l u i d  d ep th , the shear s tre s s  
number, as g iv e n  by Eq. [7.34] could  be c a lc u la te d  by assuming th a t  
and x were e q u a l. Then, fo r  a g iv e n  p a r t ic le  d iam e te r and 
f lu id  d e p th , an upper and lo w er l i m i t  fo r  th e  shear s tre s s  number was 
o b ta in e d . Using th e  a u x i l ia r y  sca le  o f  F ig .  3.2, (dg/v) 
(0.1(Sg -  1) gdg)®*^, and assuming a s p e c if ic  g r a v ity  o f  
2*65, a s e r ie s  o f  curves fo r  v a r io u s  L /H  r a t io s  were g e n e ra te d . These 
r e la t e  the  shear s tre s s  number to  th e  d im en s io n less  g r a in  s iz e  
Param eter as shown in  F ig . 7.27. The d im ens ion less  g r a in  s iz e  
Param eter i s  p lo t te d  on the  y -a x is  and th e  shear s tre s s  number is  
P lo tte d  on the  x - a x is .  Three curves fo r  L /H  eq u a l to  1.580, 2.107 and 
3*160 a re  drawn. These curves a re  based on th e  shear s tre s s  p re d ic te d  
from the S h ie ld s  c u rv e . The la r g e r  o u ts id e  envelope o f  d a ta  is  based 
°n  the  envelope o f  shear s tre s s  g iv e n  in  F ig .  7.26. A g a in , i t  can be 
noted th a t  th e re  is  a broad range o f  v a lu e s , even fo r  one s p e c if ie d  
W H r a t i o .  I t  appears th a t  S h ie ld s ' curve w i l l  not r e s u lt  in  gross  
er r o r s ,  as h is  curve f i t s  w e ll  w i th in  th e  range o f  known d a ta . The 
use o f  F ig .  7.27 i s  d iscussed in  S e c tio n  7.11.
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CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO 
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL /
UNION (see Simons & S enturk, 1 9 7 /)
-  14
-  12 
-  10MEDIUM GRAVEL
L /H
1 .5 8 0
FINE GRAVEL
■2.107VERY FINE GRAVEL
3 .1 6 0
to
VERY COARSE 
SAND
o
COARSE SAND
.to 0 .5
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SAND
FINE SANI
0 .1VERY
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SAND
COARSE
SILT
5 4 3 10 2
D im ensionless Shear S tre s s , tn  = r /(p g H )
F*f
s * 7 .2 7  R e la tio n s h ip  Between D im ensionless Shear S tre ss  and
D im ensionless G ra in  S ize  fo r  L /H  «= 1 .5 8 0 ;  2 .1 0 7  and 3 .1 6 0
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The f in a l  u n c e r ta in ty  in  the design process e x is ts  in  the  
confidence which is  placed upon the boundary shear s tre ss  p re d ic te d  by 
the num erical m odel. F ig u re  7 .2 8  i l lu s t r a t e s  a p lo t  o f  a l l  the va lues  
obta ined from num erical ru n s . The h o r iz o n ta l a x is  has the  
c o rre c tio n  fa c to r  which r e s u lts  in  an e r ro r  in  the s o lu tio n  o f the  
angu lar momentum equation  o f  le s s  than 1%. T h is  va lue  can be
considered to  be the va lu e  w h ic h 're s u lts  in  a convergence e r ro r  
o f le s s  than 1% a f t e r  one pass o f the num erical program. The v e r t ic a l  
a x is  has the fa c to r  p re d ic te d  by Eq. [7 .2 1 ]  fo r  the same
o p era tin g  c o n d itio n s . The s o lid  45° l in e  represents  a p e rfe c t  
c o r r e la t io n . O bviously , as one moves away from the l i n e ,  the e r ro r  in  
the fa c to r ,  and hence, the p re d ic te d  boundary shear s tre s s ,
In c re a s es . Twenty random p o in ts , in c lu d in g  the  maximum o u t l ie r s ,  were 
selected  to es tim ate  the le v e l  o f  confidence in  the p re d ic te d  boundary 
shear s tre s s . The se lec ted  p o in ts  are  " s ta rre d "  in  F ig . 7 .2 8 . The 
num erical program was executed to determ ine the boundary shear 
stresses using the "convergent" va lu e  and the va lu e
P red ic ted  by Eq. [7 .2 1 ] .  The r e s u lts  are shown in  F ig . 7 .2 9 . The 
re la t io n s h ip  is  p lo tte d  nondim ensionally  in  terms o f:
Cfo p t/C fe q n ’ and
(b ) x / xlo p t' eqn
where 
C
fo p t and Topt  are the and x values corresponding to
the convergent" s o lu t io n , and C , and a re  the andfeqn eqn f
T va lues corresponding to  the c o r r e la t io n  eq u a tio n , Eq. [7 .2 1 ] .  The
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fe
qn
L /H  R a tio  
o 1 .5 8 01 .6 0
□  2 .1 0 7  
•  3 .1 6 01 .5 0
1 .4 0
1 .3 0
1.20
1.10
1.00
0 .9 0
0.80 " S ta rre d "  v a lu es  a re  used 
fo r  co n fid en ce  l im i t s  
(s e e  F ig .  7 .2 9 )
N ote:
0 .7 0
0 .6 0
0 .5 0
0 .5 0  0 .6 0  0 .7 0  0 .8 0  0 .9 0  1 .0 0  1 .1 0  1 .2 0  1 .3 0  1 .4 0  1 .5 0  1 .
Jfo p t
F ig . 7 .2 8  R e la t io n s h ip  Between C£0p t  and C£eqn
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d ata  p o in ts  were analyzed to o b ta in  the l in e  o f  "b es t f i t "  as  
[7'351 Ofopt/Cfe,n - -°-218<Topt/Teqn> +  1-221
The standard d e v ia t io n  o f ^ fo p t^ Cfeqn was 0 *0978 . Assuming 
the randomness to  be no rm ally  d is t r ib u te d ,  the 10% and 50% confidence  
l im i t s  were computed. The 50% confidence l i m i t  is  c a lle d  the  
"probab le  e r ro r"  and im p lie s  th a t a s in g le  o b serv a tio n  has an equal 
chance o f  f a l l i n g  w ith in  o r w ith o u t th is  range. The h o r iz o n ta l  
p ro je c t io n  o f the  50% confidence l i m i t  g ive s  an e r ro r  o f  approxim ate ly  
± 30% in  the r a t io  o f  T0p t^ Teqn ^or a s p e c ifie d  v a lu e  o f  
^ fo p t^ fe q n *  would re p res e n t th e  la rg e s t  probab le e r ro r
in  the p re d ic te d  shear s tre s s , since the  d ata  in  F ig . 7 .2 9  c o n ta in  the  
maximum o u t l ie r s .
7 .1 1  Design Example and Program A p p lic a t io n
The purpose o f  th is  subsection is  to  i l l u s t r a t e  an example design  
procedure and to  comment on v a rio u s  design aspects where th e re  is  room 
fo r  e n g in eerin g  judgement and f l e x i b i l i t y .
7 .1 1 .1  Statem ent o f the Problem
S e le c t the a i r  f lo w ra te  re q u ire d  to  scour p a r t ic le s  from the wet 
w e ll f lo o r  fo r  the fo llo w in g  c o n d itio n s :
(a )  peak pumping ra te  = 3 .5  MGD (0 .1 8 4  m ^/s)
(b )  use 3 pumps w ith  1 pump as standby
(c )  dg5 = 0 .1 "  (2 .5 4  mm); Sg = 2 .6 5
Use standard sump design  procedures, and o b ta in  the  a i r  f lo w ra te s  
re q u ire d  fo r  a 3 0 °  in c lin e d  f lo o r  s lo p e . Examine the e n t ir e  
o p e ra tin g  range to  determ ine the most severe c o n d itio n s .
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7 .11 .2  Design Procedure
Obviously, much more inform ation about the maximum pump head, 
in le t  sewer e levations, s ite  conditions and sewage characteris tics  
would be known p rio r to f in a l design; however, the performance of the 
a ir  d iffu s e r system is  not s ig n ific a n tly  affected  by these additional 
design re s tr ic tio n s . The design consists of obtaining the sump 
dimensions necessary to handle the flow , and subsequently, determine 
what a ir  flowrate w i l l  scour the p a rtic le s  fo r a fixed wet w ell 
configuration.
The numerical model can be used to size an aeration  system fo r an 
existing  wet w ell configuration. Some erro r may be expected i f  the 
geometric shape of the ex isting  sump is  s ig n ific a n tly  d iffe re n t from 
the geometric shape of the sump used in  th is  formulation..
7 .11.3  Determine the Suction Pipe Diameter
As discussed in  Chapter 2, the sump geometry is  given as a 
function o f the bell-mouth diameter, D, which depends on the suction 
Pipe diameter. A ll calculations are carried out w ith S . I .  u n its .
The peak pumping ra te  is
Q = 3 . 5  MGD = 0.184 m3/s  
P
M etcalf and Eddy (1981) Ind icate  that th is  flowrate would
c lass ify  the pumping s ta tion  as an "interm ediate capacity" pumping 
s ta tion . They recommend the suction pipe v e lo c ity  to range from 1.2 
to 1.8 m/s. Using three pumps, w ith  one fo r emergency, or for
ro ta tio n  of workload, the e ffe c tiv e  Q for each pump is  Qp/2 .
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Based on o f 1 .6  m /s ,
d = ( ( 0 . 1 8 4 / 2 ) / ( ( 7 r / 4 ) ( 1 . 6 ) ) ) 0 ,5  s 0 .27 1  m, and 
d = 0 .2 5  m Is  s e le c te d . The range o f recommended s u c tio n  p ip e  
v e lo c i t i e s  and a v a i la b le  s u c tio n  p ip e  d iam ete rs  would v a ry  w ith  each  
m anufactu rer as w e l l  as the a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  standard  p ipe  s iz e s . The 
a c tu a l s u c tio n  p ip e  v e lo c i ty  is
vd = ( 0 . 1 8 4 /2 ) / (  ( i r /4 ) ( 0 .2 5 2 ) ) ** 1 .8 7  m /s , which is  a c c e p ta b le . 
G e n e ra lly , m ix e d -flo w  o r a x ia l - f lo w ,  c e n t r i fu g a l pumps w ith  
suspended pump s u c tio n  columns and b e ll-m o u th s  would be s u ita b le .  The 
motor would be housed above the sump, and the pump column and 
B e ll-m o u th  would be suspended in to  the  sump below .
P ro sser (1 9 7 7 ) recommended th e  range o f  b e ll-m o u th  d iam eters  as  
[7 .3 6 ]  1 .5  < D/d < 1 .8
S e le c tin g  a r a t i o  o f  1 .6 ,  one o b ta in s  
D -  1 .6d = ( 1 .6 ) ( 0 .2 5 )  -  0 .4 0  m 
The sca le  r a t i o ,  between th e  a c tu a l design  c o n d it io n  and th e  model
sump used in  th is  study can be c a lc u la te d  as 
t7 .3 7 ]  L_ = D /D  = ( 0 . 4 0 ) / ( 0 . 114) = 3 .5
K  p ul
The s c a le  r a t io  i s  expressed in  term s o f  the  b e ll-m o u th  d iam eter which
is  the  s ig n if ic a n t  sump c h a r a c te r is t ic  le n g th .
7 .1 1 .4  D eterm ine th e  Minimum Submergence R equired  
The minimum submergence re q u ire d  can be o b ta in e d  from F ig .  6 .4
fo r  a known i n l e t  Froude number
Np = vd/ ( g D ) 0 ,5  -  1 . 8 7 / ( ( 9 .8 0 6 ) ( 0 . 4 0 ) ) 0 * 5 = 0 .9 4
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For the average cond ition  
S/D =* 2 .2  
Therefore,
S = ( 2 .2 ) ( 0 .4 )  = 0 .8 8  m 
This submergence represents the minimum submergence required when the 
pumps are handling the peak flow .
7 .1 1 .5  Determ ine the Sump Volume Required fo r  Peak Flow
Prosser (1977 ) had shown th a t the volume o f a wet w e ll  between
s ta r t  and stop e le v a tio n s  fo r  a s in g le  pump or a s in g le  speed c o n tro l 
step fo r  m u ltip le -s p e e d  o p e ra tio n  was g iven  by
[7 .3 8 ] V = TpQ/4
where is  the minimum tim e o f one pumping cycle  or the  tim e
between successive s ta r ts  or changes in  speed o f  a pump o p era ting  over 
the c o n tro l range. The above equatio n  w i l l  r e s u lt  in  equal "on" and
'o f f"  tim es when the flo w ra te  in to  the sump is  e x a c tly  one h a l f  o f the
pumping r a te .  The normal range o f cycle  tim es ranges from 5 to 30
m inutes (M e tc a lf  and Eddy (1 9 8 1 ) , Water P o llu t io n  C ontro l F ed era tio n
(1 9 8 1 ), B u ra tto  and McCorquodale (1 9 8 1 ), ASCE (1 9 7 7 b )) . C o n s id era tio n  
should be g ive n  to s ta r t  up and shutdown tra n s ie n ts  and o v e r-h e a tin g  
the m otors. A l l  m anufacturers recommend c e r ta in  minimum cycle  
tim es fo r  th e ir  pumps. For the  worst case s c en ario , i t  is  assumed
th a t the pumps are  s in g le  speed and are  cycled to g e th e r between the
c u t- in "  and " c u t-o u t"  le v e ls .  Assuming a s ix  m inute cycle  tim e , the
volume o f the sump re q u ire d  above the minimum submergence le v e l  is
v = ( 6 ) ( 6 0 ) ( 0 . 1 8 4 )/4  = 16.6 m3
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7 .1 1 .6  F ix  the Sump Dimensions
The le n g th , L , w id th , W, and maximum d ep th , H, can now be 
e s ta b lis h e d  using the  same geom etric  r a t io s  as in  the  model sump.
[7 .3 9 ]  W = 6D = 6 (0 .4 0 )  = 2 .4  m
[7 .4 0 ]  L = 12.64D = ( 1 2 .6 4 ) ( 0 .4 )  = 5 .0 0  m
[7 .4 1 ]  H = D /2  +  S +  Ay
where D /2  is  the bottom c learan ce  o f  the b e ll-m o u th s  and Ay is  the
depth re q u ire d  to  s to re  V.
[7 .4 2 ]  Ay = V /( ( W ) ( L ) )  = 1 6 .6 / ( ( 2 .4 ) ( 5 . 0 0 )  = 1 .38  m 
Therefo re , the maximum depth is
H = 0 .4 0 /2  +  0 .8 8  +  1 .38  = 2 .4 6  m
7 .1 1 .7  Check Design V a r ia b le  Ranges
The mean approach v e lo c ity  in  the  sump is  g ive n  by .
[7 .4 3 ]  v = Qp/(W H) = 0 .1 8 4 / ( ( 2 . 4 ) ( 2 . 4 6 ) )  = 0 .0 3  m/s
T h is  v e lo c ity  is  lo w , and s a t is fa c to r y  fo r  m in im iz ing  v o rte x  
fo rm atio n . However, i t  w i l l  not promote the scouring o f  d e p o s its , nor 
WL11 i t  p reven t s e t t l in g  o f  p a r t ic le s .  P rosser (1977 ) recommends a 
minimum approach v e lo c ity  o f  0 .7  m/s fo r  sewage pumping s ta t io n s , and 
v e lo c i t ie s  o f  0 .3  to  0 .6  m /s fo r  w a te r pumping s ta t io n s . The mean 
v e lo c ity  could be in creased  by making the sump narrow er. T h is  would 
r e s u lt  in  a deeper and lo n g e r sump, and hence more expensive , in  o rd er  
s a t is fy  the same volume req u irem en ts .
The maximum le n g th  to  depth  r a t io  in  the  model was 3 .1 6 0 . The 
r a t io  fo r  the design is
L /H  = 5 .0 /2 .4 6  » 2 .0 3  (O .K .)
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The d es ign  pumping number is
NP = V (h 2 ’ 58° * 5 ) = ° « 1 8 4 / ( ( 2 ' 462' 5 ) ( 9 * 8 0 6 )0 ‘ 5 ) ~ ° - 0062 
The maximum and minimum pumping numbers in  Che model were 0 .0 2 3  and 0
r e s p e c t iv e ly . T h e re fo re , the  proposed design  is  w ith in  the model
l im i t s .
7 .1 1 .8  Determ ine the P a r t ic le  Requirem ents
Once the p h y s ic a l dimensions o f the sump have been s e le c te d , i t  
is  necessary to  e s ta b lis h  the  minimum a i r  f lo w ra te  which w i l l  scour 
the deposited  sedim ents. In  o rd er to  o b ta in  an e s tim a te  fo r  the a i r  
f lo w ra te , the c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  fo r  the g iv e n  p a r t ic le  d iam eter  
must be o b ta in ed  from F ig . 7 .2 6  o r F ig . 3 .2 .  Using the a u x i l ia r y  
scale  o f  F ig . 3 .2 ,  the  d im ensionless g ra in  s iz e  can be ob ta ined  from
[7 .4 4 ]  d*  = (d g/ v ) ( 0 .1 ( S s -  l )g d s) 0* 5
which y ie ld s  d * » 162 fo r  the design  p a r t ic le .  From F ig . 3 .2 ,  a 
dim ensionless shear s tre s s , Tc /( (Y g  “  Y f )d g) ,  o f 0 .046  is  
o b ta in e d . Th is y ie ld s  a c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  o f  1 .89  N/m^. From 
Fl-g. 7 .2 6 , upper and low er l im i t s  fo r  t ,^ o f 3 .8 2  N/m^ and 
°«42 N/m are  o b ta in e d . A t th is  p o in t in  the  d es ig n , a g ra in  s ize  
d is t r ib u t io n  curve o f  the incoming sediment load  would a s s is t  the  
design er in  s e le c tin g  the re q u ire d  tc . I f  the design p a r t ic le  is  
° f  la rg e  d iam eter and low in  freq uency , i t s  behaviour would be th a t  o f  
aa is o la te d  p a r t ic le ,  and the  low er l i m i t  o f  the c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  
range would g ive  a reasonable e s tim a te  o f  r c . However, i f  i t  i s  a 
sm all p a r t ic le  and c o n s titu te s  a la rg e  f r a c t io n  o f  the t o t a l  sediment 
lo a d , then the upper l i m i t  o f would be a b e t te r  e s tim a te . In
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s e le c tin g  the design  t^,, c o n s id e ra tio n  should a ls o  be g iven  to  the  
s ta te  o f the sediments as they would d e p o s it on the sump f lo o r .  I f  
the sediments were " s t ic k y " ,  they may behave as a "packed-bed" w ith  a 
h ig h  degree o f  p a r t ic le  in te r a c t io n .  For c lean  sedim ents, a " lo o se ­
ned" assum ption may be more re aso n ab le . can be ad ju sted  up or down
as necessary.
I f  the  d i f fu s e r  is  to be used in  an e x is t in g  in s t a l l a t io n ,  
c o n s id e ra tio n  should be g iv e n  to the w a ll and f lo o r  roughness as w e ll  
as any d is c o n t in u it ie s  in  the f lo o r  o r w a lls  which may a f f e c t  the  
e v en tu a l shear s tre s s  produced. For new d es ig n s , safeguards ag a in s t 
these d is c o n t in u it ie s  can be b u i l t  in .  E ng ineering  judgement is  
re q u ire d  in  s e le c tin g  the c r i t i c a l  r c . In  any case, the  a i r  
f lo w ra te  can be a d ju s te d  in  the f i e l d  as re q u ire d .
2
From S h ie ld s ' cu rve , t c is  es tim ated  as 1 .89  N/m . The
design curves o f  F ig s , 7 .2 0  through 7 .2 5  can now be used to  e s tim a te  
the re q u ire d  a i r  f lo w ra te . As discussed e a r l i e r ,  the  probable e r ro r  
in  e s tim a tin g  w ith  the num erical model is  ± 30%. In  o rd er
to  compensate fo r  th is  e r r o r ,  th e  design  xc is  increased  by 30% 
t0  y ie ld  a design  c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  o f ( 1 .8 9 ) ( 1 .3 0 )  = 2 .46
N/m2 .
7 .1 1 .9  Determ ine th e  Range o f O perating  C ond ition s
P r io r  to  s e le c tin g  the  t r i a l  a i r  f lo w ra te s  and executing  the
program, i t  i s  necessary to decide on the o p e ra tin g  c o n d itio n s  which  
are  c r i t i c a l  fo r  sediment m otion , and can be s im ulated using the
num erical m odel. Three c o n d itio n s  a re  s e le c te d :
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Case A ; C a l ib r a t io n  C o n d itio n : in  th is  case, the in f lo w  is  made
equal to  th e  pumping r a te .  T h is  c o n d itio n  may be used to  
check the range o f  v a l id i t y  o f  the  p h y s ic a l model equations  
and to  examine p o ss ib le  scale  e f fe c ts  when the  model 
re la t io n s h ip s  a re  a p p lie d  to  la r g e r ,  p ro to ty p e  a p p lic a t io n s .
Case B: No Pumping: in  th is  case, the  pumps a re  id le  and in f lo w  to
the  sump is  m in im a l. T h is  a llo w s  the  p re d ic t io n  o f  the a i r
f lo w ra te  re q u ire d  to  keep the  sedim ent in  suspension during  
"no pumping" o r  "non-peak" c o n d it io n s .
Case C: Drawdown C o n d itio n : fo r  th is  case, the  in f lo w  to  the sump
is  l im ite d  to  5% o f  the pumping r a t e .  I t  re p re s e n ts  a 
ty p ic a l  o p e ra tin g  scheme, w h ere in  the  sump would be drawn 
down d u ring  the pumping phase.
I n  Case C, even though the  num erica l fo rm u la tio n  does not in c lu d e  
the  case o f  a v a ry in g  f re e  surface  l e v e l ,  which in tro d u c e s  e r ro rs  in to  
the p re d ic te d  v e lo c i ty  d is t r ib u t io n s  and p re d ic te d  shear s tre s s e s , the  
num erica l r e s u lts  s t i l l  y ie ld  e s tim a te s  fo r  the  boundary shear 
s tre s s e s . At a s p e c if ic  f r e e  surface  e le v a t io n , a unique a i r  f lo w ra te
is  re q u ire d  to scour a p a r t ic le .  As the sump is  drawn down,
la b o ra to ry  o b se rv atio n s  in d ic a te  th a t  the  changing v e lo c ity  
d is t r ib u t io n s  enhance sco u rin g , and hence reduce the a i r  flo w  
re q u ire m en t. As such, th e  a i r  f lo w ra te  p re d ic te d  from the Case (C ) 
c o n d itio n  y ie ld s  a c o n s e rv a tiv e  d es ig n .
7 .1 1 .1 0  E s tim a tio n  o f  the A ir  F lo w ra tes
In  o rd er to  e s tim a te  the  a i r  f lo w ra te  re q u ire d  to  scour a g iven  
P a r t ic le ,  using F ig s . 7 .2 0  through 7 .2 5 , the In c l in e d  f lo o r  s lo p e , 
Pumping number and le n g th  to  depth  r a t io  must be known. In  a d d it io n ,  
the d im ension less  shear s tre s s , r/CpgH) must be determ ined . Using
design c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s , 2 .4 6  N/m^, and the maximum sump 
deP th , 2 .4 6  m, the d im ension less shear s tre s s  is  c a lc u la te d  as
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t/ ( pgH) = 2 .4 6 / ( ( 9 9 8 .2 0 3 ) ( 9 .8 0 6 ) ( 2 .4 6 ) )  = 1 .02  x 10"4
F ig u res  7 .2 0  to  7 .2 5  a re  used to  guess the  a i r  f lo w ra te
req u irem en t. The num erica l program is  executed a t  a v a r ie ty  o f a i r
f lo w ra te s  u n t i l  a curve o f  QAIR v s . r  is  developed, from
o
which the s p e c if ic  Q^IR can >^e" ob ta ined  fo r  the design t .
o
Estim ates fo r  the a i r  flo w ra te  required to scour a p a r t ic le  on the
h o r iz o n ta l and in c l in e d  p o rtio n s  o f the wet w e ll  f lo o r  can be made
s e p a ra te ly . The h ig h e s t a i r  f lo w ra te  would correspond to  the most
c r i t i c a l  c o n d it io n , and th is  should be used as the  f i r s t  guess. For a
s p e c if ie d  a i r  f lo w ra te , the  c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  on the h o r iz o n ta l
and in c lin e d  p lanes  should ju s t  be exceeded fo r  a l l  p o ss ib le  o p e ra tin g
c o n d itio n s . Using F ig . 7 .2 1 , which is  the  curve th a t most c lo s e ly
aPProxim ates the  design  c o n d itio n s , th e  fo llo w in g  a i r  numbers,
\ i R , were ob ta ined
Case A: QAIR / ( H 2 ,5 g0 ,5 ) s 0 .0 1 5 7 , and
Case B: QAIR / ( H 2 * 5g0 ,5 ) S 0 .0166
o
Eor Case C an average va lu e  o f 0 .0162  was assumed. The corresponding  
ai r  f lo w ra te s  are
Case A: QAIR = 0 .4 7  m3/s
Case B: QAIR = 0 .4 9  m3/s
Case C: Q^j R =* 0 .4 8  m3/s
The program is  then executed a f t e r  e n te r in g  the design v a r ia b le s .
7 .1 1 .1 1  Scale E ffe c ts
I t  was observed th a t a t  the design depth , 2 .7  tim es the maximum 
depth te s te d  in  the p h ys ic a l model, the d im ensionless c a l ib r a t io n
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equatio ns  were p re d ic t in g  t o t a l  r e s is t in g  torques 30% to  40% h ig h er  
than  the d r iv in g  torques a f t e r  the f i r s t  pass o f the program. 
N eg a tive  va lu es  fo r  the c ir c u la t in g  d is c h a rg e , Q ^ ,  would have to  
occur to  converge th e  program. O b vio u s ly , c e r ta in  scale  e f fe c ts  had 
been overlooked  in  the th e o r e t ic a l  approach o r ,  the  num erica l model 
was o p e ra tin g  beyond the range o f  the c a l ib r a t io n  e q u a tio n s . The 
to rque asso c ia ted  w ith  the w e ig h t o f  w ater above the f re e  surface  as a 
r e s u lt  o f  the plume momentum, ^ m * was suspected to  be a
fu n c tio n  o f  the f lu id  d ep th . From the 81 computer runs made to
develop th e  c a l ib r a t io n  curves , i t  was found th a t  th e re  was a 
re la t io n s h ip  between T Am» t i^e to rque asso c ia ted  w ith  the
hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e , F , and the f lu id  d ep th , H. The r e la t io n s h ip  
is  shown in  F ig . 7 .3 0 . The th re e  curves re p re s e n t th e  up per, lo w er  
and average l im i t s  fo r  the torque r a t io s  a t  th re e  model depths o f  
0*456 m, 0 .6 8 4  m and 0 .9 1 2  m. W ith  depths g re a te r  than 0 .9 1 2  m, i t  is  
a ssumed th a t the  to rque asso c ia ted  w ith  the  r is e  in  the f re e  surface  
would continue to  decay w ith  in c re a s in g  d e p th . For the upper l i m i t  
curve, the  fo llo w in g  decay eq u a tio n  was f i t t e d  using  the  model torque  
r a t io s  a t  depths o f  0 .6 8 4  m and 0 .9 1 2  m
[7 .4 5 ]  Fr  = 0 .792H - 0 *510
where H i s  the  f lu id  depth  and FR is  the  r a t io  o f the to rques due 
the r is e  in  the  fre e  surface  and the  hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e . 
The use o f  Eq. [7 .4 5 ]  was invoked in  the  nu m erica l model whenever the  
P ro to typ e  depth  exceeded 0 .7 0  m and the p re d ic te d  r a t io  o f the torques  
exceeded the r a t io  g iv e n  by Eq. [ 7 .4 5 ] .  A t a depth o f  0 .7 0  m, i t  can
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be seen from F ig . 7 .3 0  th a t  the torque r a t io  o b ta in s  a maximum va lu e  
o f approx im ate ly  0 .9 4 . When the p re d ic te d  torque r a t io  was le s s  than  
th a t  p re d ic te d  by Eq. [ 7 .4 5 ] ,  no convergence problems were encountered  
in  the program.
7 .1 1 .1 2  Design Example R esu lts
The r e s u lts  fo r  the th re e  te s t  cases a re  p lo tte d  in  F ig . 7 .3 1 .  
For th e  drawdown case, Case C, the p lo ts  were prepared fo r  the  
dim ensionless shear s tre s s  on both the h o r iz o n ta l and v e r t ic a l
p o rtio n s  o f the wet w e ll f lo o r .  The a i r  f lo w ra te s  te s te d  fo r  Case C
3 — 1were extended over a range o f  0 .0 1  to  1 .4 0  m s  , in  o rd er to  
observe the response o f the  system. The curves in d ic a te  th a t th ere  
e x is ts  an a i r  f lo w ra te  which re s u lts  in  a maximum boundary shear 
s tre s s . Beyond th is  a i r  f lo w ra te , the boundary shear begins to  
decrease w ith  in c re a s in g  a i r  f lo w ra te s . The decreasing  leg  o f  the a i r  
flo w ra te  versus shear s tress  curve is  a r e s u lt  o f  the c a lc u la t io n s  
being c a rr ie d  out beyond the  upper l i m i t  o f  the c en tre  o f r o ta t io n ,  
and d e fa u lt  v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  c a l ib r a t io n  e q u a tio n s . In  no case should 
the curves be used to the  r ig h t  o f  the upper l i m i t  shown in  F ig . 7 .3 1 .  
For each d es ign , a s e rie s  o f  curves s im ila r  to  th a t shown in  F ig . 7 .31  
should be developed so th a t  th e re  is  no doubt as to  the  upper l i m i t  o f  
the d es ig n .
Using the curves p lo tte d  in  F ig . 7 .3 1 , one can o b ta in  the a i r  
flo w  number re q u ire d  to  produce the d es ired  boundary shear s tre s s . A 
comparison o f  the o r ig in a l  e s tim ates  fo r  the a i r  flo w  number using the  
design curves, and the r e s u lts  o f  the  design example, a re  g iven  in
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Table 7 .8 .  Table 7 .8  in d ic a te s  th a t  the a i r  f lo w ra te  re q u ire d  fo r  the  
design c o n d itio n  ranges from 14 to  52% o f th a t  p re d ic te d  from the  
p h y s ic a l m odel. T h is  re d u c tio n  can be a t t r ib u te d  to
(a )  h ig h er e f f ic ie n c ie s  w ith  the la r g e r  system,
(b )  scale  e f f e c ts ,  and
(c )  c a l ib r a t io n  l im i ta t io n s .
The re s u lts  o f the num erical model can be used to s ize  the  
a e ra t io n  equipm ent. The num erical r e s u lts ,  a long w ith  a s a fe ty  
fa c to r ,  can be used as a guide fo r  the o p e ra tio n  o f  the in s ta l le d  
system and changes in  the a i r  f lo w ra te  can be made, as necessary, in  
the f i e l d .  Data from the p ro to ty p e  design can be c o lle c te d  to  develop  
s ite  s p e c if ic  c a l ib r a t io n  ad justm ents . W ith  s i te  s p e c if ic  d a ta , a 
v a r ie ty  o f  o p era tin g  sequences can be te s te d  n u m e ric a lly  and the  
pumping and d if fu s e d  a i r  cyc les  o p tim ize d .
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Table 7 .8  Design Example Results
Case A 
C a lib ra tio n  Condition
Case B 
No Pumping
Case C 
Drawdown
Estimated NAIR 1 .57  x 10
-2 1.66 x 10
-2
1.62  x 10-2
u>
toLO
Estimated Q .TD 
a A1R
(m /s )  °
0.467 0.493 0.482
Required 11AIR 8 .1  x 10
-3 2.25 x 10-3 5.15 x 10-3
Required QAIR 
(m /s )  °
0.241 0.067 0.153
Ratio o f  Required A ir  Flowrate  
to Estimated A ir  Flowrate
0.52 0.14 0.32
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
The fo llo w in g  conclusions a re  drawn based on th is  study:
1. The d r i f t  f lu x  fo rm u la tio n  is  a p p lie d  to  d escrib e  the  perform ance  
o f the  d i f fu s e r  plume. The plume w id th , a i r  f r a c t io n  and mean 
w a te r v e lo c ity  a re  shown to  be s e n s it iv e  to  ( i )  th e  i n i t i a l  
e s tim a te  o f  the plume w id th  -and w a te r v e lo c i ty ,  ( i i )  the  
en tra inm ent c o e f f ic ie n t ,  ( i i i )  bubble ra d iu s , ( i v )  shear 
developed by c o n fin in g  b o undaries , and (v )  su rface  te n s io n .
2 . The c o n se rva tio n  o f  l in e a r  and an g u la r momentum has been a p p lie d  
to  d es crib e  the  flo w  c ir c u la t io n  and torque balance w ith in  the  
sump. The tw o -d im ension al model has shown th a t  the s ig n if ic a n t  
d r iv in g  torque is  due to  th e  m utual hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e ,  
whereas the s ig n if ic a n t  r e s is t in g  torques are  due to  h y d ro s ta t ic  
fo rc e s  re s u lt in g  from the momentum o f  th e  d i f fu s e r  plume and 
pressure  d if fe re n c e s  r e s u lt in g  from th e  two phase m ix tu re .
3 . The geom etric  c e n tre  o f  the c ro s s -s e c tio n  (e le v a t io n )  o f  the  wet 
w e ll  is  a reasonab le  e s tim a te  fo r  th e  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n .  The a i r  
f lo w ra te  is  the  m ajor v a r ia b le  re sp o n s ib le  fo r  v a r ia t io n  in  the  
lo c a t io n  o f  the ce n tre  o f  r o ta t io n .
4 . Measured v e lo c ity  p r o f i le s  in d ic a te  th a t  the  assum ption o f  p a r t  
s o lid  body r o ta t io n  and p a r t  p lug f lo w  ad eq u ate ly  d escrib es  the  
f lo w  d is t r ib u t io n  w ith in  the sump.
There is  no obvious advantage to  using a r e a c t io n  b a f f le  between 
the pump columns and the d i f fu s e r  zone. Plume in te r a c t io n  w ith  
the  b a f f le  enhances th e  p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  a i r  in g e s tio n  in to  the pump 
in ta k e s .
6 . A d i f fu s e r  zone w id th  o f  3D reduces th e  p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  a i r  
e n tra in m en t by the pump in ta k e s , w h ile  a t  th e  same tim e , a llo w s  
fo r  s u f f ic ie n t  w id th  to  e n t r a in  and a c c e le ra te  the  sump flo w .
7 . The c r i t i c a l  lo c a t io n s  fo r  sediment d e p o s itio n  a re  a t  the  
in te r fa c e s  between the w a lls  and f lo o r ,  and a t  the base o f  the  
in c l in e d  p o rt io n  o f  the wet w e ll  f lo o r .  T r ia n g u la r  f i l l e t s  a s s is t  
in  m in im iz in g  th e  d e p o s it io n  o f  sedim ents in  these lo c a t io n s .
The s o lu tio n  o f the num erica l model does not correspond to a 
minimum k in e t ic  energy o r maximum a n g u la r momentum s ta te  fo r  the  
p re d ic te d  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n .
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9. The e f fe c t  o f the two phase flo w  on the boundary pressures, and 
the re s u lt in g  torques has been shown to  be re la te d  to  (1 -  a ) .  
The e f fe c ts  o f the two phase system are  s t i l l  not f u l ly  
understood. Considerable experim ental data  on boundary pressures  
is  needed to c la r i f y  the in d iv id u a l e f fe c ts .
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CHAPTER 9
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on th is  study the  fo llo w in g  recommendations fo r  fu r th e r  
re se a rch  are  proposed:
1 . In  o rd e r to  q u a n t ify  th e  Cf c o r re c t io n  fa c to r ,  i t  is  
necessary to  in v e s t ig a te  a sump in  which the a i r  d i f fu s e r  is  
op erated  in  th e  absence o f  th e  pump columns. P iezom eters  
placed  along the e n t i r e  boundary o f  the  sump would prov ide  
r e l ia b le  e s tim a te s  o f  th e  boundary p ressu res  when c ir c u la t io n  
is  induced by the  a i r  o n ly . A more fundam ental un derstand ing  
o f the fo rc e s  and torques in vo lv e d  would be g e n e ra ted .
2 . Based on e x p e rim e n ta l o b s e rv a tio n s , i t  appears th a t  th e re  may 
be th re e -d im e n s io n a l e f fe c ts  in  the  sump f lo w . The b e ll-m o u th  
in ta k e s  behave as th re e -d im e n s io n a l s inks  which a f f e c t  the  
v e lo c i ty  d is t r ib u t io n s  and boundary shear s tre s s e s . The 
assum ption o f  average shear s tre s s  over the sump f lo o r  is  
v a l id ,  however, th e  s p a t ia l ly  v a ry in g  boundary v e lo c i t y  would 
r e s u l t  in  th e  c r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  being generated  in  some 
a re a s , whereas o th e r  a reas  would be in  a s u b - c r i t ic a l  s ta te .  
Corner c o n d itio n s  and t r a n s it io n s  in  the  w a lls  and f lo o r  
c re a te  a d d it io n a l th re e -d im e n s io n a l e f f e c t s .  ' The nu m erica l 
model would be enhanced i f  such th re e -d im e n s io n a l e f f e c ts  
were in c lu d e d . C r i t i c a l  shear s tre s s  would become a fu n c tio n  
o f c o o rd in a te  lo c a t io n  as w e ll  as a i r  f lo w r a te ,  pumping r a te  
and sump geom etry.
3 . In  the  fo rm u la tio n  o f  the d r i f t  f lu x  model to  d e s c rib e  th e  
d i f fu s e r  plum e, a v e ra g e , u n ifo rm  d is t r ib u t io n s  fo r  th e  w ate r  
v e lo c i t y  and a i r  f r a c t io n  were assumed. P h y s ic a l plume 
measurements in d ic a te  a w e ll  d e f in e d , Gaussian v e lo c i ty  
p r o f i le  w ith in  the  plum e. A d d it io n a l plume w a te r v e lo c ity  
and a i r  f r a c t io n  d is t r ib u t io n  measurements a re  neccessary to  
r e f in e  the e s tim a te s  fo r  the  to rque  due to  the m utual 
hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e . The shear s tre s s  generated  on the  
w a ll  a d ja c e n t to  the d i f fu s e r  would a ls o  be a f fe c te d  by the  
accuracy o f the  phase f r a c t io n  measurements in  the  plume.
4 . The nu m erica l model assumed steady s ta te  c o n d itio n s ; as such, 
a l l  tim e d e r iv a t iv e s  were s e t equal to  z e ro . The r e l i a b i l i t y  
o f  any drawdown s im u la tio n s  a re  g r e a t ly  a f fe c te d  by th is  
assum ption. D e r iv a t iv e  fo rm u la tio n s  such as d H /d t and d r /d t ,  
where t  is  t im e , a re  e s s e n t ia l  fo r  r e l ia b le  drawdown 
s im u la tio n s .
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5 . In  t h is  study the d i f fu s e r  arrangem ent was a l in e a r  a i r  
d i f fu s e r  p laced  a t  th e  f lo o r  o f  the sump. A d d it io n a l  
d i f fu s e r  c o n fig u ra tio n s  such as h o r iz o n ta l ly  d ire c te d  w ater  
j e t s ,  p laced  near th e  f r e e  s u rfa c e , should a ls o  be 
In v e s t ig a te d . H ig h er c ir c u la t in g  v e lo c i t i e s  and lo w er energy  
requ irem en ts  may be r e a l iz e d .  The feed  fo r  the  w a te r je t s  
may be connected to  the  d isch arg e  s ide o f  the  pum p(s), 
th e reb y  e lim in a t in g  compressor re q u ire m e n ts . In  a d d it io n ,  
d if fu s e r s  near the  su rface  would a llo w  fo r  the system to  be 
im plemented not o n ly  in  .sumps where the  pump columns are  
suspended from  above, but a ls o  In  sumps where th e  su c tio n  
pipe e n te rs  from  th e  s id e  w a ll  o f  the  sump.
6 . The a i r  d i f fu s e r  system has been shown to  p ro v id e  an
e x c e lle n t  source o f  a u x i l ia r y  power to  scour p a r t ic le s ;  
m oreover, the  oxygen t r a n s fe r  b e n e f its  o f  the system w i l l  
a ls o  be b e n e f ic ia l  in  reducing  s e p t ic i t y  and purg ing  odours 
from  the  w a te r o r w as tew ate r. A v a r ie t y  o f  d i f fu s e r  no zz le  
c o n fig u ra tio n s  should be te s te d  to  m aximize c i r c u la t io n ,  and 
oxygen t r a n s fe r .  The p o s s ib l i t y  o f  adding d is in fe c ta n t  o r  
process chem ical in to  the  plume o f  the  d i f fu s e r  should a ls o  
be s tu d ie d .
7 . In h e re n t to  any p h y s ic a l model study is  th e  problem  o f
s c a le -u p . In  o rd e r to  f u l l y  t e s t  the  v a l i d i t y  and range o f  
th e  c a l ib r a t io n  param eters  and e q u a tio n s , la rg e  sca le  s tu d ie s  
are  necessary .
8 . The use o f  benching a d ja c e n t to  the  d i f fu s e r  and coping a t  
the  f r e e  s u rfa c e , s im ila r  to  those used In  a e ra t io n  ta n k s ,
would a s s is t  i n  m in im iz in g  th e  energy lo sses  as s o c ia ted  w ith
th e  d i f fu s e r  plume in te r a c t in g  w ith  th e  f r e e  su rface  and 
reduce th e  "dead" spaces in  th e  c o rn e rs , and th e re b y  improve
the energy t r a n s fe r  e f f ic ie n c y .
9 . The pump in ta k e s  may be lo c a te d  in  the  re a r  w a ll  o r f lo o r  o f  
the sump. W ith  these s u c tio n  o r ie n ta t io n s ,  the a i r
requ irem en t would be reduced because g r a v ity  would a s s is t  in  
p a r t ic le  t r a n s p o r t .  In  th e  in ta k e  c o n fig u ra t io n  used in  th is  
study , the p a r t ic le s  must be resuspended b e fo re  e n te r in g  the  
in ta k e s .
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A P P E N D IX  1
A l . l  NUMERICAL PROGRAM FLOWSHEET
1. S p e c ify  a r ra y  s ize  and d e fin e  Common B locks fo r  comm unication  
between th e  M a in lin e  Program and SUBROUTINE SOLVE w hich is  a 
f i f t h  o rd e r R unge-K utta su brou tine  used to  so lve  fo r  th e  d i f fu s e r  
plume p aram eters .
2 . D e fin e  and p r in t  the  number o f  s im ultaneous eq u atio n s  used in  
SUBROUTINE SOLVE.
3 . S p e c ify  and p r in t  the  d e fa u lt  constan t v a lu e s  a t  20°C . The 
fo llo w in g  v a lu e s  a re  d e fa u lte d :
Patm* Yf *  g ’ pf ’ PAIR» d y» y o» Vf
4 . Read in  and p r in t  out the  re q u ire d  in p u t v a r ia b le s .  The 
fo llo w in g  v a lu e s  a re  read in :
D, H, 9, Scale R a t io , ^b* ®C* ^o^^b* ^AIR * ^p*
o y
In f lo w  f r a c t io n ,  f r i c t i o n  fa c to rs  ( f )  fo r  th e  in c l in e d  f lo o r ,  
h o r iz o n ta l f lo o r ,  s ide w a lls  and re a r  w a l l ;  see Appendix 2 fo r  
in p u t v a r ia b le  d e s c r ip t io n  and fo rm a t.
5 . C a lc u la te  th e  d i f fu s e r  submergence.
6 . C onvert the  f lo o r  slope in  degrees to  ra d ia n s .
7 . C a lc u la te  the  le n g th  o f  the  in c l in e d  p o r t io n  o f  the  wet w e ll
f lo o r  and check i f  the  slope is  exposed a t  the  s p e c if ie d  dep th .
I f  so, stop c a lc u la t io n s  and go to  step 54 .
C a lc u la te  th e  c ro s s -s e c t io n a l a rea  and v e lo c ity  head o f  the
in ta k e  p ip e s .
9. C a lc u la te  th e  c o o rd in a tes  o f  the g eo m etric  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n ;
X, Y .
10. M o d ify  X and Y to  o b ta in  th e  a c tu a l c o o rd in a te s  o f  the  ce n tre  o f  
r o ta t io n ;  XCR, YCR. Use c a l ib r a t io n  eq u a tio n s  [6 .1 0 ]  and [6 .1 1 ]  
to  m odify th e  g eo m etric  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  c o o rd in a te s . I f  
YCR < D /2 , stop c a lc u la t io n s  and go to  step 54 .
11. C a lc u la te  the  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e s  from  the c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  to  (a )
th e  c e n tre  o f  th e  in c l in e d  p o r t io n  o f  the f lo o r ,  (b )  th e  ce n tre
o f  th e  h o r iz o n ta l p o r t io n  o f  th e  wet w e ll  f lo o r ,  ( c )  th e  plane
o f the  b e ll-m o u th s , and (d )  th e  c e n tre  o f  the upper and lo w er
p a r ts  o f  the i n l e t  zone to  th e  sump.
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12. S u b -d iv id e  the  t o t a l  dep th  in to  10 su b se c tio n s . C a lc u la te  the  
r a d ia l  d is ta n c e  from  the  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  to  the  c e n tre  o f
each o f these 10 subsections a long  the  w a l l  o f  the  sump a d ja c e n t
to  th e  d i f fu s e r  plum e.
13. C a lc u la te  th e  an g les  fo r  the  cosine c o r re c t io n  fo r  the  pump
column drag fo rc e  and to  determ ine  th e  p o in t o f  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  
ta n g e n t ia l  v e lo c i t i e s ,  Vt  ^ and
14. C a lc u la te  the  x  c o o rd in a te  o f -  th e  c e n tre  l in e  o f  th e  pump
columns. I f  the  x co o rd in a te  is  g re a te r  than XCR, stop
c a lc u la t io n s  and go to  step 54 .
15. C a lc u la te  th e  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e s  from the  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  to  the
c e n tre  o f  the s u b -d iv id e d  pump columns.
16. C a lc u la te  th e  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e s  from  the  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  to  the
p o in t on th e  sump boundary where v e lo c i t ie s  Vt . ,  Vt _,  Vt _
and Vt ^ a c t .
17. C a lc u la te  the  number o f  dy steps from  th e  o u t le t  o f  the  d i f fu s e r  
to  th e  c e n tre  o f  each o f  the (H /1 0 )  su b sec tio n s .
18. C a lc u la te  th e  i n i t i a l  e s tim a te s  fo r :  Bq , a , Vw, F , and Q^i r
'(.) b0 - ayvcv
(b )  so lve fo r  a from  Eq. [ 7 . 1 ]
( c )  e s tim a te  th e  i n i t i a l  from Eq. [ 7 . 2 ]
( d )  F = 0 . 0
(e )  W  -  W  « A IR  ls  read in )o o
19. D eterm ine the  number o f  i t e r a t io n s  o f  SUBROUTINE SOLVE. The
number o f  i t e r a t io n s  i s  the in te g e r  v a lu e  o f  the  t o t a l  depth
d iv id e d  by dy . dy i s  d e fa u lte d  to  0 .0 0 1  m.
20 . C a l l  SUBROUTINE SOLVE (see  step 56 ) and p r in t  out y , B, a and
Vw fo r  each dy e lem en t.
21 . Using the plume d a ta  o f  step 20 , o b ta in  v e lo c i t ie s  Vt g
and Vt ^ and th e  corresponding plume w id th s  a t  these s e c tio n s .
22 . Using the plume d a ta  o f  step 20 , o b ta in  the  w a te r v e lo c i t y ,
hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e  and plume w id th  a t  the  c e n tre  o f  each
o f th e  (H /1 0 )  s u b sec tio n s .
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23 . O b ta in  th e  a i r  f r a c t io n  and plume w id th  a t  th e  f r e e  su rface  using  
th e  d a ta  o b ta in e d  from step 20 .
24 . C a lc u la te  th e  steady s ta te  v e lo c i t y  p r o f i l e  through th e  ce n tre  o f  
r o ta t io n .
( a )  Using th e  c a l ib r a t io n  e q u a tio n s  as g iv e n  by T ab le  6 . 9 ,  
e s tim a te  v gURFACE* vj  » vb ’ BB ant*
(b )  C a lc u la te  th e  v e lo c i ty  p r o f i le  a rea  above and below the  
ce n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  using  the  d a ta  o f  step 2 4 ( a )  o r the  
m o d ifie d  v e lo c i t ie s  o f  step 2 4 ( e )  o r step 50 .
(c )  C a lc u la te  the  d isch arg e  passing  above and below the  c e n tre  
o f r o ta t io n  from the  v e lo c i ty  p r o f i le s  g iv e n  in  2 4 ( b ) .
( d )  For a known pumping r a t e  check fo r  c o n t in u ity .  The 
d isc h arg e  passing above th e  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n  should equal 
th e  d isch arg e  passing below th e  c e n tre  o f  r o ta t io n ,  minus 
the  pumping r a t e .  I f  the  d if fe re n c e  in  d isch arg es  is  l e s s  
than  0.5% go to  step 25 . I f  the  d if fe r e n c e  in  d ischarge  is  
g re a te r  than  0.5% go to step 2 4 ( e ) .
( e )  The v e lo c i t ie s  VSURFACE» v j  an^ a re  in cre a s ed
o r decreased by 0 .0005  m/s,  as n eccessary , to  s a t is fy
c o n t in u ity .  The d is ta n c e s  YCR, AA and BB a re  ke p t constant 
as in  step 2 4 ( a ) .  Go t o  step  2 4 ( b ) .
25.  C a lc u la te  the  d ep th , d isch arg e  and mean v e lo c ity  through the
upper and lo w er p a r ts  o f  the i n l e t  zone o f  the  sump.
26. C a lc u la te  th e  c ir c u la t in g  d is c h a rg e , Qwp, by averag in g  th e  two 
d isch arg es  w hich s a t is fy  c o n t in u ity  in  step 2 4 ( d ) .
27. C a lc u la te  th e  ta n g e n t ia l  v e lo c i t i e s  Vt  , Vt  , Vt  and Vt , as 
p er C hapter 4 . 5 . 5 .
28 . C a lc u la te  th e  ta n g e n t ia l  v e lo c i t ie s  v t ^, v t 2 » v t 3  anc* v t 4 > a t
th e  c e n tre s  o f the s u b -d iv id e d  pump columns, us ing  the  
r e la t io n s h ip  g iv e n  by Eq. [ 4 . 5 7 ] .
29.  D eterm ine th e  pump column drag c o e f f ic ie n t .
( a )  C a lc u la te  th e  o u ts id e  d iam eter o f  th e  pump columns; i t  i s  a 
fu n c tio n  o f  the  b e ll-m o u th  d ia m e te r , D.
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(b )  O b ta in  th e  mean im pact v e lo c i ty  on th e  pump columns by 
averag in g  th e  ta n g e n t ia l  v e lo c i t i e s  as c a lc u la te d  in  step
28 . A pply the necessary cosine c o r re c t io n  to  each v t  ^ v a lu e  
to  re s o lv e  i t  in to  a v e lo c i ty  a c t in g  a t  r ig h t  ang les  to  the  
pump columns.
(c )  C a lc u la te  th e  pump column Reynolds number as p e r Eq. [ 4 . 5 9 ] .
( d )  O b ta in  from  the  d a ta  as g iv e n  in  T ab le  4 . 3 .
30.  C a lc u la te  the  r is e  in  the  f r e e  su rface  above the  d i f fu s e r  plume
from  Eq. [ 4 . 8 6 ] .
31 . C a lc u la te  th e  t o t a l  depth  o f  f lu id  above th e  d i f fu s e r  by adding  
th e  s t a t ic  depth  to  th e  r is e  in  th e  f r e e  su rface  as c a lc u la te d  
from  step 30 .
32 . C a lc u la te  th e  l in e  o f  a c t io n  o f  AP£ fo rc e  from  Eq. [ 4 . 8 8 ] ,
33.  C a lc u la te  AP2  from  Eq. [ 4 . 8 7 ] .
3 4 .- E s tim ate  the C^ c o r re c t io n  v a lu e  from the  c a l ib r a t io n  Eq. [ 7 . 2 0 ] .
35.  C a lc u la te  the to rque  due to  th e  shear s t r e s s  on th e  in c l in e d
p o r t io n  o f  th e  wet w e ll  f lo o r  as p er su b sectio n  4 . 5 . 1 .
36.  C a lc u la te  th e  to rq u e  due to  shear s t r e s s  on the h o r iz o n ta l
p o r t io n  o f  the  wet w e ll  f lo o r  as per su b sectio n  4 . 5 . 2 .
37.  C a lc u la te  the  to rque due to  shear s t r e s s  on the  w a ll  a d ja c e n t to
th e  d i f fu s e r  plume as p er su b sectio n  4 . 5 . 3 .
38. C a lc u la te  the  to rque  due to  drag on the pump columns as per
subsection  4 . 5 . 5 :
( a )  on the  lo w e r 1 /4  o f  the  pump columns,
(b )  on the s e c tio n  o f  the  pump columns im m ed ia te ly  below the
ce n tre  o f  r o ta t io n ,
( c )  on the  s e c tio n  o f  the  pump columns im m ed ia te ly  above the
c e n tre  o f  r o t a t io n ,  and
(d )  on th e  upper 1 /4  o f  the pump columns.
39. C a lc u la te  the  t o t a l  a n g u la r momentum cro ss in g  th e  c o n tro l volume
boundaries  as p e r su b sec tio n  4 . 5 . 1 1 .
^ 0 . C a lc u la te  the  to rque due to  th e  hydrodynamic bubble fo rc e  as p er
su bsection  4 . 5 . 4 .
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4 1 . C a lc u la te  th e  to rq u e  due to  the  APo fo rc e  as p e r subsection
4 . 5 . 8 .
42.  C a lc u la te  the to rque  due to  s id e  w a l l  shear as p er subsection
4 . 5 . 6 .
( a )  C a lc u la te  the  15 A0 a n g le s .
(b )  C a lc u la te  th e  le n g th  o f  the 15 r a d ia l  arms from the  c e n tre  
o f r o ta t io n  to  th e  sump boundary.
( c )  C a lc u la te  the ta n g e n t ia l  v e lo c i ty  a s so c ia ted  w ith  each A0 
as g iv e n  by Eq. [ 4 . 6 5 ]  o r  Eq. [ 4 . 6 6 ] ,
( d )  C a lc u la te  the  to rq u e  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  each A0 elem ent as p er  
Eq. [ 4 . 6 7 ]  o r  Eq. [ 4 . 6 8 ] ,  depending on w hether o r not the  
elem ent is  assumed to  have bo th  s o lid  body and p lug flo w  
re g io n s , o r ju s t  s o lid  body f lo w .
43 . C a lc u la te  the  momentum f lu x e s  and the m agnitude o f  th e  AF fo rc e
as p er su bsection  4 . 5 . 7 .
44.  A pply the  c o n s e rv a tio n  o f  a n g u la r momentum to  the  c o n tro l volume 
to  c a lc u la te  th e  l in e  o f  a c t io n  o f  th e  AF fo rc e  using Eq. [ 4 . 7 9 ] .  
C a lc u la te  the  to rque  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  the  AF fo rc e  by ta k in g  the  
cross product o f y^p and AF as p e r  Eq. [ 4 . 7 9 ]  and Eq. [ 4 . 7 2 ] .
45.  C a lc u la te  the to rq u e  a s so c ia ted  w i t h  th e  mass o f  w a te r above the  
d i f f u s e r ,  as p e r su b sectio n  4 . 5 . 9 .
( a )  C a lc u la te  the  volume o f  w a te r above th e  f r e e  su rface  as per 
Eq. [ 4 . 8 9 ] .
( b )  C a lc u la te  th e  a s so c ia ted  to rque  as p er Eq. [ 4 . 9 0 ] ,
( c )  C a lc u la te  th e  r a t io  o f the to rque  due to  th e  mass o f  f lu id  
above th e  f re e  su rface  to  the to rque due to  the  hydrodynamic  
bubble fo r c e .
(d )  C a lc u la te  th e  maximum to rq u e  r a t io  as p e r  Eq. [ 7 . 4 5 ] .
( e )  I f  the  r a t io  o f  the to rques  c a lc u la te d  in  step 4 5 ( c )  exceeds 
th a t  c a lc u la te d  in  step 4 5 ( d ) ,  c o rre c t the  to rque
u s in g  th e  r a t io  g iv e n  by Eq. [ 7 . 4 5 ] .
46.  C a lc u la te  the torque due to  the  pressu re  b a la n c e , APB, as
p er subsection  4 . 5 . 1 0 .
47.  C a lc u la te  th e  t o t a l  r e s is t in g  to rques  by summing up the torques
c a lc u la te d  in  steps 35 ,  36,  37,  38,  42,  44,  45 and 46.
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48 . C a lc u la te  the  t o t a l  d r iv in g  to rq u es  by summing up th e  to rques  
c a lc u la te d  in  steps 3 9 ,  40 and 41 .
49 .  C a lc u la te  th e  d if fe r e n c e  between th e  d r iv in g  and r e s is t in g  
to rq u es  and i f  th e  d if fe r e n c e  i s  l e s s  th an  2% go to  step 5 1 . I f  
th e  d if fe r e n c e  i s  g r e a te r  th an  2% go to  step 50 .
50 . I t e r a t e  s o lu t io n  u n t i l  convergence i s  o b ta in e d . I f  th e  r e s is t in g  
to rq u es  exceed the  d r iv in g  to rq u e s , th en  reduce v g u R F A C E >  v j  
and vt, by 0 . 0 2  m/s;  and v ic e  " v e r s a ,  i f  th e  d r iv in g  torques  
exceed the r e s is t in g  to rq u e s . R etu rn  to  step 2 4 ( b )  and re p e a t  
steps 2 4 ( b )  through 49 u n t i l  convergence i s  a c h ie ved .
51. C a lc u la te  the  momentum c o r re c t io n  fa c to rs  as per Eq. [ 7 . 2 8 ] ,  
Eq. [ 7 . 2 9 ]  and T ab le  7 . 6 .
52.  C a lc u la te  the t o t a l  k in e t ic  energy o f  the  system as p er  
Eq. [ 7 . 1 8 ]  and Eq. [ 7 . 1 9 ] .
53.  C a lc u la te  the a n g u la r momentum o f  the system as p e r Eq. [ 7 . 1 4 ]  
and Eq. [ 7 . 1 5 ] .
54.  P r in t  out s u ita b le  e r r o r  and c a u tio n  s ta tem ents  as re q u ire d  by 
steps 7 , 10 and 14.
55 . SUBROUTINE VECTOR
T h is  su b ro u tin e  sets  up the  e q u a tio n s  to  be solved fo r  us ing  the  
f i f t h  o rd e r R unge-K utta  SUBROUTINE SOLVE g iv e n  in  step 56 .
( a )  Set up th e  e q u a tio n  to  e s tim a te  the  am bient w a te r v e lo c i ty  
g iv e n  by Eq. [ 6 . 1 3 ] .
( b )  Set up the  e q u a tio n  to  e s tim a te  ^Q ^-p /dy g iv e n  by Eq. [ 4 . 4 0 ] .
( c )  C a lc u la te  d B /d y, d a /d y , dVy/dy and dF /dy  as p e r eq u a tio n s  
g ive n  in  T ab le  4 .2  and Eq. [ 4 . 8 ] .
( d )  R etu rn  to  SUBROUTINE SOLVE.
56 . SUBROUTINE SOLVE
T h is  su b ro u tin e  so lves  th e  e q u atio n s  s p e c if ie d  in  SUBROUTINE 
VECTOR v ia  a f i f t h  o rd e r R unge-K utta  te c h n iq u e .
( a )  S p e c ify  SUBROUTINE VECTOR as an e x te r n a l s u b ro u tin e .
(b )  I n i t i a l i z e  co n stan ts  and s p e c ify  a r ra y  s iz e s .
(c )  Solve e q u a tio n s .
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1.
2.
3 .
4 .
5 .
6.
7.
8. 
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.- 
21. 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35 .
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
C HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE FLOW CONDITIONS WITHIN A
C WETWELL UNDER VARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS.
C
C METRIC UNITS USED THROUGHOUT
C *****D E F IN IT IO N  OF T E R M IN O L O G Y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
AGINLO
AGINUP
AIRFCN
AIRNO
ALPHAC 
AM. . .
AMTOT
ANGHOR(I)
ANGHRR(I)
A N G IN C(I)
ANG INR(I)
ANGL2(I)D
ANGL(I)R
A NG PHI(I)
ANGPHR(I)
ANGSWS(I)
ANGSS(I)
ANGSD(I)
ANGSWD(I)
APIPE
ARGU(I)
AVELJT
BBOB5
BBOTVL
BBTH
BETDEG(I)
BETRAD(I)
&
&
&
DENOMINATOR OF A TERM USED IN  CALCUL'TG FACTOR(l) 
NUMERATOR OF A TERM USED IN  CALCUL'TG FACTOR(l) 
AIR FRACTION AT THE FREE SURFACE 
IS  A FUNCTION OF QAIRO, DEPTH AND G AND IS  USED 
TO ADJUST XCENRO AND YCENRO 
ENTRAINMENT COEFFICIENT
IS  THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM ASSOCIATED WITH FLUID 
VOLUME N .M .S .
IS  THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE SYSTEM,
N .M .S .
ANGLES COMPUTED FOR FACTOR(2 ) , DEGREES
ANGLES COMPUTED FOR FACTOR(2), RADIANS
ANGLE COMPUTED FOR FACTOR(l) .DEGREES
ANGLE COMPUTED FOR FACTOR(1 ) .RADIANS
ANGLE USED IN  CALCULATING TANGENTIAL AND RADIAL
VELOCITIES, DEGREES
ANGLE USED IN  CALCULATING TANGENTIAL AND RADIAL 
VELOCITIES, RADIANS
ANGLE USED IN  CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,DEGREES
ANGLE USED IN  CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,RADIANS
ARE THE INTERNAL ANGLES OF THE SUB-DIVIDED CROSS- 
SECTION USED IN  CALCULATING THE SIDE-WALL SHEAR
AREA OF SUCTION P IP E ,M **2
ARE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE SOLUTION OF THE 
QUADRATIC EQUATION FOR THE IN IT IA L  AIRFRACTION 
IS  THE DISTANCE ABOVE THE FLOOR TO THE LINE OF 
ACTION OF VELJET.M.
IS  THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE FLOW 
PASSING BELOW THE CENTRE OF ROTATION; BASED ON 
THE ASSUMED VELOCITY PROFILE
IS  THE DISTANCE ABOVE THE FLOOR OVER WHICH BOTVEL 
IS  ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT.M.
IS  THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE FLOW 
PASSING BELOW THE CENTRE OF ROTATION; BASED ON 
THE OBSERVED VELOCITY PROFILES.
ANGLE USED IN  CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,DEGREES
ANGLE USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,RADIANS
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50. C BOTAR IS THE VELOCITY PROFILE AREA BELOW THE CENTRE OF
51. C ROTATION,M**2/S
52. C BOTVEL IS THE VELOCITY ADJACENT TO THE FLOOR IN A
53. C VERTICAL CROSS SECTION PASSING THROUGH THE CENTRE
54. C OF ROTATION,M/S
55. C BPLUM2 PLUME WIDTH USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN
56. C DRAG,M
57. C BPLUM3 PLUME WIDTH USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN
58. C DRAG,M
59. C BTOB IS THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE FLOW
60. C PASSING ABOVE THE CENTRE OF ROTATION; BASED ON
61. C THE ASSUMED VELOCITY PROFILE
62. C BTOP IS THE PLUME WIDTH AT THE FREE SURFACE,M.
63. C BTTH IS THE MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE FLOW
64. C PASSING ABOVE THE CENTRE OF ROTATION; BASED ON
65. C .THE OBSERVED VELOCITY PROFILES.
66. C CALRAT IS THE'RATIO OF FACTOR(14)/FACT0R(10)
67. C CDRAG PUMP COLUMN DRAG COEFFICIENT
68. C CF IS THE CALIBRATION CORRECTION FACTOR APPLIED TO
69. C THE MASS OF WATER ABOVE THE FREE SURFACE, (SEE
70. c FACTOR( 14) )
71. c CHECK A FUNCTION OF THE LENGTH OF THE INLINED FLOOR,M
72. c CORRN INCREASE IN FLUID DEPTH DUE TO DIFFUSED AIR,M
73. c DBELL BELL-MOUTH DIAMETER,M
74. c DCFF CORRECTION FACTORS USED TO ADJUST THE IMPACT
75. c VELOCITY ON THE PUMP COLUMNS; THE FACTORS CORRECT
76. c FOR FLOW CONSTRICTION
77. c DELP2 PRESSURE FORCE DUE TO ELEVATED'FREE SURFACE
78. c ABOVE THE DIFFUSER,N
79. c DELTAF EXTERNAL FORCE APPLIED AS CALCULATED BY THE
80. c LINEAR MOMENTUM EQUATION,N.
81. c DEPTH FLUID DEPTH IN THE WET-WELL,M
82. c DEPTNO IS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH,THE KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF
83. c THE FLUID AND G AND IS USED TO ADJUST XCENRO AND
84. c YCENRO
85. c DF INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN THE HYDRODYNAMIC BUBBLE
86. c FORCE OVER A DISTANCE DY,N
87. c DIFFER THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE L.H.S AND THE R.H.S.
88. c OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM EQUATION,N.M.
89. c DIFSUB DIFFUSER SUBMERGENCE,M
90. c DO COL OUTER DIAMETER OF THE SUCTION PIPES,M
91.A M c DQARDY RATE OF CHANGE OF AIRFLOWRATE WITH RESPECT TO92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99. 
100.
c DEPTH,(M**3/S)/M
c DY INCREMENT IN FLUID DEPTH,M
c DYP INCREMENT IN FLUID DEPTH,M
c FACTOR(I) THE TERMS WHICH MAKE UP THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
c EQUATION
c FCROSR(I) ARE THE "F" CROSS "R" TERMS OF FACTOR(10),N.M
c FFH FRICTION FORCE ON THE HORIZONTAL FLOOR,N.
c FFI FRICTION FORCE ON THE INCLINED FLOOR,N.
c FHORIZ THE FRICTION FACTOR OF THE HORIZONTAL FLOOR
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101. C FINCL
102. C FORCE
103. C FRRWAL
104. C
105. C FSWS
106. C G
107. c GAMFLU
108. c ■GAMMA
109. c H(I)
110. c HENTR
111. c HLOWER
112. c HPRIME
113. c HUPPER
114. c HVEL
U5. c LAMBDD(I)
116. c
U7. c LAMBDR(I)
118. c
119. c LENGTH
120. c LENGT1
121. c MCF.
122. c
123. c MDOT1,2,3
124. c
125. c NN
126. c
127. c
128. c PATMOS
129. c PERERR
130. c
131. c PHISTD(I)
132. c
133. c PHISTR(I)
134. c
135. c PIE
136. c PLUWID(I)
137. c
138. c PMPGNO
139. c
140. c PMPRN
Ul. c PSI
142.■ i A c QAIR
143.
144.
145.
c
c
c
QAIRO
QCIRC1
146.
147.
c
c
QCIRC2
148.
149.
c
c
QIQPR
150. c
151. c
THE FRICTION FACTOR OF THE INCLINED FLOOR 
THE HYDRODYNAMIC BUBBLE FORCE,N
THE FRICTION FACTOR OF THE WET WELL WALL ADJACENT 
TO THE DIFFUSER
IS THE FRICTION FACTOR OF THE SIDE WALLS
ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY,M/S**2
UNIT WEIGHT OF FLUID,N/M**3
BUBBLE RADIUS PROPORTIONALITY FACTOR
ELEVATION ABOVE THE WET-WELL FLOOR,M
FLUID DEPTH AT THE INLET SECTION,M
FLUID DEPTH OF LOWER PART OF INLET SECTION,M
TOTAL FLUID DEPTH IN DIFFUSER PLUME CENTRELINE,M
FLUID DEPTH OF UPPER PART OF INLET SECTION,M
VELOCITY HEAD OF INTAKE PIPES,M
ANGLE USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN DRAG,
DEGREES
ANGLE USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,RADIANS
LENGTH OF INCLINED FLOOR,M 
LENGTH OF INCLINED FLOOR,M
IS THE DEFAULT MOMENTUM CORRECTION AT FLOW CROSS- 
SECTION
MOMENTUM FLUXES CALCULATED BY THE LINEAR MOMENTUM 
EQUATION,N.
THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO BE 
SOLVED FOR USING THE RUNGA-KUTTA SUBROUTINE 
"SOLVE"
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE,PA,N/M**2
THE % DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE L.H.S & THE R.H.S.
OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM EQUATION
ANGLE USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN
DRAG,DEGREES
ANGLE USED IN CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN 
DRAG,RADIANS 
3.141592654
ARE THE DIFFUSER WIDTHS AT THE MID-POINT OF
EACH OF THE DIFFUSER PLUME SUB-SECTIONS
IS A FUNCTION OF THE PUMPING RATE,DEPTH AND G AND
IS USED TO ADJUST XCENRO AND YCENRO
IS THE PUMP COLUMN REYNOLDS NUMBER
A FUNCTION INVOLVING SURFACE TENSION,M/S
AIR FLOW RATE,M**3/S
DIFFUSER AIR FLOW RATE,M**3/S
IS THE ESTIMATED CIRCULATING FLOW BASED ON BOTAR, 
M**3/S
IS THE ESTIMATED CIRCULATING FLOW BASED ON TOPAR, , 
M**3/S
IS THE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL PUMPING CAPACITY 
WHICH IS ASSUMED TO BE ENTERING THE INLET ZONE 
TO THE SUMP; IT IS USED TO SIMULATE A DRAWDOWN 
CONDITION
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152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160. 
161. 
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180. 
181. 
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200. 
201. 
202.
c QLOWER
c QPUMP
c QUPPER
c QWATDF
c
c R1(I)
c
c
c
c R(I)
c
c RAY(I)
c
c
c RBUBLE
c RCOL(I)
c
c RDELTF
c RDISCH
c RDIVH
c
c
c
c RDIVN(I)
c
c
c REXTRM(I )
c
c RHOFLU
c RHOGAS
c RHORIZ
c RINCDV
c
c
c
c RINCL
c RKE...
c RKETOT
c RLOWER
c
c RPAR
c
c RPERPI
c
c RU,RL
c
c RUPPER
c
c SCALE
c
c SUBINT
DISCHARGE OF LOWER PART OF INLET SECTION,M**3/S 
PUMPING RATE,M**3/S
DISCHARGE OF UPPER PART OF INLET SECTION,M**3/S 
WATER DISCHARGE WITHIN THE PLUME AT THE FREE 
SURFACE,M**3/S
ARE THE DISTANCES FROM THE CENTRE OF ROTATION TO 
THE LINE OF DIVISION BETWEEN THE PLUG FLOW AND THE 
LINEAR FLOW ZONES; USED TO CALCULATE THE SIDE WALL 
SHEAR,M.
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM CENTRE OF ROTATION TO 
DIFFUSER PLUME SUB-SECTIONS ,M
ARE THE LENGTHS OF THE SIDES OF THE TRIANGULAR 
SHAPED WEDGES USED IN CALCULATING THE SIDE WALL 
SHEAR,M.
BUBBLE RADIUS,M
RADIAL DISTANCES FROM CENTRE OF ROTATION TO THE 
PUMP COLUMN SUB-SECTIONS
MOMENT ARM CORRESPONDING TO FORCE DELTAF,M.
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTROID OF PUMP INTAKE,M 
THE RADIAL DISTANCE FROM THE CENTRE OF ROTATION 
TO THE DIVISION LINE BETWEEN THE DIFFUSER AND THE 
INLET INFLUENCED FLOWS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL 
PORTION OF THE WET-WELL FLOOR,M
THE RADIAL DISTANCE TO THE DIVIDING LINE BETWEEN 
THE FLOW INFLUENCED BY THE DIFFUSER AND THE FLOW 
INFLUENCED BY THE INLET CONDITIONS,M 
RADIAL DISTANCE TO THE CENTROID OF THE EXTREME 
SURFACES,M
FLUID DENSITY,KG/M**3 
GAS DENSITY,KG/M**3
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTROID OF HORIZONTAL FLOOR,M 
THE RADIAL DISTANCE FROM THE CENTRE OF ROTATION 
TO THE DIVISION LINE BETWEEN THE DIFFUSER AND 
INLET INFLUENCED FLOWS ABOVE THE INCLINED PART 
OF THE WET-WELL FLOOR,M
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTROID OF INCLINED FLOOR,M 
IS THE KINETIC ENERGY OF FLUID VOLUME "...f',J 
IS THE TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM,J.
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTROID OF LOWER PART OF 
INLET SECTION,M
A COMPONENT OF RINCL PARALLEL TO THE INCLINED 
PORTION OF THE WET-WELL FLOOR,M.
THE PERPENDICULAR DISTANCE FROM THE CENTRE OF
ROTATION TO THE INCLINED PLANE,M
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM THE CENTRE OF ROTATION;
USED IN LINEAR MOMENTUM BALANCE,M.
RADIAL DISTANCE TO CENTROID OF UPPER PART OF 
INLET SECTION,M
IS THE RATIO OF THE DESIGN BELL-MOUTH DIAMETER TO 
THE PHYSICAL MODEL BELL-MOUTH DIAMETER 
THE SUBMERGENCE OF THE INTAKE PIPES,M.
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203. C SURFVL IS  THE HORIZONTAL WATER VELOCITY AT THE FREE
204. C SURFACE AT A VERTICAL CROSS SECTION THROUGH THE
205. C CENTRE OF ROTATION,M/S.
206. C SWSTOT IS  THE TOTAL SIDE WALL SHEAR TORQUE,N.M.
207. C TARLAC IS  THE DECAY RELATIONSHIP FOR THE "CALRAT" RATIO
208. C AND IS  GIVEN AS: TARLAC=0.792/(DEPTH**0.510)
209. C TAUHOR IS  THE SHEAR STRESS ON THE HORIZONTAL PART OF THE
210. C WET WELL FLOOR,N/M**2
211. C TAUINC IS  THE SHEAR STRESS ON THE INCLINED PART OF THE
212. C WET WELL FL00R ,N /M **2
213. C TCROSR(I) ARE THE "T" CROSS "R” TERMS OF FACTOR(3),N.M
214. C THETAD FLOOR SLOPE,DEGREES
215. C THETAR FLOOR SLOPE,RADIANS
216. C TO PAR IS  THE VELOCITY PROFILE AREA ABOVE THE CENTRE OF
217. C ROTATION,M**2/S
218. C TORQUE(I) ARE THE ASSOCIATED TORQUES FOR EACH OF THE SIDE
219. C WALL SUB-AREAS,N.M.
220. C V A . . . FLOW VELOCITIES USED IN  CALCULATING THE KINETIC
221. c ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM,M/S.
222. c V A C T (I) FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE PUMP COLUMNS,M/S
223. c VACTUL(I) THE FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREME SURFACES,
224. c USED IN  CALCULATING THE PUMP COLUMN DRAG,M/S
225. c VAMBNT THE AMBIANT VERTICAL FLUID VELOCITY ADJACENT TO
226. c THE DIFFUSER PLUME,M/S
227. c VAR1 & CALIBRATION PARAMETERS USED IN  ESTIMATING THE
228. c VAR2 AMBIENT PLUME VELOCITY
229. c VCD IS  THE MEAN IMPACT VELOCITY ON THE PUMP COLUMNS;
230. c USED TO ESTIMATE THE PUMP COLUMN REYNOLDS NUMBER,
231. c M/S
232. c VCD. VELOCITIES USED TO OBTAIN THE MEAN PUMP COLUMN
233. c IMPACT VELOCITY
234. c VDISCH IS  THE VELOCITY IN  THE SUCTION PIPE,M /S
235. c V D 0T1,2 ,3 VELOCITIES USED IN  CALCULATING THE EXTERNALLY
236. c VD 0T11,22,33 APPLIED FORCES AS CALCULATED BY THE LINEAR
237. c MOMENTUM EQUATION,M/S.
238. c VELJET IS THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN  A VERTICAL PROFILE
239. c PASSING THROUGH THE CENTRE OF ROTATION,M/S.
240. c VER RADIAL VELOCITY, USED IN  CALCULATING THE KINETIC
241. c ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM,M/S
242. c V E R T (I) VERTICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTRE OF ROTATION
243. c AND THE CENTRE OF THE DIFFUSER PLUME SUB-SECTIONS
244. c
245. c VET TANGENTIAL VELOCITY, USED IN CALCULATING THE
246. c KINETIC ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM,M/S
247. c V H O R IZ(I) HORIZONTAL FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE PUMP COLUMNS,
248. c M/S
249. c VINCL IS  THE FLUID VELOCITY PARALLEL TO THE INCLINED
250. c PART OF THE WET-WELL FLOOR,M/S.
251. c VISKIN IS  THE KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF THE F L U ID ,M **2 /S .
252. c VLOWER FLUID VELOCITY OF LOWER PART OF INLET SECTION,M/S
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253. C VPARH FLUID VELOCITY PARALLEL AND ADJACENT TO THE
254. C THE HORIZONTAL FLOOR,M/S
255. C V R ( I) RADIAL FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE PUMP COLUMNS,M/S
256. C VRAD2(I) RADIAL FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREM SURFACES,
257. C M/S
258. C V T ( I ) TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES AT THE PUMP COLUMNS,M/S
259. C VTANH THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT OF THE FLUID
260. C ADJACENT TO THE HORIZONTAL FLOOR,M/S
261. C VTANIC THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY OF THE FLUID ADJACENT
262. C TO THE INCLINED FLOOR,M/S.
263. C VTAN2CI) TANGENTIAL FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREME
264. C SURFACES,M/S
265. C V T R (I) ARE THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES USED TO CALCULATE
266. C THE SIDE WALL SHEAR TORQUE,M/S.
267. C VU, VL MEAN VELOCITY; USED IN  CALCULATING THE LINEAR
268. C MOMENTUM BALANCE,M/S.
269. C VUPPER FLUID VELOCITY OF UPPER PART OF INLET SECTION,M/S
270. C WERT ( I ) THE VERTICAL AMBIANT FLUID VELOCITIES WHICH ARE
271. C AVERAGED TO OBTAIN VAMBNT,M/S
272. C VW IS  THE WATER VELOCITY AT THE DIFFUSER,M/S
273. C WATVEL(I) WATER VELOCITY IN  THE PLUME,M/S
274. C WIDTH PLUME WIDTH AT THE FREE SURFACE,M
275. C WW(I) THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CORRESPONDING TO Y ( I )
276. c XCENRO X COORDINATE OF CENTRE OF ROTATION,M
277. c XGE0M IS  THE X COORDINATE OF THE GEOMETRIC CENTRE OF
278. c THE SUMP,M.
279. c XRHS IS  THE EQUATION WHICH CALIBRATES THE GEOMETRIC
280. c TO THE MEASURED X COMPONENT OF THE CENTRE OF
281. c ROTATION
282. c XSP X COORDINTE OF SUCTION PIPES,M
283. c XXTRM(I) X COORDINATE OF THE EXTREME SURFACES,M
284. c Y IS  THE DISTANCE ABOVE THE DIFFUSER,M
285. c Y ( l ) PLUME WIDTH,M
286. c Y (2 ) PLUME AIR FRACTION
287. c Y (3 ) PLUME WATER VELOCITY,M/S
288. G Y (4 ) HYDRODYNAMIC BUBBLE FORCE,N
289. c YBARP Y COORDINATE OF CENTROID OF PRESSURE FORCE,M
290. c YCENRO Y COORDINATE OF CENTRE OF ROTATION,M
291. c YDF IS  THE VERTICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTRE OF
292. c ROTATION AND THE LINE OF ACTION OF THE DELTAF
293. c FORCE,M.
294. c YGE0M IS  THE Y COORDINATE OF THE GEOMETRIC CENTRE OF
295. c THE SUMP,M.
296. c YLM DISTANCE USED TO CALCULATE VDOT2 WHEN PUMPING IS
297. c OCCURRING;USED IN APPLYING THE LINEAR MOMENTUM
298. c EQUATION TO THE CROSS-SECTION,M.
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299. C YP DISTANCE ABOVE THE DIFFUSER AT WHICH THE SOLUTION
300. C OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BEGINS
301. C YRHS IS THE EQUATION WHICH CALIBRATES THE GEOMETRIC
30 2 . C TO THE MEASURED Y COMPONENT OF THE CENTRE OF
303. C ROTATION
304. C YVAL(I) A DISTANCE ABOVE THE DIFFUSER USED IN CALCULATING
305. C THE PUMP COLUMN DRAG,M
306. C YXTRM(I) Y COORDINATE OF THE EXTREME SURFACES.M
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A 1.3  WATFIV COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
The fo llo w in g  program l i s t i n g  is  w r i t te n  in  S tru c tu re d  WATFIV fo r  
e xecu tio n  on an IBM 3031 computer. The p e r t in e n t  in fo rm a tio n  about th e  
program, is  g iven  below:
1 . Core Usage
(a ) o b je c t code = 80336 bytes
(b ) a rra y  a rea  = 90280 bytes
2. Compile Time = 1 .3  seconds
3 . E xecution  Time *  23 .5  seconds
4 . Statem ents Executed = 1054900
342
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1- //MODEL JOB (R040,GF9,1,10),'D. MACHINA',CLASS-Z
2- 11 EXEC WATFIV
3- //GO.SYSIN DD *
4* $JOB WATFIV R040 MACHINA
5. c
6 . c
7* C HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE FLOW CONDITIONS WITHIN A
8- C WETWELL UNDER VARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS.
9* C
10- C METRIC UNITS USED THROUGHOUT
U .  c
12• C PRECISION SPECIFICATION AND ARRAY DIMENSIONING
13. c
|4- EXTERNAL VECTOR
DIMENSION H(10),VERT(10),R(10),PHISTR(3),PHISTD(3)
J8* DIMENSION YVAL(4),NUMIT( 4 ),VACTUL(4),RDIVN( 4 ),VTAN2(4)
|7* DIMENSION VRAD2(4),ITERF(10),DF(10)
DIMENSION RC0L(4),XXTRM(4),YXTRM(4),REXTRM(4)
DIMENSION VR(4),VT(4),VACTC4),ANGPHI(4),ANGPHR(4)
DIMENSION BETDEG( 4 ),BETRAD( 4 ),VHORIZ(4)
-1* DIMENSION ITERANC10),WATVEL(10),FORCE(10)
. DIMENSION ANGINR(3),ANGINC(3),FACTOR(15),ANGHRR(2),ANGHOR(2)
Z *' DIMENSION TCROSR(10),FCROSR(10),PLUWID(10)
DIMENSION VVERT(4)
DIMENSION DIFFER(20000)
DIMENSION ANGSWS(550),TORQUE(550),ANGSWD(550)
REAL LAMBDR(4)
REAL LAMBDD(4)
REAL MCF1,MCF2,MCF3,MD0T1,MDOT2,MDOT3 
f?* REAL * 8  Y(25),WW(25),DY(25)
3 ,* REAL * 8  A,DIFSUB,PATMOS,GAMFLU,QAIRO,B ,DQARDY
3 ,* REAL * 8  AA,DBELL,BB,ALPHAC,CC,FRRWAL,DD,RHOFLU,RHOGAS 
REAL * 8  FF,PSI,QAIR,GG,HH,G,PP,QQ,RR,SS,TT
3  * * COMMON/XYZ1 / A , DIFSUB, PATMOS, GAMFLU, QAIRO
3  j? * COMMON/XYZ2/B, DQARDY, AA, DBELL, BB
3 7  C0MM0N/XYZ3/ALPHAC,CC,FRRWAL,DD,RHOFLU
3a * COMMON/XYZ4/RHOGAS,FF,PSI,QAIR,GG
3g COMMON/XYZ5/HH,G,PP,QQ,RR
4n* COMMON/XYZ6 /SS,TT,SCALE
4 . * C0MM0N/XYZ7/ DEPTH, VAMBNT, VAR1 ,VAR2
REAL * 8  LENGTH,LENGT1 
4 3  NN-5
4 -* PRINT,'NN»',NN
H * n
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4 5 . C
46 . C SPECIFICATION OF DEFAULT VALUES AT 20 DEGREES CENTIGRADE
4 7 . C
48 . C
49 . PATMOS-101300.0
50 . GAMFLU-9788.3786
5 1 . G -9 .80 6
5 2 . RHOFLU-998.203
53 . RH0GAS-1.2047
54. P S I - 0 .2500845266
55 . P IE - 3 .141592654
56 . DYP=0 .001
57 . Y P -0 .00 1
5 8 . V IS K IN -0 .0000010038038
59 . PR IN T,'TH E KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF THE FLUID IS = ',V IS K IN
60. PRINT,'PATMOS-'.PATMOS
61. PRINT, ' GAMFLU-' , GAMFLU
62. P R IN T ,'G - ',G
63. PRINT,'RHOFLU-'.RHOFLU
64. PRINT,'RHOGAS-'.RHOGAS
65. P R IN T , 'P S I- ' ,P S I
66 . P R IN T , 'P IE - ' , P IE
67 . P R IN T ,'D Y P -',D Y P
68. P R IN T ,'Y P - ',Y P
69 . c
7 0 . c
7 1. C READ IN  THE REQUIRED INPUT INFORMATION
72. C
73. c
74. READ,DBELL,DEPTH,THETAD,SCALE
7 5 . READ, RBUBLE, ALPHAC, GAMMA,QAIRO, QPUMP, QIQPR
76. READ,FINCL,FHORIZ,FSWS,FRRWAL
77. PRINT,'DBELL-'.DBELL
7 8 . PRINT, ' RBUBLE-' , RBUBLE
79. PR INT,'DEPTH-'.DEPTH
80 • P R IN T, '  GAMMA-' ,  GAMMA
81• PRINT,'ALPHAC-'.ALPHAC
8 2- PRINT, ' THETAD-' , THETAD
83• PRINT, ' QAIRO-' , QAIRO
84• PRINT,'QPUMP-'.QPUMP
85« PR IN T,'THE INFLOW TO PUMPING R A T IO -', QIQPR
86- PR IN T,'THE SCALE RATIO-',SCALE
3 7 .  c
38 . c
89» DIF SUB—DEPTH—(0 .0 1 9 0 5*S CALE)
9o* P R IN T ,'D IF S U B -', DIFSUB
91• THETAR=THETAD*PIE/180.0
92. c
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93. C
94. C DETERMINE THE LENGTH OF THE INCLINED PORTION OF THE WETWELL
95 . C FLOOR
96. C
97 . C
98. LENGT1—(6.138*DBELL)/(COS(THETAR))
99. CHECK-LENGT1*SIN( THETAR)
100. IF(CHECK.GE.DEPTH)THEN DO
101. LENGTH-DEPTH/( S IN(THETAR) )  .
102. ELSE DO
103. LENGTH-LENGT1
104. END IF
105. IF(CHECK.GE.DEPTH)GO TO 900
106. PRINT, ' LENGTH-' , LENGTH
107. c
108. c
109. c CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY HEAD FOR EACH INTAKE
110. C
H i .  C
U 2 .  APIPE-0.337952*DBELL*DBELL
113, HVEL—((QPUMP/3.0)**2)/(2.0*G*APIPE*APIPE)
U 4 .  PRINT, 'A P IP E -' ,APIPE
115. PRINT,'HVEL-',HVEL
116. c
117. c
118. C LOCATE THE ASSUMED CENTRE OF ROTATION
119. c
120. c
121. Tl-(3.0*DEPTH)*((6.5*DBELL+LENGTH*COS(THETAR) )**2)
122. T2-LENGTH*LENGTH*COS( THETAR) *  S IN ( THETAR)
123. T 3 - 1 9 .5*DBELL+2.0*LENGTH*COS(THETAR)
124. T 4 -6 . 0*DEPTH*(6 . 5*DBELL+LENGTH*COS(THETAR))
125. T 5 -3 .0  *LENGTH*LENGTH*CO S( THETAR) *  S IN ( THETAR)
126. T 6 - ( 6 . 5*DBELL+LENGTH*COS( THETAR)) * 3 . 0*DEPTH*DEPTH
127. T7=LENGTH*LENGTH*LENGTH*SIN( THETAR) *  SIN(THETAR) *COS(THETAR)
128. T 8 - ( 6 . 5*DBELL+LENGTH*COS(THETAR))*6.0*DEPTH
129. T 9 - 3 .0*LENGTH*LENGTH*COS( THETAR) *SIN(THETAR)
i3 0 » XGEOM-(T1-T2*T3) / ( T 4 -T 5 )
i3 l .  Y G E O M *(T 6 -T 7 )/(T 8 -T 9 )
13 2. PRINT,'XGEOM-',XGEOM
PRINT,'YGEOM-',YGEOM
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135. C
136. C
137. c
138. c
139. c
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158. c
159. c
160. c
161. c
162. c
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
MODIFY THE COORDINATES OF THE GEOMETRIC CENTRE OF ROTATION 
USING EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
PMPGNO-QPUMP/ C DEPTH** 2 .5 *G **0 .5 )*Q IQ P R  
IF(PMPGNO.GE.0 .0 2 3 )PMPGNO-0.023 
AIRNO=QAIRO/(DEPTH**2. 5 *G **0 .5 )
I F ( AIRNO. GE.0 .0 3 4 )AIRN0»0.034  
DEPTNO-DEPTH**1 .5 *G **0 . 5 / V ISKIN  
IF(DEPTNO.GE.2 . 72E06)DEPTNO-2. 72E06 
XR H S-0.1 6 1 -3 0 .395*PMPGNO+4. 042*AIRNO+0.00494*THETAD- 
& ( ( 3 .6 19E-08)*(DEPTNO) )
YRHS— 1. 568+3. 056*YGE0M/DEPTH-4. 836*AIRNO+5. 815 *PMPGNO+ 
& ( ( 7 .004E-08)*(DEPTNO ))-0.00537*THETAD  
XCENRO»XGEOM*(1 .0+XRHS)
YCENRO-YGEOM*( 1 . 0+YRHS)
IF(YCENRO.LT.(0.5*DBELL))GO TO 908
PRINT,'PMPGNO-', PMPGNO
P R IN T,'A IR N O -' , AIRNO
PRINT, ' DEPTNO-' , DEPTNO
PRINT,'XCENRO-',XCENRO
PRINT,'YCENRO-' , YCENRO
CALCULATION OF RADIAL DISTANCES FROM THE CENTRE-OF-ROTATION
AAA-(6.5*DBELL+LENGTH*C0S(THETAR)*0.5)-XCENRO 
AAAA-AB S ( AAA )
AAAAA—AAAA** 2
BBBBB»(YCENR0-0.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)) 
BBBB-ABS(BBBBB)
BBB-BBBB**2
RINCL=(AAAAA+BBB)**0.50 
CCC-XCENRO-5.25*DBELL 
DDD-ABS(CCC)
RH0RIZ-(DDD**2+YCENR0**2)**0.50 
EEE=(YCENRO-O.5*DBELL)**2 
FFF-(XCENRO-3.5*DBELL)**2 
RDISCH-(EEE+FFF ) **0. 5 
IF(YCENRO.GT.CHECK)GO TO 50 
IF(YCENRO.LT.CHECK)GO TO 51
50 GGG*(0.5*(DEPTH-YCENRO))**2 
HHH»(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)**2 
PPP»(0.5*(YCENRO-LENGTH* SIN(THETAR)))**2 
QQQ-(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)**2.0 
RUPPER-(GGG+HHH)**0.50
RL0WER=(PPP+QQQ)**0.50 
GO TO 52
51 CONTINUE
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186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198. C
199. C
200. C
201. C
202. C
203. C
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220. c
221. c
222. c
223. c
224. c
225. c
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232. c
233. c
234. c
235. c
236.
V j
c
RLOWER*0.0
PPP*0.0
QQQ*0.0
GGG*(0.5*D EPTH+O.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)**2 
HHH* (12.6 38*DBELL-XCENRO ) ** 2 
RUP PER** ( GGG+HHH )** 0.5 0 
52 CONTINUE
PRINT,'RINCL*'.RINCL 
PRINT,'RHORIZ*',RHORIZ 
PRINT,'RDISCH-'.RDISCH 
PRINT,'RUPPER*',RUPPER 
PRINT,'RLOWER*',RLOWER
CALCULATION OF THE RADIAL DISTANCE TO THE SUB-DIVIDED 
DIFFUSER PLUME
H(1)-0.05*DEPTH
H(2)*0.15*DEPTH
H(3)*0.25*DEPTH
H(4)«0.35*DEPTH
H(5)=0.45*DEPTH
H(6)*0.55*DEPTH
H(7)-0.65*DEPTH
H(8)*0.75*DEPTH
H(9)*0.85*DEPTH
H(10)«0.95*DEPTH
DO 1 1*1,10
VERT(I)*ABS(YCENRO-H(I))
CONTINUE 
DO 2 1*1,10
R(I)-(XCENRO**2+VERT(I)**2)**0.5
CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF PHISTAR ANGLES FOR DETERMINATION OF THE PUMP 
COLUMN DRAG FORCES
PHISTR(1)*ATAN(XCENRO/YCENRO)
PHISTD(1)=PHISTR(1)*180.0/PIE 
PHISTR(2)*ATAN(XCENRO/(DEPTH-YCENRO)) 
PHISTD(2)=PHISTR(2)*180.O/PIE 
PHISTD(3)*180.O-PHISTD(2)
PHISTR(3)*PHISTD(3)*PIE/180.0
CALCULATION OF THE LAMBDA ANGLES FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF THE PUMP COLUMN DRAG FORCES
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237. C
238. C
239. C
240. C
241. C
242.
243.
244. C
245. c
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263. c
264. c
265. c
266. c
267. c
268. c
269.
270.
271.
272.
273. c
274. c
275. c
276. c
277. c
278. c
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
286.
287. c
XSP IS THE "X" COORDINATE OF THE CENTRE-LINE OF THE PUMP 
COLUMNS
XSP*3.50*DBELL
IF(XCENRO.LE.XSP)GO TO 907
Z1=XCENRO-XSP
Z2»0.75*(YCENR0-0.5*DBELL)' 
LAMBDRCI)=ATAN2(Z1,Z2) 
LAMBDD(1)-LAMBDR(1)*180.O/PIE 
Z3“0.25*CYCENRO—0.5*DBELL) 
LAMBDR(2)=ATAN2(Z1,Z3) 
LAMBDD(2)*LAMBDR(2)*180.O/PIE 
Z4=0.25*(DEPTH-YCENR0) 
Z5»ATAN2(Z4,Z1)
Z6=Z5*180.O/PIE
LAMBDD(3)=»90. 0+Z6
LAMBDRC 3)=LAMBDDC3)*PIE/180.0
Z7=0.75*CDEPTH-YCENRO)
Z8-ATAN2CZ1.Z7)
Z9=Z8*180.O/PIE
LAMBDDC4)=»180.0-Z9
LAMBDRC 4)“LAMBDDC4)*PIE/180.0
CALCULATION OF THE DISTANCES FROM THE CENTRE OF ROTATION TO 
THE CENTROIDS OF THE SUB-DIVIDED PUMP COLUMNS
RCOLC1)=CZ1**2+Z2**2)**0.50 
RC0LC2)=CZ1**2+Z3**2)**0.50 
RC0LC3)=CZ1**2+Z4**2)**0.50 
RC0LC4)»CZ1**2+Z7**2)**0.50
CALCULATION OF THE RADIAL DISTANCES TO THE EXTREME SURFACES 
TO CALCULATE THE RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
AT THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARIES
XXTRMC1)»CYCENRO*CXCENRO-XSP))/C0.75*CYCENRO-0.5*DBELL)) 
YXTRMC 2 ) »C 0 .2  5*XCENR0*C YCENRO-0. 5*DBELL)) / ( XCENRO-XSP) 
YXTRMC3)»C 0 . 25*XCENR0*CDEPTH-YCENR0) ) / CXCENRO-XSP)
XXTRMC 4 ) »C XCENRO-XSP) /O .75
REXTRMC 1 )=*SQRTCYCENRO*YCENRO+XXTRMC 1 )*XXTRMC 1) )
REXTRMC 2 ) =SQRTCYXTRMC 2 ) * YXTRMC 2 )+XCENRO*XCENRO)
REXTRMC 3 ) =SQRT C XCENRO*XCENRO+YXTRM C 3 ) *YXTRMC 3 ) )
REXTRM C 4 ) =>SQRT C C D EPTH-YCENRO ) **2+XXTRM C 4 ) * * 2  )
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288. C
289. C
290. c
291. c
292. c
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298. c
299. c
300. c
301. c
302. c
303, c
304. c
305. c
306.
307.
308.
309. c
310.
311.
312. c
313. c
314. c
315. c
316. c
317. c
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337,
CALCULATE THE DISTANCE ABOVE THE DIFFUSER WHERE REXTRM(2) 
AND REXTRM(3) INTERCEPT THE WALL
YVAL(2)“YCENRO-YXTRM(2) 
YVAL(3)“YCENRO+YXTRM (3) 
NUM IT (1) “YCENRO /DYP 
NUMIT(2)“YVAL(2)/DYP 
NUMIT(3)“YVAL(3)/DYP
BREAKING DOWN THE DIFFUSER PLUME INTO TEN SUB-SECTIONS TO 
ASSIST IN CALCULATING THE SHEAR RESISTANCE TO, AND THE 
HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE OF THE BUBBLES ON THE FLUID
DO 6 J“l,10
ITERAN(J)“H(J)/DYP
CONTINUE
DEFAULT NUMIT(2) AND NUMIT(3) IF THEY ARE OUT OF RANGE 
IF(NUMIT(2).LE.0.0)NUMIT(2)«ITERAN(1)
IF(NUMIT(3).GE.DEPTH)NUMIT(3)=ITERAN(10)
INITIALIZATION OF DATA FOR THE RUNGA-KUTTA SUBROUTINE "SOLVE"
EST1“ 0 . 0438+(0 .3  7 28*SCALE*0.0 0 1 ) /DEPTH
EST2“ 3.415*AIRNO
EST3“ SQRT(9 . 806*DEPTH)
Y (3 )=EST3*(EST1+EST2)
IF ( Y (3 ) .L E .0 .0 )Y (3 ) “ 0 .005  
Y (1 )=GAMMA*RBUBLE*SCALE
ARGU1“0 . 5+P S1 / ( 2 .0 *  Y (3 ) )+QAIRO/ ( 1 2 . 0*DBELL*GAMMA* SCALE* 
&RBUBLE*Y(3))
ARGU2=-1 .0 -P S I/Y (3 ) -QAIRO/ ( 6 . 0*DBELL*GAMMA*RBUBLE*S CALE* 
& Y (3 ))
ARGU3“ ( ARGU2**2)* 0 .2 5
ARGU4=ARGU3-QAIRO/( 6 . 0*DBELL*GAMMA*RBUBLE*SCALE*Y(3 ) )  
ARGU5“ SQRT(ARGU4)
ARGU6“ ARGU1+ARGU5 
ARGU7=ARGU1 -ARGU5
IF(ARGU6.GT.1.0.0R.ARGU6.LT.0.0)Y(2)=ARGU7  
IF(ARGU7.GT.1 .0 .OR.ARGU7.LT.0 .0 )Y (2 )“ ARGU6
IF(A R G U 6.LT.1 .0 .AND.ARGU6.GT.0 . 0 . AND.ARGU7.LT.1 .0 .AND.ARGU7. 
&GT.0 .0 ) Y (2 ) “AMINI(ARGU6 ,ARGU7)
Y (4 )= *0 .0
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338.
339.
340.
341.
342. C
343. C
344. C
345. C
346. C
347. C
348. C
349. C
350. C
351. C
352. C
353. C
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363. C
364. C
365. C
366. C
367. C
368. C
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
378.
379.
380.
381.
382.
383.
384.
385.
386.
Y(5)=QAIRO
IT=1
VW=Y(3)
700 CONTINUE
DYP IS  THE INCREMENT IN  THE DEPTH AND IS  GIVEN IN  THE DEFAULT 
VALUE SECTION OF THE PROGRAM............... =0.001 M.
YP IS  THE FIN ITE DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE DIFFUSER AT WHICH THE 
CALCULATIONS BEGIN.......................................=0.001 M.
CALL RUNGA-KUTTA SUBROUTINE AND SOLVE FOR Y (1 ) ,Y (2 )  AND Y (3 )
NOITER=DEPTH/DYP 
PRINT 480
480 FORMAT( '  ' . IX , 'Y ( M ) ' , 6 X ,'B (M ) ' ,4 X , 'A IR  FR C N ',4X ,'V W (M /S )' )  
PRINT 4 9 0 ,Y P ,Y ( i ) ,Y (2 ) ,Y (3 )
490 FORMAT( '  ' ,F 5 .3 ,2 X ,F 9 .4 ,2 X f F 1 0 .8 ,2 X ,F 7 .4 )
DO 4 1=1,NOITER
CALL SOLVE(YP,Y,DY,DYP,NN,VECTOR)
IF ( Y (1 ) . LE. ( 3 . 0*RBUBLE*S CALE) ) Y ( 1 )= 3 .0*RBUBLE*SCALE 
PRINT 4 9 0 ,Y P ,Y (1 ) ,Y (2 ) ,Y (3 )
CALCULATION OF THE FLUID VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREME SURFACES 
WITHIN THE DIFFUSER PLUME REGION
IF (I.E Q .N U M IT (2 ))T H E N  DO 
VACTUL(2)=Y(3)
END IF
IF (I.E Q .N U M IT (3 ))T H E N  DO 
VACTUL(3)=Y(3)
END IF
IF(I.EQ .NOITER)THEN DO 
VACTUL(4)«Y(3)
END IF
IF (I.E Q .M U M IT(2))TH E N  DO 
BPLUM2=Y(1)
END IF
IF (I.E O .N U M IT (3 ))T H E N  DO 
BPLUM3=Y(1)
END IF
IF ( I . EQ.NOITER)THEN DO 
WIDTH=Y(1 )
END IF
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38 7 . C
38 8 . C
389 . C SELECT THE APPROPRIATE WATER VELOCITY
390. C
391. C
392. IF ( I.E Q .IT E R A N (1 ) )WATVEL(1 )« Y (3 )
393. IF (I.E Q .IT E R A N (2 ))W A T V E L (2 )= Y (3 )
394. IF (I.E Q .IT E R A N (3 ))W A T V E L (3 )« Y (3 )
395. IF  ( I . EQ. ITERAN ( 4 ) ) WATVEL ( 4 ) **Y ( 3 )
396. IF ( I.E Q .IT E R A N (5 ) )W ATVEL(5)=Y(3)
397. IF (I.E Q .IT E R A N (6 ))W A T V E L (6 )“ Y (3 )
398 . IF (I.E Q .IT E R A N (7 ))W A T V E L (7 )» Y (3 )
399. I F ( I .  EQ.ITERAN(8) )WATVEL(8)=*Y(3 )
400. IF  ( I .E Q .  ITERAN(9) )WATVEL(9)**Y(3)
401. IF (  I .E Q . ITERAN ( 10))W ATVEL(10)**Y(3)
402. C
403 . C
404. C SELECT THE APPROPRIATE HYDRODYNAMIC BUBBLE FORCE
405. C
406. C
407 . ITERF(1)»0.10*DEPTH/DYP
408. ITER F(2)-0 .20*D EPTH /D YP
409. ITERF(3)»0.30*DEPTH/DYP
410. ITERF( 4 )*0.40*DEPTH/DYP
411. ITERF(5)=0.50*D EPTH /DYP
4 l2 ^ _  _  __ ITERF(6)**0.60*DEPTH/DYP
413. ' ITERF(7)=0.70*DEPTH/DYP
414. ITERF(8)»0.80*DEPTH/DYP
415. ITERF(9)=0.90*D EPTH /D YP
416. ITERF( 10)*=N0ITER
417. IF ( I.E Q .IT E R F (1 ))F 0 R C E (1 )= Y (4 )
418. IF ( I.E Q .IT E R F (2 ))F O R C E (2 )-Y (4 )
419. I F ( I .  EQ. IT E R F (3) )F0RCE(3)=*Y(4)
420. IF ( I .E Q .IT E R F (4 ))F 0 R C E (4 )« Y (4 )
421. IF (I.E Q .IT E R F (5 ))F O R C E (5 )= Y (4 )
422. IF (I.E Q .IT E R F (6 ))F O R C E (6 )® Y (4 )
423 . IF (I.E Q .IT E R F (7 ))F O R C E (7 )« Y (4 )
424. IF (I.E Q .IT E R F (8 ))F 0 R C E (8 )= *Y (4 )
425. I F ( I .  EQ. ITERF( 9) )F0R C E(9)**Y (4)
426. IF ( I .E Q .IT E R F (1 0 ))FO RCE(10)“Y (4 )
427. c
428. c
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429. C
430. C
431. C
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.
437.
438.
439.
440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
445.
446.
447. C
448. C
449. C
450. C
451. C
452. C
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
468.
469.
470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479.
480.
SELECT THE APPROPRIATE PLUME WIDTH
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(1))PLUWID(1)»Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(2))PLUWID(2)-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(3))PLUWID(3)»Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(4))PLUWID(4)-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(5))PLUWID(5)-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(6))PLUWID(6)=Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(7))PLUWID(7)-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(8))PLUWID(8 )-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(9))PLUWID(9)-Y(1 
IF(I.EQ.ITERAN(10))PLUWID(10)=Y(1) 
IF(I.EQ.NOITER)THEN DO 
AIRFCN=Y(2)
BTOP*»Y( 1)
END IF 
4 CONTINUE
OBTAIN THE VELOCITY PROFILE THRU THE CENTRE OF ROTATION 
BASED ON THE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
KRUN=*1
V P 1 = Q A IR 0 /(D E P T H **2 .5 *G **0 .5 )
IF (V P 1 .G E.O . 034)VPi=»0. 034 
VP2»QPUMP/(DEPTH**2 . 5 * G * * 0 .5 )*QIQPR  
IF (V P 2 . GE.0 .0 2 3 ) VP2»0.0 2 3  
VP 3 =*THETAD
VP8-YCENR0/DEPTH     _
VP10“ (G **0 .5 *D E P T H **1 .5 )/V IS K IN  
IF (VP10'.G E. 2'.72E06)VP10“ 2; 72E06
VP4“ - 0 . 2 4 1 0 + 1 3 .633*V P 1 -6 .3 23*V P 2 -0 .001 21 *V P 3 + 0 .633 *V P 8  
& + (1 .8 20E -08 ) * ( VP10)
VP5“ - 0 . 2 5 1 4 + 1 4 .3 78*VP1—7 .1 5 4 *V P 2 -0 .000767*V P 3+ 0 .618*VP8 
& + (3 .0 2 7 E -0 8 ) * ( VP10)
VP7“ 0 . 5 4 9 -0 .2 5 8 *V P 1 -1 1 .3 3 8 *V P 2 + 0 .0 0 2 9 7 *V P 3 -(1 .2 4 0E -0 7 ) *  
&(VP10)
VP9=»0.58 9+0. 385*VP1+1. 534*V P 2-0 .000945*V P 3+0 .575*V P 8+
&(1 .3 7 2 E -0 8 )* (V P 1 0 )
VP6“ 0 .0 3 8 9 -4 .246 *V P l+ 4 .2 6  9*VP2+0. 000269*V P 3-0 . 1 822*VP7 
&+0.539*VP5  
SURFVL“ (V P 4 *(G *D E P T H )**0 .5 )
VELJET*(VP5*( G*DEPTH) * * 0 . 5 )
BOTVEL=(VP6*( G*DEPTH) * * 0 . 5 )
BB0TVL»VP7*DEPTH
IF(BBOTVL.GE.YCENRO)BBOTVL“ YCENRO
IF  ( BBOTVL . LE . 0 .0  ) BB0TVL=»0 . 0
AVELJT=«VP9*DEPTH
I F ( AVELJT. GE. DEPTH) AVELJT= DEPTH
IC0UNT=»1
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481.
482.
483 .
484.
485 .
486.
487.
488.
489 .
490.
491.
492.
493.
494.
495 .
496 .
497.
498.
499.
500.
501.
502.
503.
504.
505. C
506. C
507. C
508. C
509. C
510.
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521.
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528. C
307 CONTINUE
TOPAR=0.5 * ( SURFVL*( D EPTH-AVELJT)+VELJET*( DEPTH—YCENRO) )  
BOTAR=0. 5*B0TVEL*( YCENRO+BBOTVL)
QCIRC1«B0TAR*6.0*DBELL-QPUMP 
QCIRC2»TOPAR*6. 0*DBELL 
DELQCI«QCIRC1-QCIRC2 
DELQC2=ABS(DELQCI)
DELQC3*( DELQC2/QCIRC1 )*1 0 0 .0 0  
IF (D ELQ C 3.LE .0.5)G O  TO 300 
IF (Q C IR C 1 .GT.QCIRC2)GO TO 305 
IF (QCIRC2.G T.Q CIRC1 )GO TO 310 
305 CONTINUE
B0TVEL=BOTVEL-0.0005 
SURFVL-SURFVL+O.0005 
VELJET=VELJET+0.0005 
GO TO 315 
310 SURFVL*SURFVL“ 0 .0005  
VELJET*VELJET-0.000 5  
B0TVEL=B0TVEL+0.0005  
315 CONTINUE
IC0UNT*»IC0UNT+1 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.10000)G O TO 300 
IF (IC O U N T .N E .10000)GO TO 307 
300 CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF QUPPER,VUPPER,QLOWER,VLOWER
HENTR=DEPTH-LENGTH* S IN ( THETAR) 
IF(YCENRO.GT.CHECK)GO TO 55 
IF(YCENRO.LT.CHECK)GO TO 56
55 HUPPER=DEPTH-YCENRO 
HLOWER=HENTR-HUPPER 
QUPPER=HUPPER*QPUMP/HENTR*QIQPR 
QLOWER»HLOWER*QPUMP/HENTR*QIQPR 
VUPPER=QUPPER/( 6 . 0*DBELL*HUPPER) 
VLOWER=QLOWER/( 6 . 0*DBELL*HL0WER) 
GO TO 57
56 CONTINUE 
HUPPER=HENTR 
HLOWER=»0. 0 
QUPPER=QPUMP*QIQPR 
QL0WER=0.0 
VL01/ER=0.0
VUPPER»QUPPER/( 6 . 0*DBELL*HUPPER)
57 CONTINUE
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529. C
530. C CALCULATION OF THE AIR INDUCED WATER FLOWRATE
531. C
532 . C
533. QWATDF=(QCIRCl+QCIRC2)/2.0
534. RDIVN(1 )“REXTRM( ! ) * ( ! . O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
535. C
536. C
537. C CALCULATION OF THE RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
538. C COMPONENTS AT THE EXTREME SURFACES
539. C VTAN2( I ) ARE THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREME
540. C SURFACES
541. C
542. C
543. VTAN2(1 )“ BOTAR/(REXTRM ( 1 ) -0 .5 *R D IV N (1 ) )
544. C
545. C
546. C VRAD2(I) ARE THE RADIAL VELOCITIES AT THE EXTREME SURFACES
547. C
548. C
549. VRAD2(1) “ SQRT((VTAN2(1 ) / (C0S(LAMBDR(1) ) ) ) * * 2 —(VTAN2(1 ) *
550. &VTAN2(1 ) ) )
551. ANGL2D«90.0-LAMBDD(2)
552. ANGL2R“ANGL2D*PIE/180.0
553. VTAN2( 2 ) “VACTUL( 2 ) *CO S( ANGL2R)
554. VRAD2(2)“ VACTUL(2)*SIN(ANGL2R)
555. ANGL3D»LAMBDD(3)-90.0
556. ANGL3R“ANG L3D*PIE/180.0
557. VTAN2( 3 ) =VACTUL(3 )*COS(ANGL3R)
558. VRAD 2 ( 3 ) “ VACTUL( 3 ) * S IN ( ANGL3 R)
559. ANGL4D“LAMBDD(4)-90.0
560. ANGL4R“ANGL4 D *P IE /1 8 0 .0
561. VTAN2( 4 ) “ SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO) /REXTRM(4 )
562. VRAD2(4)»TAN(ANGL4R)*VTAN2(4)
563. c
564. c
565. c CALCULATION OF THE RADIAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT THE CENTROIDS
566. c OF THE SUB-DIVIDED PUMP COLUMNS
567. c
568. c
569 . IF (R C O L (l).L T .R D IV N (l))T H E N  DO
?70. VR(1 ) “ VRAD2(1 )*RCOL(1 ) / (R D IVN (1 ) )
ELSE DO571,
572. VR(1)“VRAD2(1)
573« END IF
57*. VR(2)=(RCOL(2)*VRAD2(2))/(REXTRM(2)-BPLUM2)
5?5. VR(3)“(RCOL(3)*VRAD2(3))/(REXTRM(3)-BPLUM3)
57&* VR(4)“(RCOL(4)*VRAD2(4))/REXTRM(4)
577. c
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578. C
579. C CALCULATION OF THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS AT THE
58 0 . C CENTROIDS OF THE SUB-DIVIDED PUMP COLUMNS
581. C
582 . C
583. I F ( RCOL( 1 ) . LT.RDIVN( 1 ) )THEN DO
584. V T (1 )=VTAN2( 1 ) *R C 0L(1 ) / (R D IV N (1) )
58 5 . ELSE DO
586. VT( 1 ) =VTAN2(1 )
58 7 . END IF
588. VT( 2 ) - ( RCOL( 2 ) *VTAN2( 2 ) ) / (REXTRM( 2 ) -BPLUM2)
589 . V T (3 )-(R C O L (3 ) *VTAN2( 3 ) ) / (REXTRM(3)—BPLUM3)
590. V T (4 )= (R C 0L (4 )*V T A N 2(4))/R E X T R M (4)
591 . C
592 . C
593. C DETERMINATION OF THE PUMP COLUMN DRAG COEFFICIENT
594. C
595. C
596. DOCOL=*0. 696061*DBELL
597. VCD1**VT( 1 )*COS(LAMBDR( 1) )
598. VCD2=VT(2)*COS(LAMBDR(2))
599. TCD3»PIE-LAMBDR(3)
600. VCD3**VT(3 )*COS(TCD3 )
601. TCD4=PIE-LAMBDR(4)
602. VCD4=VT(4)*COS(TCD4)
603. VCD“ (VCD1+VCD2+VCD3+VCD4) * 0 .2 5
604. PMPRN=VCD*DOCOL/VISKIN
605. IF(PM PRN.LT. 1 •0)CDRAGs»10.0
606. IF(PM PRN.G E.1 .0 .AND.PMPRN.LT.1 0 .0)CDRAG»6.35
607. IF(PM PRN.G E.1 0 .0 .AND.PMPRN.LT.1 0 0 .0)CDRAG*2.10
608. IF(PM PRN.G E.1 0 0 .0 .AND.PMPRN.LT.1 0 0 0 .0)CDRAG=1.25
609. IF(PM PRN.G E.1 0 0 0 .0 .AND.PMPRN.LT.1 0 0 0 0 .0)CDRAG=1.15
6 10. IF(PM PRN.G E.1 0 0 0 0 .0 .AND.PMPRN.LT.1 0 0 0 0 0 .0)CDRAG=1.40
6 11 - IF  ( PMPRN. GE. 100000 . 0 ) CDRAG=»0 . 80
612. c
613. c
6 U .  c LOCATING THE CENTROID OF THE PRESSURE FORCE TERM
615. c THE RISE IN  THE FREE SURFACE IS  MODIFIED AS PER EXPERIMENTAL
616. G RESULTS
617. c
618. c
619. CORRN=VACTUL( 4 ) * VACTUL( 4 ) / G *( 1.0-A IR FC N )
620. HPRIME=DEPTH+CORRN
621. YBARP=(2.0*DEPTH+C0RRN)/3.0
622. c
623. c
624. C DETERMINE THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PRESSURE FORCE TERM
625. c
626. c
627. DELP2=0.5*GAMFLU*DEPTH*CORRN*6. 0*DBELL
628. c
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.629. C
630. C PREPARE FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM EQUATION
631. C
632. CFT1-THETAD
633. CFT2»AIRN0
6 34 . CFT3»PMPGN0*QIQPR
635. CFT4=12 .6  3 8*DBELL/DEPTH
636. IF (C F T 4 .G E .3 . 160)CFT4=3. 160
6 37 . C FT5-1. 0 - 1 1 . 40*CFT2*CFT4+450.0*CFT2*CFT2*CFT4
638. C F T 6= (-0 .18 )*C F T 1
639. C F T 7= (-0 .04 )*C F T 1
640. CFT8=1.0 - 2 .7 1 8 2 8 **C F T 6 + 0 .7 3 * (2 .7 1828**CFT7)
641. GFT9 =CFT3 * * 0 .4  8+0 .2 8
642. C F T 10»C F T 4*(-0 .08 )
643 . C F T 1 l - ( - l .4 7 7 )*CFT5*CFT8*CFT9*CFT10
644. CF-1.705+CFT11
645. C FT20=(1 2 .638*DBELL)/DEPTH
646. IF (C F T 2 0 .L E .2 .10 7 .A N D .C F .G E .1 .4 50 )C F = 1 .4 50
647. IF (C F T 20.G T . 2 . 107.AND.CF.GE. 1 . 530 )C F = 1 .530
648. C
649. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(l)
650. C
651. C .
652. YCHECK=0.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)
653 . XCHECK=6.5*DBELL+0.5*LENGTH*C0S(THETAR)
654. I F ( YCENRO. GE. YCHECK.AND. XCENRO. LE. XCHECK) GO TO 58
655. IF(YCENRO.LT.CHECK)GO TO 59
656. IF(XCENRO.GT.XCHECK)GO TO 61
657 . 58 AGINUP=6.5*DBELL+0.5*LENGTH*C0S(THETAR)-XCENR0
658. AGINLO-YCENRO-O.5 * LENGTH* S IN ( THETAR)
659. ANGINR(1)=ATAN2( AGINUP,AGINLO)
660. A N G IN C (1)»A N G IN R (1)*180.O /P IE
661. ANGINC(2 )= 9 0 .O+THETAD-ANGINC(1 )
662. GO TO 60
663. 59 AGINUP=0.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENR0
6 64. AGINLO-6. 5*DBELL+0. 5*LENGTH*C0S( THETAR) -XCENRO
665. X=AGINUP/AGINLO
666. AGINP=ATAN(X)
667. ANG INR(1)=AG INP+0.5*PIE
668. ANGINC(1)=ANGINR(1 )*1 8 0 .O /P IE
669. ANGINC(2)=90.O+THETAD-ANGINC(1 )
670. GO TO 60
671. 61 AGINUP»XCENR0-6.5*DBELL-0.5*LENGTH*C0S(THETAR)
672. AGINL0=YCENR0-0.5 *LENGTH* SIN(THETAR)
673. ANGINR(1)=ATAN2(AGINUP,AGINLO)
674. ANGINC( 1 ) = A N G IN R (1 )*180 .0 /P IE
67 5 . ANGINC( 2 )= 9 0 . O-THETAD-ANGINC(1 )
676. GO TO 60
677. 60 CONTINUE
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678. ANGINC( 3 ) - 9 0 . 0-ANGINC(2 )
679. ANGINRC 3 ) -ANGINC( 3 ) * P IE /18 0 .0
680. RPERPI-RINCL*COS(ANGINR(3 ) )
681. RPAR—RINCL*SIN( ANGINR(3 ) )
682. RINCDV-RINCL*( 1 . O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
683. VTANIC-BOTAR/(RINCL-0.5*RINCDV)
684. VINCL-VTANIC/(COS(ANGINR(3) ) )
685. FACTOR(1 )—RHOFLU*FINCL*ABS(VINCL)*VINCL*6. 0*DBELL*LENGTH*
686. & R P E R P I/8 .0 *1 .1 0
687. TAUINC=FACTOR(1 ) / ( 6 . 0*DBELL*LENGTH*RPERPI)
688. C
689. C
690. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(2)
691. C
692. C
693. RDIVH-RHORIZ*( 1 . O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
694. VTANH-BOTAR/(RHORIZ-O.5*RDIVH)
695. ANGHRR(1 )-ARSIN( YCENRO/ RHORIZ)
696. ANGHORC1 )-ANGHRR(1 ) * 1 8 0 .0 /P IE
697. ANGHOR(2)-90. 0-ANGHOR(1)
698 . ANGHRR( 2 ) -ANGHOR(2 ) * P I E / 1 8 0 .0
699. IF(XCENRO.G T.(5.25*DBELL))THEN DO
700. VPARH-VTANH/( SIN(ANGHRR(1 ) ) )
701. END IF
702. IF(XCEN R O .LT.( 5 . 25*DBELL))THEN DO
703. VPARH-VTANH/(COS( ANGHRR(2 ) ) )
704. END IF
705. IF(XCENRO. EO. ( 5 . 25*DBELL) )THEN DO
706. VPARH-VTANH
707. END IF
708. FACTOR(2 ) -RHOFLU*FHORIZ*ABS( VPARH) *VPARH*6. 0*DBELL*6. 5*DBELL
709. & *YC EN R O /8.0*1.10
710. TAUHOR-FACTOR(2 ) / (YCENRO*6. 0*DBELL*6.5*DBELL)
711. C
712. C
713. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(3)
714. C
715. C
716. TFACT3-RHOFLU*FRRWAL*6. 0*DBELL*DEPTH*XCENRO/8 0 .0
717. DO 10 1 -1 ,1 0
718. TCROSR(I)=TFACT3*ABS(WATVEL(I) )*W ATVEL(I)
719. 10 CONTINUE
720. FACTOR(3 )—TCROSR(1)+TCROSR(2)+TCROSR(3 )+TCROSR(4)+TCROSR(5)
721. &+TCROSR(6 )+TCROSR(7 )+TCROSR(8 )+TCROSR(9 )+TCROSR(10)
722. c
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723. C
724. G CALCULATION OF FACTOR(5)
725. C
726. C
727. D0C0L=0.696061*DBELL
728. DCF**( 6 . 0*DBELL) / ( 6. 0*DBELL—3 . 0*DOCOL)
729. DCFF“DCF*DCF
730. TFACT5-C0S(LAMBDR(1))
731. TF51»(YCENRO-O.5*DBELL)*0.5*DOCOL
732. TF52**0.75*(YCENRO-0.5*DBELL)
733. TF53»VT(1)*TFACT5
734. FACTOR(5)=RH0FLU*CDRAG*TF53*TF5 3*0.5*3.0*TF51*TF52*DCFF
735. C
736. C
737. C CALCULATION OF FACT0R(6)
738. C
739. C
740. TFACT6=»C0S (LAMBDR( 2 ) )
741. TF61-TF51
742. TF 6 2**0 .25* ( YCENRO-O . 5 *DBELL )
743. TF63«VT(2)*TFACT6
744. FACTOR(6)=RHOFLU*CDRAG*TF63*TF63*0.5*3.0*TF61*TF62*DCFF
745. C
746. C
747. C CALCULATION OF FACT0R(7)
748. C
749. C
750. TFACT7=*PIE-LAMBDR(3)
751. TFAC77=C0S(TFACT7)
752. TF70=VT(3)*TFAC77
753. TF71=(DEPTH-YCENRO-BTOP)*DOCOL
754. TF7 2=0•25*(DEPTH-YCENRO)
7 55. FACTORC 7)=RH0FLU*CDRAG*TF70*TF70*0.5*3.0*TF71*TF72*DCFF
756. c
757. c
758. C CALCULATION OF FACT0R(8)
759. C
760. c
761. TF80=VELJET/(1.0-AIRFCN)
762. TF82=DEPTH-YCENRO-O.5*BT0P
763. FACTOR(8)=RHOFLU*CDRAG*TF80*TF80*0.5*3.0*(BTOP*DOCOL)*
764. &TF82*DCFF*1.2
765. c
766. c
767. c CALCULATION OF FACT0R(9)
768. c
769. c
770. IF(YCENRO.GT.CHECK)GO TO 68
^71. IF(YCENRO.LT.CHECK)GO TO 62
?2. 68 TFAC91S3QL0WER*VL0WER*0.5*(YCENRO-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))
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773. TFAC92-QUPPER*VUPPER*0.5*(DEPTH-YCENRO)
774. GO TO 63
775. 62 CONTINUE
776. TFAC91-0.0
777. TFAC92-QUPPER*VUPPER*(0.5*DEPTH+0.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)
778. 63 CONTINUE
779. VDISCH»QPUMP/(3.0*APIPE)
780. TFAC9 3=QPUMP*BOTVEL*AB S(XCENRO-XSP)* 3.0
781. FACTOR(9)-RHOFLU*(TFAC91-TFAC92-TFAC93)
782. C
783. C
784. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(10)
785. C
786. C
787. DF( 1 )**FORCE( 1)
788. DO 20 I=»2,10
789. 20 DF(I)—FORCE(I)—FORCE(I—1)
790. DO 21 1-1,10
791. 21 FCR0SR(I)«DF(I)*ABS(XCENR0-0.5*PLUWID(I))
792. FACTOR(10)»FCROSR(1)+FCROSR(2)+FCROSR(3)+FCROSR(4)+FCROSR(5)
793. &+FCROSR(6)+FCROSR(7)+FCROSR(8)+FCROSR(9)+FCROSR(10)
794. C
795. C
796. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(ll)
797. C
798. C
799. IF(YBARP.GT.YCENRO)FACTOR(11)*D ELP 2*ABS(YCENRO-YBARP)
800. IF(YBARP.LT.YCENRO)FACTOR(11)=(-l.0)*DELP2*ABS(YCENRO-YBARP)
801. IF(YBARP.EQ.YCENRO)FACTOR(11)=0.0
802. C
803. C
804. C CORRECTION FOR THE SIDE WALL SHEAR
805. C
806. C
807. IF(YCENRO.GT.CHECK)THEN DO
808. SWST1=(YCENR0-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
809. SWST2-(DEPTH—YCENRO)/(12.638*DBELL—XCENRO)
810. ANGSWS (1) =»ATAN ( SWST1 )+ATAN ( SWST2 )
811. ELSE DO
812. SWST1*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
813. SWST2-(LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)/(12.63 8*DBELL-XCENR0)
814. ANGSWS(1)=ATAN(SWST1)-ATAN(SWST2)
815. END IF
816. XCHECK-6.5*DBELL
817. YCHECK=LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)
818. IF(XCENRO.LT.XCHECK.AND.YCENRO.GT.YCHECK)GO TO 70
819. IF(XCENRO.LT.XCHECK.AND.YCENRO.LT.YCHECK)GO TO 71
820. IF(XCENRO.GE.XCHECK.AND.YCENRO.GE.YCHECK)GO TO 72
821. IF(XCENRO.GE.XCHECK.AND.YCENRO.LE.YCHECK)GO TO 73
822. 70 SWST3=(6.5*DBELL-XCENRO)/YCENRO
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823. SWST4*(YCENRO-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
824. ANGSWS(2)=PIE/2.0-ATAN(SWST3)-ATAN(SWST4)
825. GO TO 74
826. 71 SWST3=(6.5*DBELL-XCENRO)/YCENRO
827. SWST4»(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)/(LENGTH* SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)
828. ANGSWS(2)“PIE-ATAN(SWST3)-ATAN(SWST4)
829. GO TO 74
830. 72 SWST3“YCENRO/(XCENRO—6.5*DBELL)
831. SWST4=(YCENRO-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
832. ANGSWS( 2 ) “PIE—ATAN(SWST3)-ATAN(SWST4)
833. GO TO 74
834. 73 SWST3“YCENRO/(XCENRO-6.5*DBELL)
83 5. SWST4“(LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
836. ANGSWS(2)“PIE-ATAN(SWST3)+ATAN(SWST4)
837. GO TO 74
838. 74 CONTINUE
839. IFCXCENRO.LT.(6.5*DBELL))THEN DO
840. SWST5-XCENRO/YCENRO
841. SWST6“(6.5*DBELL-XCENRO)/YCENRO
842. ANGSWS(3)“ATAN(SWST5)+ATAN(SWST6)
843. ELSE DO
844. SWST5»(XCENRO-6.5*DBELL)/YCENRO
845. SWST6“YCENRO/XCENRO
846. ANGSWS(3)“0.5*PIE-ATAN(SWST5)-ATAN(SWST6)
847. END IF
848. SWST7“XCENRO/YCENRO
849. SWST8“XCENR0/(DEPTH-YCENRO)
8 50. ANGSWS ( 4 ) -P IE-ATAN( SWST7 )-ATAN( SWST8 )
851. SWST9“(DEPTH-YCENRO)/XCENRO
852. SWST10=(DEPTH-YCENRO)/(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)
853 . ANGSWS (5 )=»PIE-ATAN(SWST9 )-ATAN( SWST10 )
854. RAYTl=»(DEPTH-YCENRO)**2+(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)**2
855. RAY1»SQRT(RAYT1)
856. RAYT2-C12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)**2
857. RAYT33“(DEPTH-YCENRO)-0.333*(DEPTH-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))
858. RAYT3 4=AB S(RAYT3 3)
859. RAYT35“RAYT34**2
860. RAYT4=RAYT2+RAYT3 5
861. RAY2“SQRT(RAYT4)
862. RAYT5»(12.638*DBELL-XCENRO)**2
863. RAYT3 6=*( DEPTH-YCENRO ) -0 . 667* ( DEPTH-LENGTH* S IN ( THETAR ) )
86*. RAYT3 7 =*AB S ( RAYT 36)
865. RAYT3 8=*RAYT3 7**2
866. RAYT7-RAYT5+RAYT38
887. RAY3-SQRT(RAYT7)
888. DELXR4** 12. 638*DBELL-XCENRO
889. DELYR4=YCENRO-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)
DELYR4=ABS( DELYR4 )
RAY4=SQRT(DELXR4**2+DELYR4**2)871.
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872. D ELXR5“6.5*DBELL+O.6667*LENGTH* CO S(THETAR)-XCENRO
873. DELXR5=ABS(DELXR5)
874. DELYR5-YCENR0-0.6667*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)
875. DELYR5“ABS(DELYR5)
876. RAY5«SQRT(DELXR5**2+DELYR5**2)
877. DELXR6-6.5*DBELL+0.3333*LENGTH*C0S(THETAR)-XCENR0
878. DELXR6=ABS(DELXR6)
879. DELYR6-YCENRO-O.3333*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)
880. DELYR6-ABS(DELYR6)
881. RAY6«SQRT(DELXR6**2+DELYR6**2)
882. DELXR7-6.5*DBELL-XCENRO
883. DELXR7-ABS(DELXR7)
884. RAY7»SQRT(DELXR7**2+YCENRO**2)
885. DELXR8-XCENR0-0.6667*6.5*DBELL
886. DELXR8-ABS(DELXR8)
887. RAY8=SQRT(DELXR8**2+YCENRO**2)
888. DELXR9-XCENRO-0.3333*6.5*DBELL
889. DELXR9-ABS(DELXR9)
890. RAY9»SQRT(DELXR9**2+YCENR0**2)
891. RAYT20=XCENRO**2+YCENR0**2
892. RAY10=SQRT(RAYT20)
893. RAYT45-YCENR0-0.333*DEPTR
894. RAYT4 6=AB S(RAYT4 5)
895. RAYT47-RAYT46**2
896. RAYT22-XCENR0**2+RAYT4 7
897. RAY11-SQRT(RAYT22)
898. RAYT4 8-0.667*DEPTH—YCENRO
899. RAYT49=ABS(RAYT48)
900. RAYT50-RAYT49**2
901. RAYT24=XCENRO**2+RAYT50
902. RAY12=SQRT(RAYT24)
903. RAYT25-XCENR0**2+(DEPTH—YCENRO)**2
904. RAY13=SQRT(RAYT25)
905. RAYT26=(DEPTH-YCENRO)**2
906. RAYT51=XCENRO-O.333*12.638*DBELL
907. RAYT52=ABS(RAYT51)
908. RAYT53=RAYT52**2
909. RAYT28-RAYT26+RAYT53
910. RAY14»SQRT(RAYT28)
911. RAYT29—(DEPTH—YCENRO)**2
912. RAYT54-0.667*12.638*DBELL-XCENRO
913. RAYT55-ABS(RAYT54)
914. RAYT56=*RAYT55**2
915. RAYT31-RAYT29+RAYT56
916. RAY15=SQRT(RAYT31)
917. RAY101-0.5*(RAY1+RAY2)
918. RAY102=0.5*(RAY2+RAY3)
919. RAY103-0.5*(RAY3+RAY4)
920. RAY201=0.5*(RAY4+RAY5)
921. RAY202=0.5*(RAY5+RAY6)
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922. RAY203-0•5*(RAY6+RAY7)
923. RAY301»0.5*(RAY7+RAY8)
924. RAY302-0.5*(RAY8+RAY9)
925. RAY303=0.5*(RAY9+RAY10)
926. RAY401-0.5*(RAY10+RAY11)
927. RAY402-0.5*(RAY11+RAY12)
928. RAY40 3-0.5*(RAY12+RAY13)
929. RAY501=0.5*(RAY13+RAY14)
930. RAY5 02-0.5*(RAY14+RAY15)
931. RAYS 03=*0 • 5* ( RAY 15+RAY1)
932. SS2Tl-( 12. 638*DBELL-XCENRO)/(DEPTH-YCENRO)
933. ANGSS2-ATAN(SS2T1)
934. ANGSS1-PIE/2.0-ANGSS2
935. S S 5T1*YCENRO/XCENRO
936. ANGSS5-ATAN( SS5T1)
937. ANGSS6-PIE/2.0-ANGSS5
938. IF(XCENRO.LT.(6.5*DBELL))THEN DO
939. S S3T1-YCENRO/(6.5*DBELL-XCENRO)
940. ANGSS3=ATAN(SS3T1)
941. ANGS S4-PIE-THETAR-ANG S S3
942. ELSE DO
943. SS3Tl-(XCENRO-6.5*DBELL)/YCENRO
944. ANGSS3=0.5*PIE+ATAN(SS3T1)
945. ANGSS4-PIE-THETAR-ANGSS3
946. END IF
947. SS7T1-(DEPTH-YCENR0)/XCENRO
948. ANGSS7-ATAN(SS7T1)
949. SS8T1=*XCENR0/(DEPTH-YCENRO)
950. ANGSS8-ATAN( SS8T1)
951. IF(YCENRO.GT.CHECK)THEN DO
952. SS 9T1-(YCENRO-LENGTH* SIN(THETAR))/(12.63 8*DBELL-XCENRO)
953. ANG S S 9 -ATAN ( S S9 T1) +THETAR
954. ELSE DO
955. SS9Tl-(LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO)/(12. 638*DBELL-XCENRO)
956. ANG S S 9 -THETAR-ATAN(SS9T1)
957. END IF
9s8. ANSS10-PIE/2.0+THETAR-ANGSS9
959. ASI10l=0.333*(DEPTH-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))*SIN(ANGSS2)/RAY2
9fi0. ANGSWS(101)-ARSIN(ASI10i)
96*« ASI103-0.333*(DEPTH-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))*SIN(ANSS10)/RAY3
962. ANGSWS(103)=ARSIN(ASI103)
963» ANGSWS( 102)-ANGSWS(1)—ANGSWS( 101)—ANGSWS (103)
964. ASI201-0.333*LENGTH*SIN(ANGSS9)/RAY5
965- ANGSWS(201)-ARSIN(ASI201)
966- ASI203=0.333*LENGTH*SIN(ANGSS4)/RAY6
967* ANGSWS(203)=ARSIN(ASI203)
968« ANGSWS(202)-ANGSWS(2)-ANGSWS(201)-ANGSWS(203)
969- ASI301-0.333*6.5*DBELL*SIN(ANGSS3)/RAY8
9?°- ANGSWS(301)-ARSIN(ASI30l)
ASI303-0.333*6.5*DBELL*SIN(ANGSS5)/RAY9971.
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972. ANGSWS(303)“ARSIN(ASI303)
973. ANGSWS(302)=ANGSWS(3)—ANGSWS(301)—ANGSWS(303)
974. ASI403“0.333*DEPTH*SIN(ANGSS8)/RAY12
975. ANGSWS (403 )“ARSIN(ASI403)
976. ASI401=0.333*DEPTH*SIN(ANGSS6)/RAY11
977. ANGSWS(401)“ARSIN(ASI401)
978. ANGSWS(402)-ANG SWS(4)-ANGSWS(403)-ANGSWS(401)
979. ASI501“0.333*12.638*DBELL*SIN(ANGSS7)/RAY14
980. ANGSWS(501)“ARSIN(ASI501)
981. ASI503“0.333*12.638*DBELL*SIN(ANGSS1) /RAY15
982. ANGSWS ( 503 )=*ARSIN(ASI503)
983. ANGSWS(502)“ANGSWS(5)—ANGSWS(501)—ANGSWS(503)
984. VTR101“(2.0/RAY1)*((QWATDF+O.5*QPUMP*QIQPR)/(6.0*DBELL))
985. VTR10 2“ (2.0/RAY2)*((QWATDF+O.5 *QPUMP*QIQPR) / ( 6 .0*DBELL))
986. VTR103“(2.0/RAY3)*((QWATDF+O.5*QPUMP*QIQPR)/(6.0*DBELL))
987. SWSRAT“1.0—BBOTVL/YCENRO
988. R1201“RAY201*SWSRAT
989. R1202=RAY202*SWSRAT
990. R1203“RAY203*SWSRAT
991. R1301“RAY301*SWSRAT
992. R1302“RAY302*SWSRAT
993. R1303=RAY303*SWSRAT
994. R1401“RAY401*SWSRAT
995. R1402“RAY402*SWSRAT
996. R1403“RAY403*SWSRAT
997. VTR201“B0TAR/(RAY201-0.5*R1201)
998. VTR202=B0TAR/(RAY202—0.5*R1202)
999. VTR203=B0TAR/(RAY203-0.5*R1203)
000. VTR301=B0TAR/(RAY301-0.5*R1301)
001. VTR3 02“B0TAR/(RAY302-0.5*R1302)
002. VTR303“B0TAR/(RAY303-0.5*R1303)
003. VTSWSU=QWATDF/(6.0*DBELL)
004. VTR401=VTSWSU/(RAY401-0.5*R1401)
°05. VTR402“VTSWSU/(RAY402-0.5*R1402)
°06. VTR403“VTSWSU/(RAY403-0.5*R1403)
007. VTR501-SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY501
°08. VTR502=SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY502
009. VTR503“SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY503
010. TORQUE(101)“ANGSWS(101)*RH0FLU*FSWS*VTR101*VTR101*(RAY101
OH. &**3)/20.0
°12. TORQUE(102)-ANGSWS(102)*RHOFLU*FSWS*VTR102*VTR102*(RAY102
0l3. &**3)/20.0
°14. T0RQUE(103)=ANGSWS(103)*RH0FLU*FSWS*VTR103*VTR103*(RAY103
°15. &**3)/20.0
°16. TORQUE(201)“ANGSWS(201)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR201**2)*((RAY201**3
017. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1201**3))/4.0
°18. TORQUE(202)“ANGSWS(202)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR202**2)*((RAY202**3
319. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1202**3))/4.0
320. TORQUE(203)“ANGSWS(203)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR203**2)*((RAY203**3
021- &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1203**3))/4.0
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1022. TORQUE(301)«ANGSWS(301)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR301**2)*((RAY301**3
1023. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1301**3))/4.0
1024. T0RQUE(302)«ANGSWS(302)*RH0FLU*FSWS*(VTR302**2)*((RAY302**3
1025. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1302**3))/4.0
1026. TORQUE(303)—ANGSWS(303)*RH0FLU*FSWS*(VTR303**2)*((RAY303**3
1027. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1303**3))/4.0
1028. TORQUE(401)-ANG SWS(4 01)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR401* *2)*((RAY401**3
1029. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1401**3))/4.0
1030. T0RQUE(402)-ANGSWS(402)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR402**2)*((RAY402**3
1031. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(R1402**3))/4.0
1032. TORQUE(403)—ANGSWS(403)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR403**2)*((RAY403**3
1033. &)/3-(2.0/15)*(Rl403**3))/4.0
1034. TORQUE(501)-ANGSWS(501)*RHOFLU*FSWS*(VTR501**2)*(RAY501**3)
1035. &/20.0
103 6. TORQUE(502)-ANGSWS(502)*RHO FLU*FSWS*(VTR50 2**2)*(RAY502**3)
1037. &/20.0
1038. T0RQUE(503)-ANGSWS(503)*RH0FLU*FSWS*(VTR503**2)*(RAY503**3)
1039. &/20.0
1040. SWSTOT=TORQUE(101)+T0RQUE(102)+T0RQUE(103)+T0RQUE(201)+
1041. &TORQUE(202)+T0RQUE(203)+T0RQUE(301)+T0RQUE(302)+T0RQUE(303)
1042. &+T0RQUE(401)+TORQUE(402)+T0RQUE(403)+T0RQUE(501)+T0RQUE(502)+
1043. &T0RQUE(503)
1044. ANGSWD(1)-ANGSWS(1)*180,O/PIE
1045. ANGSWD(2)=ANGSWS(2)*180.O/PIE
1046. ANGSWD(3)-ANGSWS(3)*180.O/PIE
1047. ANGSWD(4)»ANGSWS(4)*180.O/PIE
1048. ANGSWD(5)-ANGSWS(5)*180.O/PIE
1049. ANGSWD(101)-ANGSWS(101)*180.O/PIE
1050. ANGSWD(102)—ANGSWS(102)*180.O/PIE
1051. ANGSWD(103)=ANGSWS(103)*180.O/PIE
1052. ANGSWD(201)—ANGSWS(201)*180.O/PIE
1053. ANGSWD(202)-ANGSWS(202)*180.O/PIE
1054. ANGSWD(203)=ANGSWS(203)*180.O/PIE
1055. ANGSWD(301)-ANGSWS(301)*180.O/PIE
1056. ANGSWD(302)=ANGSWS(302)*180.O/PIE
1°57. ANGSWD(303)-ANGSWS(303)*180.O/PIE
1058. ANGSWD(401)-ANGSWS(401)*180.O/PIE
1°59. ANGSWD(402)-ANGSWS(402)*180.O/PIE
1060. ANGSWD(403)-ANGSWS(403)*180.O/PIE
l°6l. ANGSWD(501)-ANGSWS(501)*180.O/PIE
1062. ANGSWD(502)-ANGSWS(502)*180.O/PIE
1°63. ANGSWD(503)=ANGSWS(503)*180.O/PIE
1°6 .^ ANGSD1=ANGSS1*180.O/PIE
■065. ANGSD2-ANGSS2*180.O/PIE
1°66. ANGSD3-ANGSS3*180.O/PIE
1°67. ANGSD4-ANGSS4*180.O/PIE
1°68. ANGSD5-ANGSS5*180.O/PIE
}069. ANGSD6-ANGSS6*180.O/PIE
|070. ANGSD7=ANGSS7*180.O/PIE
}071. ANGSD8-ANGSS8*180.O/PIE
J072- ANGSD9-ANGSS9*180.O/PIE
i073- ANSD10-ANSS10*180.O/PIE
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1074. C
1075. C
1076. c
1077. c
1078. c
1079.
1080.
1081.
1082.
1083.
1084.
1085.
1086.
1087.
1088.
1089.
1090.
1091.
1092.
1093.
1094.
1095.
1096.
1097.
1098.
1099,
uoo.
HOI.
1102.
U03.
1104.
1105.
1106.
1107.
1108.
1109.
UlO.
Ull.
Ul2.
1113,
1114.
U15.
1116.
U17.
Ul8. c
1119. c
LINEAR MOMENTUM BALANCE
MCF1-1.0
MCF2=*1.0
MCF3-1.0
IF(QPUMP.EQ.O.O)GO TO 777 
IF(QPUMP.NE.O.O)GO TO 778'
777 VDOTl=SURFVL 
VD0T2=B0TVEL
VDOTl1=QWATDF/(6.0*DBELL*(DEPTH-YCENRO))
VDOT22-QWATDF/(YCENRO*6.0*DBELL)
FFI=FACTOR(1)/RPERPI
IF(XCENRO.GE.(6.5*DBELL))THEN DO
FFH=0.0
ELSE DO
FFH=*RHOFLU*FHORIZ*AB S ( VPARH ) * VPARH* 6 . 0*DBELL*(6 . 5*DBELL- 
&XCENRO)/8. 0 
END IF
MDOTl=RHOFLU*QWATDF*MCFl*VDOTl1 
MDOT2»RHOFLU*QWATDF*MCF2*VDOT22
DELTAF=RHOFLU*QWATDF*(MCF2*VDOT22+MCFl*VDOTll)+FFI*COS(THETAR) 
&+FFH 
GO TO 779
778 VDOTl=SURFVL
VDOTl1-QWATDF/(6.0*DBELL*(DEPTH-YCENRO))
YLM=«YCENRO-BBOTVL
VDOT2=»BOTVEL
VDOT22=(QPUMP+QWATDF)/(6.0*DBELL*YCENRO)
MDOTl=RHOFLU*VDOTl1*QWATDF*MCF1 
MDOT2=RHOFLU*VDOT22*(QWATDF+QPUMP)*MCF2 
VDOT33=QPUMP*QIQPR/(HENTR*6.0*DBELL)
MDOT3-RHOFLU*VDOT3 3*QPUMP*M CF3 *QIQPR
FFI*FACTOR(1)/RPERPI
IF(XCENRO.GE.(6.5*DBELL))THEN DO
FFH*0.0
ELSE DO
FFH=RHOFLU*FHORIZ*ABS(VPARH)*VPARH*6.0*DBELL*(6.5*DBELL-XCENRO 
& ) / 8.0  
END IF
DELTAF=MD0T1+MD0T2-MD0T3+FFH+FFI*C0S(THETAR)
779 CONTINUE
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1120. C
1121. C
1122. c
1123.
1124.
1125.
1126.
1127.
1128.
U 2 9 .
1130.
1131.
1132.
1133.
1134.
1135.
1136.
1137.
1138.
1139.
1140.
1141.
1142.
1143.
1144.
1145.
1146.
1147.
1148.
1149.
U 5 0 .
1151.
1152.
1153.
1154.
1155.
1156.
1157.
1158. c
U 5 9 . c
1160. c
1161. c
U 6 2 . c
1163.
U 6 4 .
U 6 5 .
1166.
1167.
1168.
1169.
U 7 0 .
U 7 1 .
LOCATE THE OFFSET OF THE "DELTA F" FORCE
IF(QPUMP.EO.O.O)GO TO 880 
IF(QPUMP.NE.0.0)GO TO 881
880 RL-0.5*YCENR0
RU-0. 5 * ( D EPTH-YCENRO)
VL-VDOT22 
VU-VDOTl1
Y1T1-RH0FLU*QWATDF*((RL*VL)-(RU*VU))
Y1T2»YCENRO*(FFH+FFI*COS(THETAR))
YDF=«(Y1T1-Y1T2)/DELTAF
GO TO 882
881 RU1-0.5*(DEPTH-YCENRO)
RL2=»0.5*YCENRO
IF(YCENRO. GE .CHECK)THEN DO 
RU3-0.5*(DEPTH-YCENRO)
RL4-0.5*(YCENRO-LENGTH*SIN(THETAR))
ELSE DO
RU3-0.5*DEPTH+0.5*LENGTH*SIN(THETAR)-YCENRO
RL4-0.0
END IF
Y1T1=(QPUMP-K)WATDF)*(RL2*VD0T22)
Y1T2-QL0WER*RL4*VL0UER
Y1T3»QWATDF*RU1*VD0T11
Y1T4«QUPPER*RU3*VUPPER
Y1T5=RH0FLU*(Y1T1+Y1T2-Y1T3-Y1T4)
Y1T6=YCENR0*(FFH+FFI*C0S(THETAR))
YDF=*(Y1T5-Y1T6)/DELTAF
882 CONTINUE _  _
IF(YDF.LT.O.O)GO TO 883 
IF(YDF.GT.O.O)GO TO 884
883 AYDF-ABS(YDF)
IF(AYDF.GE.YCENRO)YDF=YCENRO*(-1.0)
GO TO 885
884 IF(YDF.GE.(DEPTH-YCENRO))YDF=DEPTH-YCENRO
885 CONTINUE
FACTOR( 13 )=»DELTAF*YDF
CALCULATION OF FACT0R(14)
TF141-CORRN*WIDTH*6.0*DBELL*CF 
TF142-TF141*GAMFLU
FACTOR(14)=TF142*(XCENRO-PLUWID(5)) 
CALRAT=FACTOR(14)/FACTOR(10)
TARLAC=»0. 792/ (DEPTH**0.510)
IF(DEPTH.GE.0.70.AND.CALRAT.GE.0.820)G0 TO 444 
IF(DEPTH.GE.0.70.AND.CALRAT.LT.O.820)GO TO 445 
IF(DEPTH.LT.0.70.AND.CALRAT.GE.0.820)GO TO 446 
IF(DEPTH.LT.0.70.AND.CALRAT.LT.0.820)GO TO 447
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1172. GO TO 448
1173. 444 FACTOR(14)-FACTOR(14)*TARLAC
1174. GO TO 448
1175. 445 FACT0R(14)“FACT0R(14)
1176. GO TO 448
1177. 446 FACTOR(14)“0.820*FACTOR(10)
1178. GO TO 448
1179. 447 FACTOR(14)“FACTOR(14)
1180. 448 CONTINUE
1181. C
1182. C
1183. C CALCULATION OF FACTOR(15)_
1184. C
1185. C
1186. TF15l“GAMFLU*AIRFCN*BTOP*BTOP
1187. TF152“1.0—0.3/VACTUL(4)
1188. TF153“6.0*DBELL
1189. TF154“TF151*TF152*TF153
1190. FACTOR(15)“TF154*(XCENRO-PLUWID(5))
1191. C
U92. C
1193. C FORMULATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM EQUATION
1194. C
1195. C
1196. TRMLFT“FACTOR(1)+FACTOR(2)+FACTOR(3)+FACTOR(5)+FACTOR(14)+
1197. &FACT0R( 6 )+FACTOR(7 )+FACTOR( 8 )+SWSTOT+FACTOR(13 )+FACTOR(15 )
1198. TRMRGT“FACTO R(9)+FACT0R(11)+FACTOR(10)
1199. DIFFER(KRUN)“ABS(TRMRGT-TRMLFT)
1200. PERERR“ABS(DIFFER(KRUN)/TRMRGT)*100.0
1201. IF(ABS(PERERR).LE.2.0)THEN DO
1202. GO TO 905
1203. ELSE DO
1204. CONTINUE
1205. END IF
1206. IF(TRMLFT.GT.TRMRGT)GO TO 825
1207. IF(TRMLFT.LT.TRMRGT)GO TO 826
1208. 825 SURFVL=SURFVL-0.02
1209. VELJET»VELJET-0.02
1210. B0TVEL“B0TVEL-0.02
1211. GO TO 827
1212. 826 SURFVL“SURFVL+0. 02
1213. VELJET=VELJET+0.02
1214. BOTVEL“BOTVEL+0.02
1215. 827 KRUN“KRUN+1
1216. GO TO 307
1217. 905 CONTINUE
1218. C
1219. C
1220. C CHECK MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR SENSITIVITY
1221. C
1222. C
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1223.
1224.
1225.
1226.
1227.
1228.
1229.
1230.
1231.
1232.
1233.
1234.
1235.
1236.
1237.
1238.
1239.
1240.
1241.
1242.
1243.
1244.
1245.
1246.
1247.
1248.
1249.
1250.
1251.
1252.
1253.
1254.
1255.
1256.
1257.
1258.
1259.
1260.
1261.
1262. C
1263. C
1264. C
1265. c
1266. C
1267. c
1268.
1269.
1270.
1271.
1272.
1273.
BTR1-AVELJT-YCENR0 
BTR2-DEPTH-YCENRO 
BTVJ-VELJET 
BTVS-SURFVL
BTTl»BTRl*BTVJ*BTVJ/3.0
BTT2-(BTVS—BTVJ)*(BTVS—BTVJ)/3.0
IF(AVEUT.GE.DEPTH)THEN DO
BTT3=0.0
ELSE DO
BTT3~(BTR2**3-BTRl**3)/((BTR2-BTR1)*(BTR2-BTR1))
END IF
BTT4»BTT2*BTT3 
IF(AVELJT.GE.DEPTH)THEN DO 
BTT5-0.0 
ELSE DO
BTT5"(BTVS—BTVJ)/((BTR2—BTR1)*(BTR2-BTR1))
END IF
IF(AVELJT.GE.DEPTH)THEN DO
BTT6=0.0
ELSE DO
BTT6=(BTVJ*BTR2-3TVS*BTR1)*(BTR2**2.0-BTR1**2.0)
END IF
BTT7-BTT5*BTT6
IF(AVELJT.GE.DEPTH)THEN DO
BTT8=0.0
ELSE DO
BTT8»(BTVJ*BTR2-BTVS*BTR1)*(BTVJ*BTR2-BTVS*BTR1)/(BTR2-BTR1) 
END IF
BTT9*»BTT 1+BTT4+BTT7+BTT8 
BBR1-YCENRO-BBOTVL 
BBR2*YCENRO 
BBVB*BOTVEL
BBTl=BBVB*BBVB*BBRl/3.0 
BBT2»BBVB*BBVB*(BBR2-BBR1)
BBT3-BBT1+BBT2
BTVT=0.5*VELJET+SURFVL*(DEPTH-AVELJT)/(2.0*(DEPTH-YCENRO)) 
BBVB-BOTVEL*(BBOTVL+YCENRO)/(2.0*YCENRO)
BTTH-BTT9/(BTVT*BTVT*BTR2)
BBTH=*BBT3/ (BBVB*BBVB*BBR2 )
CALCULATION OF MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR BASED ON 
OBSERVED VELOCITY PROFILES
BTOB=l.9 2 2 + 6 .1 67*SU R FVL*(G *D EPTH )**(-0 .5 ) - 5 . 341*VELJET* 
&(G*DEPTH)**(-0.5)-0.997*YCENRO/DEPTH  
BB OBT1=QAIRO/ (DEPTH** 2 .5  *G **0 .5 )
BBOBT2=»THETAD
BBOBT3=BOTVEL/( (G *D EPTH )**0 .5)
BBOBT4=*BBOTVL/DEPTH
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1274. BB0BT5-YCENR0/DEPTH
1275. BB0BT6-(G**0.5*DEPTH**1.5)/VISKIN
1276. BB0B1-1.135+15.249*BBOBT1+0.000699*BBOBT2-3.204*BBOBT3-
1277. &0.548*BB0BT4+0.461*BBOBT5+(5.891E-08)*BBOBT6
1278. BB0B2-1.137+15.619*BBOBTl-3.472*BBOBT3-0.442*BB0BT4+0.402*
1279. &BB0BT5+C 7.908E-08)*BB0BT6
1280. BB0B3-1.341+16.937*BBOBT1+0.000558*BBOBT2-3.333*BB0BT3-0.406
1281. &*BB0BT4+(7.257E—08)*BBOBT6
1282. BB0B4-1.321+17•063*BBOBT1—3.539*BBOBT3—0. 334*BB0BT4+
1283. &(8.766E-08)*BBOBT6
1284 . BBOB5-AMAX1 ( BBOB1, BB0B2, BB0B3, BB0B4 )
1285. C
1286. C
1287. PRINT,'UPPER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACT0R(ASSUMED)=',BTTH
1288. PRINT,'LOWER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTORCASSUMED)-',BBTH
1289. PRINT,'UPPER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR(OBSERVED)-',BTOB
1290. PRINT,'LOWER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR(OBSERVED)-',BB0B5
1291. PRINT,'HENTR-',HENTR
1292. PRINT,'HUPPER-',HUPPER
1293. PRINT,'HLOWER-',HLOWER
1294. PRINT,'QUPPER-'.QUPPER
1295. PRINT,'0L0WER-',0L0WER
1296. PRINT,'VUPPER-'.VUPPER
1297. PRINT,'VLOWER-',VLOWER
1298. PRINT,'STABLE CIRCULATING FLOW-'.QWATDF
1299. PRINT,'VR(1)=',VR(1)
1300. PRINT,#VR(2)=',VR(2)
1301. PRINT,'VR(3)-',VR(3)
1302. PRINT,'VR(4)-',VR(4)
1303. PRINT,'VT(1)-',VT(1)
1304. PRINT,'VT(2)=',VT(2)
1305. PRINT,'VT(3)»',VT(3)
1306. PRINT,'VT(4)-',VT(4)
1307. PRINT,'VACT(l)-',VACT(1)
1308. PRINT,'VACT(2)=',VACT(2)
1309. PRINT,'VACT(3)-',VACT(3)
1310. PRINT,'VACT(4)=',VACT(4)
1311. PRINT,'C0RRN-',C0RRN
1312. PRINT,'HPRIME-',HPRIME
1313. PRINT,'YBARP-',YBARP
1314. PRINT,'DELP2-',DELP2
1315. PRINT,'RPERPI-',RPERPI
1316. PRINT,'RPAR-',RPAR
1317. PRINT,'RINCDV-',RINCDV
1318. PRINT,'VTANIC-',VTANIC
1319. PRINT,'VINCL-',VINCL
1320. PRINT,'FINCL-'.FINCL
1321. PRINT,'RDIVH=',RDIVH
1322. PRINT,'VTANH-',VTANH
1323. PRINT,'VPARH-',VPARH
1324. PRINT,'FH0RIZ-',FH0RIZ
*325. PRINT,'TFACT3-',TFACT3
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1326. PRINT,'FRRWAL=',FRRWAL
1327. PRINT,'D0C0L=-',D0C0L
1328. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(101)*®' ,ANGSWD( 101)
1329. PRINT,'ANGSWD(102)=',ANGSWD(102)
1330. PRINT,'ANGSWD(103)=*',ANGSWD(103)
1331. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(201 )=' ,ANGSWD(201)
1332. PRINT,'ANGSWD(202)=',ANGSWD(202)
1333. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(203)**' ,ANGSWD(203)
1334. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(301)*»' ,ANGSWD(301)
1335. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(302)**' ,ANGSWD(302)
1336. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(303)**' ,ANGSWD(303)
1337. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(401 )**',ANGSWD(401)
1338. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(402)**' ,ANGSWD(402)
1339. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(403)**' ,ANGSWD(403)
1340. PRINT,'ANGSWD(501)**',ANGSWD(501)
1341. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(502)**' ,ANGSWD(502)
1342. PRINT, 'ANGSWD(503)=*' ,ANGSWD(503)
1343. PRINT,'VTR101**',VTR101
1344. PRINT,'VTR102*',VTR102
1345. PRINT,'VTR103**',VTR103
1346. PRINT, 'VTR201**', VTR201
1347. PRINT, 'VTR202**' ,VTR202
1348. PRINT, 'VTR203**' .VTR203
1349. PRINT,'VTR301**',VTR301
1350. PRINT, 'VTR302**', VTR302
1351. PRINT,'VTR303**'.VTR303
1352. PRINT,'VTR401**',VTR401
1353. PRINT,'VTR402**',VTR402
1354. PRINT, 'VTR403**',VTR403
1355. PRINT,'VTR501**',VTR501
1356. PRINT,'VTR502**',VTR502
1357. PRINT,'VTR503**',VTR503
1358. PRINT,'FSWS=*',FSWS
1359. PRINT,'TORQUE(101)**' ,TORQUE(101)
1360. PRINT, 'TORQUE( 102)**' ,TORQUE(102)
1361. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(103)=*' ,T0RQUE(103)
1362. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(201)=*' ,T0RQUE(201)
1363. PRINT, 'TORQUE(202)=*' ,TORQUE(202)
1364. PRINT, 'TORQUE(203)=*' ,TORQUE(203)
1365. PRINT, 'TORQUE(301 )**' ,TORQUE(301)
1366. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(302)**' ,T0RQUE(302)
1367. PRINT, 'TORQUE(303)=*' ,T0RQUE(303)
1368. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(401 )=*' ,T0RQUE(401)
1369. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(402)=*' ,T0RQUE(402)
1370. PRINT, 'T0RQUE(403)**' ,TORQUE(403)
1371. PRINT,' TORQUE (501)**', TORQUE (501)
1372. PRINT, 'TORQUE(502) =*' ,TORQUE(502)
1373. PRINT,'TORQUE(503)=*', TORQUE(503)
1374. PRINT,' SWST0T=*',SWSTOT
^375. PRINT,'YDF=*',YDF
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1376. PRINT, 'THE RATIO OF FACTOR(14 ) TO FACTOR( 1 0 , CALRAT
1377. PRINT,'THE MODIFIED RATIO OF FACTOR(IA) TO FACTOR(IO)-',
1378. &TARLAC
1379. PRINT,'CF-',CF
1380. PRINT,'TRMLFT-'.TRMLFT
1381. PRINT,'TRMRGT-'.TRMRGT
1382. PRINT,'DIFFER-'.DIFFER(KRUN)
1383. PRINT,'PERERR-'.PERERR
1384. PRINT,'MCF1-',MCF1
1385. PRINT,'MCF2-',MCF2
1386. PRINT,'MCF3«',MCF3
1387. PRINT,'MD0T1=',MD0T1
1388. PRINT,'MDOT2-',MDOT2
1389. PRINT,'FFI-',FFI
1390. PRINT,'FFH-',FFH
1391. PRINT,'DELTAF-'.DELTAF
1392. IF(QPUMP.NE.O.O)THEN DO
1393. PRINT,'MDOT3-',MDOT3
1394. PRINT,'YLM*',Y1M
1395. ELSE DO
1396. CONTINUE
1397. END IF
1398. GO TO 910
1399. 910 CONTINUE
1400. PRINT,'XSP«',XSP
1401. PRINT,'RCOL(l)-',RCOL(l)
1402. PRINT,'RC0L(2)«',RC0L(2)
1403. PRINT,'RCOL(3)-',RCOL(3)
1404. PRINT,'RCOL(4)«',RCOL(4)
1405. PRINT,'VP1-',VP1•
1406. PRINT,'VP2-',VP2
1407. PRINT,'VP3»',VP3
1408. PRINT,'VP4»',VP4
1409. PRINT,'VP5-',VP5
1410. PRINT,'VP6-',VP6
1411. PRINT, 'VP7=*', VP7
1412. PRINT,'VP8=',VP8
1413. PRINT,'VP9«',VP9
1414. PRINT,'VP10-',VP10
!415. PRINT,'BBOTVL-'.BBOTVL
1416. PRINT,'AVELJT-',AVELJT
1417. PRINT,'TOPAR-',TOPAR
1418. PRINT,'BOTAR-',BOTAR
J419, PRINT,'BOTVEL-',BOTVEL
J420. PRINT,'SURFVL-',SURFVL
1421. PRINT,'VELJET-',VELJET
*422. PRINT,'VCD-',VCD
*423. PRINT,'PMPRN-',PMPRN
1424. PRINT,'CDRAG-',CDRAG
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425. PRINT,'SUMMARY OUTPUT OF RESULTANT TORQUES'
426. PRINT,'FACTOR(1)»',FACTOR(1)
427. PRINT,'FACT0R(2)-',FACTOR(2)
428. PRINT,'FACTOR(3)-',FACTOR(3)
429. PRINT,'FACT0R(5)-',FACT0R(5)
430. PRINT,'FACT0R(6)=',FACT0R(6)
431. PRINT,'FACT0R(7)-',FACTOR(7)
432. PRINT,'FACT0R(8)=',FACTOR(8)
433. PRINT,'FACT0R(9)-',FACT0R(9)
434. PRINT,'FACTOR(IO)-',FACTOR(10)
435. PRINT,'FACTOR(ll)-',FACT0R(11)
436. PRINT,'FACTOR(13)-',FACTOR(13)
437. PRINT,'FACTOR(14)-',FACTOR(14)
438. PRINT,'FACT0R(15)-',FACTOR(15)
439. PRINT,'SWST0T-',SWSTOT
440. PRINT,'SHEAR STRESS ON INCLINED PLANE-',TAUINC
441. PRINT,'SHEAR STRESS ON HORIZONTAL PLANE »',TAUHOR
442. C
443. C
444. C CALCULATE THE TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM
445. C
446. C
447. HENTR-DEPTH-LENGTH* SIN(THETAR)
448. VENT-QPUMP/(6.0*DBELL*HENTR)*QIQPR
449. C SECTION 101
450. VTT-SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY1
451. VER=VENT*C0S(ANGSS1)
452. VET-VENT*SIN(ANGSS1)
453. VT101-VTT-VET
454. VR101-VER
455. VA101-SQRT(VT101**2+VR101**2)
456. RKE101-0.5*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(101)*VA101*VA101*RAY1*
457. &RAY1*0.25
458. C SECTION 102
459. VTT-SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY2
460. PHI21-PIE-ANGSWS(101)-ANGSS2
461. IF(PHI21.GE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
462. PHI22-PHI21-0.5*PIE
463. VET-VENT* SIN(PHI2 2)
464, VER=VENT*COS(PHI22)
465. VT102-VTT-VET
466. VT102-ABS(VT102)
467. VR102-VER
468. VA102»SQRT(VT102**2+VR102**2)
469. ELSE DO
470. PHI22-0.5*PIE-PHI21
471. VET=VENT*SIN(PHI22)
472. VER-VENT*COS(PHI22)
473. PHI23-0.5*PIE-PHI21
474. VT102-VET+VTT
475. VA102-SQRT(VER**2+VT102**2)
476. END IF
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1477. RKE102-0.5*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(102)*VA102*VA102*RAY2*
1478. &RAY2*0.25
1479. C SECTION 103
1480. VTT-SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY3
1481. PHI31“PIE—ANGSWS(101)-ANGSWS(102)-ANGSS2
1482. IF(PHI31.GE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
1483. PHI32=PHI31—0.5*PIE
1484. VER»VENT*COS(PHI32)
1485. VET=VENT*SIN ( PHI3 2 )
1486. VT103=VTT-VET
1487. VT103=ABS(VT103)
1488. VR103-VER
1489. VA103=SQRT(VT103**2+VR103**2)
1490. ELSE DO
1491. PHI32»0.5*PIE-PHI31
1492. PHI33=PHI32
1493. VER=VENT*COS(PHI32)
1494. VET=VENT* SIN(PHI3 2)
1495. VT103-VTT+VET
1496. VA103=SQRT(VER**2+VT103**2)
1497. END IF
1498. RKE103=0.5*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(103)*VA103*VA103*RAY3*
1499. &RAY3*0.25
1500. C SECTION 201
1501. IF(ANSS10.LE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
1502. PHI41=0.5*PIE-ANSS10
1503. PHI43=0.5*PIE—PHI41—THETAR
1504. ELSE DO
1505. PHI41=ANSS10-0.5*PIE
1506. PHI43=THETAR-PHI41
1507. PHI44=ABS(PHI43)
1508. PHI45=0.5*PIE-PHI44
1509. END IF
1510. IF(ANSS10.LE. (0.5*PIE) )PHI46=*PHI43
1511. IF(ANS S10.GT.(0.5*PIE))PHI4 6=PHI45
1512. R1201=RAY4*(1.0-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
1513. VT201=BOTAR/(RAY4-0.5*R1201)
1514. RKE201=0.50*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(201)*VT201*VT201*
1515. &(0.5*RAY4*RAY4-0.25*R1201*R1201)/(C0S(PHI46)*C0S(PHI46))
1516. C SECTION 202
*517. PHI51=PIE-ANGSWS(201)-ANGSS9
1518. R1202=RAY5*(1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
J519. VT202=B0TAR/(RAY5-0.5*R1202)
1520. IF((PHI51+THETAR).LE.PIE)THEN DO
1521. PHI52=PIE—PHI51—THETAR
1522. PHI53=0.5*PIE-PHI52-THETAR
1523. ELSE DO
1524. PHI5 2=PIE-PHI51
1525. PHI53=0.5*PIE-PHI52
1526. END IF
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1527. RKE202=0 . 5**RHOFLU*6 . 0*DBELL*ANGSWS ( 202 ) *VT202*VT202* (0.5*
1528. &RAY5*RAY5-0.25*R1202*R1202)/(COS(PHI53)*COS(PHI53))
1529. C SECTION 203
1530. PHI61-PIE-ANGSS9-ANGSWS(201)-ANGSWS(202)
1531. R1203s* RAY6* (1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO )
1532. VT203=BOTAR/(RAY6-0.5*R1203)
1533. IF((PHI6i+THETAR).LE.PIE)THEN DO
1534. PHI62=PIE-PHI61-THETAR
1535. PHI63=0.5*PIE—PHI62—THETAR
1536. ELSE DO
1537. PHI62=PIE-PHI61
1538. PHI63=0.5*PIE-PHI6 2
1539. END IF
1540. RKE203=0.50*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(2 03)*VT203*VT203*(0.5*
1541. &RAY6*RAY6-0.25*R1203*R1203)/(COS(PHI63)*COS(PHI63))
1542. C SECTION 301
1543. R1301=RAY7*(1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
1544. VT301=BOTAR/(RAY7-0.5*R1301)
1545. IF(ANGSS3.LE.(0.5*PIE))PHI71=0.5*PIE-ANGSS3
1546. IF(ANGSS3.GT.(0.5*PIE))PHI71=ANGSS3-0.5*PIE
1547. RKE301=0.50*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(301)*VT301*VT301*(0.5*
1548. &RAY7*RAY7-0.25*R1301*R1301)/(C0S(PHI71)*C0S(PHI71))
1549. C SECTION 302
1550. R1302-RAY8*(1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
1551. VT302=B0TAR/(RAY8-0.5*R1302)
1552. PHI81=PIE-ANGSS5-ANGSWS(303)-ANGSWS(302)
1553. IF(PHI81.GE.(0.5*PIE))PHI82=PHI81-0.5*PIE
1554. IF(PHI81.LT.(0.5*PIE))PHI8 2=0.5*PIE-PHI81
1555. RKE302=0.50*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(302)*VT302*VT302*(0.5*
1556. &RAY8*RAY8-0.25*R1302*R1302)/(C0S(PHI82)*C0S(PHI82))
1557. c SECTION 303
1558. R1303=RAY9*(1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
1559. VT303=B0TAR/(RAY9-0.5*R1303)
1560. PHI9l=PIE-ANGSS5-ANGSWS(303)
1561. IF(PHI91.GE.(0.5*PIE))PHI92=PHI91-0.5*PIE
1562. IF(PHI91.LT.(0.5*PIE))PHI92=0.5*PIE-PHI91
1563. RKE303=0.50*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(303)*VT303*VT303*(0.5*
1564. &RAY9*RAY9-0.25*R1303*R1303)/(C0S(PHI92)*COS(PHI92))
1565. c SECTION 401
1566. R1401=RAY10*(1.O-BBOTVL/YCENRO)
1567. VT401=(QWATDF/(6.0*DBELL))/(RAY10-0.5*R1401)
1568. PHI101=0.5*PIE-ANGSS6
1569. RKE401=0.50*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(401)*VT401*VT40l*(0.5*
1570. &RAY10*RAY10-0.25*R1401*R1401)/(COS(PHI101)*COS(PHI101))
J57l. C SECTION 402
JS72. R.1402=RAY11*( 1. O-BBOTVL/YCENRO )
f5?3. PHI111=PIE-ANGSS6-ANGSWS(401)
}574. IF(PHI111.LE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
*575. PHI112=PIE—0.5*PIE— PHI111
}^76* PHI113=PHI112
1577• ELSE DO
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1578. PHI112-PIE-PHI111
1579. PHI113-0.5*PIE-PHI112
1580. END IF
1581. VT402-(QWATDF/ (6.0*DBELL))/(RAY11—0.5*R1402)
1582. RKE402»0.50*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(402)*VT402*VT402*(0.5*
1583. &RAY11*RAY11-0.25*R1402*R1402)/(COS(PHI113)*COS(PHI113))
1584. C SECTION 403
15 85 . R1403-RAY 12* (1. O-BBOTVL/YCENRO )
1586. PHI121«PIE-ANGSS8-ANGSWS(403)
1587. IF(PHI121.GE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
1588. PHI122-PHI121-0.5*PIE
1589. ELSE DO
1590. PHI122-0.5*PIE-PHI121
1591. END IF
1592. VT403-(QWATDF/ (6. 0*DBELL) )/ (RAY12-0. 5*R1403)
1593. RKE403«0.50*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(403)*VT403*VT403*(0.5*
1594. &RAY12*RAY12-0.25*R1403*R1403)/(C0S(PHI122)*C0S(PHI122))
1595. C SECTION 501
15 96. VT5 01“SURFVL*(DEPTH-YCENRO)/RAY13
1597. PHI131-0 . 5*PIE-ANGSS7
1598. VA501-VT501/COS(PHI131)
1599. RKE501-0.5*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(501)*VA501*VA501*RAY13*
1600. &RAY13*0.25
1601. C SECTION 502
1602. VT5 02=* SURF VL* (DEPTH-YCENRO ) /RAY 14
1603. PHI141*PIE—ANGSS7—ANGSWS(501)
1604. PHI142-PIE-PHI141
1605. IF(PHI142.LE.(0.5*PIE))THEN DO
1606. PHI143=*0.5*PIE-PHI142
1607. ELSE DO
1608. PHI143=PHI142-0.5*PIE
1609. END IF
1610. VA502=VT502/C0S(PHI143)
1611. RKE502-0.5*RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(502)*VA502*VA502*RAY14*
1612. &RAY14*0.25
1613. C SECTION 503
1614. VT503-SURFVL*(D EPTH-YCENRO)/RAY15
1615. PHI151—PIE-ANGSS7—ANGSWS(501)—ANGSWS(502)
J616. PHI152-PIE-PHI151
1617. IF(PHI151.GE.(0.5*PIE)) THEN DO
}?18. PHI153-0.5*PIE-PHI152
ELSE DO
PHI15 3-PHI15 2-0.5*PIE 
. END IF
}622. VA503»VT503/C0S(PHI153)
t?23. RKE503-0.5*RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(503)*VA503*VA503*RAY15*
&RAY15*0.25 
C TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY
RKET0T-RKE101+RKE102+RKE103+RKE201+RKE202+RKE203+ 
&RKE301+RKE302+RKE303+RKE401+RKE402+RKE403+RKE501+ 
&RKE502+RKE503
1619.
1620. 
1621.
1624.
1625.
1626.
1627.
1628. 
1629.
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1630. C
1631. C
1632. C
1633. C
1634.
1635.
1636.
1637.
1638.
1639.
1640.
1641.
1642.
1643.
1644.
1645.
1646.
1647.
1648.
1649.
1650.
1651.
1652.
1653.
1654.
1655.
1656.
1657.
1658. c
1659.
1660.
1661.
1662.
1663.
1664.
1665.
1666.
1667.
1668.
1669.
1670.
1671.
1672.
1673.
1674.
*■675.
1676.
CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN THE SYSTEM
AM 101 =*RHOFLU*6 . 0*DBELL*ANGSWS (101 )* VT101*0 . 25* ( RAY101**3 ) 
AMI02=RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(102)*VT102*0.25*(RAY102**3) 
AM103=RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(103)*VT103*0.25*(RAY103**3) 
AM201=*RH0FLU*6. 0*DBELL*ANGSWS( 201)* (0.3333*RAY201**3- 
&(1.0/12.0)*R1201**3)*VTR201 
AM202=«RH0FLU*6 • 0*DBELL*ANGSWS ( 202 )*(0.3333*RAY202**3—
&(1.0/12.0)*R1202**3)*VTR202
AM203-RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(203)*(0.3333*RAY203**3- 
&(1.0/12.0)*R1203**3)*VTR203
AM301=«RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(301)*VTR301*(0.3333*RAY301**
&3-(1.0/12.0)*R1301**3)
AM3 02s*RH0FLlT*6 . 0*DBELL* ANGSW S ( 3 02 ) * VTR3 02* (0. 3333*RAY302** 
&3-(l.0/12.0)*R1302**3)
AM303=RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(303)*VTR303*(0.3333*RAY303** 
&3-(1.0/12.0)*R1303**3)
AM401=RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(401)*VTR401*(0.3333*RAY401**
&3-(1.0/12.0)*Rl401**3)
AM402=RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(402)*VTR402*(0.3333*RAY402** 
&3-(l.0/12.0)*R1402**3)
AM403**RH0FLU*6 • 0*DBELL* ANGSWS ( 403 )*VTR403* (0.3 333*RAY403** 
&3-(1.0/12.0)*R1403**3)
AM501“RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(501)*VTR501*0.25*RAY501**3 
AM5 02=RHOFLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSWS(5 02)*VTR5 02*0.25*RAY502**3 
AM503»RH0FLU*6.0*DBELL*ANGSW S(503)*VTR5 03*0.25*RAY503**3 
CALCULATE THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
AMT0T-AM101+AM102+AM103+AM201+AM202+AM203+AM301+AM302+ 
&AM303+AM401+AM402+AM403+AM501+AM502+AM503 
PRINT, 'RKE1015*' .RKE101
PRINT,'RKE102* 
PRINT,'RKE103= 
PRINT, 'RKE201* 
PRINT,'RKE202= 
PRINT,'RKE203= 
PRINT,'RKE3013 
PRINT,'RKE302= 
PRINT,'RKE3033 
PRINT,'RKE401= 
PRINT,'RKE402* 
PRINT,'RKE403= 
PRINT,'RKE501= 
PRINT,'RKE502= 
PRINT,'RKE503= 
PRINT,'RKETOT=
RKE102
RKE103
RKE201
RKE202
RKE203
RKE301
RKE302
RKE303
RKE401
RKE402
RKE403
RKE501
RKE502
RKE503
RKETOT
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1677.
1678.
1679.
1680.
1681.
1682.
1683.
1684.
1685.
1686.
1687.
1688.
1689.
1690.
1691.
1692.
1693.
1694.
1695.
1696.
1697.
1698.
1699.
1700.
1701.
1702. C
1703. C
1704. C
1705. C
1706. C.
1707.
1708.
1709.
1710.
1711.
1712.
1713.
1714.
1715.
1716.
1717.
1718.
1719. c
1720. C
1721. C
1722. C
1723. C
1724. c
1725.
1726.
1727.
1728.
PRINT, 'AM101=
PRINT,'AMI02®' 
PRINT,'AM103=' 
PRINT, 'AM201=' 
PRINT, 'AM202**' 
PRINT,'AM203=' 
PRINT,'AM301*' 
PRINT,'AM302*' 
PRINT, 'AM303**' 
PRINT,'AM401*' 
PRINT, 'AM402-' 
PRINT,'AM403®' 
PRINT,'AM501-' 
PRINT,'AM502=' 
PRINT,'AM503-' 
PRINT,'AMTOT*'
AM101
AH102 
AM103 
AM201 
AM202 
AH203 
AM301 
AM302 
AM303 
AM401 
AM402 
AM403 
AM501 
AM502 
AM503 
AHTOT
907 PRINT,'XCENRO.LE.XSP:PROGRAM TERMINATED'
GO TO 911
908 PRINT,'YCENR0.LT.(0.5*DBELL):PROGRAM TERMINATED'
GO TO 911
900 PRINT,'DESIGN NOT RECOMMENDED:SLOPING FLOOR EXPOSED'
GO TO 911 
911 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END
THIS SUB-ROUTINE SPECIFIES THE EQUATIONS FOR THE FIFTH-ORDER 
RUNGA-KUTTA SUBROUTINE "SOLVE"
SUBROUTINE VECTOR(YP,Y,WW,NN)
REAL*8 YP,Y(25),WW(25)
REAL*8 A ,DIFSUB,PATMOS,GAMFLU,QAIRO,B ,DQARDY
REAL*8 AA,DBELL,BB,ALPHAC,CC,FRRWAL,DD,RHOFLU,RHOGAS
REAL*8 FF,P SI,QAIR,GG,HH,G ,PP,QQ,RR,S S,TT
COMMON/XYZ1/A,DIFSUB,PATMOS,GAMFLU,QAIRO
COMMON/XYZ2/B,DQARDY,AA,DBELL,BB
COMMON/ XYZ3/ALPHAC,CC,FRRWAL,DD,RHOFLU
COMMON/XYZ4/RHOGAS,FF,P SI,QAIR,GG
COMMON/XYZ5/HH,G ,PP,QQ,RR
COMMON/XYZ6/SS,TT,SCALE
COMMON/XYZ7/DEPTH,VAMBNT,VAR1,VAR2
CALCULATION OF THE RATE OF CHANGE OF THE AIRFLOWRATE WITH 
DEPTH, (DQARDY) AND THE AMBIANT FLUID VELOCITY
VAR1=4.220*QAIR0/(DEPTH*DEPTH) 
VAR2=»7.297*QAIRO/ (DEPTH**3. 0) 
VAMBNT=(VARl-VAR2*YP+0.214*Y(3)) 
IF(VAMBNT.GT.Y(3))VAMBNT=0.0
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1729.
1730.
1731.
1732. C
1733. C
1734. c
1735. c
1736. c
1737. c
1738.
1739.
1740.
1741.
1742.
1743.
1744.
1745.
1746.
1747.
1748. •
1749.
1750.
1751.
1752.
1753. c
1754. c
1755.
1756.
1757.
1758.
1759. c
1760. c
1761.
1762.
1763. c
1764. c
1765. c
1766.
1767.
1768.
1769.
.DO
1770.
1771.
428
1772.
355
1773.
777
1774.
A*(DIFSUB+(PATMOS/GAMFLU))*QAIRO 
B=(DIFSUB-YP+(PATMOS/GAMFLU))**2 
WW(5)=*A/B
INITIALIZATION OF THE WORK VECTORS FOR THE 5TH ORDER RUNGA- 
KUTTA SUBROUTINE "SOLVE"
AA=(1./(6.0*DBELL))*WW(5)
BB=(Y(2)*ALPHAC*(Y(3)—VAMBNT))/(1.0-Y(2)) 
CC=(2.0/Y(3))*(FRRWAL*Y(3)/16.0+ALPHAC*(Y(3)-VAMBNT))/(1.0 
&-YC2))
DD=>Y( 1)*Y(2)*G*(RHOFLU-RHOGAS) / ( Y ( 3 ) * Y ( 3 )*RHOFLU*(DABS(Y (3) ) 
&/Y(3)»
FF=PSI+Y(5)/(6.0*DBELL*Y(1))+Y(3)*(1.0-Y(2)) 
GG=PSI+Y(5)/(3.0*DBELL*Y(1))+Y(3)*(1.0-2.0*Y(2))
HH=*( 1. 0-Y( 2) )/Y( 1)
PP*(1.0-Y(2))*Y(2)*G*(RHOFLU-RHOGAS)/(Y(3)*Y(3)*RHOFLU*(DABS 
&(Y(3))/Y(3)))
QQ=(2.0/(Y(3)*Y(1)))*(FRRWAL*Y(3)/16.0+ALPHAC*(Y (3)-VAMBNT)) 
RR=(ALPHAC*(Y(3)—VAMBNT))/(Y (1)*(1.0-Y(2))) 
SS»Y(3)/(1.0-Y(2))
TT=Y(3)/Y(1)
WW(1)=(AA-BB+(CC-DD)*FF)/GG
WW(2)=HH*WW(1)+PP-QQ
WW(3)=RR+SS*WW(2)-TT*WW(1)
WW(4)=Y(1)*Y(2)*(1.0-Y(2))*G*(RHOFLU-RHOGAS)*6.0*DBELL
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINESOLVE(TO,Y ,DY,HO,N ,VECTOR)
EXTERNALVECTOR 
REAL*8DY(25),Y
*(25),W(25),G(6,25),Z(2S),T,T1,H,BI,A(6,S)/0.D0,.5D0,.1875D0,2*0 
*,.1428571428571429,2*0.DO,.0625D0,0.D0,-.1875D0,.57142857142857 
*3*0.DO,.5D0,.375D0,.8571428571428571,4*0.DO,.5625D0,-1.71428571 
*5714,5*0.DO,1.142857142857143/,B(6)/.7777777777777778D-1,0.DO,. 
*5555555555556,.1333333333333333,.3555555555555556,.777777777777 
*8D-1/,C(6)/O.DO,.5D0,.25D0,.5D0,.7 5D0,1.DO/
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Tl-TO
H=HO
T-Tl
CALLVECTOR(T,Y,W,N)
BI=B(1)
D02I-1,N
G(1,I)«H*W(I)
2 DY(I)-G(1,I)*BI 
D03I»2,6 
IM-I-1 
T«T1+C(I)*H 
D04K-1,N 
Z(K)-Y(K)
D04J-l,IM
4 Z(K)=Z(K)+A(I,J)*G(J,K) 
CALLVECTOR(T,Z ,W ,N ) 
BI»B(I)
D03J=1,N
G(I,J)»H*W(J)
3 DY(J)-DY(J)+G(I,J)*BI 
D05I-1.N
5 Y(I)«Y(I)+DY(I)
TO*Tl+H
RETURN
END
775.
776.
777.
778.
779.
780.
781.
782.
783.
784.
785.
786.
787.
788.
789.
790.
791.
792.
793.
794.
795.
796.
797.
798.
799.
800. $ENTRY
801. 0.400 2.460
802. 0.005 0.12
803. 0.029 0.029
804. $IBSYS
30.0 3.50
6.00 0.100 0.184
0.029 0.035
0.05
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1. NN® 5
2. THE KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF THE FLUID !
3. PATMOS® 0. 1013000000000000D 06
4. GAMFLU- 0. 9788378600000000D 04
5. G= 0.9805999755859374D 01
6. RHOFLU® 0. 9982028808593749D 03
7. RHOGAS- 0. 1204700469970703D 01
8. PSI® 0.2500845266000000D 00
9. PIE® 3.1415920
10. DYP- 0.0010000
11. YP® 01.0010000
12. DBELL® 0.4000000000000000D 00
13. RBUBLE® 0.0050000
14. DEPTH® 2.4600000
15. GAMMA® 6.0000000
16. ALPHAC® 0. 1200000000000000D 00
17. THETAD® 30.0000000
18. QAIRO® 0.5000000000000000D-01
19. QPUMP® 0.1840000
20. THE INFLOW TO PUMPING RATIO®
21. THE SCALE RATIO® 3.5000000
22. DIFSUB® 0.2393324851989746D 01
23. LENGTH® 0.283502040263475ID 01
24. APIPE® 0.0540723
25. HVEL® 0.0656026
26. XGEOM® . 2.2495200
27. YGEOM® 1.3532400
28. PMPGNO® 0.0003095
29. AIRNO® 0.0016822
30. DEPTNO® 2720000.0000000
31. XCENRO® 2.7177650
32. YCENRO® 1.5375140
33. RINCL® 1.3851250
34. RHORIZ® 1.6569800
35. RDISCH® 1.8776170
36. RUPPER® 2.3825070
37. RLOWER® 2.3382030
38. Y(M ) B(M) AIR FRCN VW(M/S)
39. 0.001 0.1050 0.32256699 0.2459
40. 0.002 0.1009 0.32773018 0.2583
41. 0.003 0.0972 0.33241546 0.2702
42. 0.004 0.0940 0.33668829 0.2817
43. 0.005 0.0910 0.34060170 0.2928
44. 0.006 0.0884 0.34419924 0.3037
45. 0.007 0.0860 0.34751708 0.3142
46. 0.008 0.0838 0.35058560 0.3244
47. 0.009 0.0818 0.35343052 0.3343
48. 0.010 0.0799 0.35607381 0.3440
49. 0.011 0.0782 0.35853439 0.3534
0.0500000
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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50. 0.012 0.0766 0.36082866 0.3627
51. 0.013 0.0752 0.36297094 0.3716
52. 0.014 0.0738 0.36497375 0.3804
53. 0.015 0.0725 0.36684819 0.3890
54. 0.016 0.0713 0.36860406 0.3974
55. 0.017 0.0702 0.37025011 0.4056
56. 0.018 0.0691 0.37179415 0.4137
57. 0.019 0.0681 0.37324320 0.4215
58. 0.020 0.0672 0.37460360 0.4293
59. 0.021 0.0663 0.37588107 0.4368
60. 0.022 0.0654 0.37708080 0.4442
61. 0.023 0.0646 0.37820753 0.4515
62. 0.024 0.0639 0.37926557 0.4586
63. 0.025 0.0632 0.38025888 0.4656
64. 0.026 0.0625 0.38119108 0.4725
65. 0.027 0.0618 0.38206553 0.4792
66. 0.028 0.0612 0.38288529 0.4858
67. 0.029 0.0606 0.38365323 0.4923
68. 0.030 0.0600 0.38437196 0.4987
69. 0.031 0.0595 0.38504396 0.5050
70. 0.032 0.0590 0.38567148 0.5112
71. 0.033 0.0585 0.38625667 0.5172
72. 0.034 0.0580 0.38680149 0.5232
73. 0.035 0.0575 0.38730780 0.5290
74. 0.036 0.0571 0.38777734 0.5348
75. 0.037 0.0567 0.38821173 0.5404
76. 0.038 0.0563 0.38861250 0.5460
77. 0.039 0.0559 0.38898109 0.5515
78. 0.040 0.0555 0.38931885 0.5569
79. 0.041 0.0552 0.38962706 0.5622
80. 0.042 0.0548 0.38990693 0.5674
81. 0.043 0.0545 0.39015958 0.5725
82. 0.044 0.0542 0.39038611 0.5776
83. 0.045 0.0539 0.39058754 0.5826
84. 0.046 0.0536 0.39076483 0.5875
85. 0.047 0.0533 0.39091890 0.5923
86. 0.048 0.0531 0.39105063 0.5971
87. 0.049 0.0528 0.39116085 0.6017
88. 0.050 0.0526 0.39125035 0.6064
89. 0.051 0.0525 0.39131989 0.6109
90. 0.052 0.0525 0.39136977 0.6154
91. 0.053 0.0525 0.39140072 0.6198
92. 0.054 0.0525 0.39141355 0.6242
93. 0.055 0.0525 0.39140905 0.6285
94. 0.056 0.0525 0.39138794 0.6327
95. 0.057 0.0525 0.39135092 0.6369
96. 0.058 0.0525 0.39129864 0.6411
97. 0.059 0.0525 0.39123174 0.6452
98. 0.060 0.0525 0.39115081 0.6492
99. 0.061 0.0525 0.39105643 0.6532
100. 0.062 0.0525 0.39094911 0.6571
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101. 0.063 0.0525 0.39082940 0.6610
102. 0.064 0.0525 0.39069776 0.6649
103. 0.065 0.0525 0.39055467 0.6687
104. 0.066 0.0525 0.39040058 0.6724
105. 0.067 0.0525 0.39023591 0.6762
106. 0.068 0.0525 0.39006106 0.6798
107. 0.069 0.0525 0.38987642 0.6835
108. 0.070 0.0525 0.38968237 0.6870
109. 0.071 0.0525 0.38947925 0.6906
110. 0.072 0.0525 0.38926741 0.6941
111. 0.073 0.0525 0.38904716 0.6975
112. 0.074 0.0525 0.38881882 0.7009
113. 0.075 0.0525 0.38858269 0.7043
114. 0.076 0.0525 0.38833905 0.7077
115. 0.077 0.0525 0.38808816 0.7110
116. 0.078 0.0525 0.38783030 0.7142
U7. •
118. •
119. •
120. •
121. PRINTOUT CONTINUES FOR EACH dy
122. •
123. •
124. •
125. •
126. 2.421 0.2383 0.09253662 1.3174
127. 2.422 0.2384 0.09251392 1.3174
128. 2.423 0.2385 0.09249125 1.3175
129. 2.424 0.2385 0.09246859 1.3176
130. 2.425 0.2386 0.09244595 1.3177
131. 2.426 0.2387 0.09242332 1.3177
132. 2.427 0.2388 0.09240072 1.3178
133. 2.428 0.2389 0.09237813 1.3179
134. 2.429 0.2390 0.09235555 1.3180
135. 2.430 0.2391 0.09233300 1.3180
136. 2.431 0.2392 0.09231046 1.3181
137. 2.432 0.2392 0.09228794 1.3182
138. 2.433 0.2393 0.09226543 1.3182
139. 2.434 0.2394 0.09224295 1.3183
140. 2.435 0.2395 0.09222048 1.3184
Hi. 2.436 0.2396 0.09219803 1.3185
142. 2.437 0.2397 0.09217559 1.3185
143. 2.438 0.2398 0.09215317 1.3186
144. 2.439 0.2398 0.09213077 1.3187
145. 2.440 0.2399 0.09210839 1.3188
146. 2.441 0.2400 0.09208602 1.3188
147. 2.442 0.2401 0.09206367 1.3189
148. 2.443 0.2402 0.09204133 1.3190
149. 2.444 0.2403 0.09201902 1.3190
150. 2.445 0.2404 0.09199672 1.3191
151. 2.446 0.2405 0.09197443 1.3192
152. 2.447 0.2405 0.09195217 1.3193
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153. 2.448 0.2406 0.09192992 1.3193
154. 2.449 0.2407 0.09190769 1.3194
155. 2.450 0.2408 0.09188547 1.3195
156. 2.451 0.2409 0.09186327 1.3196
157. 2.452 0.2410 0.09184109 1.3196
158. 2.453 0.2411 0.09181892 1.3197
159. 2.454 0.2412 0.09179678 1.3198
160. 2.455 0.2412 0.09177464 1.3198
161. 2.456 0.2413 0.09175253 1.3199
162. 2.457 0.2414 0.09173043 1.3200
163. 2.458 0.2415 0.09170835 1.3201
164. 2.459 0.2416 0.09168628 1.3201
165. 2.460 0.2417 0.09166423 1.3202
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180. 
181. 
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200. 
201. 
202.
UPPER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACT0R(ASSUMED)-
LOWER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR(ASSUMED)-
UPPER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR(OBSERVED)-
LOWER MOMENTUM CORRECTION FACTOR(OBSERVED)**
HENTR- 1.0424900
HUPPER- 0.9224854
HLOWER- 0.1200047
QUPPER— 0.0081410
QLOWER- 0.0010590
VUPPER— 0.0036771
VLOWER- 0.0036771
STABLE CIRCULATING FLOW- 1.3641820
VR(1)-
VR(2)-
VR(3)=*
VR(4)=
VT(1)-
VT(2)-
VT(3 )=*
VT(4)-
CORRN-
HPRIME-
YBARP-
DELP2-
RPERPI—
RPAR-
RINCDV-
VTANIC-
VINCL-
FINCL-
RDIVH-
VTANH-
VPARH-
FHORIZ-
TFACT3-
FRRWAL=
DOCOL-
0.4536579 
0.1440679 
0.1196092 
0.1804527 
0.3453424 
0.5677627 
0.6834455 
0.3437012 
0.1614514 
2.6214510 
1.6938170 
4665.1830000 
1.2726430 
0.5467637 
0.7271937 
0.6328728 
0.6888088 
0.0290000 
0.8699183 
0.5290394 
0.5701463 
0.0290000 
7.0073720 
0.3500000000000000D-01 
0.2784244
1.3098750
1.1950590
1.3186750
1.8948440
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203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210. 
211. 
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220. 
221. 
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
ANGSWD(101)a
ANGSWD(102)*
ANGSWD(103)»
ANGSWD(201>
ANGSWD(202)=
ANGSWD(203)=
ANGSWD(301)=
ANGSWD(302)=
ANGSWD(303)=
ANGSWD(401)■
ANGSWD(402)=
ANGSWD(403)=
ANGSWD(501)*
ANGSWD(502)=
ANGSWD(503)=
VTR101=
VTR102=
VTR103=
VTR201=
VTR202=
VTR203-
VTR301=
VTR302=
VTR303-
VTR401=
VTR402-
VTR403=
VTR501=
VTR5 02= 
VTR503- 
FSWS=
TORQUE (101)=* 
TORQUE(102)= 
TORQUE(103)= 
TORQUE(201)= 
TORQUE(202)= 
TORQUE(203)= 
TORQUE(301)= 
TORQUE(302)= 
T0RQUE(303)= 
TORQUE(401)= 
TORQUE(402)= 
T0RQUE(403)= 
TORQUE(501)= 
TORQUE(502)= 
TORQUE(503)= 
SWSTOT=
YDF=
THE RATIO OF 
THE MODIFIED
7.7091210 
8.2775100 
8.4894020 
18.3498300 
35.4155800 
37.6754600 
28.2203900 
17.6973100 
10.2042100 
14.6927000 
16.9821700 
16.5718000 
22.9786000 
83.6096600 
33.1259700 
0.4539218 
0.4738502 
0.4857053 
0.4414971 
0.6034423 
0.6224101 
0.5206074 
0.4142726 
- 0.3170977
0.2597824 
0.2787021 
0.2757622 
0.4273547 
0.7226781 
0.4991720 
0.0290000
0.5973896 
0.6312242 
0.6519663 
1.1105510 
1.5681710 
1.6173960 
1.4483950 
1.1414460 
0.8598468 
1.0270910 
1.1065480 
1.0913200 
1.0216180 
2.1981890 
1.2608750 
17.3320100 
0.0629393 
FACTOR(14) TO FACT0R(10)=
RATIO OF FACT0R(14) TO FACTOR(10)=
1.3914620
0.5004358
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253. CF*
254. TRMLFT*
255. TRMRGT*
256. DIFFER*
257. PERERR*
258. MCF1*
259. MCF2*
260. MCF3-
261. MDOTl*
262. MD0T2*
263. FFI*
264. FFH*
265. DELTAF*
266. MD0T3*
267. YLM*
268. XSP*
269. RC0L(1)*
270. RC0L(2)»
271. RC0L(3)=
272. RC0L(4)=
273. VP1*
274. VP 2*
275. VP3*
276. VP4*
277. VP5*
278. VP6-
279. VP7=
280. VP 8=
281. VP9*
282. VP10*
283. BBOTVL*
284. AVELJT*
285. TOPAR*
286. BOTAR*
287. BOTVEL*
288. SURFVL*
289. VELJET*
290. VCD*
291. PMPRN*
292. CDRAG*
1.4499990
2749.5790000
2792.2450000
42.6662500
1.5280250
1.0000000  
1.0000000  
1.0000000
839.0598000
648.3842000
12.8494400
0.0000000
1498.5380000
0.0337685
0.8071985
1.3999990
1.6561360
1.3595270
1.3377930
1.4883480
0.0016822
0.0003095
30.0000000
0.1888095
0.2161509
0.1035630
0.2968765
0.6250059
0.9584690
2720000.0000000
0.7303162 
2.3578320 
0.5669889 
0.6464974 
0.5701461 
0.9858341 
1.1200810 
0.1566018 
43436.5800000 
1.3999990
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293. SUMMARY OUTPUT OF RESULTANT TORQUES
294. FACTOR(l)** 16.3527500
295. FACT0R(2)= 12.4135500
296. FACTOR(3)= 97.5562800
297. FACTO R( 5)** 40.3036900
298. FACT0R(6)= 5.9873210
299. FACT0R(7)» 2.9924920
300. FACTOR(8)» 485.4025000
301. FACT0R(9)= -413.9960000
302. FACTOR(IO)- 2477.0620000
303. FACTOR(ll)3* 729.1794000
304. FACTOR( 13)** 94.3169000
305. FACTOR(14)= 1724.8720000
306. FACTOR(15)= 252.0505000
307. SWSTOT- 17.3320100
308. SHEAR STRESS ON INCLINED PLANE=
309. SHEAR STRESS ON HORIZONTAL PLANE -
310. RKE101** 33.0781800
311. RKE102= 35.6171500
312. RKE103= 36.6320600
313. RKE201=» 429.8300000
314. RKE202= 402.8271000
315. RKE203= 261.7912000
316. RKE301= 196.5906000
317. RKE302- 172.6948000
318. RKE303= 173.1851000
319. RKE401= 103.8340000
320. RKE402= 97.2677300
321. RKE403- 88.8474200
322. RKE501= 961.4543000
323. RKE502- 815.8161000
324. RKE503- 215.1704000
325. RKETOT=* 4024.6360000
326. AM101= 432.5607000
327. AM102= 438.4543000
328. AMI03= 442.4321000
329. AM201= 831.3898000
330. AM202= 866.3095000
331. AM203= 888.4916000
332. AM301= 950.3041000
333. AM302= 945.5488000
334. AM303= 929.9567000
335. AM401= 1330.4770000
336. AM402= 1341.9270000
337. AM4Q3= 1344.0540000
338. AM501= 989.1997000
339. AM502= 1258.6460000
340. AM503= 1045.2140000
341. AMT0T= 14034.9400000
1.8884980
1.2938730
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APPENDIX 2 
COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT
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Table A2.1 Computer Program Input Cards*
Card No. Variables Format
1 D, H, 0, SCALE All Real
2
V  V  W  «AIR • V QIQPR0 All Real
1
3 FINCL, FHORIZ, FSWS, FRRWAL All Real
*See Table A2.2 for variable description
Table A2.2 Input Variable Description
Variable Description Units
D Bell-Mouth Diameter m
H Fluid Depth in Sump m
0 Inclined Floor Slope degrees
SCALE Ratio of Prototype to Model 
Bell Mouth Diameters
-
*b
Bubble Radius m
“c Entrainment Coefficient -
Bo/Rb
Initial Plume Width to
Bubble Radius Ratio
q a i r O
Diffuser Air Flowrate 3/m / s
q p
Maximum Pumping Rate 3 « m / s
QIQPR Inflow to Sump as a Fraction of 
Total Pumping Capacity
-
FINCL V -
FHORIZ
^ Darcy-Weisbach Friction Factors 
for: inclined portion of floor, 
horizontal portion of floor, side 
walls and rear wall
-
FSWS -
FRRWAL
'
390
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NOMENCLATURE
A = area
AA = distance above the bed to the line of action of
Aq = contracted area between suction pipes
A^ = cross-sectional area of the intake
AM = angular momentum
Ap = projected area of the suction pipes
B = pump spacing; width of conveyance channel
B => plume width (in diffuser plume model)
£B = change in plume width over depth H
BB = distance above the bed over which v^ is assumed to be
constant
Bq =* initial plume width adjacent -to diffuser
BPF = bed packing factor
B^ = width of plume at static water level
b = channel width
C = height of bell-mouth above sump floor
C = Chezy friction coefficient
= drag coefficient
0^ = concentration of fine material in the channel
Cf = correction factor applied to
Cfeqn = correction factor estimated from calibration equation
C_ = Cr. correction factor estimated from convergent numerical
fopt solution
= particle lift coefficient (see Eq. [3.36])
Cg = average volumetric concentration of transported particles
391
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D = suction bell diameter
D = Ackers' and White's dimensionless grain diameter (see
gr Eq. [3.73])
d = inlet pipe diameter
d^ = top clearance of reaction baffle
dB = bottom clearance of reafction baffle
d = equivalent diameter of channel cross-section obtained by
multiplying the hydraulic radius by 4
d = external diameter of the suction pipe
dp = inside diameter of the stagnation tube
d,, = diameter of largest sand grain in a non-uniform sediment
max mixture, units of cm. for Table 3.3
dg = mean particle diameter; units of cm. for Tables 3.2, 3.3,
x 3.4; subscript x refers to percent finer than by weight
d* . = dimensionless grain size = (dg/v.)(0. l(Sg r- l)gdg)^*^
E = length of splitters in pump sump
F = mutual hydrodynamic drag force
AF = external force applied to redirect flow in wet well
(based on linear momentum calculation)
Fg = drag force on pump columns
F = external force applied to a control volumeext
F^ = friction force
F,., = friction force on horizontal floorfh
F £. = friction force on inclined floor
ri
F = Ackers' and White's sediment mobility number (see
gr Eq. [3.72])
F^ = impact force
F^ = particle lift force (see Eq. [3.36])
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Fr  = torque ratio associated with the T^m and F forces
F = Froude number based on the maximum tangential velocity
and total water depth (see Eq. [2.28])
f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
Ggr = Ackers' and White's transport parameter (see Eq. [3.74])
g = acceleration due to gravity, units of c m . s ” ^  for Table
3.3 and 3.4
H = water depth
= depth of inlet zone of sump
AH = rise in water level above the static water level due to
the momentum of the plume
h = flow depth, units of cm. for Table 3.3 and 3.4
h = distance from the centre of the stagnation tube to the
top of the grains (see Eqs. [6.2] to [6.5])
Ah = difference between the static and dynamic heads of a
pitot-tube
hcr = critical flow depth at incipient motion
= head loss
I = intake efficiency or coefficient of discharge (see
n Eq. [2.31])
j = total local flux
3air = alr flux
V r , £  " drlft flux
= fluid flux
jf.alr = drifC fluX
K ** viscous correction factor
KE = kinetic energy
Kt = N.L. Coleman's lift factor (see Eq. [3.42])
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k = diameter of bed roughness elements
kg = equivalent sand roughness
kgk = mean diameter of the grains making up the roughness of
the bed of the conveyance channel
kgy = mean diameter of the grains making up the roughness of
the walls of the conveyance channel
L = approach channel length
= length of inclined portion of wet well floor
L = model lengthm
Lp = prototype length
LR = length ratio
M = momentum of plume fluid element
MWL = minimum water level
Elf = mass of fluid
Am = force due to mass of fluid above the free surface, above
the diffuser (calculated based on the momentum of the
fluid in the plume at the free surface)
N = number of pumps downstream of the pump under consideration
= sediment load similitude number(see Eq. [3.71])
na a  " ^
Na i r  = air number = QAIR /(H2*5g°*5) or QAIR /(D2,5g°*5)
o o
n b b " BB/H
= bottom velocity number = vb/(gH)^*^
Nd = particle diameter similitude number (see Eq. 3.70])
NR =* Froude number
Nr = inlet Froude number; NR = v£j/(gH)^*^ or v^/(gS)^*^
i i
Np = model Froude number
m
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Np = prototype Froude number
P
Npp = Froude number ratio
NH
, .. , „1.5 0.5,, -1.0= depth number = H g
Nj = jet number = Vj/(gH)^*^
Np = pumping number = Qp/(H^„*
NR = Reynolds number
NRd = suction pipe Reynolds number (see Eq. [2.15])
Nr  = pump column Reynolds number = v d/v^
P P
N„ = Reynolds number at some distance x along the plate
“  (see Eq. [2.13])
N surface velocity number => vsuRFACE^ gH^°*5
= Weber number (see Eq. [ 2 . 2 5 ] )
Ny  = vertical location number = Y/H
NYCR = centre of rotation number = YCR/H
Np = circulation number = TS^/Q
Ng = floor angle number = floor angle in degrees
TVT J It. U  t j l » 5 „ 0 . 5 ,  - 1 . 0= viscosity number = H g v
n = revolutions per second of the vortometer vanes
n^ = Manning roughness ratio
= airflow meter calibration pressure 
PS = pumping scheme
PgT = stagnation pressure
P STp = standard pressure
PQ = airflow meter operating pressure
PQ = static pressure
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APR = force resulting from pressure imbalance on floor of wet
well underneath diffuser plume
AP2 ** force due to increased hydrostatic pressure on wall
adjacent to diffuser plume
A = pressure difference or lift pressure on sediment grains
P (see Eq. [3.37])
A_ = imbalance in bed pressure due to presence of air
B
p^ -j.R = air pressure at elevation y above the diffuser
Patm = atmospheric pressure
PB = bed pressure
pQ = air pressure at the diffuser port
Q = flowrate
«A IR air flowrate within the plume at elevation y above the diffuser
Qa i r  = air flowrate being discharged from the diffuser
o
Qp = pump discharge
QgTp = airflow rate at standard temperature and pressure
Qw = water flowrate within the plume
= total circulating flow produced as a result of air 
diffusion
q = unit discharge of the flow
q, = volumetric sediment discharge per unit channel width
q = dimensionless discharge coefficient (see Eq. [3.53])
qg = volumetric sediment discharge
Rb = bubble radius
Rgk = bubble Reynolds number = 2 v^ Rfc/^f
R^ = hydraulic radius of the conveyance channel, units of cm
for Table 3.3
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r = radial distance
r = radius measured from vortex axis
r “ radius of the vortex at the free surfaceo
S = submergence; height of water surface above bell-mouth;
conveyance channel slope
S = specific gravity of water
S/N = signal to noise ratio
= critical submergence; the submergence when air-entraining 
vortices first begin to form
SF = particle shape factor
= energy slope
Sf = shape factor for channel cross-section
C
SFL = sump floor level
= shape factor for channel reach 
Sr = specific weight of particles
Sg^ = critical value of the modified Sheilds' parameter for
steep slopes
SQ = specific gravity of the manometer fluid
T = thickness of splitters in sump well; tractive force
T^ , = airflow meter calibration temperature
T ^  = torque due to the mass of fluid above the static water
level resulting from the momentum of the diffuser plume
Tq = airflow meter operating temperature
T = minimum time of one pumping cycle or the time between
^ successive starts or changes in speed of a pump operating
over the control range
TgTp = standard temperature
tg = thickness of the sediment layer
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U,
u
u
¥
V,
*c
VAIR
'B
'bC
V.bCmax
V,bCmin
Vin
'R
1,2 ,3,4
V,w
V,
v.
3
= friction velocity 
= critical shear velocity
«= mean velocity 
= volume
= ambient fluid velocity 
= air velocity 
= bell-mouth velocity
= fluid velocity near the bed under critical conditions, 
units of cm.s*"*, (see Table 3.2)
= maximium fluid velocity near the bed under critical
conditions resulting in the initiation of total bed-load 
movement, units of cm., (see Table 3.2)
= minimum fluid velocity near the bed under critical 
conditions resulting in the initiation of motion of 
individual particles, units of cm. (see Table 3.2)
= velocity adjacent to inclined floor
= velocity of incoming flow in pumping station inlet 
structure
= velocity scale ratio
= tangential velocities at the sump boundaries used to 
calculate pump column drag
= plume water velocity
= tangential velocity component
= terminal bubble rise velocity
= velocity near the bottom of the channel
= velocity through contracted area
= average suction pipe axial velocity
= mean velocity of flow through inlet zone of sump
= jet velocity
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m
mmax
tnmin
SURFACE
tl,2,3,4
W
ws
X
xb
X
XCR
Xb
Y
Y
YCR
y
= mean velocity, units of cm/s for Table 3.3
= highest critical mean velocity in the cross-section 
initiating total bed-load movement, units of cm/s for 
Table 3.3
= lowest critical mean velocity in the cross-section
initiating particle motion, units of cm/s for Table 3.3
= flow velocity at the particle center-line
= particle settling velocity
= surface velocity
= maximum tangential velocity
= tangential velocity at the interface between the solid 
body and plug flow sections
= tangential velocities acting on the pump column 
subsections
= approach channel width at suction bell centre line 
= submerged weight of sediments
= x coordinate of the geometric centre of the wet well 
cross-section
= sediment transport on the bed, mass flux per unit mass 
flow rate
= rear and side wall clearance between sump wall and edge 
of inlet
= x coordinate of the centre of rotation 
= distance along a boundary 
= vertical distance above the diffuser
= y coordinate of the geometric centre of the wet well 
cross-section
= y coordinate of the centre of rotation
= conveyance channel depth; distance above the diffuser
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y^p = distance between the line of action of the AF force and
the centre of rotation
y^p = distance from floor of wet well to line of action of the
2 hydrostatic force AP2
Z^ = air diffuser submergence
Z = length of vortex air core
a = angle of indicated swirl
a  -  air fraction within the diffuser plume
= entrainment coefficient
0 = constant in Shields-Camp scouring velocity equation
8^  2 3 = momentum correction factors
0nO_, = momentum correction factor for flow, passing below the
centre of rotation
0j,Qp = momentum correction factor for flow passing above the
centre of rotation
T = circulation (see Eq. [2.32])
Ay. = difference in specific weights between the fluid and the
air
= unit weight of fluid 
Yg = unit weight of solid
Ays = difference in specific weights between the fluid and the
solid
5 = boundary layer thickness
5' = thickness of the laminar boundary layer (units of cm. for
Table 3.3)
n = shape factor of the sediments
0 = bed slope
A8 = change in angular measurement
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ic = von Karman turbulence coefficient
= dynamic viscosity of the fluid
v, = kinematic viscosity of the fluid
£ = vorticity
= mean vorticity distributed over the entire boundary 
layer
= density of air
= fluid density
pg = density of solid particles
a = surface tension of the fluid
= standard deviation of the size of the bed material
= shear stress
aS
x. = bed shear stressb
_2
Tj, * critical shear stress, units of g.cm for Table 3.4
x = boundary shear stress obtained using in
eqn the numerical solution f feqn
Tu. = shear stress on the horizontal portion of the wet well
floor
x^  = shear stress on inclined portion of the wet well floor
xN = dimensionless shear stress number; xN = x/(pfgH)
x = boundary shear stress estimated from convergentopt numerical solution
r„IT = shear stress on the side walls of the wet wellSw
x = shear stress on the vertical sump wall adjacent to
the air diffuser
•fy = wall shear stress
= submerged angle of repose of the sediment
4>GA = transport parameter proposed by Graf and Acaroglu
(see Eq. [3.19] )
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ip = shear intensity parameter proposed by Graf and Acaroglu
(see Eq. [3.18])
- 1.53 (og(pf - PAiR )/Pf2)0*25 
to = angular velocity of the circulating flow
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